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M t’s ironic that while our book, We

Owe You Nothing: Punk Planet the collected

H interviews, which consists primarily of

band interviews, has been selling briskly,

we haven’t featured a music-based inter-

view on our cover since issue #35- After

having some time to ponder the situa-

tion, I think it’s pretty obvious that it’s

been too long! I’m glad to say that the

streak is over with this issue, which fea-

tures as its cover a fantastic long-form

interview with John K Samson from the

stunning Canadian band the

Weakerthans.

I first discovered the Weakerthans

about a year ago. I had been sent a pro-

motional copy of their CD, Left and

Leaving, and it sat on my desk unopened

for about a month. The only thing I

knew about the band was that it was start-

ed by an ex-member of the legendary

political pop-punk band Propagandhi,

and while I have always been a

Propagandhi fan, I wasn’t sure I needed

to listen to a spin-off. I couldn’t have

been more wrong.

Bored with my musical choices one

day, I slipped the CD into the mix. I was

so utterly blown away by what I heard, I

couldn’t fathom why I hadn’t listened to

it earlier! Mixing the very best elements

of pop-punk, folk, country, and even

emo (I did say the best elements, didn’t

I?), with some of the most moving lyrics

I’ve heard in years, I was a Weakerthans

fan from the moment the first note hit

my ear. Since that point, it’s a rare day

where I don’t listen to at least a little of

one of the band’s two albums.

I was excited when long-time Punk

Planet columnist (and sounding board)

Larry Livermore expressed interest in

interviewing Samson for us. I think

you’ll find that Larry did a fantastic

job. For people that are already con-

verts to the Weakerthans, you’ll find

this interview will reinspire you. To

those that have yet to hear their bril-

liance, let this interview serve as a

primer. I hope you enjoy it (and them)

as much as I did.

In closing, I’d like to welcome

aboard Chris Ziegler as a new associate

editor here at PP. Chris has contributed

for years to the magazine (most notably

writing PP36 ’s moving cover story,

"Death in Texas”) and I couldn’t be

prouder about having him on board as

an editor. His story about his trip to the

South by Southwest music conference in

this issue is a must-read.

I’d also like to thank Maggie Vail,

who’s moving tribute to Joey Ramone in

an e-mail sparked the series of wonderful

and unique stories about Joey’s mark on

the modern punk scene that make up

"One of Us: Remembering Joey” in this

issue. Her hard work at putting together

these reflections is a true testament to

how much Joey meant to so many of us.

Finally, I’d like to thank everyone

that came out to hear me ramble about

We Owe You Nothing, punk rock, and a mul-

titude of other topics on my too-short

book tour in June. It was an inspiration

to meet all of you. Thanks.

Enjoy the summer, see you in the fall.

DM
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$4.50
PRICE INCLUDES POSTAGE! HELL YEAH!

5.5"«8y SOFTCOVER • NONFICTION

SEND CASH, MONEY ORDER

OR CHECK (PAYABLE TO

VIPER PRESS) TO:

VIPER PRESS
P.O. BOX 3394

CHICAGO IL 60690-3394

pn
%
EMAIL: INFO@VIPERPRESS.COM

The BlowUp
True Noise CD
Seattle distortionists, The Blow Up, again teaming up with movement leader Tim

Kerr, has graced us with a twelve song mindbender that states its point with

urgent accuracy. Toiling away at machines of their own construction, the group

has manufactured a compact tool for aural disintegration and a strident wake

up call to the nostalgic flock of baying sheep steadfastly refusing to acknowledge

their existence in the moment that is RIGHT FUCKING NOW!

168 PAGES CHRONICLING

THREE YEARS OF:

DUCT TAPE,

HAND-LAUNCHED BOTTLEROCKETS,

BROKEN GUITAR STRINGS,

SWEAT-DRENCHED CLOTHING,

99-CENT GENERIC-BRAND PASTA,

REALLY BAD AMPS,

STOLEN INFLATABLE LOVE DOLLS,

STRAINED VOCAL CHORDS,

FIGHTS IN THE PIT,

WAILING FEEDBACK,

THE POWER OF GARLIC,

MIDNIGHT PHILOSOPHIZING,

RAPID HEARING LOSS,

NO BLOWJOBS ON TOUR,

CRACKED CYMBALS,

UNSPEAKABLY DISGUSTING TOILETS,

GENUINE EMOTIONAL SALVATION,

AND -ABOVE ALL

-

THE BEAUTIFUL PROCESS OF

RENDERING SOUND INTO ACTION.

ms Dead Moon
Trash & Burn CD

Yes, finally a new DEAD MOON CD! After spending much of last year touring the

US including a rousing show at The Vegas Shakedown, DEAD MOON went home

and turned out this gem. DEAD MOON is fronted by Fred Cole, a living rock-n-

roll legend (check out THE LOLLIPOP SHOPPE on the Pebbles comp from Rhino)

who recorded his first song at the tender age of 15.

The Pinkos
SelfTitled CD

The Pinkos, Vanessa (Bell) and Steve (Gits), are a snotty, punk duo who believe

that just because the "personal is political," doesn't mean you can't take the

political personally. Filled with songs about bad love, failure, disgrace and damaged

democracy without the tears, sappiness, and sorrow. A touch of Violent Femmes,

a little Billy Bragg, a little baader-meinhof.

PO Box 12034 Seattle Wa 91802 * www.EmptyRecords.com J READ THE TEXT ONLINE AT VIPERPRESS.COM

DEBUT FULL LENGTH ALBUM
FEATURING 4/5 OF REFUSED

ALSO AVAILABLE...

THE ICARUS LINE - "MONO" LP

INK & DAGGER - "SELF TITLED" LP/CD

BUDDYHEAD.COM
SHOOT PIGS IN THE FACE



NEW HARDCORE from BRIDGE NINE

DEMO Y2X1 out on 7” vinyl

July 10th, 2001

The Sun lsn f
t Getting Any Brighter

4 Song 77CDep

Limited Special Vinyl Pressing and
Digipack Mini Disc. Amazing follow
up to their self-titled release that is

still available from Bridge Nine.

JP *•

m9m>.

Blood in the Water
5 Song 7”

The Only Way: 1995-1999
A Video Documentary
61 Minute VHS Video

A mix of Negative Approach and Antidote
with an early Boston feel. Available for

about 5 seconds on My War Records, now
re-released for the general public.

Limited Vinyl ONLY Release.
Full Length CD Available on Triple Crown

Records. LP has all new artwork
and design.

Contains rare live footage & interviews with
TYF, as well as live footage of IME, RTS and
Bane from TYF’s final show on 10.17.99.

COMING SOON: THE HOPE CONSPIRACY
7”/CDep, PANIC ep, OVER MY DEAD
BODY/DEATH THREAT split 7’VCDep,
COPS & ROBBERS new 7’VCDep, MORE...

BRIDGE NINE RECORDS P.O. Box 990052, Boston, MA 02199-0052 USA WWW.BRIDGE9.COM
Send $1 for catalog/sticker/pin. Credit Card Orders: www.lumberjack-online.com. STORES - Contact Lumberjack!

STILL HERE: A.N. s/t CD. 7” = $4, VHS Video = $16, CDep = $8, CD = $10 in USA (check site for world postage).



murder, concurrently rough and technical; recalling everything from pos -

hardcore math, to punk rock speed, to metal technicality, introducing the debut full-length from Rochester’s own ($9ppd)

COMING SOON’ ‘THE PUBLIC ENEMY TRIBUTE featuring: BROTHERS KEEPER, FALL SILENT, ARMAANGELUS, I STILL AROUND: INKLING, "Miscommunication" cdep, THE NATIONAL ACROBAT, It s Nothing Personal f, SPARK LIGHTS THE

'

SUICIDE NOTE, BURNT BY THE SUN, ALL ELSE FAILED, BUILDING ON FIRE, DARKER DAY I FRICTION. “Cocaine Honeymoon" cdep, HANGING LIKE A HEX zines (lots of 'em
1

)

TOMMORROW, BREAK OF DAWN, ALL BETS OFF, THIS YEARS MODEL, KID GORGEOUS, and more

•PREMONITIONS OF WAR/ BLESSING THE HOGS split
201 MAPLE LN.

(
N. SYRACUSE, NY 13212. hanginghexMotaail . com

.POSTPAID lA EUROPE $12 CB

TENSION WIRE

Seymour Records, PO.Box 56738

Chicago, IL 60656-0738

www.seymourrecords.com or

www.tensionwire.net



HE(Ol(£J? "ptpoo 'CRIJpOT VOt, 1 the ciqtnm&j? ngcnuer ep
also available: Christ on parade "insanity is a sane reaction" cd/2lp

4430 Telegraph Ave. PMB 72 Oakland CA 94609 www.foadrecords.com

Winner of The 2000 Orlando Music Awards for best Ska Band

TJTT/Jm
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§ i6v.yenesis
7 song ccCavaifabfe now,

checks/money orders (well

concealed cash) to Jon Dean,
p.o. box 18211 i^ Pittsburgh pa 15236

www.rise-above.com thank you.
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. ENEMIES/PITCH BLACK • TEO LEO/PHARWIACISTS .ALKALINE TRIO
JAGGED THOUGHTS LP/CO .ANNBERETTA S/T SPLIT ALBUM CD ONLY THE TYRANNY OF DISTANCE" LP/CD "HELL YES" T EP

«?JESEn ™*... OLD GLORY' LP/CD
DEBUT SPLIT FULL LENGTH CD TED LEO IS A GEM. FORMERLY OF EXCLUSIVE SEVEN INCH SINGLE!

nnn? flLL IIIEW fllBU|yi! RflW S01D ftll,D FROM THE TOO BEST NEW EAST CHISEL, HIS SECOND SOLO EFFORT AS IF YOU DIDN'T KNOW, THE AK3

^iJSSSSnSnni t.

Emotiow LfllD BflRE ACROSS BAY PUNK BANDS. THE SECRET'S SHOWCASES HIS EXCELLENT COMBINE CATCHY POP PUNK
IMPORTANT RECORDS

0
OUT! PITCH BLACK CHANNEL SflNCWRITNG AND LOVE FOR THE SENSIBILITIES WITH LYRICS LACED

MELODIC MID TEMPO CHURNING
WITH GIGMIC mDY flIUD SPIRIT

- EARLY TS°L
.
MOTS AN0 45 JAM, ELVIS COSTELLO. SQUEEZE WITH ALCOHOL, THE DEVIL, ANDSSS «—•*««- "SBSr"

"JSSSSf SSSfiEt
- RANCID AND RUNSWITH IT" CMJ MiES INCLUDE DAVE ED FROM

BERS OF THE MAKEUP TRANSAM, PLAYING TODAY! ON TOUR NOW!

NEUROISON BASS.
GOLDEN AND TSUNAMI

COMING SOON BLACK CAT MUSIC, ONE TIME ANGELS CDEP COMMON RIDER7
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DISCOGRAPHY ci

24 tracks Includes everything this legendary 4-piece ever recorded. Sounds like a cross
between Crimpshrine and Jawbreaker. Features members of the Broadways, The 4-squares
& Lawrence Arms. $8ppd to Quincy Shanks will get you a Tricky Dick Discography CD &
a Quincy Shanks Sampler #3 CD Featuring: The 4-squares, Biscayne, Tricky Dick, there is no
shining heart, the Hitmen, Rom, Finway Fish Camp, Faction of the Fox & the Undesirables!
So send $8ppd to Quincy Shanks now and get the Tricky Dick discography CD
plus the 14 song Quincy Shanks Sampler #3 CD. Please make all checks &
money orders payable to: Mike Alfini

WWW.QUINCYSHANKS.COM
QUINCY SHANKS P.O. Box 3035 Saint Charles, IL 60174

ord*r online <g

mterpunhcomACD $10 • 7” $4 • CDEP $8 • US add 10%, World add 25% • Send US Funds Only

F.U.G. RECORDS • PO BOX 11157 • PENSACOLA, FL 32524 • United States of America

THU III.AML APOCAI.MPKE BAIRIS DEAD END KIDS
\o One Is Innocent." Cl) "M Dead

' 1 OKP



More about HR & the Big Boys

Howdy Podnuks!

Biscut here with greetings of friend-

ship and congratulations on the article

about DC, Minor Threat, and all the fun

surrounding that scene ['’Putting DC on

the Map” PP4.1]. Thru Minor Threat, the

Big Boys got to taste some of that city’s

delicious punk menu! Playing with Minor

Threat and Trouble Funk in DC is one of

my career highpoints. I have only wonder-

ful thank yous to all the scene there!

Unfortunately for some, your article

contained its negative side also. The infor-

mation about the Bad Brains show here was

correct as well as I remember. HR did twist

the facts to obviously protect himself from

"the bloodclots” when he said I made a

pass at him. Let me assure you, I never

made a pass at him or anyone that night.

First off, like all humans, your sex life plays

a very small part in your existence and I

would have not ever jeopardized my per-

sonal being by making a pass at a stranger.

Secondly, HR was not nor ever will be my

choice of love. What he needed was a

crutch to lean on to bolster his convictions

and he found a convenient scapegoat in gay

people. Pity his poor misguided soul.

Other examples of their stupidity

during that time was to tell Tammy, David

Dictor’s girlfriend, that she needed to fol-

low five paces behind each man and ser-

vice and feed them as they wished. They

tried this with Beth Kerr also, to no avail.

I also believe correctly that the cops came

at least twice to quell loud music blasting

from the reggae bus. One of the worst

things they did was to rip money off me—

this they will pay for forever in evil karmic

debt that will be like the weight of a dead

albatross around their necks.

They also were quite good at scam-

ming their hosts where they were given

places to stay. Tim and Beth had mysteri-

ous phone bills they had to pay for and a

friend in Dallas where they stayed ended

up with over $300 in their phone calls.

That’s a real "thank you” from a band who

was for the people. They lied.

Needles to say, it was quite a funny

night as I remember. When I finally real-

ized the brevity of HR’s "seriousness” I

could only make fun of this "man of

truth.” In fact, I taunting him and told

him that he was a fool and that his beliefs

sucked dick! He put a towel over his head

and paraded around like a fool! In all

honesty, he doesn’t realize how close he

came to getting his ass fully whipped by a

bunch of pissed Texans.

Austin was not a "gay punk scene” but it

had its gay participants like all city’s cultures.

Austin was special as people loved each other

for their talents and zaniness, labels of "gay”

and "straight” were blurred here perhaps

more than some places. The Dicks, Huns,

Big Boys (me only), Sharon Tate’s Baby,

Buffalo Gals, Reactors, and Body Nightclub

all contained queers and 50 other bands

didn’t. It just didn’t make any differences

here, so when the Bad Brains fiasco went

down, it united people even more and some

straights saw gay persecution firsthand and a

tiny positive mental revolution happened.

Things were better because of this night

—

hopefully much to HR’s chagrin.

I wanted this show to be so good and

I worked hard talking to everyone and

making a cool poster and to have it turn

out as it did was very disheartening. That’s

OK though, I laughed and went merrily

on. Friends here did letters to Flipside and

Maximum Rock n Roll as they were so per-

turbed by the events. I thank them.

I thank you guys also for carrying on

a great tradition of underground zine

publications. I had two tiny different pub-

lications during the Big Boys called The

Chattering Pest and The Flying Tortilla Press and

they were filled with lies, recipes, Ted

Nugent photos, local punk shows . .
.
just

absolute stupidity. Have fun in all yer

"arts” and don’t fail to attack the normalcy

with absolute haste!

That’s all folks!

Randall J "Biscuit” Turner

Got Itches?

Punk Planet,

Angel Page’s first aid kit [DIY

Healthcare PP42] is a terrific resource,

but there’s one mistake present. The oils

in poison ivy, oak, and sumac aren’t

removed by rubbing alcohol—it’s actually

one of the best ways to SPRFAD the

10 PUNK PLANET



itchies! Soap and water, and much
patience, are still a forest dweller’s best

friend, despite many articles with pro-

alcohol advice.

Cheers,

Hether Seggel

How different are W and Gore?

Dear Punk Planet,

The Howard Zinn interview in issue

#43 was very good. It was quite enlighten-

ing to hear a respected scholar give an

intelligent synopsis of the similarities of

GeorgeW and A1 Gore. In my studies on

the subject I find they are quite similar

with regard to views on imperialism, the

war on drugs, gun control, fund raising,

American corporate interests, and even in

terms on their official goals as far as abor-

tion rights are concerned. However, I

must say that I find Mr. Zinn to be grossly

exaggerating when he claims the two

politicians’ foreign policies and economic

policies are too close to notice any

remarkable difference.

As I see it, George W’s economic

policy makes much more use of the short

term excess in federal funds as generated

by the 199° s stock market bull market.

The esteemed Mr. Bush recently passed a

tax cut that keeps far more money in the

hands of the rich—and those with enough

wealth to maintain long-term investments

on American soil—by means of lower cap-

ital gains taxes, cut income taxes, and

lower estate taxes than the venerable Mr.

Gore. The former vice-president’s eco-

nomic plan would make far more use of

the excess in federal funds, keeping much
of it in the hands of the government for

the inevitable rainy- day that has followed

every boom period in modern economic

history. This is not necessarily a bad

thing, since many economists feel that

broad tax cuts—like those that were

recently passed, right as the stock market

begins to fall into doldrums and eco-

nomic growth slows (and shrinks)— could

have long lasting effects on our grand-

children. This may be overstated, but in

W’s plan the rich keep their wealth and

the poor lose wealth so that potential

consumers are left with no money to

spend; add this up over many years and

this equals growing gaps between the

affluent and the destitute for a long time

to come. A1 Gore’s plan would keep

money in the hands of the government so

that the federal treasury is not forced to

lower interest rates more than they

already have been lowered (a record five

times this year so far), thus causing infla-

tion, and providing much needed funds

for social relief programs when we finally

slip into an extended recession that many

say we are already in.

As far as foreign policy goes, well,

there’s no comparison really. George

Bush may have made a very smart move

(c’mon admit it!) by appointing former

secretary of state, Dick Cheney, as vice-

president and former chair of the joint

cheifs of staff, Collin Powell, as current

secretary of state. But, he has basically

instructed Mr. Powell to have a completely

hands off roll in terms of foreign affairs.

This means no nation building (which

Mr. Zinn might say is a blatant form of

imperialism—on which I’d agree whole-

heartedly—but realistically helps develop

much needed ties to nations with strug-

gling democratic frameworks), no direct

US involvement in settling disputes like

the Israeli/Palestinian conflict, the tension

in the Congo right now, and a non-mili-

tarized moderation of the growing

Taiwanese- Chinese tensions. Basically, all

that Mr. Powell is given the power to do is

talk a lot, threaten a lot, and never really

get involved as a role of peace- maker.

Mr. Gore, on the other hand, looks

to the Clinton school of thought in terms

of foreign affairs (duh!). I think we all

agree that Madeline Albright was a well-

intentioned, if extremely ineffectual secre-

tary of state during Clinton’s tenure, but

what Ms. Albright did that Mr. Powell is

not allowed to do for the time being, was

get involved. Mr. Zinn might say that Ms.

Albright being directly involved in the

world’s affairs is less imperialistic (or prag-

matic) than Mr. Powell doing nothing, but

I disagree. Mr. Gore promotes nation

building, and his views lead me to believe

that this nation building is used to pro-

mote the democractic interests throughout

the less-developed nations of the world

(which is, of course, a dubious prospect).

But, it is important to realize that Mr.

Gore recognizes that the US has developed

a role as an international peace-keeper and

therefore must start using its power to help

promote democracy rather than see terror-

ist, military, ethnically oppessive, and

monarchy governments rule places in

Africa and the Middle East.

Okay, there you go: you know my

thoughts. Of course, when it comes down

to it, they really are not that different as

Mr. Zinn astutely pointed out. And, let’s

face it: nothing gets done anways (espe-

cially with a nearly evenly divided senate)

be it with a Democrat or Republican in

the white house. People like my father,

while he may not agree with most of Mr.

Bush’s views on social issues, approve of

W. because it keeps people like my father

wealthy. I, on the other hand, as a 23

year-old social-democrat who would like

to be able to help provide a fair, finan-

cially stable home for any family I might

have in the future think George Bush and

A1 Gore are different in some important

ways that supporters of Nader often over-

look. Similarly, one should never under-

estimate the power of an open American

ear to international conflicts like India

and Pakastan, North and South Korea,

Syria and Lebannon, Afghanistan and . . .

well . . . everyone, and Turkey and

Greece. This is especially important in a

day and age in which Osama Bin Laden

remains arguably the most dangerous/

beloved man in the world, North Korea

and India are eager to buy the nuclear

warheads that Russia can’t seem to sell fast

enough, and there is so much potential

for progress to be made with places like

North Korea and Cuba. Yes, they are sim-

ilar and they are both assholes who in

their own way each lack any sort of clear-

cut vision for America, but they are dif-

ferent in some fundamental ways.

Punk and Pragmatic,

Ross A. Siegel

Law of Inertia, New York City

Got something to say ? Please write us! Send letters to:

Punk Planet PO Box 464 Chicago IL 60690

or e-mail to: punkplanet@punkplanet.com
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Suburban Home Distribution
Checks, MOs, and cash payable to Suburban Home, PO Box 40757, Denver, CO 80204,

www.suburbanhomerecords.com

COUNTERFIT
"From Finish to Starting Line" CDep
Technical musicianship without
compromising emotional integrity

equals one incredible ep. $6ppd

V/A RITALIN RIOT 2
The highly anticipated sequel featuring

At the Drive In, Hot Water Music, Less
Than Jake, AAA, Movielife, Leatherface,

Small Brown Bike, Cooter, more. $6ppd

THE FAIRLANES
"Welcome to Nowhere" CD

Powerful Guitars, catchy harmonies,
and moving lyrics combine in 12

extraordinary tracks. $9ppd

CONTENDER
"Scenic Overlook" CD, $7 ppd

Contender set out to find a balance
between melody and aggression.
Intelligent, honest, and witty lyrics.

HOT ROD CIRCUIT/
THIS YEAR'S MODEL CD
Two songs from each band. Each band
does an original and a cover. These songs
can not be found anywhere else. $6ppd

LAW OF INERTIA #9
The latest issue features interviews
with Propagandhi, Cave-In, Nora,
Dillinger Four, Tristeza, BS2000,

and more. Plus tons of writing! $3ppd

THE FAIRLANES/
STINKIN POLECATS CD

Italian import featuring 6 songs from
the Fairlanes and 6 songs from S.P.
We have a very limited supply. $10ppd

V/A NO-FI TRASH
Amazing compilation featuring

The Get Up Kids, Promise Ring, A
New Found Glory, Lagwagon, The

Fairlanes, Midtown, Gamits, more. $5ppd



Joan of Arc
‘How can any thing so little be any more” cd ep JT1057
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sea legs e.p. the official guide to loss
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Inspection 12
In Recovery

debut album out may 29th 200

cd/lp

Honest Don’s
P.O. Box 192027
San francisco, CA 941 1

9

www.honestdons.com

“Inspection 12

I * prides itself on facing different...their

approach combined with their melodic

pop-punk sound has made them quite

possibly the biggest name in Jacksonville

since limp Bizkit.”

- Florida Times Union

INITIALRECORDS

JULY 27 - 29, 2001 I THE WATER TOWER I LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
AVAIL JULIANA THEORY, RAINER MARIA, ELLIOTT, BOYSETSEIRE, CONVERGE, POISON THE WELL, PLANES MISTAKEN FOR STARS CAVEIN ISIS THE JAZZ JUNE BANE ENSIGN
SMALL BROWN BIKE, FURTHER SEEMS FOREVER, HOTROD CIRCUIT, THE WHITE OCTAVE, THE H0PECONSPIRACY STRETCH ARM STRONG AMERICAN NIGHTMARE and more

'

FOR MORE INFO VISIT WWW.KRAZYFEST.COM



Oh, Sexism,

where would I

be without you?!

I was telling a male

friend I was think-

ing about doing

my next PP column

as an open letter to

any girl wanting to

join the "music industry," sharing my experience. While punk

rock claims itself as a golden utopian valley free on the bondage of

male dominance and soul-beatdowns that devastated us in 7

grade gym class, you best have brass balls, because the sexism and

resentment you will encounter as a driven woman in the under-

ground is subtle, vicious and more ubiquitous than Jay-Z hits on

B96. He told me to "be careful,” so I took that was a definite green

light. The only thing in this column I am going to apologize about

is that when discussin’ shit like this, you wind up being more gen-

eral than MacArthur.

My immediate fear is as such: When you are held in place,

financially, and artistically, by the boys club of indie rock, the last

thing you want to do is hinder your advancement by biting the

hand that "feeds" you. The fact that the boys club often times

dishes out steamy helpings of shit sandwiches is besides the point.

Kind of like an advanced case of Stockholm Syndrome, where

people develop a fondness for their captors. Despite the fact that

I KNOW PEOPLE KNOW of my riot girl past, and are aware of

my rep as a bitch on a stick and a rabid feminista, and that taking

people to task is well in line with my steez, there is this feeling of

'this is the way things are and I should just accept it." But, by not

using my extra tall soap box as a columnist in a zine my peers

read, by not hailing from the roof tops loud and long about (all

together now) SEXISM, I willingly help perpetuate a standard

that, to put it mildly, mortifies me.

I am lying on the floor of my bedroom, pants legs hiked up,

legs in the air, applying arthritis medicine to my knees which are

feeling a bit wrecked after dancing at the Outkast/Ludacris show

the last few hours. Michael is reading to me from his assigned

psychology texts about women who are outspoken and frequently

voice analytical thought or criticism are viewed to be less femi-

nine, or in school, goaded towards more "ladylike” behavior or

silenced by various means. I make a joke about how I should use

that quote to kick off the reviews section of the next issue of my

zine. No kidding, he says with a caffienated chuckle.

I am reminded of the interview my dear associate Mr. Josh

Hooten did with me in the pages of this very magazine about two

years back, where I talked about how Chris Leo, of the Lapse and

Van Pelt, who is on my short list of punk rock guitar heroes,

responded to my criticism of the drumming (of Dave Leto of Rye

Coalition) and its production on the first Lapse LP ,
by insisting

that either a) I wanted to fuck the drummer or b) I had fucked the

drummer and was spurned or some such thing and was channeling

my anger via a review. No, no, I insisted, I just think he s got bad

placement, no finesse and production-wise the hi-hat sounds like

he’s banging on garbage can lids with a hammer. Despite the fact

that Chris and I have since "resolved" our issue, I realized that he

was verbalizin’ what I knew countless others use as a line of reason-

ing to dismiss critical female voices, on a journalistic level and

otherwise. Of course what comes out of a girls mouth is nowhere

near as valuable as the dicks she could put in it.

Part of my job as a publicist is reading hundreds of maga-

zines and fanzines a year, and I can understand why often women

stick to reviewing our own kind. That may also be in part to

women being relegated to covering "what we know,” so to speak,

that women naturally have a greater understanding or grasp on

Ani DiFranco or Le Tigre rather than, Kool Keith, Black Oak

Arkansas or Hatebreed.

As a zine writer, my formative influence was issue number 2

of Bikini Kill, and I remember there being a line in there in there

about not being critical of other women in front of boys, be it

"she’s a slut” or "she can’t play the drums" or whatever, because it

validated and okay’d boys criticism. I got the message not to sell

the other girls out. This, combined with always wanting to help

bring my (proverbial) crew up with me (meaning other punque



ladies), yet being quite serious about maintaining an honest, vis-

ceral voice in my writing and my criticism—anyone else’s feelings

and expectations be damned— leaves me feeling totally at war with

myself. I admittedly subscribe to borderline macho ideals of

musicianship (thank you, Minneapolis!), along with many of my
rockcrit-dude peers, and am often times "past” feeling any kin-

ship for the post-Shaggs, 3/4 time primalism that seems to be the

pervasive aesthetic amongst many popular fem-punk bands. I

want there to be female equivalents to Cedric Bixler in every

fucking town, as well as a popular all-lady equivalent to Don Cab,

a sassy chick counterpart to DJ Shadow, or IQ, girls giving Steve

Shelly a run for his money in Baltimore alone so that WE can

prove every boy who posts on web boards about how hot (insert

woman in band’s name here) is, rather than her deft songwriting

skills or her blazing leads, I WANT TO PROVE THOSE WACK
ASS FUCKS WRONG WITH EVERY CELL IN MY FUCKING
BODY. (My other two lines of thinking: i) Of course plenty of

girls don’t know how to ’’play,” because nobody is fucking

encouraging them. Q,) Why would girls want to subscribe to a sys-

tem/scene that, despite its flagwaving about how it’s shelter from

median American culture’s closed mindedness, continues to bind

and uphold women to the same shameful ideals? I digress...). I

feel like I shouldn’t openly communicate my critical thoughts on

other women’s artistic expression in order to protect "us,” to

keep us from being further washed down stream by the powerful

tide of male-centric artistic and personal invalidation that many
of us are already trying desperately to swim against.

Last year I was interviewed in my friend Ross’ zine Law of

Inertia, who did a special "women of punk” issue ("A token isn’t

just something you use to get on the subway” to bite the rhyme of

my esteemed editor, Mr. Sinker). One of the questions was about

sexism in the scene and what do I plan on doing about it. My
answer was something about continuing to do run my business,

do my zine and support other women. What I should of said was

"No, what are YOU going to do about it?” I mean, getting our

own issue of Law ofInertia doesn’t equal just-add-water insta-liber-

ation to me. This leaves me wondering if there is anything I can do

to offer subterfuge for other women interested in the music

scene, and to keep us from being relegated to the role of muse,

barstool decoration or reward for the sweaty boys that just got off

stage. How can I keep women, yours truly included, interested in

being active participants in a scene where often times you only

feel truly encouraged, empowered and part of something is at an

woman-dominated event like Ladyfest? Secondly, and perhaps

more importantly, WHY are we having to create grrrl-ghettos in

order to have opportunities to get our voices heard and see our

most vibrant, vital and integrity-affirming ideas and plans enact-

ed?

Milwaukee 12/00: I am standing to the side of the stage

watching the Dismemberment Plan birth us unto a post-punk

funk heaven as it exists on earth at 180 bpm. I scan the front row

of the audience; I am looking for girls. Or should I say at them. I

watch the way they react and act and look and are looked at.

There’s a girl in the front row, she’s having a near emo-seizure on

the choruses, fists and eyes clenched, singing along with the sort of

abandon that makes me think she should be holding a hairbrush

and singing in the bathroom mirror. Right-on. There are two

other girls that I sorta know. I see them at a lot of shows, even

though I try not to see them, because it hurts my heart. We all

know a lot of the same bands, we run in the same social circles.

They talk to be heard, they look to lock knowing glances, they con-

spicuously bend over things and giggle long the joke is over. As a

member of one of the bands gingerly put it later that night: "You

can’t hug them because you know it means too much more.” I

refuse to accept this no-concept groupiedom as fuck-me-femi-

nism in action. I want to lock them in a closet and drill into their

heads WHY FUCK THE BAND WHEN YOU CAN BE IN THE
BAND??, or book the tour, design their posters, put out their

records or review the show for your fanzine. I want to pass a note

to them that says "You are cooler than this. I know you are more

than this.” I want to punch every boy in a band that ever validated

these girls’ behavior.

Perhaps coming up within the bastion of mid-late '90s post-

punk and hardcore (nee emo), which gutted political content and
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became an arena where the subject matter of discourse became

primarily that of interpersonal relationships between boys and

girls. Reducing discourse to being about the ins and outs of being

on tour and the acquiring and losing and hurting and being hurt

by women, keeping us on our backs on the pedestal of romantic

fodder. I know that these notions are not new to music and the

bloodline for all this goes back years further than the combined

age of all the members of the Rolling Stones... but it doesn’t

make my distress and concern any less valid. Sometimes the less

overt forms of oppression are worse than the ones you can see

coming from a mile away.

Another story: In the biz-side of the underground music

world, there are more than a handful ofwomen running shit

(thank god). Booking agents, publicists, club owners, and women

who run record labels. Despite our obvious fandom and dedica-

tion to the scene, we all face the same invalidation: We are

groupies. It doesn’t matter if you sleep with dudes in bands or not,

whether you are celibate, fuck eyeless lepers or are a lesbian, the

gossip is the same, and it’s used to undermine and dismiss any

motivation or achievement you have gained, no matter how sub-

stantial, no matter what proof to the contrary exists.

I have been working exclusively in the music industry since I

was 15 years old. For the last six years I have worked 6-7 day work-

weeks raising my baby, a fierce little PR business. During that six

years I have heard that I have slept with most every man I know

that I am not related to. I would need three or four extra orifices

to possibly accommodate all the action I purportedly get. Now, in

the last nine years in ’’the biz,” without exception, every woman I

have worked with who (on the industry side or the artist side), has

been ’’described” to me, by men I deal with, on the basis of their

alleged slutiness, their level of attractiveness and/or what dudes in

which bands they are rumored to have laid it with LONG
BEFORE how competent they are at their job comes up. Men

have said to me, "How could you possibly be so interested in

blah-blah band unless you are into one of them?” I don’t have

the kind of stamina it takes to respond to make someone get what

they don’t have the capacity or willingness to understand.

Summer 99: I am going see one of the bands I do promo for

with two girlfriends. It’s a beautiful summer day, we decided to

get "dressed up.” I ditch my Husker Du shirt and jeans for my

favorite striped mod dress, I blow out my hair for maximum mod

height. I don’t look any different from any other girl at any show

I go to. As we walk towards the venue, we pass some guys I work

with in line. "Backstage door is over there girls,” one of them

says, and they all laugh. Disheartened, I stop wearing dresses to

shows after that night. The next time I wear a skirt (floor length,

mind you) to a show the following summer, again of a band I

work with, a boy I know makes a comment about how convenient

it is I wore a skirt
—
"easy access” for aforementioned band, he

says, with enough trace of "joke” to not look like A COMPLETE
AND UTTER ASSHOLE. I want to scream at him "I just came

from IO straight hours of work. If I was here to blow everyone

rather than turn in the band’s guestlist and make sure their inter-

views happen, I wouldn’t of bothered with the last few years of 60

hour workweeks, or the last 15 issues of my fanzine.” I don’t

know why it seems so goddamn implausible that, I, too, have

given my life over to music because I, too, feel the same trepanned

freedom that everyone else does when they hear a good beat. I

imagine that for some boys, it’s a much more flattering or tasty

thought that the REAL reason us ladies are hanging out in a

smoky bowling alley on a Wednesday night is because we are in

search ofsome hot cock, rather than because we are fans of the

Canadian political post punk that’s on tonight’s Fireside Bowl

menu.

As for me, I am here, working in the business side of music,

of punk rock because I found something I am really good at (and

guess what?!), it’s not gargling cum. I am here because this is

where I feel like I belong, where I want to belong, in spite of the

bad songs, the bad PA’s and the bad dudes that subscribe to

notions of sexism that deaden the souls of young girls nationwide.

• • •

I would like to thank Scott Angove, Josh Hooten and JR Nelson

for their input and encouragement, editorial touches and letting

me paraphrase their brilliance into my blather.

• • •

In rotation: Ketty Lester, DJ Clue, Spoon, Doobie Brothers, The

Wipers & Shuggie Otis.

Reach out: PO BOX 14624 Chicago II 60614 or mcjrenchvanilla@jahoo.com

Hail, Slump!

I’m waiting for

this alleged

recession to kick

in, and not just

so I’ll finally

have a cover for

my pathetic

man-shamblings in the financial sphere. A showdown is brew-

ing between the sillies and the slump. It’s the simplest of equa-

tions. Prosperity gives wings to nincompoops. Economic stag-

nation takes those wings. I’ve been sitting patiently in my lawn

chair for a while now, and the parade of dewinged nincom-

poops, long postponed by good weather, just might be getting

under way.

Take Adbusters. I’ve been plenty tickled by this group’s maga-

zine over the years, although not for the right reasons. Here’s a

full glossy publication full of spoof ads that, at first glance, looks

like a yuppie update on Mad Magazine, minus a knowing wink

towards the reader and two bucks higher at the newsstand. On

closer inspection, it turns out the fake ads are declarations of cul-

ture jamming faith. The editors and contributors seem to regard
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COLUMNS
their social critiques as bona fide political activism. "The

Panthers, Feminists, Situationists [and] Zapatistas fought for an

intangible idea so radical it seemed like a dream," reads their text

(curiously, ACT-UP, Adbusters’ obvious immediate graphic design

predecessor, gets no nod). "The corporate jammers are the heir

to that tradition. It’s our turn."

Some sad shit, this. Curious, too. It seems like there’s

some genuine conviction buried under all the drivel. There’s

certainly a lot of rationale upkeep involved with this jamming of

culture—like Adbusters editorial digs at the "commodification of

dissent,” as if an anti-consumerist coffee table magazine could

exist as something different and detached from the pricey Che
Guevara T-shirts they themselves sniff at. These self-justifica-

tions remind me of the beautiful, deeply conflicted record

reviews found in the back of those interchangeable music maga-

zines at 7-II, in which a particular band is force-hyped at the

expense of its own genre (as in: "t/ie new Ass Fadoy CD risesfar and

above the average drone of most so-called hard-metal ads"). Adbusters hadn’t

crossed my mind much in the last year, and it was only by coin-

cidence that I happened on their recent Fool’s Fest campaign.

Explains Adbusters : "Abby Hoffman proved, on the floor of the

New York Stock Exchange, that throwing money at the problem

works—when the problem is conformity. Let’s do it again—FOR
REAL! Let handfuls of dollar bills rain down on the trading

floor of your local stock exchange or, failing that, shopping

mall." ({Proof that history comes around twice—the first time as

comedy, the second time as... really bad comedy?) Lest anyone

miss the condescension, I should mention that Adbusters

promised to review videotaped submissions of these scenes and

refund $lOO "to all worthy entries.” Gould there be any more
telling sign of the folly that the New Economy hath wrought

than the sorry spectacle of enraged graphic designers hurling

cold cash at the masses? But hard times heal the silly. There’ll

be a lot less money to toss about in a recession. And how many
computer jockeys will still be willing to do pro bono bogus ad

work when their own market demand has shriveled? And when
the Gen X nouveau riche finally have to start budgeting their

magazine subscriptions, which do you think will get the ax first—

The Nation or Adbusters?

I m wondering if Critical Mass will prove more recession-

proof. This national franchise of "organized coincidences” has

been swindling otherwise intelligent bicycle enthusiasts all

through the economic boom. A CM chapter started up in

Richmond, Virginia the last year I lived there. It was bad enough

having to see them in action every now and then, "reclaiming”

"their” public space. Mission statements stapled to telephone

poles provided an even harsher toke. "Cars are destroying the

social fabric of our community!” "The fun, excitement and

enthusiasm of the cyclists is quite infectious!” But there was

something fishy about a bunch of predominantly white punk kids

tying up traffic in a city that’s 55% black. And there’s still some-

thing sinister about a national movement that mouths only the

most meaningless slogans of civil disobedience and high school

civics class, both for no real-world purpose. That it’s bad politics

to vent rage with "car culture” on drivers should seem kinda obvi-

ous. I’m wondering if it’s any less obvious that there are people

driving cars with lives to lead, jobs to get to, mouths to feed,

emergencies to deal with. Could any shadowy FBI program have

so effectively pitted activists against citizens? I don’t think it’s a

coincidence that Critical Mass started in 1992—the year after our

last war—and flourished in the boom. It’s classic of first-world

navel gazing. There are chapters, supposedly, in India, Argentina,

Thailand— proving only that American exports aren’t limited to

fast food and toxic chemicals. But you’ll find very few CM chap-

ters in pockets of America that missed the expansion entirely—no
Gary, Indiana Critical Mass, no East St. Louis Critical Mass.

There’s a reason for this.

And yikes, People For the Ethical Treatment of Animals...

how bad are they going to catch it when the economy plops? For

the record, I don’t file PETA in my little roster of sillies. They’ve

done good work over the last 20 years. But a decent recession

could trim much baloney. The "Got Prostate Cancer?” billboards

(even Adbusters gave this a thumbs down), the campaign to make

Timothy McVeigh’s last meal vegetarian... all are hallmarks of a

group whose thinking machine has been gummed up by excess

money. The money doesn’t even have to be theirs; it could just be

floating around in the atmosphere. Economic good times means

more resources, more contributors, more publicity outlets, more
celebrities willing and financially able to lend their names to

inane stunts.

As fate would have it, my mom worked at PETA in the

mid-’90s. She served as assistant to founder Ingrid Newkirk

and was, briefly, the person who managed incoming crazy mail

to the top brass (as fate would also have it, one of her first offi-

cial acts was to call me for info on "someone named Ray

Cappo”). I got to visit their offices in suburban Maryland a few

times and was deeply charmed by the giant carrot suit. Only

later would it occur to me that dispatching a large anthropo-

morphic vegetable to elementary schools, with a sign reading

Eat Your Veggies, Not Your Friends,” did not make sense on
any level beyond performance art. My impression is that this

type of kitschy, cloying weirdness slowly but surely chipped away

at morale in the ranks. Unfortunately, the folks in charge seem

unable to tell good publicity from bad. Not long before my
mom left, PETA launched a strange campaign to rename the

town Fishkill, NY as "Fishsave,” NY. In my home state, the

"Kill” suffix is a vestige from the days when the Dutch ran the

show and it means "small brook” or "stream.” So this idea had

all the moral heft of an attempt to persuade actor John
Goodman to change his name to John Goodperson. An eco-

nomic wrecking ball won’t transform this kind of unfortunate

policy slant, but when dollars have to be earmarked one way or

the other—conceptual billboards or animal rescue—hopefully

the less doofy urges will triumph.
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Politics have

become irrele-

vant. I am not

sure whether or

not this is a good

thing. On the

one hand, it is

nice to see people

who believe strongly in something going off and doing their own

thing—somewhat in the nature of an independent record label. If

people want to be left-wing syndicalists, they form their own

organizations and move to Berkeley. If people want to be right

wing anarchists, they form their own organizations and move to

wherever it is that right wing anarchists move to.

People sit on their butts, and pay their taxes. Just as they

always have, but without the pretense of actually caring about the

shared experience of governance. There are no heroes in politics,

so professional politicians are viewed in the same mercenary light

as, say, anyone else trying to make a living.

A pretty small percentage of eligible people actually vote any-

more, and that’s largely because the political process has become so

irredeemably dumb that it’s difficult to take it seriously. Also,

money has become such a dominating feature in political cam-

paigns (and in governance) that individuals have become convinced

that they are ignored.

And they are.

Labor unions and big corporations donate massive amounts

of money to fuel the political parties, and get access and respon-

siveness. We who are neither part of a union nor an executive with

a large, multinational corporation get no such access. Political

action committees have become shakedown rackets, trying to scare

their narrow constituencies into thinking that the world is about

to end so that they will get more money to pay their salaries.

Abortion is a perfect example. I’m pro-choice. My wife is so

pro-choice that she can’t even talk about the other side without

getting apoplectic with rage. However, most polling indicates what

you’d expect—most Americans want abortion legal, but restricted.

No great surprise there, since most people are fairly middle of the

road on social issues.

However, the activists on both sides of the divide act like

there’s an apocalypse going on, a great civil battle, while it is actu-

ally clear that the American people are not prepared to do any-

thing rash in either direction. Abortion will not be declared

’’illegal” anytime soon, nor will abortion be fully free from gov-

ernment restriction. The shrill campaign on both sides of the

issue renders any kind of compromise impossible, so most people

(who don’t believe in the extremes of either side) just tune out

and ignore the debate. Thus, the extremists own the debate and

when one of "their own” gets into power, he or she acts solely in

deference to the loud minority that supported them. Do you

honestly believe that either George Bush or Bill Clinton gives a

hoot about abortion?

I don’t believe it.

So, whichever party gets into power, it listens to its "issue

activists,” does a few harmless things which don’t change much, and

then (in deference to the majority who think both sides are nuts)

moves on to other issues. And the same goes for every other posi-

tion under the sun.

This kind of milquetoast political activism does keep either

side from getting much done—and that’s sometimes pretty good,

as described above. Most of the time, when things are actually

attempted in government, they fail. The fail because compromise

is not necessarily the best answer to solve a problem—and this is

why all of this la- la political irrelevance is also a very bad thing.

There are actually problems in this country that could use

some attention, and could use some concentrated effort. Because

people are become so much more balkanized in their political

focus (moving to Berkeley, for example) or tuning out politics

completely to focus on their own lives, people seem to ignore the

large issues that matter. We are still in the midst of a fairly unsta-

ble period in American history (not to mention world history)

and the fact that most people don’t bother to understand, let

alone pay any attention to, monetary policy, fiscal policy, infra-

structure policy, housing policy, health care policy, environmen-

tal policy—any of it—is fairly dangerous, it seems to me, in a fid-

dling while Rome burned sense.

This country is doing better than ever, but that’s relative to

periods of time when things really stunk. Unfortunately, it’s

impossible to think coherently about these issues without being

faced with screaming interest groups and it just makes you want to

turn off the tv and listen to some music and forget about the world

outside, and nothing ever changes, so why pay any attention to the

man behind the curtain...

The other day a

policewoman

showed up at my

door. She asked

me if there was

any way she could

gain access to my

back porch. "Why

do you want to go back there?” I asked, wondering what was up. She

said nothing. "Is it really urgent? I queried, as she looked at me

rather worriedly. "I’ve got a ton of boxes blocking the door, and I’d

hate to have to move them,” I said. The cop smiled. After a moment

of silence where we just stood there looking at each other, she mum-

bled "No, don’t worry about it, I’ll just ask one ofyour neighbors.”

I closed my door and went back to work, wondering if this had

anything to do with the robbery that had taken place next door three

weeks before. Someone had broken into my neighbor’s apartment,
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and stolen some of her jewelry and a VCR. After that, the landlord

had neglected to fix her back window, which the thief had broken in

order to get in. Out of frustration, my girlfriend gave her oldest

daughter information about contacting the city in regards to our

landlord’s dereliction. Perhaps she’d phoned the city finally, and the

cops had dropped by to see if they could get access to the porch we

share overlooking our decrepit, laundry- filled back yard.

"Someone just threw themselves off of the roof of the build-

ing behind yours,’’ the manager of the building next to mine told

me as we watched one of the families in his building move out later

that afternoon. I’d just told him that the cops had come to pay me
a visit, and had asked him if he had any clue as to what it might be

about. I was right, as usual, Gary knew everything that was going on

in our immediate neighborhood. "They came by my place too,

and I let ’em onto my balcony so they could get a better view of the

height that fellow threw himself from. It was really awful.’’

For a moment I wondered if I’d seen the guy who died.

Before we blocked off the exit to my back porch, I used to go out

there every night and smoke a cigarette after dinner and watch the

sun set over the church steeple immediately to my west. There

would always be a middle-aged fellow in a nightgown standing on

the balcony of the floor closest to the roof of the building on our

left, literally an arm’s length away from the residential quarters of

a Catholic nunnery that staffs a parochial school adjacent to the

church. It was not hard to see how he could have thrown himself

off of that perch and ended his life.

The first thing that came to mind when Gary told me what

had happened were the nuns. I wondered if the man’s suicide, so

close to their building, in such immediate proximity to a house of

worship, held some kind of ironic significance for them in the

same way that it was clear it was beginning to have for me.

Confused, not quite sure why I was making all of these unforgiv-

ing connections, I asked Gary why his tenants were moving out.

"Didn’t they just move in a few months ago?” I asked, hoping to

change the subject. Gary looked at me rather funnily and replied.

"Yeah, and they were laid off several times by several different

Internet startups that promptly went south as soon as the stock

market started going down. They’re moving back to Wisconsin,

which is where they moved out here from.”

Like many events of great significance these days, I quickly put

this all aside and forgot about it until yesterday morning when I

turned on my car radio, and found myself listening to a news report

about all of the people starting to leave San Francisco as a result of

the decline of the local Internet economy. One person interviewed

explained that for the first time they realized that they were going to

have to budget themselves, stop using their credit cards so freely, and

cash in their savings account just to cover their SUV payments.

Others described what it felt like to all of the sudden have no money

to pay their rent, or continue eating out every night.

While I’m absolutely certain that none of my immediate

neighbors were such obvious nouveau riche, it was clear that the

pinch was on, and that it was impossible to separate this nexus of
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ing the collapse of the Bay Area’s high tech economy. As the

inner dynamics of my neighborhood began to merge with the

greater narrative of economic crises being documented on this

news program, I reached through the window of my truck and

punched in the cigarette lighter, so I could listen to the rest of

the program and have my first smoke of the day.

At that very moment, I noticed a battered white sedan that

could have been a showpiece from Superfly pull up in front of the

used luxury car dealership across the street. Emerging from the

car, two men got out, their arms gesticulating wildly. It was clear

that the presence of discount BMWs and Mercedes excited them.

All of the sudden, one of them pressed his body against the fence,

and started to drop his trousers. Affixing his hands to the front

of his waist, he motioned as though he were going to pee. "No

man,” screamed his pal next to him. "Check out that dude over

there,” he yelled over the din of the early morning traffic moving

down Geary Boulevard, pointing at me. "He’ll catch your shit.”

I took a drag on my cigarette and laughed as the guy looked at

me with a frightened look in his eye and immediately zipped up his

fly. Cocking his ear to the wind, he could hear the faint sounds of a

police siren getting closer by the minute. Jumping into their car,

they gunned the engine and sped off towards the beach. The cops

never did quite materialize. I put my cigarette out and went upstairs

to take a hot shower. Before getting in, the phone rang. It was the

neighborhood deputy’s association, calling me to see if I wanted to

donate money to the families of officers killed in the line of duty.

"Cops get killed around here?” I asked the telephone solicitor.

’You’ve got to be kidding.”

Since issue #3? I have

been sending in a series

ofcolumns about one

ofmy trips in Europe.

The pastjear has been

really chaotic and I’ve

moved, toured, and

traveled a lot, sending

in most ofmy columns while on the road at some public libraiy with no access to my

previous columns or Punk Planets so they got completelyfucked up. In case anyone

has been confused, part I was in #3J, part II in #38, part III in #39, the submission

for part IVshould have been in #40 but it somehow ended up in the column in

#41 WQS the real part IV (though it’s called part III), and like I said earlier, my sub-

mission for #40 wound up in #4 %- To make it even more confusing, the column in

issue &4 1 ends on 2? April but the column in issue #

4

2 emis on 24 April. So Iguess

this column will be a continuation ofthe one in issue #41 which would make it actu-

ally part V. Got it? So part IV (issue #41) left me ,n Chorzow, Poland on tour with

His Hero is Gone (Todd, Paul, Yannick, and Carl), Peace ofMind (Aga,Jobst,

Thomas, andJudith), and Martinfrom Malarie Records.
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Tuesday 28 April • Poland & Prague, Czech Republic

We got on the road probably around 10:30 or so. Everyone

wanted to be able to see Prague and walk around but as it was 45°

km or so I doubted we would make it. We stopped at the last gas

station before the Czech border because gas is supposedly 20%

cheaper in Poland. When I got back in the van I noticed Todd was

wearing Carl’s long-sleeve flannel, which was way too tight, and

everybody else had either changed shirts or turned them inside

out. It was unbelievable how much color there was in the van with

them wearing their spiffiest clothing for the border. Since I was

wearing a shirt with a drawing depicting somebody throwing a

molotov cocktail I opted to change into Yannick’s ugly- as-fuck

but tamer Chumbawumba t-shirt. It cracked me up that even

though we were trying to gussy up and look more presentable for

the border crossing we still looked and smelled like dirtbags.

Around noon we arrived at the border. There were four sep-

arate stops at this one: one for papers and one for customs for

each country. On the Polish side, the customs officer wanted to

look in the back of the van. Todd gave the key to Martin. Thirty

seconds later he came back to ask for another key. He’d broken

the key in the lock, he said, so he needed another one.

Unfortunately it was the master key. Fortunately we had a copy but

the customs officer didn’t seem to want to bother and signaled us

on. We passed through the Czech side with no problems. The

customs officials actually seemed annoyed that we were interrupt-

ing their conversation and waved us away like irritating flies.

We stopped at a gas station to piss and get snacks. As usual, Paul

grabbed a Fanta. He looked down at his shirt that had the Coca-Cola

logo in the background with a silhouette of an emaciated child and

the words "Anti-Multinational” on the bottom. "I guess I really

shouldn’t buy a Fanta while I’m wearing this Homomilitia shirt.”

Martin knew of a health food store not far away from the

border so we stopped there to stock up. We got IO pieces of fake

milanesa patties, 3 cartons ofjuice, 6 different sandwich spreads,

bags of dried fruit, 4 or 5 loaves of bread, and some vanilla soya

dessert for something like US$15. We also stopped by a fruit stand

and got some oranges, kiwis, and this weird melon for dirt cheap.

I said the melon looked like a planet and we got into a talk about

how nature is mysteriously perfect like that. I ate kiwis with the

skins for the first time—wow, I’d been missing out! Todd wanted

to play chess again so we set up the board in the back seat. The

pieces were shaking and moving all over the place so I covered the

board with my nearly see-through white-now-brown thermal

shirt which worked pretty well unless we hit a bump in the road.

We rolled into Prague around 6:30 in high spirits, talking

and laughing. As we were unloading the equipment I heard some

people speaking English. I turned and saw another tour van with

some guys lounging around with the door open. I went over to say

hello. They turned out to be Ensign, who were on tour as well.

They said they’d been seeing His Hero is Gone posters and flyers

all over the place and had a day off so they decided to stick

around and catch their show.

Right before Peace of Mind went on, I started talking to this

guy named Aron who was from Minneapolis. We had a few mutual

friends and talked at some length. He was trying to tour around

Europe doing a puppet show which he said he was going to per-

form after His Hero is Gone. I watched a few songs of His Hero is

Gone and took some really weird-looking photos of them before

going back to the merchandise table so Martin could watch them.

I had already packed up all the merchandise when the guy we

were supposed to stay with tapped me on the shoulder. He point-

ed to a blonde guy with a lot of tattoos and piercings next to me.

"This guy really likes His Hero is Gone but missed the show. He

wants to buy something.” I thought the blonde was Czech and

couldn’t speak English because the other guy kept talking for him

so I talked to the blonde through the other guy. I ascertained that

he wanted a t-shirt. I picked up the price sign and pointed to M,

L, XL. "What size?” He surprised me by saying he wanted medi-

um. "You speak English?” "Yeah, I’m from Kansas. My name’s

Matt.” Oops. Eventually Aron came up and the three of us chat-

ted for a bit. I asked if they wanted to hook up the next day. They

both said yes and offered me places to stay. I thought about it.

Hmmm. They wanted to show me around Prague and go to see

Post Regiment play the next night. Plus there were ten people,

not including me, with the His Hero is Gone/Peace of Mind crew

that were all staying at one place, and there were a lot of weird,

uncomfortable tensions searing through the tour. It only made

sense to stick around in Prague and stay with those guys.

I rushed to the van to help load up and get my things. Paul

had already packed everything up in the van and tidied it up.

While I was rooting out my bag and records, which were tucked

away in various places in the van, Todd walked up. "We didn’t

have to punk-post anything to Prague, did we?” I said that we did

and that it had been put to the side but it wasn’t there any more.

He kind of freaked out and shined my flashlight around in the

van looking for it, a lost cause at that point. I walked back into the

club to get Matt and Aron. Todd and Paul gave me hugs good-

bye. I walked past everyone else and said bye. They looked sur-

prised. Carl looked down at me holding my bag and box of

records and gave me a strange look, "What are you doing?” I

guess in my rush I had forgotten to tell them that I was leaving the

tour. I felt like kind of a jerk but Matt and Aron had already been

waiting around for me forever so I had to run off.

Matt’s girlfriend Erin and another friend showed up. "I

think we just missed the last bus.” We decided to try anyway. In

addition to my travel backpack and all the records I had bought

on the trip I was also carrying 30 LPs and 60 7 ”s in three boxes

and a small box of about 25 CDs that I was punk-posting to

Bradford, England. The walk to the bus stop was pretty painful

and it turned out that we did indeed miss the last bus. We headed

back to the club just as His Hero is Gone was pulling out. Todd

rolled down his window. "How are you getting home? Is it far?

Are you sure you’ll be OK?” We reassured him we’d be fine

although I was eyeing my record and CD boxes warily.
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This tall woman who was with us was absolutely wasted,

reminding us over and over again that she was drunk, it was her

birthday, and her boyfriend was in Sweden. Any other time it

would have been funny but considering we had to walk down the

side of a big hill/mountain on dirt paths in complete darkness, I

was a bit short of amused. About ten minutes down the hill we

came across a spot they called the "lookout point” which was

ablaze with flames. I was a bit alarmed—it was definitely no little

campfire. There were some pretty eerie, creepy, and (not to

sound stupid, but) satanic-looking paintings everywhere on the

walls of a rundown building and I felt a little chill. It didn’t help

that there was some guy following us most of the way down.

About 30 seconds before my arms were going to fall off we

got to a place called Bohemia Bagel. Everybody there—including

the employees—was speaking English. My guess was that it was

pretty much a place for tourists. I don’t know if it’s true or not

but someone told me that Prague is the #1 tourist spot in the

world, even over Paris. I found that kind of hard to believe but I

did see gobs of tourists everywhere over the next few days.

I had no Czech money so I just ate the bagel chips Matt got

with his beer. They were quite tasty, with some sort of cumin-

tasting spice sprinkled on them. Matt and this guy that (I think)

worked there started rolling a joint at the table. I thought that was

pretty odd but didn’t say anything. Matt looked up at me. "Drugs

are tolerated here. You can smoke anywhere. You see a cop, you

just cross the street. No problem.” They smoked the joint while

we waited outside for a cab.

On the way to their place, Matt and Erin told me their sto-

ries. They had lived all over the place but were both living in

Lawrence, Kansas for a while. Matt knew the guys in this band

called Slackjaw that I had met seven or so years earlier when I had

attended a music camp there. I fondly recounted meeting

Antischism there but not being able to see them play and it

turned out that Matt was actually at that show. One day, Erin just

said, "Let’s go to Prague.” Matt replied, "Okay, where is that

exactly?” and they sold everything they had and moved there.

They gave me a short tour of their apartment that was pretty

small. When I asked where I should sleep, they looked at each

other and said, "Well, this is what most people have been doing.”

They opened up the closet and scattered some clothes on the

floor into a makeshift mattress and put a sheet over it. "Don’t

worry. It’s a lot more comfortable than it looks.” They must have

mistaken my silence for apprehension but I was really just

astounded by the brilliance of the idea. They had a thin blanket as

well so I laid my tired bones on the clothing-mattress with my
head and shoulders in the closet.

Wednesday 29 April • Prague

Matt woke me up around 10:30 or so and said he had to go

to the store. He showed me the key for the toilet but said that him

and Erin reserved toilet use for #2 and just pissed in the shower

because the toilet was nasty (it was shared by all the apartments on

the floor). I felt pretty strange about pissing in the shower and

opted for the actual W.G. After that toilet at the Rozbrat in

Poznan, I thought I could really handle anything.

Matt came back like an hour and a half after he left with a

huge bag. He had bought some stuff for us to eat plus miscella-

neous shit like a colander and little plastic signs for the toilet.

Erin shook her head. "He always comes back from just going to

the store’ with kitchen supplies. He’s obsessed with them.”

Aron came by shortly afterward. I was ready to leave right

then but for some reason we just sat around in the flat talking

until 3 in the afternoon. Aron said he played in a band called

Dogfight years before that I had seen in Chicago, when I was a

wee little thing. Small world.

By the time we left, Erin had to go to work so just Aron and

Matt showed me around. They took me to a tall, hilly area where

there was a fantastic view of the whole city. The area we were walking

around in was obviously some sort of former medieval fortress. Every

time we came upon what looked like some sort of cool joust or gam-

ing area we would look down and see a tennis court. It was pretty dis-

gusting. We discovered some crazy old tunnels that neither of them

had ever seen before. They took me to this rad place where there

weren’t any tourists at all. It was a small area built onto the side of a

small mountain overlooking the river. The anecdote about the place

was that there was a woman imprisoned in a jail at that site, awaiting

the death penalty. Her last wish was to ride her horse that was

brought over to the jail area. She rode her horse off the cliff into the

river and escaped by swimming to the other side. Aron and I, and

eventually Matt, clambered around and explored. There was a great

little cave and a short climb down a grassy area surrounded by crum-

bling walls which afforded us a nice view of the river and the other

half of Prague. Unfortunately, that now included Caravan Park, a

tiny peninsula filled with tourist RVs. We relaxed for a bit and just

talked, remarking how that would be a great place to sleep or take a

date. Apparently we were not the first ones to think that as we found

some discarded panty hose in a small bush. Down the way from

where we were sitting it looked like you could climb down further

over some rocks, which hung out over the river. I was feeling adven-

turous, but not suicidal, so I stayed in the grassy part.

I climbed up really easily past the cave but Aron and Matt

struggled quite a bit more. Somehow Aron made it up a rocky

area covered with loose pebbles and stones. Matt attempted the

same way but gave up, opting instead for a grassy hill dangerously

overhanging the river on one side and a highway on the other. I

was a bit nervous as he climbed up, and Aron couldn’t even

watch, but he made it.

It was getting a bit late so we decided to go to the flat that Aron
was staying in. On the way, we stopped at a few secondhand shops so

Matt could look for a turntable. One of the shops had these rad

crazy heavy old Czech typewriters that looked like pieces of art in

themselves. I knew there was no way I could carry one back with me
(plus I still had no Czech money) so I restrained myself. We got to

Aron’s friend’s apartment just as it started getting chilly. Kaca
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offered us tea and coffee and while we waited, this woman named

Ernie walked in the room. Not a crazy act in itself except for the

fact that she was topless. She smiled a lot and introduced herself.

She said her band was playing with Post Regiment at Ladronka squat

and seemed delighted when we said we were already planning on

going. I was feeling faint from lack of food and sleep so we headed

back to Matt and Erin’s place to cook up some dinner.

After dinner, we hung around just talking and fucking

around until about IO, when we finally left for the show. We took

two trams (which are really easy to scam) to the Ladronka squat. It

was sort of in the middle of nowhere and appeared to be smack

dab in a park. Cool place for a squat. When we walked in, Ernie’s

band, a sort of folkpunk group, was playing. They were fun—

a

nice break from full-on punk—and people were bobbing their

heads and dancing spiritedly.

Post-Regiment played next—the band I’d been waiting to see.

I felt bad thinking about how desperately the His Hero is Gone

guys wanted to see them. They didn’t jump or thrash around all

crazy but the sincerity of their playing still really shone. The

singer just looked like she was having the time of her life, and the

guitarist looked intensely lost in his own world, absolutely drip-

ping with sweat even though he wasn’t flailing around. The audi-

ence, however, were going berserk dancing about, knocking into

each other and enthusiastically throwing their bodies around and

fists in the air. I remembered that Michal told us how one of

their tapes had sold 15,000 copies which was weird because there

were at most 60 people at the show. Anyway, I really enjoyed

them, and both Aron and Matt, who’d never heard of them

before, said they were blown away by them.

Stateless in the Universe from Greece were the last band.

They didn’t necessarily play any better or worse than when I saw

them in Poznan but the crowd was so different and the energy so

much more positive that I had a really great time watching them.

Herne, who was touring with Stateless in the Universe, introduced

me to Smok from Post-Regiment and we attempted to communi-

cate by shouting in each other’s ears. I told him about His Hero is

Gone’s obsession with them and all their crazy plans for trying to

see them and he modestly laughed, looking embarrassed. He

offered me a beer and I thought, ’Fuck, I’d much rather hang

around here and talk to people than be able to get up early enough

to walk around and do touristy stuff.’ Matt agreed to stay later than

originally planned. After the show was over we just hung around

chatting and laughing for ages. At one point I looked around at all

the smiling faces of the people I was with and was struck by our

diversity. There was one guy from Hamburg, one from Berlin, two

women from Thessaloniki, various people from Poland, Czech

Republic, and the U.S. all together in this one specific point in

time communicating and bridging gaps of culture and language. It

was a fine moment and I didn’t want to leave.

Finally Aron, Matt, and Kaca managed to drag me away and we

hopped a tram back into town. We were all in happy, goofy moods

jabbering away about how much fun the show had been and just

enjoying each others’ company in general. Matt offered to buy

everybody pizza so we got off the tram near an all-night pizza joint.

There was a man waiting at the tram stop holding a box of fresh

pizza. Aron managed to wangle a slice from him before we headed

into the shop. A few seconds later Kaca ran up with the entire pizza

in her hands flopping all over the place and dripping cheese. "I

can’t believe that guy gave me the whole bloody pizza!” Her and

Matt picked the meat off of it and wolfed it down.

It was a long wait for a tram and a lovely night so we decided

to walk the rest of the way. Matt and I said goodbye to Kaca and

Aron at her flat and trekked on for the remaining 15 minutes

talking about relationships. He said a lot of things that gave me

pause, one of which was something along the lines of, ’’There’s

fucking, having sex, and making love and they can all be great.”

Amen. He told me all about his attitude towards relationships and

his past relationships and I mostly kept quiet. It definitely wasn’t

because I didn’t feel comfortable revealing personal details to

Matt; I don’t know what it was. I must be getting out of practice

of having in-depth personal conversations with people. Back at

his flat we stayed up until 6 in the morning talking. He is defi-

nitely one sharp guy with his shit together.

Thursday 30 April

Groggy and blurry- eyed, I woke up at 2 in the afternoon.

Fuck, I was supposed to have called Aron at noon. Matt was gone

and I didn’t have his phone number. While I was getting all my shit

together, Aron came by. He took me to the bus ticket office follow-

ing some rather confusing directions Kaca had given me. I couldn’t

believe that a 20-hour long bus ride to London only costed

US$50! I wanted to get some food for my journey, so Aron said

he’d accompany me to Tesco. On the way he pointed out the

famous, heavily touristed Karluv Most (Charles bridge) which I

caught a 2 -second glimpse of. Once at Tesco, Aron and I parted

ways. I couldn’t believe he wasted 2 hours just running errands with

me and felt pretty bad about it. Tesco was a fucking madhouse.

Gobs of people were choking the aisles and squeezing through one

another at an excruciatingly slow rate. After gathering up an armful

of bread and juice, I decided I needed some sort of cart. I went

back out the "entrance only” gate to look for one and, much to my

surprise, saw not a single basket or cart anywhere. I saw people walk

by me with empty baskets and carts but had no idea how they were

materializing. Finally I noticed that people were in lines in front of

the register taking carts and baskets off of people as they checked

out. I wasn’t having it and instead grabbed a plastic bag.

I got lost on the way back to Matt’s and wasted about 20 min-

utes trying to find the right tram before giving up and taking a cab

to a tram stop I was certain of. I left Matt a bunch of bread with a

50 Kr note hidden under it and some water and rushed off to go

to the bus station. At times I physically didn’t think I was going to

make it because of my monstrously heavy bag and millions of

records. And um, not really knowing where the metro and bus sta-

tion were didn’t help either. Enlisting the help of a super friendly
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guy with a huge backpack, I finally made it to the bus station—45

minutes late. Fortunately there was another bus an hour later.

On the bus, I happily ditched my bag and boxes of records in

the luggage compartment and settled into a seat by myself. Once

the bus got moving the TV sprang to life. Loads of previews of

U.S. movies were shown with Czech subtitles and I was psyched

thinking the actual movie that was going to be shown would be the

same way. I was even more happy to see that the feature presenta-

tion was Broken Arrow, which I’d wanted to see for a while.

Unfortunately it was dubbed into Czech. Bummer. I watched it

for a bit anyway and was a bit dismayed by the Hollywood look of

it. John Woo—I
just want to ask you, "Why?”

• • •

Well, this series has been going on for quite some time now (over a

year?) so I may or may not finish it up the next issue. My brain is

quite mushy from being on tour for 3 weeks and being in Quebec

City this past weekend for the Free Trade Area of the Americas

summit protests so I don’t have much else to offer aside from the

above. Let’s just say that I was quite pleased to hear in the news

coverage of the protests that the summit did not begin on Friday as

planned because the tear gas was affecting the delegates. Ha ha.

Humans tend to

be a rather

species-centered

lot. More pre-

cisely, the people

of modern cul-

tures tend to be a

human-centered

lot. In the face of hominid history, where the bulk of our ancestry

resides, the anthropocentric worldview didn’t always dominate. I

can only speculate, but I would suggest that our ancestors’ exis-

tence was marked by immediate consent to the more-than-human

world. Today, this is of course quite different, even among the

allegedly more illuminated of us.

It is therefore an immediately humbling concept—that of

viewing life as something nonspecific to our species—to begin with

because the human mind often assumes it is life. The enlightened

among us may assert the right to life to animals, but that’s usually

about as far as it goes. For most of us, humanity is the pinnacle of

life. Our actions guide us with this assumption in mind.

And this worldview is clearly emerging to be our undoing as a

species. Those of us relishing in the moments of our modern glory

may also be acknowledging that this time is fraught with multi-lay-

ered problems created, exacerbated, discoursed over, protested and

finalized by the very humans that created them. And most of these

approaches rely still on limited perspectives by and for humans.

Another perspective asserts that humanity is no more or less
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important in the context of the greater whole than anything else.

It is at the systemic level of awareness that we can begin to see

ourselves as part of everything else.

Systemic views look at how human systems behave, as in organiza-

tions, families and even the individual body itself. Many harmful

dynamics at this level may be perpetuated that affect the larger system.

These dynamics are often hidden and seemingly unrelated to the

apparent problems related to them. Systems are self-regulating and will

inherendy seek homeostasis even when dysfunctional and harmful.

Systems thinkers focus on this level in business management to

diagnose problems within a corporation, where apparent catastro-

phes, such as a budgeting crisis, may have hidden roots with many fac-

tors contributing to the current reality. Holistic health practitioners

may find that knee problems may be related to mis-aligned spines or

a dietary deficiency, rather than focusing solely on the knee. Family

systems therapists may find mental health problems related to trans-

generational roots. Cultural critics assert that the vision of our cul-

ture-modern culture—is fundamentally unsustainable in contrast to

the vision lived by our ancestors, those of primeval cultures. The view

that vision is the culprit, not business, greed, fundamentally flawed

humans and so forth, begins as systemic.

When cultures are viewed as systems, it is important to

acknowledge how indeed balance is being sought. In our culture,

rampant dysfunction tends to typify the norm to the point that we

tend to be blind to one simple fact: Humanity wasn’t always this way.

Despite increased awareness, however, many assume, and some

insist outright, that it is in our hyperbole (i.e., daily existence) that

we should find meaning. Buddhists, Christians, politicians, the

Green Party and, yes, even punk rockers, maintain that we must

keep going as we have because it is within dominant worldviews that

we connect with that which has more meaning. It could be Buddhist

enlightenment, Christian salvation, "saving the earth” or attending

a punk rock show or the latest Hollywood films.

An experience I had illustrates the attachment to human

constructs from which we derive meaning and a sense of security.

I recently confronted a professor by asserting that the universe

doesn’t give a shit about human constructed laws and ethics. Her

reply: We still have the Constitution and Bill of Rights.

Needless to say, the point was lost. While many find value in

our status quo regulations in the forms of morals, ethics, laws and

so forth, a broader perspective humbly acknowledges how life

guarantees certain death. All the rules we construct to make life

easier within hierarchical frameworks can’t escape this one simple

fact. When our time is done, our imposed order means little. How
we lived during our times certainly has lasting consequences. At

the same time, ignoring how, for lack of a better word, insignifi-

cant it can all be at times in relation to a larger context, may have

an even more profound outcome.

For additional information, go to www.secondguess.net

Second Guess #16 is now available. $3.50 to Bob Conrad, PO Box 3382, Reno,

MV89507-9382.
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Memory will rust and

erode into lists /Ofall

thatjougave me: /

Some matches, a blan-

ket, thispain in my

chest / The bestparts of

Lonely I Duct tape and

soldered wires / New

wordsfor old desires / Andevery birthday cardIthrew away —John K. Samson

One of the bad things about not being young is that it’s a lot

harder to commit yourself wholeheartedly to anything or anyone.

One of the good things about not being young is that it’s a

lot harder to get your heart broken.

The older you get, the more difficult it is to remember a

time when everything seemed like a matter of life and death, and

the younger you are, the harder it is to imagine a time when

everything really is a matter of life and death.

Young people can be reduced to emotional shambles by the

slightest provocation, a missed phone call, their sweetheart look-

ing the wrong way at someone else, finding out that Santa Claus

or their favorite punk rock band were not who they thought they

were. Yet they have an unswerving faith that nothing really bad

will ever happen to them, that they can somehow can live forever.

So they drive too fast, drink too much, take ridiculous chances

that they don’t always survive.

Old people learn to shrug off most of life’s indignities, in

the best cases by acquiring a sense of perspective, but more com-

monly by putting their emotions and passions into cold storage.

They hear the footsteps of mortality creeping closer, and their

fear causes them to become cautious, so cautious, in fact, that

they often end by strangling whatever remains of life.

And those of us suspended somewhere in the middle: do we

embrace the best or worst of these diverging worlds?

I’ve been rambling—again. I’ve been 10,000 miles across

North America in the past couple months, I’ve seen vast snow-cov-

ered Canadian prairies in the dying throes of winter, I’ve seen

spring flowers bursting insouciantly into bloom, and blades of grass

pushing doggedly through the cracks of New York City sidewalks.

The faded old seaport of Halifax, Vancouver’s gleaming 21st

century megalopolis tucked improbably between sea and half-wild

mountains, the failed farms and empty towns of North Dakota, the

ramshackle sprawl and sophistication of Chicago, the sedate self-

absorption of Minneapolis, the shell-shocked desolation of Detroit,

all left their mark on me and yet left me strangely unmoved.

Montreal, Toronto, the Canadian Rockies, the rocks, lakes

and forests of North Ontario. The lonesome fading grain eleva-

tors of Saskatchewan standing sentinel over the sleeping fields.

The more familiar streets of San Francisco, Portland and Seattle,

and the vaguely familiar yet strangely exotic streets ofWinnipeg

and Milwaukee, I’ve passed through them as though in a dream,

never completely grasping what I was feeling or fully compre-

hending what I was seeing, yet somehow aware of an immense

magnificence and a brooding terror that always lies just beneath

or beyond the surface of things.

When I was 20, I took a similar trip across and around the

United States. I had no money, I was running from the law, and it

once took me two full days to hitchhike and train-hop a grand

total of 80 miles. Maybe it was then that the wanderlust got

embedded in my soul.

In those days I traveled at ground and street level, dependent

on the generosity of friends and strangers, constantly at risk from

perils both real and imagined, as often as not having to sleep on

floors or in forests or alleys. Now I can travel in comfort, on

trains with sleeping compartments, in nice hotels, hopping onto

an airplane if the road ever seems to grow too long.

The two trips could have hardly have been more different,

yet some common threads remain. At 20 I was literally running

for my life; if the police had caught up with me, I would have

gone to prison for a long time, and I’m not sure I would have

survived. Yet I possessed a jaunty confidence, bravely told every-

one that I only need stay out of the law’s grasp until the revolu-

tion came along in a year or two.

Now in my 50s, with my legal troubles long behind me, I’ve

become, if anything, a model citizen. I’m hesitant to jaywalk, I pay my

taxes on time, unfailingly vote and fill out my census forms, say please

and thank you even to those who don’t deserve it. I don’t drink and

drive, I open doors for old ladies or anyone else who comes along,

and I never play my stereo loud enough to bother the neighbors.

Yet I’m still, in my own quiet way, running for my life. It’s

not the police after me now; in fact, I’d be hard pressed to

explain just exactly who or what is chasing me. But I know I can’t

afford to stand still.

And it was there that I hit a wall. The first half of this col-

umn came rushing forth as easily as the rivulets of water splashing

their way across and down the face of a mountainside when the

spring sun turns its force upon a winter’s accumulated snow.

Suddenly, though, it was if the wind had shifted, carrying a

late freeze down from the Arctic. For 16 hours I sat staring at a

blank computer screen, wondering exactly what it was I had start-

ed out to say, or how I might gracefully escape from the growing

suspicion that it was nothing, nothing at all.

The word "bathos” leapt to mind, a longtime favorite of

mine, as much for its obscurity as its precision: it describes a

descent from the sublime to the ridiculous. It occurred to me that

I had started out attempting to echo a Bob Dylan song and ended

up dangerously close to miming one by U-2.

To have come 10,000 miles and still not found what I was

looking for not only risks making me appear slightly maudlin; it

begs the question of how I could claim to be searching for some-

thing when I can’t even define what it is. Are these the wanderings

of noble quest for truth, or merely those of a restless and uncer-

tain soul? Is there even a difference?

It always comes back to fundamentals: love and work, said

Freud, pleasure and action, according to Gibbon, "a fight for
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love and glory,” in the words of the classic show tune, "As Time

Goes By.” Get the former right and you might find happiness, get

the latter right and your memory might live forever in the hearts

of men, get both of them right and create your own Garden of

Eden here on earth, get neither of them right and join the masses

of your fellow creatures wallowing in quiet desperation.

At an age when most people are contemplating retirement, I

find myself still carving out the contours of what my life might

mean or come to mean. People—well-intentioned people, I’m

sure—try to reassure me by saying, "Look at all you’ve done

already,” but try as I may, I can’t quite grasp what they mean. More

than anything, I see all that’s been left undone, all that I could

have done if only I’d known more, tried harder, been braver.

Two events this spring crystallized for me that sense of loss

and uncertainty, and fittingly enough, they both occurred in the

same weekend. The first was the latest round of anti-globalization

and anti-capitalist protests at Quebec City.

Twenty or thirty years ago, I would have been there too, rail-

ing against the police and risking tear gas, beatings and jail for

the sake of making my voice heard. But I never seriously consid-

ered going to Quebec, not because of my age—I can still outrun

your average riot cop—but because I couldn’t in good conscience

support what I knew would go on there.

While I believe in some of the causes that were represented—

especially the rights of working people around the world and pro-

tection of the environment—I long ago stopped being able to

rationalize random destruction of property and violent street bat-

tles as a substitute for rational dialogue. I admired the passion and

commitment of the more idealistic demonstrators—some ofwhom
were friends of mine—but I knew that the most likely outcome

would be broken windows, broken bones, and broken dreams.

Jesse Staniforth, one of the people I met on my travels,

wrote exuberantly in the aftermath of Quebec, "This is what

democracy feels like.” While I don’t completely agree with him—

a

small minority attempting to enforce its will on the majority will

always fall a bit short of democracy—I do appreciate the sense of

exhilaration he must have felt. I remember feeling it myself that

day in 1967 when we laid siege to the Pentagon.

But I can not feel it now. Believe me, I’d like to, but to whole-

heartedly support a political movement, especially one with such a

panoply of conflicting and contradictory aims, requires a suspension

of disbelief that I’m no longer capable of. It’s like religion: it can be

very comforting as long as you don’t think too deeply about it.

So while the latest generation of radicals was storming the

barricades in Quebec, I was far away in Scotland, participating in

another sort of ritual: watching two of my friends get married.

Growing up as I did, in a time when marriage was looked upon

as a bit bourgeois and suspect, I never attended many weddings.

Lately, though, I’ve grown pretty fond of them. I’m pleased to say that

of all the weddings I’ve been to in recent years, only one has ended

badly. It’s almost enough to make me consider getting hitched myself.

But it’s not too likely. Like passionate political involvement, the
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willingness to commit oneself to a life lived with and for another is prob-

ably best left to the young, who know enough to know what they want, but

haven’t lived long enough to knowjust how hard it can be to attain.

One of the highlights of the weekend came at the reception, when

Stuart’s parents, who’ve been married and nearly inseparable for 45
years, took to the dance floor. One minute they were a sweet old cou-

ple that you’d offer your seats to on the bus; the next they were bop-

ping, jumping and rocking with an energy and excitement that left

people half or even a quarter their age slackjawed with amazement.

The music may have been '70s and '80s disco, but Derek and

Doreen, moving as though they were joined at the hip, evoked the

sights and sounds of long-gone venues like the Locarno Ballroom

and the Hammersmith Palais. You could almost hear the jazz and

swing bands from decades past, and you could see the years fall away

until Derek and Doreen could be seen for what they still were at

heart: two kids who were crazy about each other, and had been that

way for nearly half a century.

Nearby, a trio of sharp-dressed 20 year-olds tried out their

moves, larking about with considerable style. Any other time and

most eyes would have been on them, but for now there was only

one couple ruling the dance floor. It didn’t matter; they just

grinned and threw themselves about with even more enthusiasm.

Soon the whole floor was filled with people of all ages, par-

ents, grandparents, uncles and aunts, little brothers and sisters,

cousins, and, of course, friends from all over. I myself, though,

stood off to the side, frozen in place, wanting on one hand to

dance and on the other to slip away into the night.

Someone came up behind me and asked me why I wasn’t

dancing. I said, "I guess I’m at that awkward age: no longer young

enough to have that arrogant self-confidence of knowing I look

cool, and not quite old enough not to give a fuck.”

She looked at me as though I were a bit weird, but then she

wasn’t dancing either. And though I’d come up with a snappy

enough answer, it wasn’t really an answer at all, more of a deflec-

tion of the question. Because the fact is that I didn’t know then

and still don’t know now why I wasn’t dancing, why dancing sud-

denly seemed like the most impossible thing in the world. Just as

with Derek and Doreen, the decades had fallen away, but in my
case I’d landed back in high school, propping up the wall at the

side of the gym while the other kids swayed about in each other’s

arms, crass, confused, angst and acne-ridden, perhaps, but still

managing to work out the basics of falling in love.

All right, so maybe love is a form of madness, as Plato was wont to

say, and maybe dancing is just a frantic flailing about in an attempt to

hold back the hands of time. And love dies, or at least lovers do, and

time always wins out in the end, but it’s all about the way you go, isn’t it?

Yet the questions keep coming back, questions of how much
we can really believe as opposed to what if anything we can really

know, questions about whether it is better to keep challenging any-

thing that presents itself as truth, or, accepting that we probably

wouldn’t recognize the real truth if it walked up and bit us on the

ass, to make our peace with the world and try for a little happiness.
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Well, you probably know which side I’ll come down on.

Contented people seldom make good writers—though for that

matter, neither do most discontented people. But I’ve been either

cursed or blessed—probably both—with a relentlessly inquiring

mind and an endlessly restive heart. One of these days I just might

learn how to live with them. But I’m not holding my breath.

It’s a little early to

be up, but I’m out

at a greasy

Midwestern diner

with my friend

Jim. The diner is

the kind of place

that serves what is

known as

"American cuisine,” which is, of course, not a cuisine at all but

merely means that cholesterol is involved. America, why must your

name always be synonymous with death? "American cuisine” essen-

tially means "imperialist cuisine,” or, to be less heavy-handed about

it, "the cuisine of a variety of cultures and peoples, breaded and

dunked in a fry-daddy.” An American restaurant, that is to say, a

restaurant with a US zip code, might be Thai, Mexican, Indian, or

any of a myriad of other options, but when an eating establishment

labels itself "American food-” what does that mean, exacdy?

Trains of thought such as these, especially early in the morn-

ing before the coffee starts kicking it to me, are my standard

downfall, at least as far as greasy Midwestern diners are concerned,

because the waitress is always there to take my order before I’ve

even cracked the menu open, let alone come to any conclusions.

Caught off-guard, I mumble, "Uh, oh... hold on...” and open the

menu, which leers back at me with its elaborate and daunting maze

of options. Really, should this be such an arduous task? It’s not

like the menu consists of Chinese characters; it’s just American

cuisine. The menus in establishments such as this don’t differ all

too much, the most significant variables being in the realm of

whether home fries are going to be $ 1.25 or $ I *75* I* Is unlikely

that some new tantalizing vista of breakfast experience is going to

be hidden in there, and I’d like to think I have enough experience

with this general genre of place that I’d have some rough idea of

what I want, some regular item or set of items which soothes and

pacifies with its comfort and continuity, the stated McDonalds

culinary ideal, familiarity (At a copy shop once I had the job of

xeroxing the McDonalds annual stockholders report. It was an

interesting document in that it stated this philosophy explicitly, as

the corporate strategy of the chain: to produce, rather than indi-

vidual excellence in the individual links in the chain, a standard of

IOO% consistent mediocrity, so that from Maine to Thailand to

Poland a person could always count on the exact same, comforting

and mediocre item, the same ratios of special sauce, the same size

patty, same number of sesame seeds on bun, etc). But, here in the

greasy Midwestern diner, I do not have an airtight breakfast blue-

print in place, and the devil is in the details, those oh so human

errors and deviations which make greasy diners unique—will the

home fries be over-done? How big are the pancakes? Do they or

do they not come with toast? Do you have the green kind of tabas-

co sauce? Oh, God, condiments—what kind of condiments are

available? How can anything be decided in relation to the purchase

of potato products without full disclosure of all available condi-

ments? The mind reels, panic sets in, I am paralyzed, my eyes

locked in focus a few inches in front of the daunting menu, which

floats in front of me, a menacing blur, as the waitress taps her pen

impatiently against the small notepad on which she waits to scrib-

ble down my order.

"I’ll have a hamburger,” says Jim.

Eyes re- focus on the omelette section. An omelette? When

was the last time I had an omelette? Perhaps I would like an

omelette, I think to myself. "Uh an— omelette?” I stammer,

uncertain, regretting the decision even as I articulate it, but

knowing, already, that it’s too late to turn back. Causing this poor

waitress any more aggravation and corollary incentive to overlook

our table in her coffee refill rounds seems extremely foolhardy.

"What kind of omelette?” the waitress wants to know.

"Try the avocado omelette,” Jim suggests. "It’s good.”

"Avocado omelette?” I shudder. "Are you crazy? An

omelette is bad enough. Avocados are entirely composed of fat.

That’s like getting a ball of fat in a cholesterol sandwich.”

"What kind of cheese do you want in that omelette?” the

waitress demands, on thematic cue.

"Cheese,” I mutter. "A ball of fat in a cholesterol sandwich

with cheese, deep-fried on a lard-encrusted griddle. Um, listen,

can I change my order to toast?”

Jim is laughing at me as the waitress shuffles away. "I didn’t

realize you were watching your figure,” he scoffs.

"It’s not so much about watching your figure as it is about

not having a heart attack,” I explain.

"Whatever,” he shrugs.

"Jim, don’t you ever worry about your health? Doesn’t it ever

occur to you to fret about how you’re treating your body?”

"You’re the one who’s going to have a heart attack, not me,”

Jim says, "All you do is drink coffee and have panic attacks about

what to order for breakfast.”

Perhaps a valid point. My pulse is racing. "Fuck that!” I hiss.

"YOU’RE going to have a heart attack before I do for sure! You

drink tons of coffee AND smoke insane amounts of marijuana,

the worst possible combination! The caffeine speeds up your cir-

culation and the dope constricts your arteries! I’m surprised your

head hasn’t popped off already.”

"Dude, I feel mellow,” Jim laughs. "Look at your twitching,

neurotic ass.”

"A hamburger, Jim! A hamburger! You are a madman! Get

with the program! Hypochondria! Fear! Disease! Tumors! Death!”

America, your very name means death, your cuisine is death

on a bun with lettuce and onions. When the hamburger shows up,
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Jim munches contentedly. I like Jim, but he’s an American, his

lifestyle is a death style, he’s pretty intense in the hedonistic excess

department, and lecturing him on cholesterol consumption seems

as futile a task as telling Attila the Hun that he shouldn’t wear

those rabbit-fur hats because it’s cruel to animals. "Seriously,” I

say, watching him maw down, "You’re not twenty anymore, Jim.

You’re thirty- five. You should really think about
—

”

My diatribe interrupted by a nerve-wracking, hacking, phleg-

matic explosion from Jim, a lung-ripping coughing fit which erupts

from his scorched and charred throat every few minutes, reminding

me grimly that the cholesterol in the omelettes is low on his totem

pole of inevitable deaths. Given the obviously adverse health effects

of the absurd amounts of pot he smokes, the best someone con-

cerned about Jim’s well-being can hope for is that he’ll at least get

some Vitamin C from the occasional avocado. Cough brought under

control, he chomps down on the burger, then chews reflectively.

"Let me tell you a something about death,” he says, "because

I’m pretty sure I’ve thought about death a lot more than you have.”

He takes another bite, chews, then says: "In the GulfWar, my

job was to take land-mine sniffing dogs into previously carpet-

bombed areas, to clear the way for advancing troops. A further duty

of mine was to kill anyone I saw while searching through the rubble,

anything living, be they soldier, civilian, wounded, woman, child,

housepet. It’s hard for me to explain what it was like. The carnage.

The main thing that stuck with me was the smell. For years, I could-

n’t eat meat. I’d go to a cookout or something, and the smell of

cooking meat would remind me of the smell of dead, cooked

humans. I’d fucking freak out, start crying

"Woah,” I say. "That’s pretty heavy.”

"Uh-huh.” He takes another bite of burger.

"So... Did you, uh, did you kill a lot of people?”

He shrugs. "I had been trained to kill, but when it came down

to really doing it, I couldn’t. So I refused and was thrown into a

military prison. The majority of the inmates in the prison had

been put away, not for refusing to fight, but for excessive brutality,

for being overly zealous and senseless in their application of vio-

lence
—

” what sort of activities qualify as immorally violent by the

standards of the US military I can scarcely imagine, but in any

case, "The first night,” Jim tells me, "this huge guy just flat out

told me that he was going to rape me as soon as the lights went out.

What could I do? I went back to my cell and just sat there waiting

for him. I sat there for hours, scraping my toothbrush on the cell

floor, sharpening it into a point, just waiting. When the lights

went out he came into my cell as promised; I was sitting down and

he walked up to me without a word, dropped his pants and put his

dick in my face, and I stabbed him in the leg as hard as I could

with the toothbrush. I hit an artery. He bled like crazy. That got

me put in solitary. I stayed in there a while, and when they finally

let me out I punched the first guy I saw in the face and got put

right back in. I preferred it in there.”

Jim now runs the only hip record store in town, listens to a lot

of metal, medicates himself mercilessly with marijuana, and overall

seems to be relatively sedate, stable, and, yes, happy. 'Yeah, I’m

thirty- five,” he says. "But I’m happy right now. And, frankly, I

don’t really care if I live to be fifty. Right now I’m happier than I’ve

ever been in my life. I thought at thirty-five I’d be burnt-out, over

the hill, miserable and waiting to die. But here I am, and for the

first time in my life, I’m kind of content. I go whole days and feel

good about myself and about my life. You know, honestly, I didn’t

think I’d ever feel this way. It’s such a luxury, I just don’t want to

give it up, whatever it takes— it was just so hard to get to this point.”

America, your cuisine is listed in the intergalactic restaurant

guides as the cuisine of darkness; the fatty, sleepy opiate of self-

obliteration and hidden history. How does one approach a life story

like that and make cutting your cholesterol a relevant and important

topic? Yes, It makes sense to avoid the omelette, as it makes sense,

in its own way, to avoid all the vices, because they are all vices for a

reason, and when the teeth start to rattle in the skull and the sud-

den sharp pains in the lower abdomen become consistent and

clearly tumorous in origin, in the psychic sonogram outline of pain

you realize that, yes, every cigarette really did take seven minutes off

of your life, and, yes, every omelette really did do its part towards

clogging your arteries in some infinitesimal and immeasurable way;

immeasurable, that is, until the day the blood backs up like rush-

hour congestion in your veins and the heart rattles to a stop and the

measure and finiteness presents itself, maps out the units of infinity

calculation in one broad and overarching axiom statement: "Fuck, I

shouldn’t have eaten all those omelettes.”

But shouldn’t you have? When Jim talks about walking through

towns littered with charred corpses, and how for years after the

smell of cooking meat gave him post-traumatic panic attacks, is it

then appropriate for me to tell him not to order a hamburger now?

Is the hamburger his symbol of normality, of psychic healing, of

being able to function like a normal person, an average American,

even if it requires copious amounts of drugs to do it?

American cuisine! It makes sense. The country that would

enact mass extermination abroad to preserve the inalienable right

to cruise around town in big gas guzzlers on a Friday night must

have the complementary meal plan, mass suicide and narcotiza-

tion so as to forget, even for a moment, where we are and what

we’re doing. The chain-smoked joints exist below the surface; not

on the menu, they’re just as American as anything else, Valium or

a few drinks after work or a hot fudge sundae—whatever it takes to

pacify. Is it worth contracting lung cancer if the weed which is

going to give you the lung cancer is also the thing which allows

you to get through the day feeling OK, even in the face of war,

death, the lowest and crudest brutalities of humanity? Is it better

to get on some addictive state-sanctioned mind-altering medica-

tion, like Paxil, the drug which I watched my next-door neighbor

in North Carolina get hooked on because he drank too much,

only to find later that trying to go off it gave him seizures? The

better it feels, the worse for you it seems to be. All we crave is

escape, a moment of happiness. There seems to be no way there

which doesn’t kill us in the end.

Fuck it. I flag down the waitress. "More coffee,” she predicts.

"Yes,” I say, "and an omelette.” ®
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defined music by saying that it began as a howl,

then a lament, and still contains the elements

that’s pretty wise. That’s about the only way

explain what music is.” fhe weakerthans

I

t was 1998, about a year after I’d left

Lookout Records, and I was completely

burnt out on music—or so I thought. In

the preceding year, I’d barely bought a

record or gone to a gig. I only ended up at

this particular show because some friends

were playing.

I didn't know anything about the

Weakerthans except that the singer had been

in Propaghandi, and I might not have paid

that much attention to them except that I

noticed them setting up a steel guitar. You see,

I’ve always had a weakness for country

music—at least the old time, classic variety as

played by Hank Williams, Sr.

As it turned out, they didn’t even use

that steel guitar until one of the last songs,

and even then, only for a minute. It was a

tune that those of you who are already

Weakerthans fans will probably know, “None

Of The Above.”

“It’s like my stupid little questions,” went

the singer, “the answers always sound the

same.” Then the steel guitar kicked in, and I

literally dissolved into tears. It was like discov-

ering music, and its power to inspire and

transform, all over again.

Two years later, just as the first hints of

summer were setting in, I found myself driving

across the vast emptiness of Southern

Manitoba, scanning the horizon for signs of,

well, anything. Suddenly there it was before

me: Winnipeg, a poignant, shambling hulk of

a city that never looks quite certain whether it

is rising up from the prairies or falling back

down into them.

Winnipeg is home to the Weakerthans, and

that was at least part of the reason I was anx-

ious to see it. One of the most distinctive char-

acteristics of John K Samson’s lyrics is the sense

of place he imbues them with. I’d never in my

life set foot in Manitoba—never thought of it as

more than that big province with the slightly

funny name up above North Dakota—but after

two years of listening to the Weakerthans, I

could rattle off Winnipeg street names, hear the

winds ruffling the wheat fields, and picture the

sky spitting snow at the frozen land.

It’s a testimony to John Samson’s artistry

that the image I’d nurtured of Winnipeg and

Manitoba came remarkably close to the reality

I encountered there. Since then I’ve been back

twice, and have come to love the place with a

strange and haunting passion.

During that time I’ve also gotten to know

the Weakerthans as people as well as artists,

and though it's been many years since I’ve felt

moved to interview a band, it seemed obvious

that I had to do this one. The only question

was whether to try and interview the band as

a whole, or to concentrate on the man who

writes the words and sings them.

I opted for the latter—with a bit of

regret, admittedly, because I’d found all four

members well worth talking to—because I

wanted to explore some of the other sides of

John Samson. He’s one of those rare perform-

ers who speaks as eloquently as he writes,

and is able to discuss issues far removed from

the usual rock and roll fare of when the next

record will be coming out and what the last

tour was like.
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In fact, singing in a band is only one part

of John Samson. At least as important to him

is Arbeiter Ring, the publishing company he

co-founded, which specializes in the sort of

politically-oriented books that might never

exist were it not for people who put love of the

printed word ahead of the pursuit of profit.

Samson is also a political activist, and

though I don’t always agree with his views

—

as you’ll see in the interview— I respect him

immensely, not only for the strength of his

convictions, but for his willingness to weigh

and consider all sides of an issue; for his

readiness to listen as well as talk. Unlike so

many political activists I've known, he could

never be accused of speaking in slogans.

Perhaps above all, John K Samson is a

poet, a poet who has succeeded in marrying

his poetry to some of the most elegant and

evocative music of our times. He'd probably

take issue with my describing his song lyrics

as poetry—in fact, he does just that in the

interview—but that's one issue on which I’m

not prepared to back down. Hell, I don't even

like poetry, so it's a measure of the

Weakerthans’ brilliance that I’ve been listening

to it and quoting it and singing along with it

for the past three years now.

The Weakerthans are: Stephen Carroll, John

K Samson, John P Sutton, and Jason Tait

Interview by Lawrence Livermore

with Michael Silverberg

Illustrations by Daniel Sinker

Based on photos by Shawn Scallen

This is probably a question, or a variation there-

of, that you get pretty often: You were a part of

one of Canada’s most successful punk rock

bands ever. I assume you were doing pretty well

at it, enjoying it, and making a good living. How

hard was it for you to leave all that behind?

I don’t know, it was so long ago. I get

asked this question all the time, and I

don’t know what the right answer is. Or

even what the honest answer is, because it

feels like lifetimes ago. To me, at the

time, there just never was any option—it

“I never picture this

me, I think it would

would allbe political,

wasn’t a choice, it was just something

that happened. I couldn’t be in that

band anymore, so I had to do something

else. There were other things I wanted to

do ... I wanted to start publishing

books ... I didn’t think I could do all

those things at once. I didn’t think that I

would be in another band, because at

the time I didn’t want to be in a band. It

was one of the last things I thought was

good for my mental health. But it was

just a matter of months later that I

decided to get together with Jason, our

drummer, and John, our bass player.

I’m lucky in the fact that I always manage

to find people more talented than myself

to play with. They are also my taste

arbiters, and prevent me from wander-

ing off into schlockiness.

I guess I was under the mistaken impression

that you left Propagandhi to form the

Weakerthans because you felt you had to go

in a different direction musically.

No, it was just a natural process. Musically,

I think playing with Jason and John really

went in the direction it was supposed to go

in, writing the songs we knew how to write.

I had imagined you taking this big chance by

leaving behind what you might almost call a

surefire musical formula—not dismissing

Propagandhi, just recognizing that it’s the kind

of music a lot of people like—to pursue a kind

of music that you couldn’t at all be sure people

would like. But in fact that wasn’t the case, it

was more a matter of wanting to go into pub-

lishing, and having more time for yourself?

I guess so, yeah. Again, I always get

wrapped up in what happened when I’m

not actually sure. The financial thing was

never an issue because I still get money

from the work I did with Propagandhi. I

was writing songs at the time, and there

wasn’t really room for them in that band.

And there shouldn’t have been . . .

You did write a couple of songs for

Propagandhi though.

Yeah, of course. But that band had what it

was supposed to do, and I think we all just

felt that I was no longer a part of that.

Did it take you a long time to decide that?

Yeah, it did.

Are we talking about years?

Yeah.

Once you’d left, before your life became so

full with new activities, did you go through a

period of wondering, “What did I do? What

am I doing now?”

Yeah. I have a lot of regrets. I’m really

annoyed by those people who say they have

no regrets. I have two or three regrets every

halfhour. But one thing I’ve never regretted,

ever, is leaving Propagandhi. That’s one

thing I can say. I’ve never felt even an iota

of regret for making that decision.

I’m looking at this Canadian music magazine

called Exclaim and it says here, speaking of

Propagandhi, “While the first two records

were solid in their structure, there were two

glaring musical forces at work. Samson was

obviously the more melodic influence, as is

evident from the folk-rock of the

Weakerthans. With [Todd] Kowalski, another

middle school punker in the mix, the softer

side of the band has been replaced with a

more frenetic energy.” It goes on to say that

they were “three guys who grew up in the

mid-’80s listening to political hardcore.” So I

guess my question is, how do you see any

musical, or, for that matter, political or philo-

sophical differences that had you going in a

different direction from Propagandhi?

Well, I think that that’s an oversimplifi-

cation. It has elements of truth to it, but

nothing’s that simple. I think that musi-

cally and lyrically, Propagandhi and the

Weakerthans are much closer than people

think. I learned a lot about songwriting

from being in Propagandhi. Both struc-

turally and lyrically, Propagandhi songs

are quite linear—they don’t repeat them-

selves often, and they’re very economic
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band or myself as part of a major label juggernaut because, first and most importantly to

ruin what I love about writing. The second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh reasons

but the first one would be me.”

the weakerthans
in their use of both music and words.

That’s something I hugely admire, and

something I think I learned from them.

You have this much space to say some-

thing, and you shouldn’t waste it. I think

that’s a huge similarity between us, and I

don’t understand why people don’t see

that. K On the other hand, it’s true, just

from the people I play with and the per-

son I’ve become, I’ve changed radically

over the past five years, as people should

and do. Sure, I’ve grown more fond of

something quiet, something simple,

something intimate, and that’s reflected

in the music we make.

Do you think there’s a political component to

that approach? Like the idea that you could

reach a much broader spectrum of people

with a softer, more melodic kind of music

than with screaming hardcore?

Sure. Though obviously both have potential

to reach people. It’s not a conscious deci-

sion—if it was a conscious decision, I

wouldn’t be able to write anything. If you

think too much about who’s going to hear

it and what they’re going to think about it,

then I for one just wouldn’t be able to

write anything. That’s why I never picture

this band or myself as part of a major label

juggernaut because, first and most impor-

tantly to me, I think it would ruin what I

love about writing. The second, third,

fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh reasons

would all be political, but the first one

would be me. Just that idea that you have

to churn out a record every year or two

years ... In the situation we’re in, we can

take as long as we want, and we have total

control over our work

Bob Dylan—whom you’ve been compared to

before—did become part of a major label jug-

gernaut, whether intentionally or not. Nobody

could have expected that style or form of

music to become massively popular in those

days, and yet it did.

I don’t think I can compare myself to Bob
Dylan . . . But he seems to be one of those

freakishly gifted writers, where he just

churns them out—things kind of fall out

of his brain, I was just reading an inter-

view with Neil Young, and he was saying

that there are thousands of people as tal-

ented as he is, but they’re not famous. He
went on to say that there’s this "famous

sieve” that has no rhyme or reason to it—it

just happens; no one can figure it out.

That struck me. It’s true, it’s entirely a

fluke. It’s not something you can concern

yourself with, you just have to keep doing

what you do. If the impulse and impetus is

there to make something genuine, then

you have to hope someone else will hear it

and understand it. But it’s a rare case, I

think, because most of modern culture is

very calculated and disingenuous.

So you’ve made no preparation for the even-

tuality of becoming famous on the grounds

that you don’t think it’s going to happen? Are

you afraid you’re going to be unprepared if by

chance it does happen?

[Laughs] I don’t know, I haven’t given it

much thought. I don’t think I should. I

think there are some controls in place, so

that that can’t really happen. Someone, I

think, could take pretty much any song-

writer and, as has been proven—turn on

your radio any day of the week—you can

make anyone famous. It’s a strange culture,

and a frightening one. I think we’re smart

enough to avoid that kind of cynical appro-

priation of what we do. And, I don’t think

it would work. I really don’t. I think there is

a breaker somewhere, a breaker switch built

in to the way we write songs and the way we

play shows that would mean if we ever tried

to make that step, the fuses would blow.

But you do think that Dylan got where he did

by virtue of talent, not by gimmickry or hype

or selling out?

Oh, sure. I think it happens, and I’m glad

it happens. It’s also a matter of the kind of

writer you are. I hope my writing is more a

product of the life I lead than the other way

around. It’s gravy, it’s a byproduct of the

way I live my life. It’s not lucky, it’s hard

work. But I have a life outside of playing in

a rock band, and that life is valuable to me.

I don’t want anything to ruin that.

I want to talk more about your writing. I

know you really have a high regard for poet-

ry. Does anything set your song lyrics apart

from poetry?

I don’t think my songs can be defined as

poetry, because they are coupled with

music, and that gives an extra structure to

them that poetry doesn’t have. I personally

think the most daring writing is poetry,

because it’s just a blank canvas for words.

Sorry to keep referring to your fellow

Midwesterner, Mr. Dylan, but would you con-

sider some of his lyrics poetry?

I guess I have different standards for

myself and other people. I would consider

some of his stuff poetry. Some of my
songs have begun as poems and have been

traced onto musical structures.

Could you say that poetry is just one aspect of

a song, or is it something entirely different?

I don’t know. It’s a hard question. I go

back and forth with this. Songwriting is

certainly connected to a different tradi-

tion than poetry, but then again it isn’t.

What about the origins of poetry as stories

set to musical accompaniment, as in the

Homeric tradition?

I have great respect for all art forms, and I

don t think there should necessarily be divi-

sions between which is good and which is bad

and which is more evocative, because they all

have the potential to gain that connection

with human beings, which is what they’re

supposed to do. So I think it might be just

semantics that I’m parsing these things . . .

Isn’t there a political aspect here, too? If you say

that poetry not accompanied by music, just the

written or spoken word, is somehow above . .

.

I don’t . . .

But you did say . . .
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Yes, but I don’t mean it, I guess. I think just

in my own mind, that’s what I aspire to.

But again, a political aspect: isn’t straight,

traditional poetry going to be less accessible

to the masses of people? Basically, poetry is

appreciated by educated, literate people.

I think poetry has been hijacked by the

academy. Poetry is actually an incredibly

democratic art form because there’s no

money in it. A best-selling book of

poetry in Canada or the United States is

500 copies. People put out cassette

demos of their rock bands that sell more

than that! That gives it this curious

democratic trick.

Because people don’t have to worry about

using poetry to put food on the table?

I guess so, yeah. Also the fact that every-

one does it. I have this secret feeling that

everyone has sat down and written a

poem at some point. It doesn’t mean

that they should unleash them on the

world, but just that simple act is a really

powerful thing. I think that can be

transposed into music, that people can

just sit down and work out a song, but I

don’t know. Music is a combination of a

lot of elements. John Berger once

defined music by saying that it began as a

howl, became a prayer, then a lament,

and still contains the elements of all

three. I think that’s pretty wise. That’s

about the only way I know how to explain

what music is.

What about rap? Much of it has minimal

music, just a repetitive beat, perhaps very

similar to what poetry was in its early days.

Does rap qualify as poetry?

I think so ... I don’t know. OK, I retract

any attempts I made to divide art forms.

It’s just something that I work out in my

head and I wouldn’t necessarily count as a

world view. I think there’s tons of poten-

tial in rap music, and that it’s a really fas-

cinating art form.

OK, if God—or for that matter, Satan—shows

up tomorrow and says, “John Samson, you

can be a great success in one field but no

other.” Do you choose poetry or do you

choose music?

Geez, I don’t know ... It would be too

hard a decision. I choose interpretive

dance, [laughs] I’ve never actually attempted

interpretive dance. Who knows—I might

not be half bad at it!

After you left Propagandhi you put a lot of

your energy into your publishing company,

Arbeiter Ring.

It was started by myself and Todd Scarth,

who was working at a local publishing

house and wasn’t exactly happy there, so

we decided to start this project.

There’s a common thread among the books,

especially with regard to politics.

Yes, but with the understanding that all

forms of expression are political. We

modeled ourselves on presses like Verso

and City Lights.

Left wing businesses, especially small pub-

lishing houses, have a reputation for not

being profitable.

We’ve never taken a paycheck, so I guess

we’re living up to that reputation, [laughs]

So how does Arbeiter Ring survive?

If we didn’t have outside income, we

wouldn’t survive. We all do other things.
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It’s very difficult. Publishing itself is an

incredibly difficult field. It’s more cut-

throat than music, and the stakes are a lot

lower. There’s absolutely no money in it.

It’s not like the record business, where

there’s always the chance that one record is

going to become massively popular.

Philosophically speaking, would you have any

kind of problem with Arbeiter Ring becoming

a profitable business?

No, I wouldn’t have any problem with that.

But just as in the music business, once

something becomes popular, isn’t there a cer-

tain amount of pressure to keep putting out

more of the same, things that you know from

experience are likely to sell?

Sure. But that’s a kind of line you have to

ride in anything you do

.

We’re sitting here in the Arbeiter Ring office,

overlooking the Old Market Square of

Winnipeg, Manitoba. It’s a slightly seedy,

down-at-the-heels area, but very attractive and

picturesque as well. Through all of your songs

there’s this sense of place, that seems to set

down roots in the Manitoba landscape—not

just the physical landscape, but the landscape

of the mind as well. How important is that to

you? How do you approach the identification

of time and place in your writing?

It’s very important to me to have a sense

of location in my writing. I’ve lived

here for 27 years—all my life. I leave a

lot, but I always return. This is the

place I understand, it’s the landscape I

understand. I think the landscape has

some profound effect on people, the

place they’re from. I don’t know how to

describe what that is, but you recognize

it when you go other places. Winnipeg

is a place that thinks life is elsewhere.

The idea you get from the community

here is that everything is happening

somewhere else, and that nobody can

actually do something here. But there

are lots of people struggling against that

here, and that’s one of the reasons I’ve

stayed. That perhaps makes me "region-

al” in some people’s eyes—a "regional”

writer. But, you know, a lot of my
favorite writing is regional; it’s

anchored somewhere. I greatly admire

people like James Kelman, from

Scotland, who writes about the place

he’s from, in a dialect that is intrinsi-

cally of that place. I think that that’s

universal, in a way. That’s a really pow-

erful political thing, to say that these

people, these people’s lives, have mean-

ing, have as much validity as the peo-

ple’s lives in New York, Toronto, Los

Angeles, Berlin, and London.

There must be a great pressure on talented

people here to leave, to head off to Toronto or

Vancouver or the States.

Sure, yeah. And I don’t begrudge that.

People have to do what they feel they should

do. A lot of people I care about have left

this place, and won’t ever come back. I can

totally understand that.

When you mention the importance of being

anchored, I can’t help thinking of one of your

songs, “Anchorless,” in reference, say, to the

people who set out in search of greatness or

possibilities elsewhere. Is that part of what

you’re alluding to, that they lose that feeling

of connection, of roots in a community?

It’s not that simple. I mean that people

should stay here and be part of the com-

munity "Anchorless” is specifically about

someone who stayed, but who never found

that idea of community, that idea of con-

nection with other people. I think those

stories are really important.

It sounds as though it’s something you pity

people for, for not having that sense of roots,

regardless of where they might find it?

I suppose. It’s also something I see in

myself. It’s a reflection . . .

Because you have to leave so often?

And because community is an easy word to

say, but an incredibly difficult one to put

into practice. Alienation doesn’t just go

away because you talk about it—it’s deeply

ingrained in the human condition.

Why do you think a lot of literature from past

centuries, instead of specifically naming a

person or place or even a date, would leave

that space blank? Any idea of why they shied

away from a sense of time or place?

Well, I guess it’s that idea that a story has

to be universal. And the idea of

anonymity, too. That’s something that

bothers me about the culture today that

maybe shouldn’t: There’s a lot of "per-

sona”— a lot of shtick—in music and in

the arts in general. You could never have

that kind of a persona here in Winnipeg—

it’s too small a town. The degrees of sepa-

ration are two or three, not six or whatev-

er they are in big cities. Still, a lot of

great expression is coming out of this

city. I wouldn’t compare it to, say, a big-

ger city like Detroit—a lot of great things

came out of there—but it’s somewhat sim-

ilar, in that this is a working class, poor

city, this is what we do, there’s no bull-

shit. This is it.

You mentioned the concept of “persona.” In

its original meaning, it referred to the mask

through which the actors in classical Greek

drama not only portrayed the character they

were meant to represent, but also amplified

their voices so as to be heard by the entire

audience. So while I can see your point

about not being able to adopt a persona here

in Winnipeg, isn’t there a persona that could

reach out to the rest of the continent? To

people on the coasts, for example, it could be

more than slightly exotic, this guy from the

prairies singing about the wind blowing

through the wheatfields . . .

Yeah, that’s true. When you come down to

it, I write fictions, and I’m pretty up front

about that. But I think there’s a difference

between the idea of a persona that’s a card-

board cutout, a stereotype—I think that

happens more often. There are obviously

examples of personas that are really
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idea of definition—the way

roles— that’s where the

accomplished and communicative. Like

Tom Waits: He certainly has a persona—he

has several personas—but he uses it to get

closer to reality, not the other way

around. You know that idea that you’re

spilling your guts, then you’re telling the

truth? If you’re a writer, when it comes

down to it, you’re eventually going to be

defending yourself in some way. Janet

Malcolm once talked about how there’s an

idea that writers tell the truth at all costs—

spill what’s inside them, and are innocent

bystanders to what they produce—when in

reality it’s more like cheating at cards. It

is! You stack the deck when you write, and

you have to be aware of that, or else it

becomes a persona.

Do you think that it’s fictional to see patterns

in everyday life that other people might not,

and to put it together in such a way where

the story is much grander than how people

saw it at the ground level?

Yeah, sure. If there’s some truth to that,

you’ll see it immediately and you’ll under-

stand that it’s something genuine. I don’t

know how they see it, but people can see it. I

see it. I think you see it. You hear some-

thing or you read something and you know

if it’s genuine or not. I think it’s becoming

increasingly more obvious that mainstream

culture doesn’t give a crap about that. The

elements that can sell something like that

have superseded the depth that went along

with it—or that should go along with it. Not

that now is much different than 50 years

ago, it’s just bigger.

In talking more about some specifics in

your writing, I wanted to ask you about the

song “Pamphleteer.” In it, you mention “the

specter haunting Albert Street.” When I

first heard the song, I had a vision of a sad

old man whose time had passed him by,

desperately trying to get some people to lis-

ten to his stories or his views, and then

suddenly, after many listenings, it occurred

to me that, well, here you are, on Albert

Street, peddling pamphlets of a sort to a

world that may or may not want to hear

about them. Is the song about a person—or

is it about you?

No. Actually, I didn’t realize until well

after I’d written the song how close it

can be interpreted to be about me. But

it started off as purely fiction. A friend

of mine wrote a film script and asked me

to write a song for it. It was a script

about various things, and it had a news-

paper story to it. But I suddenly had this

image of an activist, someone involved

in politics, who passed out pamphlets on

street corners—which is something I

admire—and suddenly one day cracked

and started churning out these pam-

phlets about his personal life and pass-

ing them out on street corners. It start-

ed with that image and grew from there.

I was reading a lot of Marx at the time,

so "the specter haunting Europe”

became "the specter haunting Albert

Street.” That song is an example of

something I thought was pure fiction but

turned out to have some—subconscious

at least—anchors in my own reality.

Is that common to many of your songs?

Yeah, it is. I don’t always understand how

they relate to myself until well after

they’re finished.

So the “late night restaurant, North

Kildonan"—have you sat at that table?

No. I don’t know if there’s a restaurant

there or not! People are always asking me

if there is. I have the restaurant in my

mind, it’s a Salisbury House restaurant—

that’s a chain here in Winnipeg—but I

don’t know if there’s one in North

Kildonan or not. I just like the idea of

North Kildonan. It’s part of the urban

sprawl that’s destroying our city.

How about the line “Meet me at the con-

struction site”?

[Laughs] What do you want, specific exam-

ples of things I’ve actually done? Steve

Carroll, our guitar player, and I were liv-

ing in a house years ago—I was 20 or

something—and there was a river near the

house. They were building there, and

there were all these huge machines, and

after we’d become incredibly high—which

was most every night—we’d go hang out on

these machines, and write notes to the

operators of the machines and tape them

to their windows. That was an image that I

knew I’d use at some point.

That song also has the image of falling asleep . .

.

"... to the beat of you breathing.”

Was that along some lonesome highway?

"A room near a truck stop ..."

There’s a lot of that kind of imagery, lost

highways, lonesome freight trains . . .

Yeah. I guess those are just sentimental

things you hope for. Those moments that

don’t have any huge importance; those

small moments that define your life. The

big events, well, they speak for themselves.

Life is in the details.

You sound as though you’re singing something

specific about the prairies, and yet it evokes

images that seem to speak to nearly everyone.

I think those kind of images are univer-

sal, because we all have those moments,

and those places. They can be radically

different in structure and in time, but

still the same.

Once again, though, it makes you a bit of an

exotic creature to many of your listeners who

live in big cities and never hear a train except

in a movie.

True, but there’s nothing I can do to

remedy that—if it should be remedied at

all. This is what I write about,; this is who

I am, so . . . regional.

Tell me a bit about your region, or especially,

about your community.

It’s a very poor city; it’s very isolated. It

has a high native population, and that
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population is quite ghettoized. You can

go your entire life here in some suburban

enclave and never meet a Native

American person, but they comprise a

quarter of the population. The fact that

it’s isolated makes it a great microcosm

for all cities. The nearest big city is

Minneapolis, which is a good nine hour

drive. I grew up in one of those suburban

enclaves, and now I live in the heart of

the downtown. So, I think I have a good

perspective on how this city works—or
sometimes I think I have a good perspective

on how the city works.

In a city so small, and a punk scene even

smaller, how was the reception to your early

experiements outside of the Propagandhi

“sound”? Were you a bit embarrassed to be

making that kind of music when you were in

a hardcore punk band?

No. They seemed pretty supportive. The
punk scene here wasn’t a clique.

It wasn’t big enough to have cliques!

Yeah, exactly. There wasn’t a lot of

infighting or "I’m cooler than you” stuff.

It was a bunch of people who didn’t real-

ly know how to play their instruments,

getting together to make some noise for

other people who didn’t really know how
to play their instruments. That’s that

punk rock rule, I think, that you break

the rules in order to learn the rules, as

opposed to learning the rules in order to

break them.

It’s impressive to me that you can get all

these normally feisty and rowdy punks to sit

still and listen very respectfully—almost rev-

erently—to the Weakerthans.

Well, they’re not always tolerant of us . . .

Mainly I don’t want anything to do with

being part of a musical ghetto. I want to

play to as many people as I can, from as

many backgrounds as possible. Of course,

I know I’m making music for middle class

people. I m a middle class person and

those are my roots; that’s who I’m going

to appeal to. A lot of those people gravi-

tate to the punk scene because it is, in

many ways, a genuine questioning of those

values. I just don’t want to isolate myself

there, but they are the community I come

from and where my musical roots are. I

think for the most part people are very

respectful of someone who gets up on a

stage in front of a lot of people and tries

to express themselves.

Have you had any experience with the

Weakerthans where you showed up at a

venue and it seemed as though some of the

audience were expecting to hear another ver-

sion of Propagandhi?

Years ago—it doesn’t happen so much
now. People know what to expect, and the

name in part was designed to perhaps

ward those people off. But sure, it’s hap-

pened where people asked me to do an

interview, and there first question was,

"Why did you sell out?”

So why did you sell out?

[Laughs] I think that accusation stems from

the idea that your politics have some rela-

tion to how fast the kick drum goes. There

are a lot of people in the punk scene who

firmly believe that. You can’t even have a

discussion with them about it because it’s

so absurd, but really, it’s the kick drum.

The kick drum and politics somehow have

this magical relationship in the hardcore

punk scene.

I think you’ve just clarified a question that’s

been puzzling me for decades.

Yeah, well, now you know. It’s all about

the kick drum.

It’s interesting that you bring this up,

because I wanted to talk to you more about

politics, especially about the native popula-

tion in Canada. In my own travels across

Northern Ontario, I passed through a number

of native towns “First Nations,” as they’re

called, and almost without exception, they

were really squalid to look at.

It’s like the third world.

But one thing that seemed emblematic

about Canada’s approach to dealing with

their native population was the sign at the

city limits that read “First Nations.” And I

wondered, what would that be like if an

American ghetto had a sign reading,

“African-Americans” or, for that matter,

when you got to the suburbs,

“Caucasians?” Is that the kind of approach

we want to take for the future, categorizing

people by their ethnicity, or their economic

or social status?

Well, no. But this is a culture that was

imposed upon by another one—a culture

that still has a life of its own, separate

from the mainstream culture, the

oppressor culture. I think the idea of

identity politics, when it comes to that

kind of situation, is certainly not for me
to decide. It s for them to decide how they

want to be defined. It’s up to them

because that’s a powerful thing, political-

ly, to be able to define yourself, and not

be told what you are, which is what

they’ve had imposed on them for 500
years, I think that kind of segues into

what I want to try and write about. I

don’t know how successful I’ve been, but

for the past while, since I started the

Weakerthans, I’ve been trying to write

about other people’s stories. There’s a

danger and a power in that, but I think

that idea of definition—the way that peo-

ple have roles superimposed onto them

and are destined to play out those roles

—

that’s where the politics in my lyrics lie.

That’s what I always think, that it’s so

hard—nearly impossible—to tell someone

else’s story, to tell a story honestly. But

it’s important to make the effort, to

express yourself and your place in the

community around you.

In a previous conversation about native poli-

tics, I asked you what your solution was. I

hope you don’t mind me repeating this, but

you told me then that it would probably have
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to be armed resistance and separatism. And

you mention again now that the native peo-

ples still have a viable culture, a culture

that’s been imposed upon by a conquering

culture. I’m wondering if you feel that cul-

ture still is viable, in that it’s based first of

all on an oral tradition which has been dras-

tically interrupted and also based upon them

having many thousands of acres of open

country from which to sustain themselves.

Given that today America and Canada are

very different places, paved and fenced and

strip mailed, how could the native peoples

ever hope to return to anything resembling a

traditional way of life?

I don’t think they could, and I don’t

think any Native American leader would

tell you that they would go back to the

land. I don’t think that’s what they want

or what they need. Again, it’s up to them

to define what they want, and it’s up to

myself, at least, to support them in

bringing that definition to reality. But I

don’t think that we’re talking about going

back to "primitivist” societies, I think

we’re talking about self-control and self-

determination.

What about when you run into these conflicts

that have emerged in recent times, for

instance, white environmentalists wanting to

preserve a river or a species and native

activists saying, “We have a traditional right

to fish this river or exploit this species.” How

do you resolve a conflict like that?

Well, those conflicts are always going to

arise, and you just have to take each situa-

tion as it comes up. My general inclina-

tion is to support the natives in defining

their rights, defining their land and what

they want to do to it.

Well, which part of Canada or North America

is “their land?” Wasn’t a lot of the worst land

given to the natives and the best land—

exactly the kind of land the natives would

need to sustain themselves—given to the

European settlers?

Yeah, certainly. And if that land can’t be

given back, then compensation should be

made. I firmly believe in the idea of repara-

tions. I think it’s a fantastic idea and a good

start. That would be the first thing to do, to

make sure legal reparations were made.

Would you compensate people on the basis

of being a member of specific race or culture,

or on the basis of economic or social need?

Both. I mean a grand redistribution of

wealth would be wonderful . . .

Suppose one particular native person had

become a multi-millionaire. Would he still be

entitled to compensation?

Sure, I think so. I think the same could be

said for the descendants of slaves.

How far back would you take that? What

about people who were enslaved by the

Romans 2000 years ago?

That’s a bit more of an absurdist question.

Well, many African-Americans were enslaved

as much as 400 years ago . . .

But I think the effects of that are still

being felt daily in our culture and in our

surroundings. Slavery and genocide are

still a huge impetus behind the structure

of our society. Those two things still play

a huge role in the way our society works.

On a related issue, you advocated armed

resistance on the part of native people. I

presume you’d extend that to African-
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Americans as well. Realistically, is there

any chance in hell of that sort of armed

resistance producing anything other than a

lot of bloodshed?

One of the events that really politicized

me was the Oka crisis, back in 1989 or

’90. The town of Oka, Quebec wanted to

build a golf course on native burial

grounds, and they simply wouldn’t listen

to the natives’ concerns. The native peo-

ple went through all the regular channels

and never got anywhere. Sometimes all that

power will listen to is power. When I think

of the issue of violence, I always think of

Camus’ The Outsider. That book’s point is

that in certain instances, the language that

power lends you is the only one they’ll lis-

ten to, and that at some point it’s just

absurd not to try and break out of that

structure. I mean, really, there was no

option for these natives at Oka but to

defend themselves, armed. But it always

has to come down to the specific situation:

What is their desire, how strong is that

desire, and how far are they willing to take

that? I can’t bring myself to pass judgment

on someone like that, an oppressed per-

son, acting for their own determination.

What about oppressed middle class people, if

you believe such a thing exists? Suppose they

just decided that the entire governmental or

societal structure was corrupt and needed to

be brought down?

Well, I think that trying to blow things up

wouldn’t be the way to accomplish that. It

would do more harm than good. I’m not

saying that I would support an armed rev-

olution, necessarily—I’m just saying that I

wouldn’t rule it out as an option. When you

do, you fall into this trap of creating rules

of protesting.

I bring this all up because one of the

books published by Arbeiter Ring is

Pacifism As Pathology, by Ward Churchill.

It particularly struck home with me,

because he begins the book by dedicating

it to three upper middle class activists

the weakerthans
from the

'60s who blew themselves up

while making bombs. As it happens, I

knew one of them, Diana Oughton, and

was really fond of her. I saw that event

far differently from Ward Churchill.

Whereas he holds her up as a sort of

totem—an icon of the revolution— I saw

her as a beautiful, passionate woman who
believed in trying to change the world,

but instead went way off course. To me it

was a tragic waste of life and brains and

talent. So when you cited an example of

armed resistance that really politicized

you, I guess this was an example of

armed resistance that really politicized me
in the opposite direction. Up until that

time, I had felt pretty strongly that sabo-

tage and violence would be necessary

sometimes, but after that I never felt it

made sense in any but the most extreme

circumstances. Obviously, I’m not sug-

gesting that because you published Ward

Churchill’s book you necessarily agree

with him—you may have just felt his was

a voice that needed to be heard.

That is how I feel. I think this conversation

doesn’t happen enough, and I think his

forces that conversation into people’s lives.

That’s really why I published it. I’m still very

conflicted about the ideas in the book, but

I’m genuinely appreciative of the book itself

and the conversations it has engendered. I

think the point of the book is that there are

a lot of options for protest and actually

achieving goals, and that we have to look at all

of those options. Violence is one, and, I

think, quite rarely—extremely rarely—is it

effective. But to rule it out entirely is to lose

your entire position. I agree with that. But

that’s not to say I’m out there simply sup-

porting the violent overthrow of the US
government. There are a lot of other issues

that have to be addressed too.

Isn’t the problem of a violent uprising, except

in the most extreme cases—when it’s a mat-

ter of lives being saved—that the state has a

monopoly on violence and that it ultimately

holds power only through its ability to wield

violence against the criminal—or perceived

criminal—and that it can’t accept challenges

to that monopoly without its own right to

exist coming into question? When oppressed

peoples attack the state on its own terrain,

ceding the higher moral ground, don’t they

lose the one advantage they have?

Well, higher moral ground is great, but it

doesn’t always accomplish anything.

My point was more that the power the people

have is not through fists or through guns, it’s

in the collective morality that keeps a check

on government power. Doesn’t a revolution

originating in a ghetto—whether of racial

minorities or of upper middle class white

kids—fall short because it doesn’t represent

the people as a whole?

Sure, I think there’s a great danger in

activism. It kind of naturally slides into

the path of least resistance, which can turn

into an elitist little club. I think that’s true

of almost anything, and that’s what Ward

Churchill tries to address in his book, that

this is a broad thing, a broad and varied

thing, and it doesn’t have a set of rules.

There isn’t one certain way to do these

things, and it’s not going to be accom-

plished by one particular act.

Well, we could go on in this vein for a long

time ... But I guess one thing I find kind of

jarring is the notion of the wide-eyed, big-

hearted, soft and sensitive John K Samson

mounting the barricades and overturning

Western society. Can you resolve that seem-

ing contradiction for me?

There’s friction in everyone’s life—that’s part

of what makes things interesting, I think. I’m

pretty divided about a lot of things. I have a

lot of doubts. I think it’s important to talk

about them and think them through. Politics

are alive
, they’re always changing and grow-

ing, and your understanding of the world is

always changing. What I try and do with

music is document a bit of that friction, a bit

of the difficulty in reconciling all these

things, of being alive. ®
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C
hris Clavin still cares about punk. And

not in that detached, academic, what-

does-it-all-mean way; not in the white-

belts-and-bad-hair fashion-show way; and not

in that corpse-defiling collector-scum way.

Instead, his band the Devil is Electric (the lat-

est incarnation of an old pop-punk (in-the-

good-way) trio you might remember as

Operation: Cliff Clavin or Disarm) and his label

Plan-lt-X Records thrive on the same fierce

do-it-yourself fundamentals you probably

slinked your way out of years ago, you white-

belt-wearing, college-puke, collector scumball.

Plan-it-X releases are immediately dis-

tinctive as much for their stripped-down pack-

aging aesthetics (All Plan-it-X CDs cost only

$5, a policy that's attracted no small amount

of criticism from more profit-minded punk

artists and business) as for their uncompro-

mising personality. It's the label you would

have run if you hadn't grown up and gotten so

jaded: there's no marketing, no Internet ban-

ner advertisements, and no business plan

beyond crossed fingers—just a Sharpie to

draw ads and a lot of love.

So is it possible live by those same

scruffy DIY ideals that made you sew all those

patches onto your backpack so many years

ago, now that you've grown up? Yes, says

Chris—but you might have to live in your van

for a few years while to do it.

Interview by Chris Ziegler.

Plan-it-X Records is in one of those contra-

dictory spots: you’re avowed anticapitalists

and you’re against punk being reduced to

product, but you’re still turning out records to

sell. Ever gotten any criticism for that?

I wonder why we don’t, sometimes. I

think it’s kind of sad that no one ever

says, "How can this be anticapitalist when

you’ve got all these CDs for sale?” I guess

it’s because we sell stuff so cheap, and

people know we’re not going to get rich.

But I give myself criticism. I even thought

of canceling the label; I mean, do I really

want to make products? But my decision

usually is that I find the music important

enough that it’s worth making products.

But I’m being more picky about what I

put out—I don’t wanna make products for

the sake of making products. But I defi-

nitely think about that a lot. Am I actually

enjoying putting out these records? Why

am I putting out these records? It’s hard

to answer—
I
guess fun is usually my main

conclusion. I think it’s fun having the

bands we have—we all know each other, go

on tour together, and have a great time.

It’s nice to share one label, too. But we

haven’t had any kids give us a hard time

for putting out records while talking

about anticonsumerism. I’m sure some-

one has thought of it, but they never got

around to writing hate mail. It seems like
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hate mail is really rare—not many people

are motivated enough to write a really good

hate letter. I sort of wish they were . . . I’d

get more input.

What kind of input does Plan-it-X usually get,

then? Do you ever get lonely out there, carry-

ing that banner for DIY and cheap CDs and

everything?

I’m glad to be a part of DIY punk—if there

was a banner, I’d definitely carry it. I

think a lot of mainstream, capitalist bands

probably feel really lonely. We get tons of

love letters—almost every order, people say

"Thanks for selling stuff so cheap." It

means a lot to me. The kids love it because

it’s cheap for them. Half the time, people

send extra money with their orders—like,

"Keep the change!” Other labels and

business punks don’t love it, but we don’t

want them to. Some people take it person-

ally that we sell CDs for $5. I’ll read

something someone wrote about me in a

zine, complaining about people who think

CDs should be $5- It’s not always about

Plan-it-X, but sometimes I feel it must

be. I know we’re not the only label to sell

cheap CDs, but I feel we’re a little more

vocal about it—or we’re trying to be. Every

chance I get, I try to mention, "Don’t buy

$IO CDs."

Why the commitment to $5 CDs?

People seem to think that Plan-it-X is

non-profit and that we just do it for fun,

but we still make money, and a decent

amount of money—it’s not like I drive a

new car, but you still make money. We like

CDs so much more than vinyl; it’s the

cheapest format to release something. I

can’t believe everyone doesn’t view it as the

cheapest, quickest and easiest way to get

music out. If people try and sell an LP for

$IO, people think they’re crazy—but if you

consider the mailing cost for an LP,

they’re about $3.50 to produce and mail.

But a CD costs only $2 to produce and

mail, yet people sell them for two to three

dollars more than an LP. We thought it’d

be funny to release a full-color, jewel box

CD and still sell it for $5, just to show

people that any CD should be less than

$IO, not just DIY packaged CDs. It’s so

important to treat people right, to not just

turn it into consumerism. I can’t imagine

this excellent feeling, to be connected to a

huge family, and then turning it into a

way just to pay rent. You can still make it a

way to pay rent by doing cheap shows, sell-

ing your CDs for cheap, and still make a

lot of money.

What do you mean when you talk about “busi-

ness punks” and consumerism and punk? How
do you think capitalism affects punk?

Mainly, I try to completely separate myself

from that whole world. There’s too much
business in punk, way too much business.

Capitalism is like our religion in

America—it’s the only thing we’re basically

trained in. All our interactions with each

other work in a capitalist way. Even as a

little kid, the kid with the most toys has

power over the other kids. By time you’re

a teenager, money is really important.

Most people don’t know how to go about

doing anything without working in a capi-

talist way. People say we shouldn’t steal

from the mom-and-pop shop, but the

mom-and-pop shop is just a capitalist

striving to be the next big store. It’s the

same with lots of DIY labels—they’re con-

sidered DIY because they haven’t yet

become big labels. It’s definitely lame, but

it’s hard for them to even know what

they’re doing, because capitalism is all

there is. They’re just doing what they

think they should be doing—what the label

thinks they should be doing to represent

the bands properly. And then there’s the

artists issue: one of the biggest attacks we

get on the $5 CD—not directly, but from

people who defend $IO CDs—is that bands

deserve to be paid better than they’re

being paid. I disagree. I don’t believe

punk rock music is art. It’s really fun and

really great, but I think every single band

should be completely blown away that they

can go to a show and have people there

that want to see them. Everyone can play

an electric guitar these days—it’s not rare,

and it’s not a big deal to be in band, but

it’s a really big deal if you’re in a band peo-

ple want to see. That should be enough

for people—that should be their payment

there. If you can go on tour, find a place

to stay every night and a crowd to play for,

that’s all the respect you need as an artist.

Obviously, if people are into you, it

should feel a lot better than a label giving

you a royalty.

What about the argument that thinking like

that cripples punk—that it keeps artists tied

to shitty day jobs, instead of being able to

concentrate on their art? Or that it keeps the

whole subculture economically weak? Or that

we should be paying a fair amount if we ever

want to support the things we value?

I disagree completely. Any band that

works hard can sell their stuff cheaply,

play cheap shows, and make a whole lot of

money—if they get off crappy labels that

are taking their money, and stop playing

clubs with $200 overhead. If you play in a

basement, take donations, and even only

get a measly $50—well, if you get it every

night on tour, you’re totally getting paid

well. We play $3 shows all the time, or $5
shows divided between 4 bands, and we

come back from tour with a couple of

thousand dollars in profit. I think it’s the

opposite, about producing the best art.

Bands that are getting paid well, and are

super-comfortable with what they’re

doing are going to write shit music. The
inspiration comes from being stuck in a

shitty life. I think the music is good

because of the struggle. I don’t think pro-

viding an artist with more support would

do it. And just talking about it shows how
weird it is—the only American idea of how
to show support is giving money. There

should be the other ways to support

things you like, like going up and telling

them should be enough. I just think it’s

sad that comsumerism, capitalism, and

Americanism has totally turned money
into our sign of affection. We can’t buy

everything. I don’t think DIY punk

should be handled in the same way. It

shouldn’t be for sale, it should be a

lifestyle. If you’re getting gas money and a

place to sleep each night, you’re basically

living for free. Think about what a hotel

costs, what meals cost—the kind treatment

you get on tour should be payment

enough. Maybe bands who play big clubs

don’t get that treatment. Maybe if they

were part of the DIY scene, they’d see why

it was all worth it. But I definitely don’t

believe in punk rock inflation.
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How has that thinking affected your own life?

What kind of sacrifices have you made to try

and stay true to that?

We don’t buy products without thinking

about it. I can’t imagine the last time we

went out and bought a bunch of stuff. We

definitely don’t spend money—it all goes

to paying rent and putting out CDs. I

really like not working a real job—it’s a

terrible thing to think about, selling your

time for that. I don’t think I’ve made any

sacrifices. To me, it’s improved my life

tremendously. I finally know what I’m

going to do. It’s a clarifying thing. Plan-

it-X is definitely not a business. In the

beginning, it was more like, "We have to

put out our 7
” and we should put it out

on a label, so what should we call it?” The

thought of making money had still not

occurred to me at that point. It was only

like three years ago because I’d lived in my

van for two years.

You lived in your van? How was that?

It was great, and really, I’m sad that I’m

not living there now. Paying rent is for

jerks, and now I’m one of those jerks. For

two years, I lived in a very small space. I

remember doing Plan-it-X mail in the

van, in the winter, turning the heater on . . .

But through some weird idea, we got a

house. We thought about getting jobs, but

we never really got around to it. A year

into the house, we realized we hadn’t

worked at all and we had maintained rent

for a year. It was a total shock to me. The

label still doesn’t make enough money to

Plan-lt-X

pay my rent, but this is how I’m making a

living now. It’s strange because we didn’t

start with the intention of not having to

work—we were not gonna work anyway, it

was just a matter of whether or not we’d

have an apartment. I’d be completely fine

if I didn’t run the label and didn’t work

and had nothing. Having all this stuff

really irritates me . Living in the van was

the happiest time of my life. I lived in the

van, rode my bike around, and it was a

really simple life. There was nothing to

worry about: No job, no names attached

to leases or phone bills, just fun.

How did that affect things when you realized

you were living off the label? Did that maybe

put an edge on the experience?

When Operation: Cliff Clavin broke up,

it made a big point—I never realized how

much money we were able to make. I never

kept track of money, ever. I have this the-

ory that if you don’t worry about it, some-

how it’ll come to you and everything will

be fine. But when Operation: Cliff Clavin

broke up, the money just completely

dripped away and we had to get jobs. It did

put a new edge on it: we realized that if we

don’t wanna work, we basically have to be

in a band. It’s almost like my job, and it

kind of sucks. I think after all that, know-

ing that I do live off it, I think more about

how we really have to get an ad out to sell

some of these.

How do you deal with that, then? You’re

working for yourself and not some boss,

but you’re working nonetheless. Do

you think it’s possible to ever pull out of cap-

italism completely, or are you always going to

have to make those kinds of compromises?

I don’t know if it’s possible live in America

and pull out of capitalism. But I definitely

wouldn’t mind becoming the crazy person

who lives out in the woods—it’s always on

my list of possibilities. But right now, I

don’t think I’d be comfortable with drop-

ping out of society. I wanna be a part of it

—

I hate just about everything about our soci-

ety, but I feel it’s also important for those

who hate it to stay around and spread the

gospel, to try and enlighten a few other

people. I’m really sort of a super-romantic

when comes to that. I do honestly believe

someday punks will change the world

through punk songs. Lots of kids come up

to me at shows and say, "Yeah, I’ve been lis-

tening to Operation: Cliff Clavin for years,

and I want to tell you guys that you really

changed the way I think about things.” And

even if that kid goes to college, gets a job,

and just becomes a normal kid and eats at

McDonald’s every day, there’s still that

chance . . . Some kids came to our shows

when they were 14* and now they’re 19 or

whatever and really involved in local politics

and activism. I feel in some ways that I helped

them. It really makes me feel great. ®
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WITH THE ZINE

1 SOUND COLLECT!9R

1. How long have you been doing your zine and what issue are
you on?

Since 1997.

2. How long do you plan on doing it?

Forever. It’s really an excercize in passion (and finding other passion-

ate individuals who wish to contribute), so I’m in for the long haul.

3. What would cause you to quit?

My debt becoming unmanageable—which seems to be as American

as cocaine parties.

4. How do you distribute your zine?

I have a network of about 20 distributors and individuals who sup-

port Sound Collector. It’s kind of difficult to track sometimes, but I

know they get out to people so I’m happy.

5. Why is your zine called what it’s called?

It just came to me. I had done a zine in high school called D. I gave up

zine stuff during college. Before graduating I was at a loss for a voca-

tion and decided I’d work at a museum library for my day job and try

to start a journal focusing on the creative process that would include a

lot of elements I felt were missing in accessible magazines/zines I was

force fed. The name just popped into my head while driving around

one day and I ran with it. I like the simplicity of it.

6. What were the runner-up names for your zine?

There really weren’t any.

7. What would you rank as the three main subjects you cover?

Creative process. History. Forward thinking, artists, individuals

and/or groups.

8. What’s the hardest part about doing your zine?

Evolving. Grasping growth. Trying to change while retaining the ini-

tial ideals you started with.

9. What is the most rewarding part?

Knowing that people actually read what's published.

10. Are you doing your zine for free records?

No.

11. What’s the best and worst interview you’ve ever done?

For Sound Collector, but one interview comes to mind that answers

both questions. I interviewed Mule in high school. They tried to con

me and fill my Dictaphone with lies. When I went home I deci-

phered their double talk and wrote the whole piece in one night

inserting the whole experience in Bible verse. It was the worst inter-

view that I was able to turn into an interesting piece.

12. Quote your favorite thing ever said in the pages of your zine.

From Lee Hazlewood: “My mom liked pop music and my dad liked

bluegrass. So she complained always about his liking bluegrass

(laughs)—which, by the way was a “love” complaint ... I grew up

kinda all mixed up.”

13. Do you write everything yourself? If so, why?

I’m actually writing a lot less. I'm too busy managing the whole

process, plus I’m a very slow writer. I’d rather write nothing then

publish shit. But now that I have more people helping out with the

issues, I might have time again to put some stuff together. Most of

the articles come from our stable of writers and other people that

just write and say they saw Sound Collector and would love to con-

tribute.

14. How is your zine produced?

On computer. It’s offset printed in Canada.

15. Handwritten vs. Typewriter vs. Computer?

I personally write everything by hand on scraps of paper and then

input it. Most of our edits are done by hand but with the last issue

this proved to be quite a task. Computers are nice but typewriters

sound better.

16. What other zines inspire you?

HaIana, The Imp, and Cimarron Weekend.

17. What is “selling out?”

Having to answer in the affirmative when someone asks, "Does you

advertising inform your editorial?”

18. If you could live off your zine, would you?

Yes, but I don't see that ever happening.

19. If you had a chance to interview someone who you would
most likely never have a chance to talk to, who would it be?

ABBA or Peter Sellers

20. Describe your dream interview (who, where, what setting).

Sun City Girls in some random location, listening to their choice of

78s or random field recordings. Then I'd sit in on one of their ses-

sions and document their process banter.
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T
here are many bands that have gone

to protests—some have attended to

play benefits, some to take part. But

how many bands have formed at a protest?

And not in a drum-circle-jam kind of way—but

in an affinity group kind of way? That’s exactly

how The Intima formed. While in Seattle for

the WTO protests, Intima members Andrew,

Themba, and Alex found themselves in a

group with violinist Nora. She hit it off with

the three bandmembers, and not long after,

they called her up and asked her to join.

In the year since then, The Intima have

been making the kind of music that you find

through a stroke of luck and once you do, you

want to tell everyone you can about how great

they are. Musically, picture Unwound with an

aggressive violin player added. Sparse lyrics,

which uncovered, reveal an array of introspec-

tive political concerns. I swear soon everyone

will be talking about the Intima, but somehow

I have the distinct privilege of being the first to

interview them.

Interview by James Squeaky

As an outsider to the Olympia music scene, I

don’t see your band fitting in the typical

bands there. Do you?

Themba: We’re definitely not your

kitsch-pop Oly standard. We play with

"Olympia

bands” a lot, but I don’t

think they really take too much

note of us. Calvin Johnson has been sup-

portive of us, Pat Maley has offered studio

time and help, and C Average seem to

like playing with us; but if we have any

real support in Olympia, it’s with the

lesser known people like the now defunct

Toro Sec Toro and Kanako and our

friends. We’re not too concerned with

fitting into this scene. There often seems

to be lots of regurgitation and fashion-

able aesthetic in place of musical diversi-

ty. Don’t get me wrong—Olympia is an

incredible and supportive town in many

ways and I definitely love it, but it’s a

small town and that can be good and bad.

Andrew: Olympia is both tough and easy, in

different ways. We’re neither kitschy nor

relendessly cool enough to be celebrated

there, I don’t think. Having said that,

Olympia has a big place in my heart and I

have lots of respect for lots of people there.

But I don’t know where we fit within the

music scene, or what exacdy that might mean.

Nora: We’re no longer really an Olympia

band anyways, because Andrew and Alex

just moved to Portland and me and

Themba are on our way.

The most obvious anomaly of The Intima is

the use of Nora’s violin playing. How long

have you been playing the violin?

Nora: I started playing violin when I was

four and took classical lessons until I was

18. My mom, who’s my role model, is a

musician and composer, and warped my

brain good and proper in terms of how to

make music. She took me to new music

concerts from the time I could walk—

I

think I was eight when I first saw Phillip

Glass—and exposed me constantly to

experimental sounds and styles of making

music. When I started playing with the

Intima, I don’t think any of us wanted a

boring, pretty, back-up violin; I joined

with the expectation that our music would

be as much mine as any of theirs, and they

have given me the encouragement and

creative space to let that happen.

Alex: Her violin is like heaven to me. I have

been in two other bands and the typical

lineup of guitar, bass, and drums gets old.

After looking over your CD and seeing you

live, I’ve realized that there is a very strong

political undercurrent to The Intima. I think

that is very interesting, particularly when,

again, so much of the music coming out of

Olympia seems decidedly apolitical. At the

same time, when most bands have strong

-
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political messages that they are trying to

express, they tend to overdo it in their

earnest attempt to “spread the message”

Your band has fairly minimal vocals-can you

explain why you chose your approach and

how you define politics in regards to music?

Alex; First off, I would like to say that there

are a lot of politically-charged people in

Olympia. The scene itself tends to be pretty

apolitical, but there are definitely groups of

people making music that are concerned

with the environment they are rotting in.

Ladyfest and The Transfused are really good

examples of that, both had a very positive

anarchist message. Like any town in the

world, you just have to find the right people.

Themba; One of the worst things in the

world is preachiness. I hate bands, orga-

nizations, or movements that bludgeon

you with their rhetoric—they don’t let you

think for yourself. I think a lot of prob-

lems that we try to draw attention to are

somewhat obvious, they just take a little

critical investigation and attention. Once

there’s a catalyst for that investigation,

people start to realize things.

Andrew; I think about this all the time.

First of all, it’s a fine line with any sort of

artistic expression where you say or do

something and other people watch—that’s

art, right? “Spreading the message” for

me is just writing about the world I live

in—everything is political—and reflects my

attempts to understand how we’ve ended

up living the way we live and my feelings

about the shape of daily life. Hopefully,

this doesn’t come across as bludgeoning or

as a moralistic tirade. Balancing that with

making music and the contradictions

inherent to the whole process—which are

rooted in our alienation—is difficult. It’s

much more difficult within the washed-up

genre of rock, where you’re dealing with a

fairly narrow audience that often doesn’t

want to hear anything substantive at all.

I compare the situation to hip hop, where

you’ve got folks like Dead Prez, Talib

Kweli, The Coup, and countless others.

They’re writing the soundtracks to revolu-

tion right now, the vagaries of marketing

trends notwithstanding, and they inspire

me the most. I’m not sure how to translate

that energy into what the Intima is doing.

I do feel encouraged though when I think

of The Ex, Red Monkey, The Mekons, or

the first couple of Gang Of Four records.

Nora; Here’s how I look at it: Politics and

music and life are a tight braid in the Intima.

We worked together politically on the streets

of Seatde and hung out socially before we

shared music—speaking in terms of my inter-

action with the rest of my bandmates, that is.

As a band, our decisions big and small have

reflected a commitment to keeping the

life/politics/music connection close: we try to

play all-ages shows whenever possible; we have

played fund-raisers for Praxis, a now defunct

collective in Olympia, for Books to Prisoners,

for Ladyfest, to free two political prisoners in

Eugene; many of our shows on tour were at

collective spaces or anarchist bookstores; we

are members ofTAO-Olympia, a radical

communications organization which supplies

us with our e-mail and webspace; our deci-

sion-making process is consciously collective,

and more. My point is simply that although

people sometimes overlook the political

aspect of our music because Andrews’s pow-

erful lyrics are minimal and onstage we are

not very didactic or aggro. But the political

aspect is as inherent in our music as it is in

our lives and daily work in the band.

Many artists justify whatever their art is,

whether it be music, writing, or what have

you, as activism and having an equal amount

of worth as direct-action demonstrating and

the like, to the activist community. How

would you define “art as activism?”

Nora; For me, direct-action, weekly orga-

nizing, politically incendiary art and

music, food co-ops, graffiti, critical mass-

es, queer activism, solidarity with indige-

nous movements, tree-sitting, unschool-

ing, guerrilla gardening, and so on are all

part of creating a culture that is indepen-

dent of, and in opposition to, the capital-

ist nonculture we live in. Some people in

our community are full-time anti-poverty

activists; some do pirate radio; some are

hip mamas; some are anti-racist organiz-

ers; some write and trade zines; some plan

street parties ... I do music right now

because its something I can do and enjoy,

but I see that in terms of a larger culture

of discontent. \ One thing I forgot to

mention: we’re lucky motherfuckers. I

think this doesn’t get discussed that much

in the punk community because it’s sorta

embarrassing: As much as we are strug-

gling to exist independent of and in

opposition to our capitalist society, and as

broke as we are individually, the Intima is

also a product of its privileged few. We’ve

had countless opportunities we wouldn’t

have if our backgrounds had been poorer,

or less professional or academic, or not

white and North American. To forget this

is to forget the magnitude of the struggles

of those less privileged than us.

Alex; It seems to me that everything we do

fits into the larger picture in some way or

another, whether it be positive or nega-

tive. Personally the things I make are a

direct outcome of my life. I think there

needs to be a balance between art, direct

action, and other more lukewarm forms

of activism. I do think that direct action is

extremely important, because without

groups like the ELF, we’re never gonna

dismantle this claustrophobic paved-over

hell we live in. Unfortunately it is danger-

ous and hard to figure out where to start.

Nike, hundreds of banks, department

stores, McDonalds, the State Department,

millions of cops ... so many choices!

Andrew; First of all, I can’t deal with the

term “activism” at all. I think it’s funda-

mentally alienating, especially with the atti-

tude that some people that I know use it,

and a product of the division of labor that

lies at the base of our way of life. In the

same way that what we call “art” needs to be

reunited with the creativity of a daily life

lived for itself, so the word “activist” should

disappear in a sea of upheaval. Until then, I

just think that it’s an absurd word that can

be unnecessarily exclusive and separating. I

don’t mean to disparage the good shit that

gets done by good people, but it’s impor-

tant to stay critical, In terms of insurgent

strains of music being equal in worth to

direct action, can you measure it that way?

One is a physical, actual strike against

something, the other is at best only a pre-

lude to that strike (or an excited outgrowth

maybe) . Music can have the ability to wake

the mind and spirit from slumber, but I

don’t think that equates with, say, starting

up a food co-op or destroying a bank. ®

“Spreading the message' forme is just writing aboutthe workLl liveirL- every-
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eltron 3030
,
released last October by

upstart New York/San Francisco label

75Ark is the latest bomb to drop from

independent hip-hop. The brainchild of pro-

ducer Dan “The Automator” Nakamura, lyricist

Del the Funky Homosapien, and Montreal's DJ

Kid Koala, Deltron 3030 envisions a future

where the news is a “wholly owned sub-

sidiary of Microsoft" and time keeps on slip-

ping into the maws of giant corporations that

package people into identities and feed on

them in a Matrix- like structure of exploitation

and corruption.

Featuring lilting Italian folk melodies, ris-

ing beds of strings, flutes, and guitar that synch

like a Hong Kong soundtrack, and Kid Koala’s

unique ability to scratch in tune, Deltron 3030

has been hailed as hip-hop’s space odyssey.

But it’s at least as accurate to call it a throw-

back to the early days of electric funk, when

people grooved to synthesized strings and

ducked keyboard quazars on “Planet Rock.”

The appearance of this album—in a year

that began with protesters shutting down the

WTO in Seattle and ended with protesters

raising serious questions about the integrity of

a presidential election—makes it a post-mod-

ern Sign o' the Times gone a bit Sun Ra. I

caught up with Dan and Del separately to find

out what it all means.

Interview by Aaron Schuman

Illustration by Dustin Mertz
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Part I: The Automator

I

t’s surprising to hear a musician consider him-

self “in the middle of his career,” when one of

his songs is the ubiquitous theme of NFL com-

mercials. But the airplay of “Rock n' Roll (Could

Never Hip Hop Like This)”—from 1999’s

Handsome Boy Modeling School, a joint project

with De La Soul’s Prince Paul—resembles the

state of Dan “The Automator” Nakamura's life

these days. At 34, the Automator is simultane-

ously everywhere and nowhere, based in the

Bay Area but on the road most of the year,

keepin’ hip-hop real at the same time he bumps

it forward. Hip-hop since the day he first heard

“Rapper's Delight,” the Automator’s crate-rack-

ing knowledge of the culture, love of music,

interest in other arts, and concern about the fate

of the planet all feed his work on Deltron 3030.

Why did you want to work with Del? Why is

he the man in the machine on this?

A couple of reasons. I think Del’s one of

the best lyricists out there. Also, I think

that he’s underrated and people don’t see

it. Me and Prince Paul worked with him

on the Handsome Boy Modeling School record

and it was really a good deal. And we

thought we should do some more stuff

’cause we’re both from the same area.

We ve known each other for years.

This question is way too broad, so break it

down however you want. Once you decided to

do a “space” album, how did you approach

putting the music together for it? What did

the theme of “space music” mean to you, and

what did you want listeners to hear?

It’s hard to say. I just made tracks that I

thought would make sense, you know what

I mean? [laughs] The point wasn’t that

musically, this sounds like a space odyssey.

Lyrically, it was meant to have that kind of

sound, so I did stuff that would work in

the lyrical sense: to push the lyrics forward

and to be adventuresome.

One of the things that’s interesting is that

you called it a “30th Century Fox

Production.” Did you think about the album

as a movie, and did that affect how you put

things together?

Kind of. It was a movie, and it wasn’t a

movie. The idea was to make it a story

with a beginning, middle, and end, but

not really—like everyday life for people.

You know, most people’s lives aren’t like

Star Wars; you’re not rescuing the princess

or whatever. You’re going through your

daily routine, and stuff does happen.

That’s the way we put it together, I

wouldn’t say the plot was incidental to

the story, but the story wasn’t supposed

to be the focal point. The focal point was

supposed to be the environment of the

world in the year 3030 and how what we

did in the year 2000 specifically affected

our futures as a collective society, not for

us as individuals.

It was good timing for this album to come

out in the year of protesters disrupting WTO
meetings in Seattle.

Right.

Did that enter into your thinking at all?

Not that specifically, but the overall envi-

ronment, yes. What affected us was that a

lot of things we thought were really strange

and just stupid in 1990 came to pass in

2000. [laughs]

Like what?

Like National Rifle Association restaurants

or Disney owning up 42
n<^ Street.

Multinational corporations doing things

under the auspices of being ’good’ for the

people, but it’s really all about money.

There s this movie The Omen where compa-

nies were doing that, and it was considered

the work of the devil. And now it’s every-

day. [laughs] You have companies like

Microsoft. People are worried about them

controlling the whole front end of all

computers and basically the Internet, and

then courts rule they can’t. But eventually,

they will obviously. Or like CNN : whatever

they say the news is around the world, it is

because no one else is there. I personally

think CNN is the most insidious thing

ever, because they loop the news at times.

We only see what they want us tq perceive

the news to be, and that’s so wrong!

What do you think about rap being called the

“Black CNN”?

I think any form of music or expression

can deliver messages or be entertaining.

But I think that at this particular point in

time, the biggest message delivered in hip-

hop is ’’get your platinum, diamonds, and

cars.” I don’t have a problem with that if

that’s what you want to rap about. You’re

not preordained to have to make a mes-

sage. But as far as the possibilities, yeah, I

think rap is a place where people are able

to express themselves intelligently, and it

tells you a lot about other cultures.

Politically conscious hip-hop has gotten a lot

of press in the past year, from Hip Hop for

Respect
,
to Mumia, to the prison projects. Do

you think there are more artists out there

being politically conscious with their stuff,

and if so, why do you think that is?

Right now, we’re at the front end of that

cycle. There was a period where that wasn’t

happening, and we’ll see where it goes.

Generally, things come around in cycles,

and that seems to be one of the things that’s

making its comeback right about now.

The Village Voice had this article “It’s Nation

Time. Again,” about the resurgence of politi-

cal hip-hop. But it seems to me that one of

the differences between 1989 and 1999 are
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the independent labels out there now that

enable artists to do their own projects, not

the reassertion of the aesthetic. Do you think

indies create more opportunities for work like

this, or do you think the label doesn’t have

anything to do with it?

It has a little bit to do with that, because

you’re able to put out what you put out,

and you don’t have to answer to anybody. I

think we’re in a weird period of time where

music has been very packaged. Not hip-

hop specifically, but probably hip-hop also.

When you’re on an independent label, you

may not be expected to get major pop

radio, but then you’re also not going to be

expected to get major makeovers of what

you’re doing. It’s a trade.

How much time do you spend in the Bay Area,

and how much time do you spend on the

road? In understand you go to Europe a lot.

I probably spend 4 or 5 months in the Bay

Area and the rest of the year on the road.

How’s that affect your perspective on

globalization?

I might see it more because when you see the

same things in different places, you realize it’s

happening everywhere. Especially in the case

of CNN, that’s when I became really aware of

it. You go into any hotel and that’s the only

TV channel that you’re guaranteed to get.

Well, obviously, there’s things like McDonalds

which are really large. There’s a series of places

and things that you see over and over . . .

Are there any differences in Europe in terms

of how people respond to your stuff, or what

you see over there?

In the United Kingdom, they’re really

open to the music and that’s cool. It’s nice

because they’re willing to listen to new

stuff more than they are in America. In

the rest of Europe, one thing that’s inter-

esting is that they take hip-hop far more

seriously than I do. [/aug/15] You haven’t

lived until you’ve been in Germany and

had this blond, blue-eyed kid tell you

about "keepin’ it real.”

Part II: Del the Funky Homosapien

S
ince the opening moments of his 1991

debut, / Wish My Brother George Were

Here, when Teren Jones tells his cousin, exec-

utive producer, and head Nigga With Attitude

Ice Cube what a “funky homosapien” is, Del

has freaked the funk of black life and felt it to

full effect in both song and life.

Rapping about riding the bus or couch-

surfers, Del's stories ultimately didn’t make

the cut at the Black CNN, with murder and

mayhem on the rise. After Elektra dropped

him, shelving his third album, Del told veter-

an hip-hop journalist Billy Jam in 1997,

“Niggas be tellin’ me, ‘Don't be on the street

[selling a tape]. You're Del. Yeah, but Del’s

broke right now.”

Three short years later, Del’s crew the

Hieroglyphics have their own label, and Del

has two albums out that have the critics

buzzing, 1999’s Both Sides of the Brain as

well as Deltron 3030. In a bedroom full of

recording equipment, with thousands of CD’s

and stacks of music theory texts to crack, Del

reclines in bed with one of his four laptops and

gave me his ten cents on the two Dels, Del-Z

of Deltron and Del the Funkee Homospaien.

So why’d you create this character Deltron-Z?

It was mainly for fun. I’m a big fan of

anime, comic books, science fiction, and

shit like that. So I was conceptualizing a

way to be able to get some of it out

because it didn’t really fit within the vein

of Del the Funky Homosapien.

How did it not fit with Del the Funky

Homosapien?

Del is more for regular people, so I didn’t

want to go over their heads. I’m into cre-

atin’ different characters, and a lot of

space shit and anime got that same

Deltron theme rolling within it. I9#4 was

a big influence, and Animal Farm too. I hella

liked them books when I was real young,

so I wanted to do something like that on

an album.

Do you feel like all your different interests are

starting to come together in your projects, or

is it still just a bunch of different stuff?

I always study a lot of different things, but

they all go into the music. It’s cool to have

differences in your sound, but if you

don’t decide on anything, that’s just as

bad as not having nothing there. That’s

indecisiveness, and then no one knows

what to make of you.

Do you see more people these days using their

imagination and pushing hip-hop further?

Oh hell yeah. Hip-hop is getting on.

Fools are cornin’ up with new ways of

rhymin’ or not even having a rhyme at

all. People are learning how to use the

language with more poetic techniques

besides rhyming. That’s hella refreshing



for me because I was waiting for that.

Before, if you wasn’t rhymin’ some-

where, they’d be like, "He ain’t

rhyming.” But now you can have like a

little skit goin’ for a few bars, and they

like, "Oh, that was hella clean!” The

creativity level is starting to open up. \ I

listen to everything. I got mad funk

CDs, compilations, hella dancehall,

dub—I listen to dub a lot, a lot. Hella

jazz, the whole realm ... I went back to

the blues. Now I’m into African shit. I

listen a lot to Fela Kuti, got a lot of

African funk compilations; I got some

shit that’s just some fools beatin’ on

drums, just to catch rhythms.

Is part of your interest in dub because of the

home production angle?

Aw, hell yeah. Motherfuckers be like, "I

don’t believe you can mix an album at yo’

house.” I’m like, "Lee Scratch Perry had a

fucking four-track! And you sample them

albums!”

Damn straight. Perry was totally DIY.

As far as I’m concerned, Lee Scratch Perry

is damn near the father of hip-hop, 'cause

I already agree with the theory that hip-

hop basically came from Jamaica, with the

turntables set up outside like a sound sys-

tem. And that’s why I listen to a lotta that

stuff. Perry was highly creative too; he

didn’t even want his shit to be called reg-

gae. He was like, "I don’t do that. This is

my music! I create this from scratch; you

can’t put it in that category.”

You mentioned the Black Panthers on one

song on Deltron 3030. I was wondering what

they meant to you, and what you think is

important about them today.

I’m from Oakland, so they had a few little

institutions around here. My mom didn’t

like me hangin’ around folks like that,

'cause she thought I’d got arrested, but

I’d sneak up in there and look around.

That’s where I know Boots of The Coup

from. This girl I used to know, her mom
used to be in the Black Panthers, so I’d go

to a little meeting every other weekend,

and pick up some game. I just grew up

with a good knowledge of myself and

what’s been done in the past. That’s why I

was interested in the Panthers. \ I don’t

know if the song is really about the Black

Panthers, or just the idea of knowing

about yourself. The Black Panthers pretty

much embodied that whole thought

process, getting it out there, who you are,

what you can do, and all that. So it don’t

have to be the Black Panthers, it can be

somebody else doing that. But whoever

doing that, I’m with them.

I was also gonna ask what it means to you to

be on an independent label. It seems to me

that one of the big differences between ’89

and ’99 is that now you have all these inde-

pendent hip-hop labels that give artists more

control over their music. How has being inde-

pendent affected hip-hop?

You’re right about that, but it reminds

me of the rock 'n’ roll era, and the funk

period before that. Everything is

grouped into different hierarchies, so

it’s always gonna be okay. You got this

up here, but for the people that can’t get

in there, this is gonna develop under

that, and so on.

How do you mean exactly?

It depends on what you doin’ with it.

’Cause as far as the hip-hop underground

is concerned, the shit is over-saturated.

It’s just as bad as the weakass gangsta shit

or whatever that be cornin’ out as far as

the commercial shit go. Fools don’t look

at it like that, 'cause they like "no, this is

hip-hop
, but you still ain’t doin nothin.”

Still just doin’ what everybody else did,

but worse. I don’t really dig cats that be

overly serious. That’s like the difference

between Cash Money and them talkin’

bout flossin’, and someone tryin’ to be

Cash Money. Like, "I’M FLOSSIN!

NIGGA, I’M FLOSSIN!” Damn, nigga,

you ain’t flossin’ that fuckin hard! You

weak actually. Cash Money, they more like

clownin’, like you in on the joke. Where

all these other fools is like, "nigga, I’m

flossin’ onj>ou!”

You have to worry when MCs start believing

in their own tough guy rhetoric.

I’m cool on that. You gotta have that

humor in it—even Too Short said that.

Like, don’t be talkin’ bout "fuckin bitch-

es” and "slappin’ hoes” without some

humor involved in it. Like, oh, you seri-

ous? You hella weak, nigga! [laughs] I

think independent labels are good,

though, because they let people know that

you can do it. Like, okay, they got a record

company? I could really get out there and

do something if I wanted to. I like that

aspect of it. ®
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meanthat he’s a violent man.

J
ad Fair is a survivor. Long after most

other artists of his generation have

served divorce papers to their muse, he

continues making music—and a lot of it—with

a single-minded devotion to his art. It’s not

the perfectionist art of the tortured genius toil-

ing for years in front of a 32-track Sony, nor

the politically charged output of a would-be

revolutionary—it's more subtle than that. Jad

Fair pursues his varied interests, but he does-

n’t waste time obsessing on a project or. its

popularity. He casts it into the world and

moves on. The result is a music that is consis-

tently interesting without putting too many

demands on listeners. Its gravity is tempered

by a healthy dose of play, its playfulness by an

underlying earnestness. In short, he makes the

kind of music you can return to again and

again in order to recharge your faith in the

idea of art as a process.

For being one of the true luminaries in

America’s post-punk firmament, Jad Fair

proves remarkably free of “star quality” in con-

versation. He's not trying to sell you anything,

least of all himself. Indeed, for someone

whose lyrics are characterized by an appealing

quirkiness, when interviewed he’s surprisingly

direct, almost abrupt. You get the feeling that

he'd rather be working on Half Japanese, on

his next solo project, on yet another intriguing

collaboration, or on his impressive visual art.

These days, it's getting harder and harder to

find artists with that sort of work ethic. It’s

truly refreshing, like the music he has helped

bring into the world since 1/2 Gentlemen/Not

Beasts and Loud
,
Half Japanese’s landmark

albums of the early 1980s. I caught up with

Jad right after the release of Half Japanese’s

new Alternative Tentacles album Hello, an

impressive addition to the band's body of work

and another testament to the liveliness of Jad

Fair’s artistic mind.

Interview by Charlie Bertsch

Illustration by Dustin Mertz
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Let’s talk about Hello.

With the new album, I continue working

with John, Gilles, and Jason. John and

Gilles have been with me for thirteen years

now. Jason has been working with Half

Japanese on and off for the last eight

years. We recorded up in Toronto, with

one of the members of Adult Rodeo as a

guest musician.

What was that like?

It was good. One of the musicians on the

album lives up in Toronto and was able to

get us a very good rate on a studio.

One thing I’ve noticed over the years in read-

ing interviews with you is that you seem to

be very conscious of cost.

I am. Studio time isn’t something that’s

bringing in very much money. So I need

to watch it.

I could be wrong about this, but it would

appear that you’ve done a good job of man-

aging your money over the years. You’ve been

able to do all sorts of interesting things with-

out that cloud of studio-incurred debt that

derails many talented artists.

We try to keep it down to three or four days

of recording time and three days of mixing.

How finished is everything when you go into

the studio?

Last time I had lyrics to about half the

songs done in advance. On two of the

songs, we had worked out music prior to

going into the studio. But much of the

album was made up in the studio.

I imagine that you have good aesthetic rea-

sons for doing that. But is that mode of work-

ing also a function of the fact that you don’t

live in the same place as the people you work

with? Is there a convenience factor in addi-

tion to aesthetics?

I think it’s both. If we all lived in the same

area, we probably would get to together a

bit prior to going into the studio. But

we’re all scattered around.

When you do bring finished lyrics to the stu-

dio, do you have any sense of what kind of

song you want it to be? I mean, do you think,

“I want a fast song, or a slow song, or a

sweet song, or a hard-edged song?”

I’m pretty much open to anything!

That’s the perception I’ve had listening to your

work. There’s often an interesting tension

between the lyrics and the music that imparts

complexity to your songs. Is that sort of effect

what you’re after when you begin writing lyrics?

The lyrics do mean a lot to me. But I

don’t think people should worry about

their correct interpretation. Its just story-

telling. It’s not meant to be autobiograph-

ical at all.

You know, it’s funny how people can tell the

difference between fiction and reality when

they’re reading a story in the first person, but

they become convinced that the “I" in a song

expresses the feelings of its creator. If that

were the case, you would have to rank with

Casanova!

The same thing happens in filmmaking.

Just because somebody makes a violent

film doesn’t mean that he’s a violent man.

You’ve had a long career in the independent

music scene. Does your staying on that side

of the fence reflect an ethical or political deci-

sion? Or is it just a question of aesthetics?

I don’t think it’s a political decision at all.

If they were dangling money in front of

my nose, I’d jump on it as quickly as the

next person. I have wide enough musical

tastes that I think I could do something

commercial, as long as it didn’t tie my
hands too much.

I can imagine quite a few instances in which

your songs could have been given that glossy

sheen of the pre-packaged “hit.” But they

weren’t. In a way, you’re caught in a vicious

circle. The fact that you have to work eco-

nomically, taking care of your business in the

studio in a week, doesn’t lend itself to the

production of something imbued with that

corporate aura. I know a lot of people for

whom that would be a good thing. Yet I’m

getting the sense from talking to you that

you’re not committed to the world of inde-

pendent music in that way.

Well, no. I think there’s just as much rotten

music on independent labels as there is on

majors. Wait, I guess that’s not true because

I do listen to more independent music. But

just because something is independent

doesn’t mean that it’s inherently true.

You’ve always projected a great deal of

optimism with regard to what is possible

in music and, more particularly, the possi-

bilities open to you as an artist. Do you

think the business has taken a turn for the

worse lately?

I think there are lots of good things going

on right now. It has become possible to

record at home very inexpensively—I do

most of my recordings now on my iMac.

I’ve gotten pretty good results with that

approach. I also think that distribution of

music over the Internet is a very positive

development.

Do you think your optimism has something to

do with your facility for making music quickly?

That could be. I do so many albums. This

past year I recorded albums with Teenage

Fanclub, with Kramer, and, obviously,

with HalfJapanese.

In your mind, do you have a clear distinction

between the compositions you make using

your iMac and what you do in Half Japanese?

Can you envision Half Japanese someday

becoming a Pro Tools band?

I’d be interested in doing that, but it

wouldn’t sit very well with Gilles. He really

wants to be a live band. He wants to be

able to reproduce the music we make in

the studio at a show. I couldn’t care less

myself if it sounds the same or not. But if

it means something to Gilles and John,

then I’ll go along with them.

So you’re not interested in imposing your will?

I see the band as just that: a band. There

are many things I have total control over.

But I don’t have total control over Half

Japanese. And I don’t want to. There are

some real plusses in being in a group.

It’s funny. Your trajectory as a band is the

opposite of many artists. You started as a

project of just your and your brother David

and only became a true band over time.

Perhaps if I weren’t doing so many side pro-

jects, I would feel a greater need for control

where HalfJapanese is concerned. ®

Charlie Bertsch is a writer and teacher living in

Tucson, Arizona. You can reach him by e-mail:

<cbertsch@atdial. net>
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In many respects, much of what Tom

does can be construed as an application of the

DIY ethic into the realm of instrument build-

ing—not necessarily using pots, pans and dis-

carded sheet metal the way early industrial

artists once did as much as essential compo-

nents of the electronic recording studio into

instruments that everyone can play, not just

trained musicians and engineers. An engineer

who works for Digidesign- Software, Tom puts

in his work hours testing out Pro Tools multi-

tracking applications and hardware, as well as

doing mastering, mixing and de-noising work

at his own Gench Studios for the likes of GG

Allin, Fred Frith, Illusion of Safety, and Zeni

Geva’s KK Null to name a few.

Tom and I finally got a chance to talk

one chilly afternoon this spring before

indulging ourselves in a long evening of food

and drink in my home in San Francisco.

Interview by Joel Schalit

O
ver the last ten years, Tom Dimuzio has

amassed an unbelievably respectable

catalog of releases on labels ranging

from the legendary RRRecords to Sonorus in

France, and former Henry Cow/Massacre

drummer Chris Cutler’s UK-based ReR

Megacorp. Equal parts noise, drone-like and

ambient—and almost always improvisatory,

Tom’s work is part of an increasingly recog-

nized scene of independent electronic music

coming out of the San Francisco Bay Area.

While Tom’s music may not share much

recognizable commonality with artists like

Matmos, Lesser, and Kid 606, he does share a

sense of the creative possibilities of sampling,

processing and editing, and the use of home

studio environments to create challenging music.

One of the most interesting things about the

majority of your press is that none of the crit-

ics seem to stereotype your work. There’s no

precise genre you seem to fit into, like ambi-

ent, noise or IDM.

You’re right. Sometimes it’s nice to get

compared to different artists, other times

its good when there’s trouble in making

those comparisons. For me, the biggest

problem is trying to get the word out. I’ve

been doing this quite a while but don’t

really feel that I’ve reached my potential

audience.

How would you characterize your music?

I try to combine sound and noise in a

musical context, but not necessarily in a

traditional sense. It’s about the act of

blurring distinctions. A lot of my work is

visual in nature, although not intention-

ally so. I strive for a kind of dramatic and

abstracted type of immersive experience or

sonic excursion. Improvisation is the basis

of most of my work, which tends to keep it

alive and not contrived, yet there is still

much density within. When composing, I

love the act of tapping into the music,

much in the same way that I trust the lis-

tener does to my work.

There’s a lot of sampling-based artists in

nearly every genre of music these days.

Sampling has become incredibly ubiquitous.

Why do you think there is such an attempt to

locate sound sources for making music out-

side of the musical realm? What is the point

in doing this, particularly if these recordings

end up getting mutated back into music

again?

It’s exactly that, Joel. I think the challenge

is to make these non-musical sounds

musical. That’s always the final goal,

whether you’re simply highlighting them

as they are, or reprocessing them to be

something different. When working in

this context, it’s nice to begin with a

sound that might be inspiring in its own

right. We’re so bombarded with regurgi-

tated media and unmerited external stim-

uli, it seems natural to be compelled to

give back to the morass, if even out of

spite. At the same time, it’s also a way to

showcase what an artist can forge these

days in the digital realm, where anything’s
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possible. I think its pretty striking to cre-

ate music that way, much in the way that

John Gage had predicted early in his

career. So I haven’t noticed this so much

as a recent trend because what’s called

"Musique Concrete” has always been about

that—taking recordings and manipulating

them to be something else. We’re just see-

ing more of this aesthetic work its way into

the mainstream.

What kind of political metaphor is latent in

making music that way? What does it have to

say about artistic ways of trying to find cer-

tain kinds of freedoms of expression that

playing an instrument doesn’t offer?

I guess it’s sort of like anarchy becoming a

fascist state, especially when imposing such

a strong will on those unsuspecting source

sounds. But it’s still a liberating power,

especially in the sense that it doesn’t

require years of dedication to master,

unlike playing a musical instrument. In

fact we have access to tools more today

than ever, and the ability to make music,

especially through collage, has never been

more attainable. Yet through a musical

instrument you have a sense of instant

gratification and fluidity that’s missing

when pushing sounds around on a com-

puter screen or a multitrack recorder.

After all, those very sounds wouldn’t be

there if you didn’t spend the time gather-

ing them or recording them in. So despite

quantum advances in real-time sampling

and sound processing, we’re still lacking

in areas of playability, especially when

compared to the capability and feel of a

dedicated instrument.

When I think of imaginative selections of

sound sources, I’m always struck by the

analogy of farming, almost as though you’re

cultivating sound in the same way that a

farmer cultivates land. The crucial difference

however is really a moral one: you’re not

mining the audio fields for subsistence,

rather, you’re producing culture. The point

is—and this gets back to the political ques-

tion I was asking you before—is that sam-

pling the sounds of everyday life, and arrang-

ing them into music represents an artistic

way of cultivating nature.

Sure, absolutely. Life is a great source. A
farmer plants a seed and sets a process in

motion. There’s that element in the cre-

ative process too, where you can nudge

things in a certain direction and watch

them grow and unfold on their own, and

be influenced by that. So for whatever

reasons we feel compelled to pursue our

work—commentary on the times, or maybe

an escape from them, or even for the sole

purpose of maintaining the artist’s sanity

—

it’s hard not to be influenced by society

and the world around us, thereby inte-

grating aspects of it into our work. It’s

great to have such an outlet to express so

freely, especially in ways that can’t always

be put into words.

Right. You want to introduce an element of

newness into the kind of music that you write

that doesn’t necessarily have to do with play-

ing an instrument differently or being a virtu-

oso. But this could also highlight the negative

aspect to the freedom of expression that sam-

pling offers—you could be making the most

radical of political commentaries, but if it

doesn’t result in anything artistic, could you

of a composer such as Stockhausen, Gage,

and Xenakis. It took decades for this type

of sensibility to find its way to the main-

stream. Through the filter of IDM
(Intelligent Dance Music) or hip-hop,

the beat itself is the fundamental aspect of

a song that folks can grasp onto. Because

the beat’s so easily identifiable, people

can be more accepting of things like

atonality and sonic dissonance that might

go along with the drums. Fixating on the

beat is easy and similar to fixating on the

imagery of a film, where a composer can

also get away with sonic extremes, and

often it’s even anticipated by the audi-

ence. But take away the picture or beat,

and still we have a general reluctance

towards the acceptance of abstract elec-

tronic music. People are always more

accepting of what gets layered in a song as

long as the beat is there. But you know,

it’s not like this hasn’t been a problem

before. Again, there’s lots of bad music

out there. It just comes down to whether

you like something or not. And it’s very

y to commne sound and noise in a musical context, f
but not necessarily in a traditional sense. It’s about t?

the act of blurring distinctions,

jj
still call it music,

or is it just about being a smart-ass?

Sometimes it’s a pretty fine line between

music, commentary, or art statement,

especially when using samples in a literal

sense. This is why manipulation of those

source samples becomes so important.

Through processing and reprocessing, a

source sound becomes something entirely

new, or vaguely representative of the orig-

inal. This is where all the fun lies.

Fans and critics take electronic music

extremely seriously—whether it be hip-hop,

dub, experimental, what have you—to the

degree that it’s acquired the same kind of

revolutionary mystique that punk once had.

But at the same time, it’s become as ubiqui-

tous as elevator music. It makes me ask

where such an uncritical celebration of elec-

tronic music came from.

Electronic music has an incredible legacy

and long-standing tradition. Such an all-

encompassing genre where you can easily

associate an artist of today with the likes

N§ mmmtmmmmnvrmnvi

hard to pinpoint what makes you like

something. I When something hits the

mainstream it’s pretty much doomed—

sugared up, watered down and anything

to make a buck. Even though we’re seeing

aspects of electronic music hit the main-

stream, it at least remains preserved in

terms of its legacy. And thankfully, most

of that legacy is so far out that it will

probably never receive utter mass acclaim.

It’s sort of like rock and roll taking from

the blues; much in the same way that a lot

of the MTV kids didn’t realize that Led

Zeppelin came before Pearl Jam. It’s an

evolutionary process where one doesn’t

really need to understand its history, at

least to enjoy the music. Granted, one

might better appreciate the music had they

known its roots, although these influ-

ences begin to reveal themselves over

time, yet the cycle never ceases. ®
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H
ere's a thought to chomp on the next

time you and your friends are shaking

that thang to bootylicous sounds of Le

Tigre: were it not for Mr. Lady Records,

Kathleen Hanna would likely have hung up

her microphone forever in 1999.

Picture the roads not traveled: bike mes-

senger? Midwife? Perhaps she would have

hung onto her alter-ego and head back to

school: Julie Ruin, attorney at law.

Worthy pursuits all, but none as fun or

politically punchy as Le Tigre, her lo-fi dance

punk trio with Johanna Fateman and JD

Samson. And we have Mr. Lady—the dyke,

feminist business fronted by Butchies

singer/guitarist and ex-Team Drescher Kaia

Wilson and her artist and photography profes-

sor partner Tammy Rae Carland—to thank.

Kathleen Hanna: I don’t know if I would

have ever put out another record as long

as I lived if it wasn’t for their label. I feel

like they genuinely care about the stuff I

make and wanna see it go somewhere, they

want it to get into the hands of people.

That’s a really important feeling for me to

have when I was like, should I still do

music? Should I get a job? What should I

do? To be like, oh, Tammy and Kaia are

starting this label, it was like — Oh! I

should put something out because I wanna

be involved in that! ... That really inspired

me to do Le Tigre, because it was like

we’re all doing something together. It was-

n’t this thing of like, I’m gonna go off in

my weird little corner and make some-

thing and then have to find some label to

put it out. It was like my friends were sup-

portive and loving about what I did.

Think of your favorite label and the time

when all its cylinders were blazing. Maybe it

was Lookout in the days Op Ivy, the Mr. T

Experience and Green Day. Or Dischord when

records by Gray Matter and Rites of Spring led

into the Fugazi supernova.

That’s the kind of precise and consistent

groove Mr. Lady is riding at this very moment.

Every record matters. Just rattle 'em off: Le

Tigre. The Butchies. Tami Hart. Sarah

Dougher. The Moves. The Haggard.

With Hanna cutting records for Mr. Lady,



comparisons inevitably turn to Kill Rock Stars,

the de facto label of record for Riot Girl in the

early 1990s. Now, this isn’t a contest, and lord

knows that records breathing fire like Bikini

Kill's finest only come along once in blue moon.

But dollars to doughnuts, the flowering of Mr.

Lady is just as intense as the explosion at Kill

Rock Stars a decade ago. In fact, since Kaia

and Tammy Rae have watched their friends at

KRS, Chainsaw and Candy-Ass wade through

the trials-and-errors of getting a label off the

ground, they've been able to approach their

own project with some sense of the potholes

ahead. If Kill Rock Stars was the Sun Records

Elvis Presley of ‘54, then Mr. Lady is his *68

Comeback Special: all the passion, with the

bonus of wisdom and clear purpose as well.

Tammy Rae Carland: We wanted to chal-

lenge the idea of what a feminist business

was—that when women go into business, it

doesn’t have to be this altruistic social

work; that we could have an objective of

creating revenue that would support

women; that it’s not anti-feminist or

unpunk to want to have health insurance

or potentially pay the bills on your art.

• • •

It's Thanksgiving in Durham, North

Carolina a few years back and a handful of

folks are huddled on the brick porch that sits

out back next to the herb garden at Tammy

Rae and Kaia's house. People outside are

drinking this and that, while someone in the

kitchen is working on their contribution to the

group meal.

Tammy Rae is talking out back with

Hanna and videomaker and onetime Le Tigre

member Sadie Benning.

Tammy Rae: We were talking about move-

ments. This is something Kathleen and I

used to talk about in college all the time. In

the 1950s, when a bunch of pot-smoking,

drunk men got together and wrote poems

together, why were they a movement? In the

60s when a bunch of goofy artist men got

together, why were they the abstract expres-

sionists? Why were they a movement? Why

can’t we have a movement? Why are we seen

as an ideological force and not an artistic

movement? Why can’t we be this group of

people who are artists and intellects and

activists who name ourselves and basically

coalition build amongst ourselves and with

other people who are doing similar things?

You might say Mr. Lady is their creative

movement in progress. While Riot Grrrl attempt-

ed to be a political force while rallying around

punk, what’s going on at Mr. Lady is a punk arts

impetus with politics inextricably at its core. It’s

both more inclusive and experienced in its out-

look and more exclusive in terms of being a

small cadre of artists recording for a single label.

Though Mr. Lady is now entrenched in

the kudzu landscape of Durham, the label was

born in Greencastle, Indiana. Kaia and Tammy

Rae moved there from Portland in the second

half of the '90s after Tammy Rae was offered

a teaching post at DePauw University and

Kaia was fresh out of an acclaimed stint with

queercore pioneers Team Dresch. The couple

originally launched Mr. Lady in 1997 as a

video distribution company, a role it continues

to fill alongside its album-selling mission.

Kaia Wilson: It’s really a label of our friends,

and that’s how it kind of started. We also

wanted to be an outspokenly dyke, feminist

label. And to put ourselves out there as an

alternative business in terms ofhow we feel

about capitalism—that it sucks and it’s based

on exploitation. We wanted to try to create

something that was an alternative to the capi-

talist mold, ifyou will—or the corporate

mold, anyway. It’s gonna be the first way to

change our system if we’re gonna get there,

through small businesses that are honest.

When you talk with Kaia, Tammy Rae

and the Mr. Lady bands, it's easy to discern a

common a sense of trust and mutual interest

among them.

Emily Kingan and STS of the Haggard,

for instance, hauled themselves clear across

the country from Portland in 1998 just so

Emily could take a photography class Tammy

Rae was teaching at the University of North

Carolina. At the time, Emily and STS were in

a band called 1 threw 7 with a woman named

Becky, who also came to Durham. When

Becky headed back West, they stayed and

became the Haggard. They’ve since moved



back to Portland, where they're working on

their second album.

Emily Kingan: It’s hard for female bands or

queer bands to get heard or have anyone pay

attention to them. So having a label like

[Mr. Lady] helps. It’s sort of like, people ask

you, "Why would you need a women’s-only

space?’ Or a queers-only space. It’s just

because everywhere else in the world isn’t

that way and isn’t really supportive generally.

To have a space where female bands can go

or queer bands can go, it’s like the same

idea, a feeling like you fit in, or your opin-

ions are valued or they’re shared.

• • •

Mr. Lady corporate HQ is a spare bed-

room in Kaia and Tammy Rae’s small 800

square-foot house, packed to the ceiling with

T-shirt overstock, CD inserts and video boxes.

Video dubbing is, ahem, done lovingly by

hand, one tape at a time on the living room

TV. Tammy Rae's accounting books are scat-

tered all over the dining room table, and Kaia

makes sure to stack the two or three demos

she gets each week somewhere they won’t get

lost before being heard. Occasionally an intern

or a friend will drop by to help with mail

orders, but often as not it's just Kaia, Tammy

Rae when she’s not teaching, and Basket the

brown mutt and Andy the golden retriever.

Tammy Rae: The days when I don’t go to

school, Kaia will be in the office before me

and I’ll be putzing around the house. Then

I’ll come in and boss her around and tell

her she’s doing everything wrong and dis-

rupt everything and probably make every-

thing worse than it is. And then make phone

calls. We have periodic brainstorming meet-

ings once or twice week, where we sit down

and talk about money and where we’re at—

any concerns we have, or ifwe have money

to spend, what do we want to do with it, who

do we want to put out. Every once in a

while, we have long-term goal meetings

where we’ll sit down and be like, "OK, who

do we want to put out and how can we do it?

Can we afford to do this?”

This ain’t the big leagues, at least if

you’re measuring by volume. But it is a sus-

tainable business, and that's a mean feat. Mr.

Lady’s biggest mover, the 1999 self-titled

debut from Le Tigre, had sold 13,000 copies

by February. The label finally broke even in

the second half of 2000, meaning Kaia and

Tammy Rae were able to take their first "real-

ly, really minimal” payouts, Tammy Rae says.

That’s the quantifiable side of things at Mr.

Lady. There's also the much less scientific

matter of this label being built around two

people in a committed, romantic relationship

with each other. Business partnerships always

carry the potential for dissolving, but that pos-

sibility carries considerably more weight where

there’s a personal relationship also at stake.

it’s really rewarding. So you want that reward

over and over again. But philosophically, I

don’t feel possessive—or I don’t wanna feel

possessive—about bands. My goal is to make

sure that great records get made. And if

somebody else can make ’em or put 'em out,

then that’s great. The goal is being fulfilled.

It doesn’t have to be us. If Kathleen puts her

stuff out with Mr. Lady, then somebody else

can put their stuff out with us. The more the

merrier, more great records get made.

Tammy Rae: It’s a huge risk. I wouldn’t say

we were naive about it. But we were kind of

half-assed about it: "Oh, we’ll never break

up.” When clearly that’s always an option.

When most artists move from one label to

another, they bandy about phrases like "creative

vision” and "artistic control.” Those things were

never a problem for Kathleen at Kill Rock Stars.

Slim Moon won’t lie about Le Tigre.

As founder and owner of Olympia,

Washington. ’s Kill Rock Stars records, he has

a long history with Kathleen Hanna. KRS’s

first release, the Wordcore Volume 1 EP

(1991), was a spoken word disc, Hanna on

one side, Moon on the other. When Bikini Kill

issued some of punk’s most incendiary and

poignant songs ("Suck My Left One,” "Feels

Blind,” "Rebel Girl,” "New Radio”), the

records had Kill Rock Stars stickers in the

middle. And when the band broke up,

Kathleen unleashed her new persona, Julie

Ruin, through KRS.

So Slim’ll tell you straight, he’d love for

Le Tigre to call Kill Rock Stars home, too.

Slim Moon: There’s a litde pang. When you

work with artists and your friends with them,

But Mr. Lady offered her a chance to join friends

in a common artistic mission that looks beyond

politics as commonly defined in punk circles.

Kathleen: Speaking about class politics in

terms of how much a show costs doesn’t

really make sense any more. It’s also the

workers. Constandy, women—especially les-

bian women, especially working poor

women, working class women—are under-

valued in terms of their work, or are not

paid for their work, or are not respected for

their work. We need to be able to pay our-

selves and pay each other to do what we do.

Mr. Lady is really interested in doing that.

And not just interested in talking about

supporting women by going to a benefit for

a domestic violence shelter, but supporting

women who are making music, supporting

musicians. To make it so that we can contin-
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ue to put out records and do what we do

without having to compromise ourselves.

Plenty of labels—most of 'em in fact

—

operate with no larger goal than to release

great records without losing money. That’s a

totally legit purpose. But you have to watch

out, Slim says, because once you’re up and

running, it’s easy to lose any focus at all and

bite off more than you can chew. Mr. Lady,

he says, may well be nipping that tendency

in the bud by honing their mission early on.

Kathleen and Tammy Rae go back a good

dozen years now, and she’s known Kaia for

nearly as long. At this point, their understand-

ings as friends and their artistic-political mission

are indistinguishable.

Kathleen: The basic

bottom line is that I love

them and I trust them.

n’t agree with, we would open that conversa-

tion up. And if there was a personal or politi-

cal opposition to that that was very heartfelt

and very sincere, we’d probably make a deci-

sion in favor of that person’s feelings or

ideals, over making money or promoting

ourselves. And that’s about feminism.

Before the label was up and running,

Tammy Rae and Kaia considered making it a

nonprofit operation. For a variety of reasons,

they nixed that notion. Nonprofits require

boards of directors, so immediately there would

have been additional people with a say-so in

how the business runs. As a for-profit, the

Ladies answer to themselves and their bands.

Arrangements are pretty straight-forward. After

costs, an artist and the label split things 50-50.

Tammy Rae: We don’t sign bands. The idea

of that even kind of freaks me out. It sounds

Tami Hart: I was 1 7 years old and I started

sending Kaia tapes of songs I would write

and record into a little handheld tape

recorder. I never played the songs I wrote

for anyone. I grew up in South Carolina

in a pretty backwards town, and though my

friends excepted the fact I was gay, they

didn’t want to hear songs about girls that

broke my heart. So when Kaia wrote me

back immediately after I sent her a tape

and asked for another one, it totally

changed all aspects of what I wanted to do

with my life ... If it wouldn’t have been

for Kaia seeing something in me, there’s a

good chance I would still be in South

Carolina wasting my life away.

Mr. Lady aims to be part of a continuum

that includes new visions and veteran wisdom.

“I think we all think it’s pretty cool to be on a label that

isn’t just about having a unified sound, but is about feminist

movement and about supporting feminist artwork.”

And if any decision

came up, I trust them to

make it. They’re not

gonna put some fucked

up ad in some fucked up

magazine that’s gonna

embarrass me or make me feel exploited.

They’re not gonna make some dumb decision

that hurts a bunch of people. I think they’re

both really brilliant, smart people. It’s so

much less stress to be on a label like that,

where you don’t feel like you have to constandy

be checking up to see what they’re doing.

• • •

When there's only two folks at the helm,

there’s not much choice but to make decisions

by consensus— it’s not like you can take a vote

to break a stalemate. But part of running Mr.

Lady on a grassroots feminist model is doing

everything by consensus, whether it’s Kaia and

Tammy Rae hashing out decisions for upcoming

singles or T-shirt designs, or bands coming to

them with concerns about an upcoming project.

Tammy Rae : Ifwe as a business wanted to

place an ad in something that a band just did-

like I have this enormous responsibility to

somebody else’s career and well-being. . . .

We have this promissory note that’s probably

not even legal that we’ve written and we give

to people when we put their music out. It

basically says we will do everything we can to

promote your music and get it out there and

make sure that it pays for itself and hopefully

makes you money.

• • •

Two or three demos a week doesn’t

sound like much to sift through, but it's cer-

tainly more work than a label can release,

even if each tape and CD packed songs sharp

as nails. Nonetheless, one of Mr. Lady's

charges is exposing new voices, which the

label has done in part with the compilations

The New Women's Music Sampler (1999)

and Calling All Kings and Queens (2001).

As Kaia tells it, one of the sampler artists,

Tami Hart, first mailed her tapes of a

Lunachicks-y band called the Stink Ladies,

which were, to be honest, nothing earth-shatter-

ing. But when Hart let her stories shine through

on acoustic work, Kaia and Tammy Rae found

hard it to pull the songs out of the car tape deck.

They called their first compilation The New

Women's Music Sampler precisely because

they don’t want to be severed from the

“women’s music” genre that came before

them, even as they redefine what it means for

artists to play “women’s music.”

Tammy Rae’s activism predated Riot Girl by

several years, and Kaia’s work with Team

Dresch was really more queercore than Riot

Girl. But both of them agree that Mr. Lady is

informed by and allied with Riot Girl ideals.

It’s all part of the history that came before

them, that includes folks like Tami Hart, and

that Mr. Lady plans to keep on contributing to

for the foreseeable future.

Kathleen: You can’t really say, "It sounds

like a Mr. Lady band,” yet. And maybe

you never will be able to. But I think it’s

kinda cool that a lot of the bands have

ideological ties and that that’s equally as

important. Not that we all agree politi-

cally. But I think we all think it’s pretty

cool to be on a label that isn’t just about

having a unified sound, but is about

feminist movement and about supporting

feminist artwork. ®
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S
mashed against the blood red walls of

the Midnight Sun Theater in Olympia

are hundreds of ratty punk kids, all with

the same ambitions and cravings: Must see

Lords of Lightspeed. Must see Lords of

Lightspeed. Must always wear black and navy

blue. On stage, Lightspeed singer Josh Plague

is venting his frustration with his own ambi-

tions and cravings—like wanting to sleep with

repressed Christian boys. Backed by drummer

Aaron Weaver, guitarist Nathan Weaver,

bassist Chris Beugeas and keyboardist Kelly

Weimer, Plague's new band could very well be

his crowning achievement. Even more metal

than his earlier efforts Behead the Prophet No

Lord Shall Live and the Mukilteo Fairies, Lords

of Lightspeed songs are stop-and-go instru-

mental blasts with three vocalists and one

eerie keyboardist all crooning, screaming, and

ripping their hearts out. Add more hooks and

style than the Murder City Devils could ever

dream up and it's pure evil—like Baphomet

gave them his own personal recipe.

Interview by Mike McKennedy

So is Behead the Prophet officially broken up?

Josh: No. [laughs

]

We’re just not playing

again. We never really broke up. It’s just

that the longer it’s gone, the less likely it is

that it’s happening. It’s very sad, but that’s

okay because we all have bands now.

So then how did Lords of Lightspeed come to

fruition?

Nathan: We wrote some songs this past

summer. We wanted to start kind of like a

black metal band with corpse paint and

everything. We were going to be called

"The Dungeon Masters.”

Do Dungeons and Dragons and old fantasy

novels fascinate all of you?

Chris: The whole fantasy thing is over now.

Nathan: This band was going to have a

fantasy aspect to it—

I

wanted it to, but

they convinced me not to. It’s pretty

played out.

What is the theme for this band, then?

Josh: First of all, trying not to be black

metal or Dungeons and Dragons! So we

avoided that very handily. There’s a slight

space theme. It’s about communication;

it’s about love; it’s about genetic engi-

neering; it’s very political, of course.

You seem pretty comfortable with mixing poli-

tics and performance in unique ways. Is it

true you played a show where you talked

about wanting to fuck repressed Christian

boys at a church in front of church people?

Josh: Oh, that! [/ai^fis] It was a show where

the volunteers were Christian helper-type

people. I forgot they were there and said that

the song we were going to play was about try-

ing to fuck a Christian boy and how it didn’t

happen. They were all sicked out.

There was an audible reaction?

Josh: Lots of "Ooh, gross!” Those people

were unhappy, but most of the actual

crowd cheered very loudly. That song’s

about someone in particular—not all

Christian boys.

Chris: The best part was all the little obvi-

ously Christian boys who were in the audi-

ence who were like, "Oh my gosh! He just

made a homosexual reference!” You

looked at their little doe-eyed faces and

you could tell they felt as if it was somehow

directed at them.

Josh: They wished it was about them. They

should be so fucking lucky!

Chris: One of those boys went and bought

a T-shirt after the show.

A new convert.

Josh: Yes, exactly. Join the army here.

Do you feel like the type of music you play is

gendered? Does Lords of Lightspeed have a

particular sexuality?

Kelly: Loud abrasive music attracts more

guys than girls in general. So it might seem

easy to say that hardcore music speaks to

and from a male essence or a male per-

spective. But there are girls who are very

prominent in the hardcore community.

There are a lot of girls in metal. But I do

think there still needs to be more attention

paid to creating a welcoming space to girls

and women in hardcore. There are people

nowadays who ignore that. They think it

has already been dealt with and covered

and they don’t have to do anything any-

more. But there is still a lot of fucked-up

shit that happens to women at hardcore

shows. The first show that we played, I

showed up carrying equipment and the

other bands looked at me like, "Who the

fuck are you? Why are you here?”

“Whose girlfriend are you?”

Kelly: Yeah. It is getting better, though. All-

women bands like Harum Scarum and the

Haggard are definitely helping with chang-

ing the perceptions ofwomen in hardcore.

What’s it like being in a band with four boys?

Kelly: I think any girl who’s in a band with

all boys is going to be aware of that fact.

There definitely have been some shows

and some situations where I haven’t felt

comfortable because I am a girl. But being

in a band with these boys, because of our

commitment to "radical dialogue, "[laughs]

there really aren’t any major problems.

What do you mean by that?

Aaron: Radical dialogue is key. First we

make use of "I” statements when we

express our feelings to one another—

what’s bothering us or what our issues are

and not degenerating into "Shut up! Fuck

you!” Rather: "I don’t appreciate the fact

that Joshua keeps turning up his mic.”

Chris: "I wish Aaron would stop

speeding up.”

Nathan: "I would like it very much if

Chris would turn off his fucking distor-

tion pedal at the end of the song.”



As a political movement, independent music might not be affecting many people outside of its own subculture. But I think it does direct people towards political causes.

Do you think the type of music you all play

affects people’s opinions and perceptions of

you as musicians?

Josh: Sometimes they think it’s kind of

funny or played-out: "Oh, you’re in

another hardcore band; you’re still into

hardcore. That’s pretty funny.” But like

their music isn’t just as terrible, too.

Nathan: I’m more concerned about being

labeled as a meathead jock band because of

the type of music we play. And the vio-

lence associated with that.

Kelly: Yeah. I’d rather dykes come to the

show than men with visors.

That’s interesting. There’s always that tension

in loud abrasive music. You have all these

weenie girls and boys who like it and then

you have this whole other side to it—men

really invested in a sense of masculinity and

being tough and, well, being “bro’s.” So what

if you had a random show in say Fresno—not

to say anything disparaging towards all of the

Fresno scene—or any town with a smaller

scene with a larger population of kids that

aren’t as enlightened about this sort of thing?

Nathan: Hope they leave! [laughs] That hap-

pened to Black Man White Man Dead Man.

Some dudes in Spokane thought their

drummer was gay and fucked with them.

Kelly: They beat the shit out of the drummer

and the guitarist. I think we wouldn’t ever

tolerate that. We don’t tolerate that kind of

mentality or those kinds of people. We’re

not going to try to hide who we are or the

kinds of people we are outside of this band.

Chris: Plus, we’re really tough so we don’t

need to be scared of anything! [laughs]

Josh: Four out of five here have had mar-

tial arts training.

Nathan: And our roadies are very small,

but they carry elfin daggers.

Josh, what’s your reaction to all the recent

excitement over the band Limpwrist—the cov-

erage they’re getting gives the impression that

there’s never been a gay presence in the

hardcore scene. But you’ve been openly gay

and involved in hardcore since the early ’90s?

Josh: Well, their whole thing is that

they’re all gay. Having a gay singer makes

you a queer hardcore band but, supposedly,

you’re not a gay hardcore band until

you’ve got all gay members—or three out

of four or something like that! So I can

understand that. They went out of their

way to make sure most everybody in their

band was queer. And thus formed a gay

hardcore band. But I don’t know if that’s

exactly true because there was that band

Warpath and there’s been other gay hard-

core bands—
I
just don’t know the sexual

histories of all their members.

Why is gay hardcore getting so much atten-

tion lately? It’s as if people are saying, “Wow,

you know I never thought about it, but there

could be gay people in hardcore!” What is it

with this trend?

Josh: [laughs] Well, if it were actually a

trend, there would be more gay people in

hardcore! But if bands want to take up the

queer flag in hardcore, that’s fine by me.

I totally support it. And it’s not like I’m

giving up—there’s queer songs in this

band, but that’s not the main focus for

me. And it wasn’t for Behead the

Prophet either. So if somebody wants to

do it, it works for a lot of people. A lot of

people need something really obvious to

latch onto, especially when they live in

small towns.

I wanted to ask all of you this question: How

does being involved in such a comparatively

small music subculture affect your everyday

life and the ways in which you interact with

society as a whole?

Kelly: It’s the way that I live my life. It’s

the things I choose to buy or not buy.

How I spend my money; what I eat. A lot

of people don’t understand that the inde-

pendent music community is about more

than just being in a band. I have a friend

who lives in New York and she called me

the other day on a cell phone while being

driven by a hired car service for her

internship! She was talking to me about

how her easy way out would be to marry a

stockbroker and pop out a couple of kids.

And that’s not you?

Kelly: No! I think it’s a matter of realizing

that what I do and who I am as a person.

That kind of thing is simply not an option

for me. That realization comes from

being involved in the punk community.

Nathan: I could never turn out like the

friend Kelly just described, and I wouldn’t

want to.

Aaron: It’s a good question to pose, though.

We are all part of the punk community, but

to what end? And what is my damn punk

band doing to influence people?

Josh: Well, as a political movement, inde-

pendent music might not be affecting

many people outside of its own subcul-

ture. But I think it does direct people

towards political causes. You meet other

activists in the punk scene. Also, I think

it’s important to recognize the punk sub-

culture as an alternative structure. An
alternative space for people to live in and

create. And at least that’s something. ®
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NEUROT
RECORDINGS

UPCOMING RELEASES: NOW AVAILABLE:

Zeni Geva
”10,000 Light Years”

Zeni Geva are legends. It
Crush ingly intense psychedelic music

recorded by Steve Albini.

Isis

”SGNL>05”

1 With forays into dynamic extremes and stirring
:

’

••••• •
* ambience, SGNL>05 is the next step in the

.*/ \ %, evolution of ISIS... an unparalleled aural experience.
ilfoiiifr' i1‘n i

'

- jt

' % Featuring a remix by Justin K. Broadriek.

* > ^ * X V

Tarentel

"The Order Of Things”

Tarentel occupy a space that investigates both a

rock and classical esthetic. Simultaneously

creating with the human voice and the

instrumental framework. The Order Of Things

reverberates with a familiar cinematic sound, yet

offers a new interpretation of space and landscape.

Ben Green (Godflesh) takes us on a haunting and

elemental journey of the soul. Recorded in the

mountains of Wales in order to document
alchemical pursuits.

Scott Kelly

’’Spirit Bound Flesh” isSl |
-

-

.

'Vv v
. ;1

Debut solo release from Neurosis

singer/guitarist Scott Kelly. Guitar

chords spiral into a trance state, an

incantation singed with silence.

Journey through the eye of the storm.

Tribes of Neurot
’’Adaptation and Survival”

ADAPTATION AND SURVIVAL is a sound
experiment dedicated to and inspired by insects, their

abilities to adapt and survive, and their historic role

in controlling the human population through plague.

These sound pieces are designed to align the listener

with insect consciousness.

Active listening is required.

complete catalog online

WWW.Nl2UROSIS.COM

or send check or money order

made out to Neurot Recordings

Neurot Recordings

PO Box 410209

SF, CA 94141 USA
www.neurotrecordings.com

NEUROT
RECORDINGS

Neurot Sound Series:
(sponsored in port by Juxtop02 Magazine
and Epitonic.com)

Beyond
The Pale
August 16-19
San Francisco, CA

Isis

Tarentel

KK Null

Shellac

Neurosis

Zeni Geva
Oxbow

Tribes of Neurot

Thrones

M.Gira

Amber Asylum
Steve Von Till

Scott Kelly
/UfGREAT

AMERICAN

MUSIC HAIL
O’FARRELL STREET

WWW.MUSICHALLSF.COM
PHOHE: 4 13/885-0730
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brlcK-bomb

THE IMPOSSIBLES.
"4 S0NG_BRICK_B0MB.
ON TOUR MAY 10 - JUNE 18 W/ GRADE + THE MOVIE LIFE

PLUS SELECT VAN'S WARPED TOUR 2001 DATES.

VISIT VWW.FUELEDBYRAMEN.COM FOR MORE!

Hi S

[SOUNDAND
PO BOX 725

PROVIDENCE, R

I

02901 USA
* TRASHART@HOTMAIL.COM / WWW.SOUNDANDCULTURE.COM

am

BACKSTABBERS INC : WHILE YOU WERE SLEEPING : CDEP
NEW HAMPSHIRE’S BEST KEPT SECRET, AND NEW ENGLAND’S MOST

DANGEROUS BAND; THESE GUYS WILL BEAT YOU DOWN, AND
THEN INSULT YOUR INTELLIGENCE. TWO PARTS THRASH, TWO PARTS
HARDCORE, AND THREE PARTS CHAOS, THE TIME HAS COME TO FIND

THE KNIFE WITH YOUR NAME ON IT. OUT JUNE 2001

:STILL AVAILABLE:

As The Sun Sets : Each individual Voice... : CD
TECHNICAL, GRIND INFLUENCED THRASHING METAL/HC. WITH A

SOUND THAT IS THE BASTARD CHILp OF ACME, RORSCHACH,
AND CONVERGE, THIS IS ABSOLUTELY ONE OF THE BEST BANDS

MAKING THIS KIND OF RACKET IN OUR GREY WORLD.

BAD Music For Bad People: Rl/MA HC compilation : CD
NEW ENGLAND’S BEST AND BRIGHTEST COMING TOGETHER FOR A

CLASSIC TALE OF DEBAUCHERY AND VIOLENCE. MATERIAL FROM
CONVERGE, DROPDEAD, ISIS, PAINDRIVER, LIGHTNING BOLT,

AS THE SUN SETS, GRIEF, MEN’S RECOVERY PROJECT,
IN MY EYES, BLACK DICE, LANDED, AGORAPHOBIC NOSEBLEED,

FORCEFEDGLASS AND MORE. 24 TRACKS BY 20 BANDS.

-.COMING VERY SOON:

-16-/ Today is The day - split

A Trillion barnicle Lapse/
as The Sun Sets - split

SHIRTS / STICKERS ALSO AVAILABLE: DROPDEAD / AS THE SUN SETS / MORE
SEND SELF ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR INFO / CATALOG

KISS ME DEADLY
(EX-ALL CHROME) On TOUR IN AUGUST. EMAIL FOR

OATES

SPENGLERontourinsept
EMAIL FOR DATES.

SPLIT 7" (BSTB-0O3)

BLAKE 12"(bstMo2
SPLIT RELEASE WITH THE MlNTAKA
Conspiracy), members of
Rockets Red Glare,

soon:
Spengler CD
Kiss Me Deadly CD

Prices: USA/CAN/WORLD
7 ": $4 / $5 / $6

12": $ 10/ $ 13/ $14
MAKE MONEY ORDERS OUT TO!

Meyer Billurcu
(CANADIANS PAY IN CANADIAN FUNDS.
EVERYONE ELSE IN AMERICAN FUNDS)

DISTRO BY: STICKFIGURE, NO IDEA, SCRATCH

214 Thornhill

Canada

Blue Skies Turn Black H9G 1P7

email: blueskiesturnblack@liotmail.com



THE RENAISSANCE EP
CD-EP/12" Out May 22nd 2001

Pat Wreck Chords P.O. Box 193690 San Francisco, CA 94119 www.fatwreck.com www.mxpx.30tn



tooth & nail records II po box 12698 II Seattle wa 98111 II www.toothandnaU.com

Postage paid prices: CD/LP - S10 USA/S12 CAN/S14 WORLD. Deluxe 2xLP S12 USA/S14 CAN/S16 WORLD. Or order online

with your credit card Write for a free catalog: ESCAPE ARTIST RECORDS: PO Box 472, Dowmngtown, PA 19335-0472

U S A E-mail: cscapoartr " aol.com Web: www.loudnet.com/escapcartist.

KEELHAUL II

The long awaited

sophomore beating

you dreamed about

as a freshman.

Cleveland's Keelhaul

unload another round

of instrumental head-

shots with periods of

sustained verbal abuse. Whether or not

you get it is determined by the number of

bruises on your skull. EA12.0 - LP only.

eattle's PLAYING ENEMY (formerly KISS IT

rOODBYE) hammer out an aggravated
|

ssault thick with noise and cathartic

riythms on their full-length debut,

iesarean. The band's frayed, futuristic

onstructions and emphatic vocals exude

lostility and inner turmoil. With fiercely

irecise execution and proven ability, PLAYING

NEMY attain an unconventional brilliance in

he tradition of great power trios. - CD/LP

ISIS Celestial

Overwhelming in
|

heaviness and |

expanse, Celestial

escalates ISIS

thunderous assault

and explores

infinite shades of

BURN IT DOWN
Let the Dead
Bury the Dead

Burn It Down craft 11

tracks displaying

exceptional growth

and skill. The bands'

discordant textures,

intense riffs, impas-

mood and sound. Seven epic Packs sioned vocals, and instantly memorable

collapse into avalanche-heavy passages al melodies create a dynamic record Ihal rs

devastating power. EA7.0 - CD/ 2xLP. equally incisive and explosive. EA9.0 - CD.

Makoto Recordings Spring 2001

%

Lovesick

self titled Ip/cd (MKR21)

[Brand new fulllength recording from Ann Arbor's finest. One of the

truly unique bands in music right now. Frantic and fragile, hectic

and melodic, witha Joy Division twist. You certainly won't be

disappointed. On tour with The Intima throughout May and June.

Crush Kill Destroy

“Punctuate Our Phrases” cd (MKR22)

Don’t let the name fool you. Crush Kill Destroy will challenge your

ears and please your mind. Perfect guiatr tones accentuate the

subtle nuances of their craft. Quiet and yet powerful when needed.

This release marks the debut for CKD and only hints at their

brilliance. Possible references: june of 44, shellac, slint, captain

beefheart.

Inside Five Minutes

“Stately Chaos Home” (MKR20)

[Deafening and powerful. And what else would you expect from five

guys from Detroit. A blast of sheer rock and energy you haven’t

seen in a long time. Driving, intense, and serious. A band you

don’t want to miss live either. Not for the meek.

Quixote

“Protests of the Weak” Ip/cd (MKR19)

|g song masterpiece from one of the midwest’s most original bands.

Dynamic, explosive, passionate, and creative. They have honed

their sound to perfection on this record. Showcasing what a trio

can accomplish when they put their minds to it. Quixote has

lereated a sound all their own, and that is something few bands can

claim these days. Lp features 220gram vinyl and direct metal

mastering.

June 2001 : Makoto Recordings split 7” series featuring:

small brown bike, cursive, lovesick, aloha, tight bro’s, inside

five minutes, radio 4, ted leo, berwer, the good life, monoglot,

trocar, sweep the leg johnny, the casket lottery, the locust,

oxes, 90 day men, my lai and more, limited edition themed

split 7”’s with all new unreleased songs, hand numbered,

colored vinyl, unique packaging, and a special bonus 7” for

subscribers only, subscribe now to make sure you get yours,

once they are gone, they are gone for good.check the website

for all the details. Subscriptons are $55 US, $65 Canada, $70

europe, $75 japan.

cd = $10. Ip = $9. postpaid in the USA. Canada add $2 per item,

overseas add $4. no checks, make MO’s payable to “Joel

Wick”. STORES & DISTROS: distributed by IMD (562)869-

9450, info@imusicd.com

3 makoto recordings

po box 50403 kalamazoo,MI 49005

www.makotorecordings.com



Stood of tfce Young Record^

P0 Box 14411 Mlnneapdlis?;MN 55414 osa

www.blood-of-the-young.com

blood@blood-of-the-young.com

Blood, if the* Young

BS015 Excelsior 127CDEP
The third release from Philadelphia’s resident badasses. Heavy.

Ney? stores: Exclusive Distribution by tile fhie

fMD www>im»$ic«f<com t order^@«mu$bdvcom •
;/'P:

12031 Regentvtew Ay, find floor Op|B|;
:

)||fi024l

001 I the khayembii communique s/t 7"

004 I song of zarathustra “discography vol. 1”

10" picture disc

005 I the lazarus plot “the end" 7"

006 I the hidden chord “suicide note to myself”

b/w “last word” 7"

008 I switchblade s/t 10" (u.s. press)

009 I the hidden chord “eight blue eyes” CD
(split release w/ heart of a champion)

010 I the vida blue “our miracle point of contact”

LP and CD (split release w/ lance harbor)

012 I the crush “eyes to break the ice” 7"

016 I the plastic constellations “let s war”

CD (split release w/ modern radio)

021 I rivethead “city sound # five” 7”

024 I bright eyes “motionSickness” b/w

“soon you'll be leaving your man” 7"

026 I Cadillac blindside “read the book, seen

the movie” LP (CD on soda jerk)

027 I har mar superstar s/t picture disc LP

(CD on kill rock stars)

028 I the crush “tonight will ruin tomorrow” CD

{Out in May}

004 I song of zarathustra “discography vol. 1” CD

{Out in June / July}

007 I the khayembii communique / the vidablue

split 10"

011 I neil perry s/t 5" picture disc

014 I purist s/t 12" w/ etched b-side

018 I blow up s/t CD
020 I song of zarathustra “the birth of tragedy"

LP (CD on troubleman unlimited)

023 I makara discography LP

025 I the hidden chord “abegail vongetti: a

musical sound recording by the hidden

chord” CD-EP (10” on level plane)

{eventually}

009 I the hidden chord “eight blue eyes” LP

(split release w/ heart of a champion)

013 I blood money compilation 12"

019 I racebannon 12" w/ etched b-side

022 I the lack 12
”

023 I makara discography CD
029 I dillinger four 7”

017 I the book of dead names final release

rices for usa + Canada*

5” picture disc

CD-EP

1 sided 12” w/ etched b-side

12” LP
CD
10” picture disc 12” picture disc

*world add $2 each first 2 items, $1 each additional

checks/m.o. to: Nick Thompson. US funds only...

IEU
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IEH
IEH
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BS014 Tune in Tokyo Make Me Eternal’ CD
BS013 Ultivac debut full length CD
BS012 Prospekt debut full length CD
BS011 Burn Collector book by Al Burian

CDEP $8 12”EP$7 CD $10 BOOK $10 ppd US. World + $2.

BuddySystem Records 302 Bedford Ave. Box 284 Brooklyn, NY 11211

www.thebuddysystem.com I info@thebuddysystem.com

*i?Buddy
System

THICK RECORDS
THE TOSSERS
COLiLiJNICATION & CONVICTION . CJ)

THE ARRIVALS
300D3Y.i N-arf nOPLD . CD

TOM DAILY
TH-i 3 JPLIN 3-TON NOPTH-iPN . CD

BLUE MEARIES
TfU PObT riAVa . CD & LP

BITCHY
BLACK bOCKb & HAPPIN^bb • CD

HAYMAREET RIOT
CD v0uiIN3 bOON

www.thickrecords.com
409 N WOLCOTT AVE. CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60622

r e c c r A t DISTRIBUTED BY SYMBIOTIC



COMPACT DISC MANUFACTURING FOR THE INDEPENDENT
www.furnacecd.com
info@furnacecd.com

888.599.9883

OUT NOW:
BOXER

REBELLION
New 4 song CD.EP

"Courtesy with Claws"K
$6.00 ppd
Corporate Records
P.O. Box 783001
Wichita, KS
67278-3001

Distributed by Lumberjack, Stickfigure, Ebullition,

and others

corporate_records@hotmail.com

Make money orders & checks out to:

Michael Lassiter II

Doing it for the kids...well some of them.

:

'

Skarhead
New York Thugcore
The Hardcore Years

1994 - 2000
- Early demos ,

live and
compilation appearances

SK

CD 3029

Comin Correct
In Memory Of...

- All new full length.

11 tracks of brutal,

uncomprimising hardcore

from Rick Ta Life & co.

i; AHIfiiA 331 West 57TH Street PMB 472 New York, NY 10019

AP-r-nAim www.tripIecrownrecords.com

CD/LP 3025



/ DEATH

NEW EP IN STORES MAY 22, 2001
VISIT WWW.FUELEDBYRAMEN.COM FQR MORE

BRAND NEW 5 SONG EP IN STORES UA Y 22, 2001

PO BOX 12563 GAINESVILLE, FL 32604 USA ^ FUELEDBYRAMEN
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ianJirancisco. JAJL

Direction

icago's new hardcore.
Featuring

«'

ex-members of 88 Fingers Louie.

RISE AGAINST

The Unraveling

NEW CD*LP OUT NOW

Polyvinyl Record Co.
Send SI .00 (or 3 stamps) for a free 19 song sampler CD and complete catalog.

Post Box 1885 Danville IL 61834-1885 USA order online 24-7: www.polyvinylrecords.com

RAINER MARIA
A BETTER VERSION OF ME

LP/CD PRC-039

"A stunning male/female vocal attack on

top of a stripped-down sound capable of

turning from gentle melodies to balls-out

rawk on a dime.” -AP

d SUNDAY’S BEST
POISED TO BREAK

LP/CD PRC-037

“...a full-throttle indie-rock attack...” -CMJ

“...flaunts its harmonies shamelessly over

muted guitars and crisp percussion, the

hooks are undeniable.” -Drawer B

.. ALOHA
THAT’S YOUR FIRE

LP/CD PRC-033

“Post-rock ala Tortoise and Trans Am...the

melody of Braid and Promise Ring, add

Rush and King Crimson’s prog tendencies,

Coltrane’s jazzy quirks..Amazing.” -Lollipop

b. AM/FM
MUTILATE US

LP/CD PRC-041

“...an absolute treasure...gorgeous and

unsullied emotion... sparse, classically

crafted songs and innovative, fully fleshed

out thinking-pop tunes. A+" -Mean Street

ReDIRECTION
A POLYVINYL SAMPLER

CD PRC-040

AM/FM, Rainer Maria, Sunday’s Best, Matt

Pond PA, The Ivory Coast, Braid, Pele,

Aloha, American Football, Paris Texas,

Hey Mercedes, more. Super low price.

PELE
THE NUDES

LP/CD PRC-034

“...eight perfect instrumental vignettes that

are part jazzy exploration, part pop

yearning, as expressed by soulful and

literate ex-punk rockers.” -CMJ
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YOYOAGOGOcom
TO BY A PASS, GO ON-LINE
TO BUYOLYMPIA.COM OR
SEND A PHOTO AND $55 TO:
BOX 2462 OLYMPIA, WA 98507

A MUSIC FESTIVAL WITH
MORE THAN 50 BANDS
FROM DOWN THE BLOCK
AND AROUND THE WORLD
AT THE HISTORIC
CAPITOL THEATER
IN OLYMPIA, WA

the list of bands so far. .

.

Barcelona - C Average - COCO - Dead Moon -

Erase Errata - the Evaporators - Gene Defcon -

Internal/External - the Moools - Mirah - the

Gossip - the Mountain Goats - Sarah Dougher
- the Serum Greys - Space Ballerinas -

Tennessee Twin - the Cannanes - the Lords of

Lightspeed - the Need - the Thrones - Tracy &
the Plastics - Steward - Rebecca Pearcy -

Shady Ladies - Mecca Normal - the Selby

Tigers - Tami Hart - Ramsted - the Micro-

phones - the Tight Bros From Way BackWhen
. . .(more later)

yoyoagogo.com or 360-352-2597
for an up to date list of confirmed bands

BACK ON THE STREETS
Reclaim The Streets

CD $10.00 PPD

JAPANESE AMERICAN PUNK UNITY
w/ DROPKICK MURPHYS, SLANG,
TOM & BOOTBOYS, A POOR EXCUSE.
10” $7.00 PPD

15 SONG SMASHING DEBUT FROM
THIS NEW ALL GIRL JAPANESE TRIO

TOY DOLLS MEETS SHONEN KNIFE

CD $10.00 PPD

International orders please add $1.00 per item





I

have been writing and re-writing this article for weeks. I’m

not sure I can capture just how much The Ramones and Joey
in particular have meant to me in just a few paragraphs. I

don’t mean to sound like a fanatic, but I can’t fathom who I

would be without them. The Ramones have been my favorite

band for, literally, as long as I can remember. One of my first

memories is of listening to End ofthe Centuiy in my parent’s living

room and just staring at the album cover—I was no older than four.

My mom took me to see The Ramones for the first time

when I was in third grade. I was terrified by the punks in leather

jackets hanging out in front of the show and my mom just said,

"Maggie, punk rockers are nice people, you don’t have anything

to worry about.’’ It was such a fantastic show; I remember jump-
ing up and down grinning from ear to ear and grabbing my
mom. I thought when Joey was singing "Sheena is a Punk Rocker’’

he was actually saying "She is a Punk Rocker’’ and I was convinced

that he was singing about me. My ears rang for three days after that

show. I saw Hie Ramones two more times before they broke up
and every time was just as magical.

One night when I was nine or 10, I dreamt that I went to New
York and met The Ramones. A few days later during recess, I told

my friends about it but neglected to mention it was a dream. They
had no idea who I was talking about. I couldn’t figure why no one

knew about them. I introduced my best friend Brenda to them and
we watched Rock n Roll High School over and over and over again.

I didn’t meet anyone until middle school that actually knew
who they were. A skater boy named Aaron moved to Olympia

from Orange County and we sat by each other in history. One
day we started talking about music and he was just as amazed as I

was that we both liked The Ramones. We’d sit in class and sing

"We’re a Happy Family” and "I Wanna Be Sedated” and trade

tapes of the records we didn’t have.

Joey was my first crush—I thought he was so beautiful. I

thought he was the epitome of rock ’n’ roll. I still think that. He

sang some of the most romantic songs ever: "I Want You Around”

(Joey is looking his best during that scene in Rock V Roll High School),

"I Wanna Be Your Boyfriend”, "She’s A Sensation”, "I Remember
You

, She s The One
, I m Affected” . . . There are so many.

They have been the soundtrack to all my crushes and heartaches.

When Kill Rock Stars released the Ronnie Spector EP that

Joey produced in 1999 I hoped that this would be my chance to

finally meet him. We did e-mail each other a few times about

interviews and publicity ideas for the project, but every time I was

in New York and we were supposed to be at the same place, he

never showed up. I thought maybe it was because he was a little

afraid of me; I know he had been told I had a Ramones tattoo.

When I asked Jonathan Greenfield, Ronnie’s husband and man-
ager, why that always happened he told me that Joey was sick from
years of being on the road.

I figured it was cancer and when I heard this spring that Joey
was in the hospital I expected to hear the worst. I was out working

in my garden when the news came and I just sat and cried for

hours. A truly sweet and sincere man is gone too soon.

—Maggie Vail (Kill Rock Stars and Bangs)

When I was in high school in the early ’80s, I got called ’Joey” a

lot. It wasn’t a look I was trying to cultivate. On the contrary, I

was just a nerdy young hessian with a certain je ne sais quoi and good
old Hebraic gangle—plus the proper hair. I didn’t appreciate the

attention, because I thoughtJoey was homely as fuck and I didn’t

appreciate the Ramones either, although I did think Rock n Roll High

School was a good film for kicks. It was my sister who dugJoey and

even thought he was cute (in the immortal words of undead bastard

Lou Reed, I luvya Suzanne ) and to me this was just more reason

for me to crank up the volume of the litde brother scoff-o-meter.

It was after I went to college in 1986 and fell victim to the

new crossover thing ("Attention hessians! It’s OK to branch out!

We’re Anthrax and we rap! We’re Metallica and we like the Misfits!

Ulusti^tion b\,y Jack U.ong
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We’re S.O.D. and we have a skinhead singer!” Ugh.) that I bor-

rowed Cramps, Ramones and Stooges records from friends and

was transformed in attitude, taste and habit. Lucky me—
I
got to

start at the beginning, for the record I borrowed was the self-

titled 1976 debut Ramones LP.

I was hooked like crazy—mostly on the velocity, scrappy produc-

tion, inane subject matter and humor. I couldn’t get enough, and I

sought out each and every one of their records. Yes I was in love, but

the one thing I wasn’t seeing was the element of that wonderful band

that I became most attached to: Joey. His romanticism, his vulnera-

bility, his way with a hook, his way of putting romantic ’60s music

like the Shangri-Las, The Ronettes, and the Ohio Express into a

comically macho context without even trying. I finally discovered this

element ofThe Ramones when I joined my first band.

They were already an existing band, just without a bass play-

er, but they had a banjo player and a drummer in drag who

played a spaghetti pot. They had the nerve to play pick-up shows

in Laundromats. I

approached the singer

in a shitty diner and

told him that I loved

his band and asked

him if he liked the

Cramps. He said he

loved the Cramps, but

that his true love was

the Ramones. Holy

shit, me too! And so it

would be.

As it turned out,

he and the rest of the

band had been silently

admiring me from

afar as "The Joey

Guy”
—

"that guy’s gotta

play rock ’n roll,” they

said. John ran home

to tell the rest of the band that soon they would be joined by none

other than The Joey Guy, but you know what? It was April Fool’s

Day and they were having none of it.

Anyway. Being at heart a young hessian, I had never consid-

ered my meager musical skills to be competent enough to actually

play in a band—and I’d been playing for five years. The guys in

my new band had picked up guitars and learned power-chords

literally only months earlier, and that was all they needed to know.

Duh! They wrote songs every day. Their songs were touched by

that same romantic reverence of great rock ’n’ roll of the past

quarter century.

And so from spending hours writing goofy songs and talking

Ramones with John (in the immortal words ofJimmy Dean, "at

the bottom of this mine lies one hell of a man: big bad John”), I

was turned on to the qualities ofJoey that have made it difficult for

me to even share my love of those songs with anyone ever since.

When I’d listened to the Pleasant Dreams LP before, it was all

about ’We Want the Airwaves.” Now it was all about "She’s a

Sensation” and "7-11” ("She was standing by the Space Invaders / so

I said can I see you later”). I used to like Dee Dee and Johnny’s weak

attempts at hardcore on the Too Tough to Die± Animal Boy and Halfway to

Sanity LPs, but now it was all about the one Joey jewel that was always

contained in the mess: "Go Little Camaro Go,” "She Belongs to

Me” (OK Dee Dee clearly wrote that one but he could never have

carried it off like Joey did), and "Bye Bye Baby.” It was all over.

It wasn’t like a religious rock star worship thing, it was like

admiring a kindred soul. People were just starting to rediscover

the Ramones back then, but same as now, it was mostly the

leather-jacketed, neo-pop-punk pseudo-dummies going "me like

Ramones, they invent punk for me.” But for me, it was more

than that. In all those beautiful songs about and for girls (pre-

sumably), did you ever hear about Joey having a girlfriend? Well I

didn’t have one either and like Joey, I was a big sap fantasizing

about visiting my baby ’cause she’s babysitting tonight. Like Joey,

I hid it behind a little wall of cynical hostility that didn’t fool any-

body. But unlike me, Joey could write funny, morbid songs out

of that
—
"Every Time I Eat Vegetables It Makes Me Think of You,”

because the girl is in a coma.

I knew Joey was kind of like me. Kind of. I knew he was a good

and beautiful person; I don’t know if I could make that claim

about myself. He did have a tall, lurpy presence and a keen

Hebraic gangle. Even after he’d begun saying dumb things in

public like "we started all this—we have all these great new bands

like Jane’s Addiction and Pearl Jam because of the Ramones,” I

was willing to forgive.

When Joey died, I heard a lot of stuff about punks having

memorial tribute shows and that sort of thing. That’s all well and

good—I fully support anyone memorializingJoey in their own

way—but I wanted no part of that. All I want is to sit around with

an acoustic guitar and close friends who I know felt Joey in their

heart and play "Questioningly,” "My-My Kind of a Girl,” "Danny

Says,” "I Want You Around” . . . You get the picture. But it’s close

to my heart and I haven’t done it yet ’cause it’ll be real hard.

You know how sometimes people ask these questions like

"OK, Beatles or Stones?” "the Who or Small Faces?” "Little

Richard or Chuck Berry?” and the answer is inevitably "Duh—

both!” For some reason people are sometimes big on asking

"Ramones or Clash?” I don’t even get it. I’m sure the Clash even

know how that goes! I was in a room full of punks who came up

with that one, and they all said Clash! We surely are all entitled to

our own opinion, but they were just wrong. Reasoning and the

right to have one’s own opinion will get you nowhere with me. I

think I had to leave the room. But that’s me. I’m an opinionated

bastard, but my life was changed because of the Ramones and

because ofJoey specifically. Don’t tell me how to love my baby.

Bless your heart Joe.

—Quitty (Jon Quittnerfrom K Records and Tight Bro's From Way Back When)

I

n my high school years, being a semi-loner, every Friday night

(and I mean every Friday night—like clockwork) I would listen to

The Ramones from eight to II and at II I would watch Up All Night.

“I didn’t know Joey, but

you know from his words

and his actions that he was

obviously the sweetest and

t heart. I know

bands and rock

and roll and being

good and true
“

—Molly Neuman
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Now, I hang out a dingy bars on Friday nights, Up All Night was

cancelled years ago and Joey is gone.

—Todd (Toys That Kill and Recess Records)

I

n the spring of 1988, I was a senior in high school looking for-

ward to finally ending my school years. I was worry free and

didn’t care much about anything beyond next week. My girlfriend

at the time, Jessica, was a huge fan of The Ramones. In fact, they

were her favorite band of all time.

In the spring, just as it started to get really nice outside and

before the brutal East Coast humidity began, Jessica and I

would spend our time at her house since there would be no

parental supervision (Jessica’s mom worked the evening shift as

a nurse and wouldn’t get home until II). There was virtually no

risk of getting caught being teenagers. We would proceed to her

normally forbidden bedroom and mess around. Her room had

bunk beds, and as we lay on the bottom bunk exploring each

other’s nuances, the shades drawn and heavy, daylight’s remain-

ing light peeking through, the room hot and stale, the shitty old

record player in the corner of the bedroom blasted out The

Ramones Rocket to Russia to accompany our teenage explorations.

For a few months, that record was both the soundtrack for the

waning days of my youth and my falling in love with Jessica. I

even asked Jessica to my prom while Rocket to Russia spinned

around and around.

Rocket to Russia will always remain one of those records that

every time I hear "Sheena is a Punk Rocker” or ’’Teenage

Lobotomy” rekindles fond memories of a very idyllic time in my

youth when I could still sit back and enjoy the company of a good

record with a special someone. It is for this reason that The

Ramones will always have a special place in my heart.

—Darren Walters (Jade Tree Records)

I

happened to be in New York four days after Joey died. On
Saturday afternoon, Cathy and I were about to go back to the

apartment when she asked if I wanted to go by CBGB’s. It was

spring in New York, beautiful out, and I wanted to walk, so I was

like ”Of course!” We had heard that there was an amazing shrine

for Joey there and it seemed like a perfect thing to do.

I had been enormously saddened by Joey’s passing, but to be

honest, I only have like one Ramones records (and a Ramonas

record!), but I know all the lyrics to every song and I really love

them. Also, the entire livelihood of Lookout is based on The

Ramones being the center of the musical universe!

I was reflecting on all this while walking there and when I

saw the shrine; it was just too much. People had been leaving

notes and candles and Converse and photos and there was nothing

that could stop me from just crying. I didn’t know Joey, but you

know from his words and his actions that he was obviously the

sweetest and had the best heart. I know he loved bands and rock

and roll and being good and true and that’s what I will keep with

me in my memory of him.

—Molly Neuman (Bratmobile and Lookout! Records)

O
ur parents got us into punk rock via the Ramones. We’d blast

Road To Ruin at full volume, Dad playing along on the drum kit

that was in the living room, while Mom and Maggie and me were

pogoing furiously-jumping off the furniture, doing flips on to

the bean bag—all being weird together and saying ’’fuck you” to

the rest of the world. So fun! ’’We’re a happy family, we’re a

happy family me, Mom and Maggie!”

When I started going to shows in Olympia in ’83 or ’84, I

presented myself as a Ramones fan. It was hard to prove yourself

as a punk in this era of generic hardcore—especially if you were a

girl. Everything was codified. At first I tried really hard to be

accepted by the teenage boy scene and figure out what all the

bands’ initials stood for in case of a pop quiz: G.B.H. = Great Big

Hairlip? D.O.A.=Dicks On Acid? T.S.O.L.=Too Short Of Legs?

You couldn’t ask what they stood for, you had to magically know in

order to be considered cool. If you flunked, you were doomed to

be known as ’’wavos” or worse, ’’duranimals.” Fuck ’’cool,” I was a

Ramones fan! A cretin! Because when Joey said ’’Gabba Gabba We
Accept You We Accept You ONE OF US!” / was ’’one of us”

—

accepted for who I was: A weirdo in a group of other weirdos.

That’s all I’ve ever wanted, really. If Sheena was a punk rocker

and Judy was a punk, I knew I was really one too, even if no one

else knew it—if not Riff Randle then Kate Rimbaud.

One of the happiest moments of my life was seeing the Ramones

at the HUB Ballroom in Seatde on the Too Tough To Die tour. I had been

to concerts before, but this was different, like a gigantic show.

Everyone was being totally cool—pogoing instead of slamming and

smiling big huge smiles. Every punk rocker from Olympia, Tacoma

and Seatde I had ever seen was there! Girl Trouble were out in full

force; it was one of the best things ever. It was what going to see a band

should be like: loud, great sounding and fucking fun as shit! ”l,2,3,4!”

When people called Joey ugly, I would defend him until the

end: ”HE IS THE SEXIEST ROCK STAR EVER!” I thought he

was truly hot. Pictures of him on my bedroom wall, indeed! Just

watch Rock V Roll High School again and see for yourself. Johnny’s

kind of cute, but Joey was a stone cold fox!

One thing I realized upon hearing that he was sick and then

that he died was that I never really thought the Ramones were real

guys. It was like hearing the Tooth Fairy or the Easter Bunny had

died. Like hearing Santa wasn’t real or that God didn’t exist. How
could Joey Ramone be dead?

I still refuse to believe it, because in my life he will always be

there for me. Every time I am feeling like I can’t get myself togeth-

er to go out, I listen to ”1 Just Wanna Have Something To Do” or

”1 Wanna Be Sedated” or ’’Outsider” IO times in a row. Every time

I fall in love, I play ”1 Wanna Be Your Boyfriend,” ’’She’s the

One.” and ”1 Want You Around” while obsessing on true love and

the possibility of what might happen. Every time I’m on tour and

feeling weary, ’’Danny Says” comes on the headphones to remind

me that tour is hard and you get homesick, but it’s romantic as

fuck and exactly what I want to be doing. Joey means too much to

too many people; he will always live on. —Toby Vail (drummerfrom

Olympia, WA who writes thefanzjne Jigsaw and used to be in Bikini Kill. She is cur-

rently lookingfor a band to be in) ®



n March 15, 2001 , the first two wild buffalo in over a year

were killed by the State of Montana. On my answering

machine that day was a familiar voice. Sera, just calling to letjou

know that they killed two bison today, after hazing with helicoptersfor about a

month. Seven folks got arrested. You done with that articlejet?

My friend’s voice on the answering machine tells me about the

latest act of murder committed by the government against the buf-

falo also tells me that I need to write this, and now. Write about what

led me to Montana this winter and my need to lend my voice to

stop the slaughter. The co-opting of symbols which once stood for

sustainability and freedom by industry and capitalism. The death of

a species which once stood as an embodiment of possibility.

Over 65 million buffalo once roamed this country. Westward

expansion led to the massive extermination of the majestic species

in order to clear the land for development, as well as to destroy

the native peoples of the Great Plains, who depended on the buf-

falo for every purpose from food and materials to spirituality.

By 1900, when the native peoples were themselves massively

reduced in number, only 23 wild American Plains Bison, the

largest land mammal of this continent, remained. Through one of

the most successful conservation projects in history, by 1997 there

were over 3,000 buffalo in the Yellowstone National Park area-

direct descendants from the 23 which remained in 1900 and the

only genetically wild herd of the species left on the planet.

Yet despite the miraculous survival of these immense and

traditionally sacred beings, as well as their cultural importance to

Native Americans, the State of Montana is still waging war against

them. Spurred by the power and monetary interests of the Cattle

Industry and masquerading behind the threat of a disease called

brucellosis, the current Montana Department of Livestock (DOL)

policy is either to haze buffalo who exit the boundary of

Yellowstone National Park into a capture facility for a series of

long and grueling tests, or to shoot and kill them immediately.

The argument behind this killing is that the animals who exit

the park might have brucellosis and will pass it on to cattle. In reali-

ty, this is Montana trying to maintain its "brucellosis-free catde” sta-

tus, more easily carried out through destruction than a more broad

understanding of the complex situation and the precious Wild

Rockies ecosystem, not to mention the motives behind industry.

There has never been a recorded case of brucellosis transmit-

ted from wild bison to cattle. If this disease was truly seen as a

threat, it would be examined more completely—in both its rarity,

difficulty in transmission between species, and presence in other

animals in the Yellowstone area such as coyotes, moose, and elk.

Brucellosis is a bacterial disease found in both domestic and wild
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animals. Infected domestic cows tend to abort their first calf and

then birth normally; it does not seem to affect wildlife. Domestic

cows as well can be successfully vaccinated for the disease.

Of course, if the bison remained on Yellowstone grounds,

there wouldn’t be a problem. But during the winter months, the

bison need to graze outside of Yellowstone park, as the park

ecosystem is not sufficient in food supply. Buffalo grazing is as

familiar to Americans as anything, and the DOL even tries to

thwart the pristine image of the situation by gallantly handing out

pamphlets to park visitors in the summer entitled "Give me as

home where disease-free buffalo roam.” Upon leaving the park

boundary, the bison are subject to violent and unnatural hazing

operations by the DOL, where they are often injured or killed.

There is a group of grassroots activists dedicated to stopping

the inhumane treatment and slaughter of these beautiful animals:

the Buffalo Field Campaign (BFC). Against huge odds—brutal

Forest Service Officers, massive government budgets, and an

inhospitible climate—the BFC has been able to make an impact in

Montana. I spent a few bitterly cold months with the campaign

this winter. During my stay, I was amazed at the level of organiza-

tion of the campaign. We worked in shifts; some got up early and

some stayed out late into the night. We worked on both patrol

and recon teams. The patrols would keep an eye out for DOL
vehicles as well as to the whereabouts of the buffalo; the recon

missions would study and follow the bison tracks in order to make

sure that every bison outside of the park was accounted for. Teams

go out on skis, snowshoes, or on foot. BFC volunteers document

every move made against the buffalo—including hazing operations

on snowmobiles and the firing of noisy cracker rounds which

sound like concussion grenades and are used to force the buffalo

either back into the park or into capture facilities—with video and

still cameras. This documentation is especially important if some

of the hazing or harassment is done on private or park land, and

would facilitate trespassing or an infringement of park rules

(snowmobiles are not allowed in Yellowstone park, nor is the

harassment of a wild animal). When necessary, the BFC has even

set up road blockades in order to thwart the DOL’s attempts to

force bison into the capture facilities.

Buffalo activists are constantly subject to harassment and

arrest. Forest Service Officers trained in pain-compliance tactics

and the extremely harsh winter weather conditions (as cold as

—
4-0 ° F without windchill) prove the dedication of those deter-

mined to save these creatures.

Outreach is also an integral part of the campaign to save the

buffalo—in the summer volunteers give information about the

buffalo situation to park visitors. Several videos have been made

and shown throughout the country and the world. There are any-

where from 15 to 30 activists working with the campaign at one

time; hundreds have volunteered over the past 3 years.

During the winter of 1996-1997, the wild buffalo herd was

reduced by two-thirds—1,083 were killed by the DOL and Park

Service, and an estimated 1,800 died from the harsh weather.

The winter of I999“2000, due to hard work and direct action by

activists as well as a mild winter, was the first year since 1983 in

which no buffalo were killed.

Unfortunately, the recently-elected governor of Montana,

Republican Judy Martz, served as lieutenant governor under for-

mer governor Marc Racicot and plans to carry out similar policies

towards the buffalo while she is in office. The recent killing of

two bison in March of this year proves this all too completely.

The situation of the Montana bison slaughter has attracted

international action and concern for many reasons. Countless

parallels can be drawn between the killing of these creatures and

the global trend of sacrificing biodiversity for economic gain.

The same forces which are rapidly commodifying and exploiting

much of the world are the same forces which propagate the label-

ing of environmentalists as "terrorists,” anti-globalization

activists as "violent,” and profess the notion that the majority of

the population is ideologically in sync with the new global order.

The deep-seated fear among most Americans of anything wild

and natural feeds the widespread beliefs that Western values and

technological advancement are the ideal and anything less is

"primitive” or "developing.” This terminology gives justification

to the trivialization of nature and humanity, and so casually allows

the acceptance of its destruction.

The buffalo are not yet just a symbol of the past, and of the

kind of life which once had space and freedom to coexist with

humanity. They should be fought for with a future in mind which

puts value on creating and sustaining life. Observing a herd of

wild buffalo, it becomes clear that these creatures together

embody many qualities which have been lost in the "progress”

which endlessly actualizes today. The displays of community and

sustainability exhibited by a herd of bison grazing at sunrise in

negative double-digit temperatures is one of the few examples left

of that which can help create internal strength and a broader

understanding of life itself.

I went to Montana to write about the buffalo, fully intended

to be fascinated. Yet never prepared to be constantly reminded,

even hundreds of miles away, of the urgency, the importance,

and the immediacy of a situation of such indiscriminant cruelty.

But in the big picture of today, I’m still haunted by the ques-

tion: what are a few dead buffalo? Just what does this mean, and

where can we draw the line between life and death itself in this

modern order of immense destruction? I close my eyes, and

imagine air so cold it hurts to breathe, and creatures at such

peace despite the imminent fate awaiting them and realize once

again just what learning to trust nature has done for me. The last

of the wild bison are more than just an example of the

endurance and beauty of the wild. Without living symbols of our

past, we are in danger of those which want to define the future.

From borders to prisons, highways to ideological repression.

While profiting off of an image of the west as still "wild,” corpo-

rate and governmental interests are rapidly attempting to tame,

buy, and eventually conquer nature. ®



Next Stop: Unknown

Universal's acquisition of Emusic

|o,” I said into my friend s answering machine. "How’s it

k feel to be on a major label?”

Cryptic? Yeah, I guess. But it ensured a prompt

return phonecall. About 20 minutes later, the phone rang.

"What are you talking about?” he asked.

He wasn’t alone in his confusion. Many of the bands and

labels who supplied digital content for the downloadable music

subscription service Emusic found themselves in a similar state of

discombobulation this spring. On April 9, the Universal Music

Group, one of the "big four” major record labels, acquired

Emusic and its entire 13,000-song catalog for approximately $23

million. Suddenly, 600 record labels (most of them indepen-

dent) who went to bed with Emusic’s chaste, independent beauty

woke up in the arms of The Man.

Only in the maelstrom of the digital music world, with its

lawsuits, downloads, congressional hearings, CD-Rs, and verbose

Lars Ulrich sermons could such strange bedfellows come togeth-

er—and not even know it. When I asked Fearless Records owner

Bob Becker what he thought of Universal purchasing of Emusic,

his response said it all.

"They did?”

They did.

You would think that as a content provider who gave Emusic

the right to sell his label’s music digitally, Becker would have heard

from the company. An e-mail, a fax, something besides a writer call-

ing from a thousand miles away to tell him the news.

Truth be told, there were plenty of warning signs: Tumbling

stock prices and sale rumors were commonplace by the end of

2000. It was as if the Japanese had wired FDR before Pearl

Harbor. "Hey, we might attack you, say, December 7 - That’s just a

maybe, though.” In this case, Asian Man, Burning Heart, BYO,

Epitaph, Fearless, Jump Up, Lookout, and Victory were just some

indie labels sent scurrying for shelter when the invasion finally hit.

"There were rumors about something like this happening

three months ago,” says Tony Brummel, owner of Victory

Records. "Emusic’s stock plummeted, and the company had a very

publicized burn rate. They have a duty to their shareholders to

stay afloat by any means necessary.”

Staying "afloat” was such a fall from grace for a company that

seemed to have such potential just a few years ago. Founded in
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brings to the forefront the problems of the Digital Music Revolution

January of 1998, Emusic provided digital content for record

labels and artists. For 99 cents per song or roughly $9 per CD,

subscribers could download MP3S from various artists. Emusic

was like a pay version of Napster, where roughly 30 percent of the

profits went to the label and about seven percent to the songwrit-

ers themselves.

Now why would someone pay $9 for something they could

probably get for free from Napster? Good question—and one that

didn’t exist in 199 8.

The economic and social climate at that time differed from

today’s drastically. Dot-coms still received funding despite

incredible losses, Napster didn’t exist, and studies showed that

MP3S might actually help boost record sales.

"When this thing first started, I thought it was a good situa-

tion,” Fearless’s Becker says, echoing the sentiments of every

other label involved.

"One of the reasons we signed up with Emusic was because it

was all indies, so we figured it was a perfect home for us,” says

Charlie, a spokesperson from Epitaph Records.

"Emusic was very anti-major label in the beginning,”

Victory’s Brummel adds. "They were vehemently independent.”

That vehemence was helped along by investor money—

because sales certainly were not paying the bills. During its first

year in operation, Emusic made only $41,000. But no company

makes money right away, and Emusic rode the wave of The Next

Big Thing, anticipating an imminent payoff. In such climate,

Emusic rival MP3.com went public in July of 1999 with an esti-

mated value of $1 billion; its stock closed at $63 per share at the

end of the first day of trading. Emusic also went public that year,

its stock selling for around $40 a share when it debuted.

One year later, it sold for $4.

For the second half of 2000, the net loss for the company

totaled more than $200 million. Revenues were $9-3 million.

Layoffs and office closings followed in December of 2000 (along

with a lawsuit against MP3.com, who Emusic asserted used some

of its exclusive content). At the time of its purchase by Universal,

the company’s stock sold for under 20 cents per share.

Money in the Bank?

To paraphrase Homer Simpson, MP3 technology is the cause

of—and solution to—all the music industry’s problems.

When Emusic began, the words "MP3” and "piracy” never

intermingled. Because it looked so promising, Emusic represen-

tatives and others like them could pitch it as the wave of the future

to independent labels relatively easily. There were no distribu-

tors, no retail stores charging an arm an a leg for shelf space. In

exchange for exclusive rights to market your records digitally,

Emusic paid you up to $10,000 or more. Through the compa-

ny’s website, anyone, at any time, anywhere could log onto

Emusic and find your records just as easily as N’Sync’s. Welcome

to the Great Level Playing Field.

"At first, it was such a cool thing,” Becker says. "I figured,
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great! People can download music and pay for it at a good price.

We were doing really well with some of our stuff ... I was like,

'Wow, this is definitely the future.’ Then all of a sudden it just hit

a brick wall.”

MP3 use rose dramatically beginning in 1999* though profits

did not follow the trend. That was thanks to the introduction of

Napster’s free-for-all file sharing system. It changed everything.

Epitaph’s Charlie sums up the paradigm change that Napster

introduced simply: "Do you know anyone who’s bought an MP3?

Me neither.”

Through Napster, anyone could get high-quality audio at

any time for free. In a promotional sense, this could have been a

real boon to labels. Ideally, people would hear a few songs from a

band then buy the record—a concept that some studies have

backed up.

But other groups, especially the "big four” major labels and

the Recording Industry Association of America (RLAA) say that

Napster is a hotbed for piracy. People who had high-speed

Internet connections could download every song from a record in

about a half-hour. Using a standard MP3 player for their com-

puters, they could then convert the files into an AIFF (uncom-

pressed audio) format and burn them directly to a CD. No fuss,

no muss—but also no money for anyone.

"We sent out promo copies of a record two months before it

came out,” Fearless’s Becker says. "The CD was not in stores yet,

was not on the website or anywhere. I went to the band’s show,

and about half the crowd was singing the songs. This was two months

before the record came out. Kids came up and told me the record

was awesome, and I flat-out asked them where they heard it. They

told me they got it off Napster.”

Yet Fearless-sanctioned digital releases sat waiting to be

downloaded on Emusic—along with a lot of other songs from a lot

of other labels. But the Napster gravy train slowed considerably in

2001 due to the now-infamous lawsuit by the RLAA. Forced to

block 250*0°° songs from its databases, Napster saw use decline

dramatically.

The Big Chill

But no one ever had to sign a contract with Napster, so if

they go under they can’t sell independent labels’ catalogs to the

highest bidder—exactly what Emusic did.

"The thing that worried us most was that these sites were

making artists sign exclusive on-line contracts,” says Jenny

Toomey of the Coalition for the Future of Music, a musicians’

rights organization. "Exclusivity very rarely is beneficial except for

the person who gets exclusive rights. If you’re an artist, you want

your work in as many places as possible. But small labels that gave

away their entire catalog for a couple thousand dollars for an

advance found themselves in a rotten position. A lot of them

thought it was found money.”

Money for nothing, right? We’ll pay you to increase your

profits and, more important, exposure.

Not every large indie bought what Emusic was selling—no

matter how much money they were offered.

"I think the most important issue is that many people sought

out the cash without ever really thinking about possibilities such

as this,” says Darren Walters, co-owner ofJade Tree Records. The

label has intentionally avoided working with MP3 sites despite

large monetary offers for its catalogue. "And now, they and their

bands are left holding the bag.”

Toomey adds that while the average contract with Emusic lasts

about three years, some have caveats that keep the labels contrac-

tually obligated to Emusic until the company recoups what it

advanced (similar to when bands sign to labels and have to pay

back the money advanced to them). "The contracts got worse as

Emusic did worse,” she says.

"I need to go back over our contracts,” Becker says, thinking

out loud. "I don’t know how ironclad their contracts are. What

are the rights? What are the copyrights? Who does own this?

There’s so much of that in question right now with these agree-

ments I have with Emusic. Who knows how stable they are?”

Therein lies one of the Digital Music Revolution’s biggest

problems. With the Internet changing so rapidly, contracts and

legislation have no choice but to lag behind. Initially, that wasn’t

a problem because investors kept pouring money in, but the bub-

ble had to burst eventually.

"The NASDAQ market drop and the lawsuits sent a chilling

effect over venture-capital markets,” Toomey says. "Even people

with good business sense have a hard time convincing backers

because there’s no way to know in advance how much licensing

fees are going to be or whether the technology will be legal.”

Her comments shed light on the dichotomy of the digital-

music debate. On one hand, as Toomey says, securing financial

backing presents a problem because of legal and licensing ques-

tions. On the other hand, people strongly believe this technology

is the wave of the future and will change the power structure

between labels and artists. Maybe it isn’t the future—or maybe it is.

"With regards to technology, our ability to conceive the value

of it far exceeds our ability to see it working,” Toomey says, using

her cellular telephone as an example. She bought a phone so she

could always be within reach, she says, yet she guesses up to 5°

percent of her calls fail or get interrupted. The technology needs

time to stabilize. With MP3 technology, the imminent payoff for

all the invested capital has always remained just out of reach.

"While those technologies have failed, they failed for artifi-

cial reasons,” Toomey says. "People weren’t making money, but

that’s true with all new technology. Radio existed for years before

it made money, television too.”

But the chilling effect she speaks of is at the moment cooling

the once-hot desires of label owners to incorporate MP3 technol-

ogy. Some, like Jade Tree Records owners Tim Owen and Darren

Walters, see little use for it at all.

"I think digital music is aimed at a different generation, a

much younger generation,” Owen says. "I think the potential is

the promotion and word of mouth being generated from people

downloading.”

To that end, Jade Tree posts two free MP3S from each of its

LPs and one from each of its EPs on-line. That policy seems
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hopelessly anachronistic yet smart at the same time.

Two months before the merger of Universal and Emusic,

Owen mentioned in a Salon interview that the label never wanted

to work with major labels, so why would it work with an MP3 site

that would eventually merge with one anyway?

"We knew this would happen and that it was only a matter of

time before it did,” Walters says. "Now, every label and band that

made a deal with Emusic is stuck in a place other than where they

expected that they would be, and that sucks.”

No, This One Will Work

Back to square one? With Napster use declining, some major

labels are sensing victory and moving forward with plans for their

own industry-approved music-subscription services—despite the

growth of Napster-like offshoots.

Along with its partner, Sony, Universal has unveiled Duet, a

streaming and downloading subscription service to begin this

summer. Subscribers, who can choose among different price

plans (sort of like basic and premium cable TV)
,
will go through

third-party vendors to access music. Internet bigwig Yahoo

jumped on the bandwagon first in a deal announced just four

days before the acquisition of Emusic.

Initially, consumers will only be able to choose from artists

signed to Sony and Universal—and the labels Emusic hosts. The

timing of the Emusic buyout has more than a few people wonder-

ing what Universal’s real motives are in purchasing the company.

Some insiders have speculated that Universal wants to use

Emusic’s catalogue to set price points for downloads. Instead of

using its own, more valuable, catalogue to experiment with, the

company can let Emusic’s catalogue serve as guinea pig to see what

people will pay.

"There’s no reason to chase after this shit too much,”

Epitaph’s Charlie says. "Universal just bought something that’d

make it easier to distribute their product to people. I don’t think

it had anything to do with acquiring any great label’s catalogues.”

But Emusic’s catalogue, as well as the rights to

DownBeat.com (a popular jazz site) and RollingStone.com (both

of which Emusic hosted), played a significant role, at least

according to the press release Universal issued.

"Emusic represents a tremendous group of assets that appeal

to a wide range of music fans, including the popular

RollingStone.com and DownBeat.com brands and a deep catalog

of music,” said Larry Kenswil, president of eLabs, Universal Music

Group in an oh-so -naturally worded quote from the press release.

Representatives of Emusic and Universal declined to be

interviewed for this story, so it is not known if labels would be

compensated for the merger or given the option to break their

contracts.

But even if they cannot break their contracts, most labels

interviewed don’t seem terribly interested in renewing them,

either—even with the possible exposure that could come with

Duet. The big payoffs never came, and with the perception of

rampant piracy not helping matters, labels like Epitaph, Fearless

and Victory are reassessing their options.

Pardon Me, Boy...

The digital music world thrives on contradiction, and the

labels tied to Emusic experienced much of it firsthand: MP3S

are/are not the future; we want our music to be heard/We must

stop piracy. Even the labels tied to Emusic seem to function with

conflicting agendas.

"The people that are into our bands like buying compact

discs and records,” Victory’s Brummel says. So why work with sites

like Emusic? At the same time, though, he seems to recognize

how quickly attitudes change. "In regards to the digital market-

place, it is impossible to predict what will be happening in that

area even a year from now . . . The people that support our bands

will lead us in the proper direction.”

But who will be directing them?

"I wish they’d figure out a good way to handle the digital

music straight,” Fearless’s Becker says. "It’s great new technology

and a great way to get your music out there. There has to be a way

that’s fair to everyone involved.”

Toomey’s organization is working to devise that fair method.

She envisions a system similar to ASCAP to compensate artists for

their music on the web. However, to achieve that point will not be

easy, she says. "The only people who can legally set up business

models for the web are the ones who set up the ones that don’t

benefit us now. The idea is to create one artists can get behind

and live with.”

Think of MP3 technology the same way the Americans

looked at the railroad when it first took hold in the early 1800s.

This new system that would supposedly make travel so much easier

seemed only to complicate it: There were no unified construction

and use standards (track widths differed geographically and some-

times according to the company that built them), companies had

competing agendas, and there were plenty of bugs that came with

the new technology. And, just like record labels now with MP3S,

traditional travel vendors such as coach, canal, and turnpike com-

panies fought railroad’s growth.

A lack of standards, combined with the competing agendas

of both technology companies and the record labels, has com-

plicated digital music and catalyzed the fall of sites like Emusic.

In the end, such failures seem to perpetuate the system compa-

nies like Emusic set out to dismantle. With the railroads,

though, technology eventually triumphed once standards were

set. The MP3 Express Train to the Future of Music could do the

same. All aboard. ®
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wilda Gonzalez, a former prisoner at the maximum security

Bedford Hills Correctional Facility for Women in

Westchester County, New York, knows personally that the

rampant abuse of female prisoners in America often leads them

to drastic measures. She witnessed many mental breakdowns and

suicides during her IO-year term for drug charges.

"By the time we get out of jail, what is left of our being?”

asks Gonzalez. "We leave it in that jail cell.”

Gonzalez’s most haunting memory of her time in jail was

when a fellow inmate was so fed up with being forced to perform

oral sex for a prison guard, she had an accomplice smuggle out

semen she had spat into a perfume bottle. DNA tests conducted

on the sperm sample incriminated her abuser.

Tragically, Gonzalez’s account, while unique, is not isolated.

A report issued by Amnesty International earlier this year docu-

ments the extreme degree of mistreatment, sexually and other-

wise, of the growing population of American women in jail by

prison authorities.

The result of a three-year study of American prisons, the

report documents more than 1,000 cases of sexual abuse in every

state but one. Researchers speculate that hundreds more cases go

unreported due to intimidation tactics against inmates.

While sexual abuse against women prisoners is often dis-

missed as involving "bad apple” guards, William Schultz,

Amnesty’s US executive director, says it is actually a "major sys-

temic problem.”

There was no immediate response from the Justice

Department to the Amnesty International report.

Sadly, the report ironically came just two days before the

92 nd International Women’s Day—a worldwide holiday on March

8th that acknowledges women’s achievements and continuing

struggles. While several International Women’s Day events

protested the human rights abuses against women in less devel-

oped nations, such as the high rate of women as victims of vio-

lence and war, the report’s conclusions pointed to the unac-

knowledged, but proliferating, maltreatment of America’s incar-

cerated female population.

1
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"The results are profoundly distressing and should serve as a

wake-up call to anyone who thinks that women are not tortured

or mistreated in this country,” says Schulz.

Schulz’s conclusion was not breaking news for the 3,000

activists, former prisoners, and service providers that gathered for

the Critical Resistance East prison conference at New York City’s

Columbia University, the same week the report was released.

"It’s not accidental that the country that has the largest

women prisoner population, wouldn’t do anything to address civil

rights violations in its own country on International Women’s

Day,” says Diana Block of the California Coalition for Women
Prisoners. Formed in 1995 * the activist group works in the state

boasting the largest women’s prisons in the world.

"The United States is creating concentration camps of

women who overwhelmingly are non-violent offenders,” contin-

ues Block. According to the Congressional General Accounting

Office, the majority ofwomen in prison are incarcerated for

nonviolent crimes, predominantly involving drugs.

Over 140,000 women are imprisoned in American jails and

prisons. Although a mere fraction of the population of incarcer-

ated men (around eight percent), the number of women entering

prison from 1980 to 1998 rose by percent, a pace doubling

the rate for men.

Racial ratios are also lopsided: fifty-two percent of these

prisoners are African-American women, who only constitute 14

percent of the total US population. Latinas and other women of

color make up another rapidly rising group.

the prison, no motions to charger her abusers were ever made.

Barr, like Gonzalez, is now educating others about the horrors of

prison life for women and men.

Along with individual cases, a United Nations delegate study-

ing American prisons in 1997 witnessed rampant brutality towards

female inmates. "Women in labor are also shackled during trans-

port to hospital and soon after the baby is born. The Special

Rapporteur [on violence against women] heard of one case where

shackles were kept on even during delivery.” A total of 33 states

allow the restraint of pregnant woman during transportation to

hospitals, while 1 8 let shackles remaining during the delivery.

Whether it’s inaccessible health care, sexual misconduct, or

demeaning speech and voyeurism, "the treatment of convicts is

going beyond denying women their liberty,” says Mary Carter of the

College Community Fellowship, an organization that links female

ex-offenders with mentors. "It is a moral crime against humanity.”

America is one of a handful of countries the world over that

allow unaccompanied male contact—and in many cases constant

physical proximity—with female prisoners. While Canada also

permits men to guard women, this practice is rare: their female

prisons are 90 percent staffed by women. In the United States,

that number is only 45 percent, according to the National

Corrections Information Center.

As noted in a Human Rights Watch report of 1996, the US
has ratified several international decrees (such as Standard

Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, The

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the

THE RESULT OF A THREE-YEAR STUDY OF AMERICAN PRISONS, THE REPORT DOCUMENTS MORE THAN

1,000 CASES OF SEXUAL ABUSE IN EVERY STATE BUT ONE. RESEARCHERS SPECULATE THAT HUNDREDS

MORE CASES GO UNREPORTED DUE TO INTIMIDATION TACTICS AGAINST INMATES.

"One can see the racist, patriarchal, and hypocritical aspects

of America in its treatment and the demographics of its female

prisoner population,” says Block.

The stories of formerly incarcerated women at Critical

Resistance—along with documentation by human rights groups and

"whistle blowers” (prison workers who make public their observa-

tions)—depict a penal system of cruel and unusual punishment.

Anita Gonzalez didn’t just witness other’s mistreatment while

imprisoned—it happened to her as well. After waiting over a year

to be seen by the prison hospital, "when I finally went to my
examination, the doctor who examined me was an alcoholic who

wasn’t trained in women’s medicine,” she says. "Someone had to

pick me up from the hospital it was so bad.”

Gonzalez, a Puerto Rican native now studying to get her

Masters in Social Work after being released, is lucky to be alive.

Despite severe signs of poor health, Gonzalez was never been

examined for a brain tumor that developed during her IO-year

jail sentence.

Another woman at the conference, Mary Barr, was raped

three times while in prison. Despite confiding in other staff at

International Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel,

Inhuman and Degrading Treatment or Punishment) that prohibit

male presence in women’s jails. While these treaties also outlaw

degrading treatment of women, such as strip searches by officers

of the opposite sex, Gonzalez spoke of another reality for

American female prisoners.

"To walk into prison system is to be humiliated . . . male

guards make you take your clothes off, spread your butt cheeks,

and lift your breasts,” she said. "While some officers really care,

others treat us as meat and see us as savages.”

The report from Amnesty International criticized US laws

protecting women inmates against abuse as so weak that a prisoner

was often held responsible for her attackers’ behavior.

Recent legal changes are making efforts to prosecute mis-

deeds even more difficult. The Prison Litigation Reform Act,

signed into law by President Clinton in April 1996, "has seriously

compromised the ability of any entity, private or public, to com-

bat sexual misconduct in custody,” stated Amnesty International.

While 13 states have laws "grossly inadequate” for protecting

women’s safety, Amnesty reports, six more states have not even



1
criminalized sexual contact between staff and inmates. "In these

states, and in some others that do have such laws, consensual sex

between staff and inmates is not considered a crime,” reported

Human Rights Watch.

In a US state prison report issued this year to document

compliance with international standards of prison regulations,

evidence of sexual misconduct was mentioned only once in its 213

pages. The report, sent to the UN Human Rights Committee,

claimed to handle such rare situations "through staff training and

through criminal statutes prohibiting such activity.”

Yet the Department OfJustice currently maintains no guide-

lines for when and how to launch investigations of misconduct.

As a result, few such inquiries have been conducted.

Assessing the situation on the "inside” is difficult. The UN
Delegate on Violence Against Women was turned away from three

Michigan prisons during her research; as Amnesty’s report con-

cludes, "there is a death of information of the specifics on condi-

tions, policies and procedures.”

While media coverage rarely documents prison conditions,

sexual abuse was the focus of a six-part Nightline series in 1999.

Inmates at California’s Valley State Prison for Women were inter-

viewed extensively about their experiences of mistreatment. From

their testimonials, Ted Koppel confronted the prison’s medical

director for subjecting inmates to unwanted pelvic examinations

in exchange for care.

Henrietta Davis, a former prisoner who now works for the

Legal Services for Prisoners with Children was interviewed for the

series. Since its airing, Davis has seen a clamping down on such

critique. "Once if a reporter wanted to come in and meet with

me, there was almost an attorney-client setting,” says Davis. "Now

in California, there is a media ban.”

Activists are working to educate beyond such blackouts.

"Organizations for women prisoners proliferated in the ’80s,

fueled by both the women’s movement and the exploding incar-

ceration rate of women,” wrote Bell Gale Chevigny in the article

"Prison Activists Come of Age” that ran in The Nation.

Since 1998, Amnesty International has launched a campaign

calling for the abolition of male guards and a stricter adherence

to international prison regulations for US prisons.

Periodicals such the Sojourner: The Women’s Forum, which runs a

column for women in prison, and The Fire Inside , Out ofTime, Prison

Focus, and Bridges which are geared specifically as platforms to run

the writings of imprisoned women, are one means that activists

are helping to build awareness.

Yet challenges abound. "When we first sent papers with

information about the harshness of prison conditions, they were

sent back,” says Stephanie Poggi, manager of the Inside/Outside

project at Sojourner. "I guess [the prison administration] doesn’t

want women in prison to know about their own conditions.”

Along with advocates on the outside, those still incarcerated

jeopardize their own personal safety to affect change. In 1996. 3 1

women filed a class action lawsuit against the Michigan Department

of Corrections, charging that prison management failed to prevent

sexual assault by guards and staff. The state of Michigan was later

sued by the US Justice Department for failing to protect women

from sexual misconduct, in part, due to their accounts.

But thanks in large part to the advocacy work of ex-prison-

ers, the situation hopefully won’t remain as bleak as it currently

is, explains Block. ’’The greater recognition of the prison move-

ment makes me hopeful,” she says. "The number of ex-prisoners

becoming activists is revolutionary.”

While Gonzalez is getting her degree to assist ex-offenders,

Davis helps to organize educational conferences with the National

Network for Women in Prison.

"I help train formerly incarcerated women to be leaders,”

says Davis of a curriculum she uses in her programming. "I help

them to realize that we are all leaders.”

In her new role, Davis is often confronted by people that

don’t know about her past incarceration. But her first-hand

experience in jail helps her explain the importance of her work.

"People say why do you care about those ’prison people’?

[But] jail can happen to anyone. I tell them that by the grace of

god,_you too could be on the other side.” ®

Heather Haddon is one ofthefounding members ofthe New York City Independent

Media Center, a local chapter ofan international alternative news source

(www.nyc.indymedia.org ), and a regular contributor to their monthly print publi-

cation, The Indypendent. She can be reached at: hhaddon@hotmail.com
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e had no money. We had no place to stay. We had no cre-

dentials besides a rumpled cardboard sign reading,

"FAVORABLE PRESS COVERAGE FOR FOOD -

CIRC. 220,000 - VILLAGE VOICE MEDIA.” But we had a

toothbrush, combat boots, and a perverse desire to see the

American corporate music machine from the bottom up at South

by Southwest, when the fair city of Austin, Texas crams its willing

face into the crotch of the entertainment industry and doesn’t let

go for one long and brutal week. We wanted to be in the thick of

it: we’d live by our wits and our charm, staking our very survival on

the compassion of total strangers who had made careers by making

sure no potential "Thong Song” escaped the ears of the public. We
wanted to have an adventure. Obviously, we were doomed.

We staggered into Austin on the night before the festival,

myself and my longtime friend Stoopid Jonny, an experimental

filmmaker with a backpack full of camera paraphernalia and nasal

decongestants. Jonny was wise in the ways of Texas: he’d spent the

night on a park bench in San Antonio once and been shot at in

El Paso, so he served as a native guide. The last time he’d visited

Austin, some soused-to-the-gills middle-aged go-go-girl

frenched him without provocation in front of some movie the-

atre, so I let him charm the natives.

Originally, we’d planned to rough it, but Jon said he’d feel

like an asshole sleeping in a dumpster with a $600 video camera.

Instead, he got directions to a youth hostel from some kid smok-

ing a joint in an alley. Several confusing bus rides and a worthless

phone card later, we were futilely trying to explain to a sweet

Australian girl named Natalie why public buildings in Texas had

signs asking visitors to please leave their firearms outside ("com-

mon courtesy,” said Jonny).

This would be our home for the next few days. It was con-

spicuously short on youth, but nigh resplendent with hostile: our

bunkmates were a bunch of grey-haired, paunchy traveler types

toting acoustic guitars and tacky hiker backpacks who’d explode in

paroxysms of pent-up second-world resentment when they

learned we were American. The Danes were the worst. "Ha ha,”

they would say, smugly feeding dollars into the Pepsi machine.

"Do not go out and shoot a high school, OK?” Luckily for them,

we were probably the only adolescents for miles who didn’t have a

pistol within quick-draw range.

We elbowed our way out to the adjacent lake, where Twinkie

wrappers and Lone Star empties were shimmering under the vast

Texas sky. Lying upside down and backward on the pier, we gave

ourselves impromptu haircuts, figuring that the more attractive

we could be, the less we’d have to rely on our cardboard creden-

tials. Wisps of our hair fluttered into the lake, where they were

eaten by ducks. In the water’s reflection, it looked like we’d car-

pet-bombed our scalps. I put on a beanie, Jon some pomade and

we caught a bus into town. The show we saw that night drew about

six people. "Welcome to our practice,” said the band. "This is the

literally the worst show we’ve ever played.”

We spent the next morning dodging more hostel questions

about Elian Gonzalez and skulking around the periphery of the

Austin Convention Center, angling to beg or borrow a badge to

xerox so we could attend shows without paying the $500 for an all-

access pass. The place was clogged with neo-hipster types cooing

over their tote bags of free promo garbage. If a bomb went off,

they’d be peeling leather pants and leopard print off the walls.

As a joke, we wandered up to the SXSW volunteer table and

asked if they needed any help: ’We’re good with our hands and we

learn real quick,” I said. They dropped their skeptical smiles when a

frantic young fellow in a trenchcoat bounded up, breathlessly

announcing that he needed two volunteers right away. Jon and I

looked at each other: could real life be this transparently scripted?

We were signed up on the spot, charged with hauling equipment for

the White Stripes and Wesley Willis, and handed actual badges that

would admit us to any show for free. We’d accidentally become legit.

"Please don’t take advantage of these,” whimpered some wor-

ried college kid. "It’d be very easy. We just gave these to you

because you have such honest faces.” Ashamed, we silently decided

not to bail on them—at least not on the first night—because we

were curious to see what it’s like behind the scenes at a real Texas
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rock ’n’ roll club during the most intense week of the year. Also,

we’d foolishly given them our real names.

We showed up for work at 6 pm after a day spent soaking up

local color. (Fun fact: Austin is very stingy with its public

restrooms. Funner fact: it’s very generous with dimly lit alleys. So

things work out just fine, if you can pee standing up.) Our part-

ners were two perfectly pleasant local girls with ponytails and

hideously square "SXSW VOLUNTEER” t-shirts. They’d signed

up to work the singer-songwriter shows and somehow got stuck

with Victim’s Family and the Pattern. I had been wearing the same

rapidly stiffening shirt and tie all week, accented with a home-

made "CRIME” button; Jon had an inside-out t-shirt on which

he’d spraypainted "SPEED IS MY GOD.” We said hi. They

seemed scared. We got to work. Our duties were (in order of

importance) to show up, not drink on the job, help load equip-

ment and make sure nothing gets stolen. We went on to drop sev-

eral drum sets, sneak out to shows across the street, let kids in for

free through the back, and not notice as some local band wan-

dered off into the night with a custom snare drum that didn’t

belong to them. But we always showed up (drunk or on no sleep,

perhaps) and we didn’t drink on the job until the last night.

Until the first band started playing, it was exciting. 24 hours

earlier, we had no place to stay and no badge; now we had foam

mattresses to call our own for four hours each night and carte

blanche at every club from Congress to Red River. At that rate of

scamming, we figured we’d have a record deal by the end of the

week—but by the end of the first brain-deadening night, we real-

ized that rock 'n’ roll had outsmarted us again. The real badge

holders partied all day and slept as late as they wanted. We worked

until 2 am, bummed rides back to the hostel (thanks, Gersey

from Australia!), stayed up until 5 am defending the honor of

our country and were woken up at IO am by chipper hostel

staffers saying things like "Boy, you dress up nice but you sure

don’t wake up pretty” and "Sir, you need to get up now if you

want to take a shower.”

We lived on complimentary cookies, pizza, brownies, and

chips and salsa; walking the streets of Austin, we could feel our

bones becoming ever more brittle. We’d tried staking out the

convention center tables before any real reporters showed up, but

PR flak after PR flak laughed nervously at our "PRESS COVER-

AGE FOR FOOD” sign and quickly broke eye contact. We finally

begged a pair of crepes in exchange for a promise to mention

some Internet file-sharing protocol, the name of which escapes

me now because the crepes weren’t very good.

Shivering outside the club on bitterly cold Austin nights, we

watched the indigenous crack dealers rub shoulders with industry

scumbags and wondered if we could borrow a light. We had hours

to work before we could leave. It was the most gainfully employed

either of us had been in months—or would be, if we were actually

getting paid.

By the weekend, our already severely listing work ethic has

been totally annihilated by the discovery of a tiki bar adjacent to

the club we were "working” at. Unfortunately, we sort of liked our

boss, preventing us from completely and guiltlessly disappearing.

He told us amusing stories about throwing the Meat Puppets’

equipment on the ground in a fit of stage-manager rage and then

let us eat leftover pizza; plus, he seemed so damn jittery all the

time that we didn’t want to push him over the edge. But work

sucked, so we compromised by screwing him over in shifts: I’d

desultorily watch a stack of amps while Jon downed flaming rum

shots around the corner; Jon bounced bass drums down the stairs

while I got kicked in the head by a topless punker girl at a TSOL
show. Singer Jack Grisham was happy to see us: "You guys are

having an adventure!” he grinned. We nodded grimly, then

returned to the club to perform menial tasks for famous people:

Wesley Willis was very reserved, the White Stripes were very busy,

and Jello Biafra was sociable even though we mentioned how we

liked the Dead Kennedys. But then there were the rest of the

bands, who played too long and too often: on the balcony one

night, staring bitterly down at some plinka-plonka emo pop band

from some vapid college town in the Midwest, I asked Jon why

anyone would knowingly create such fucking boring music. "I

think they think it’s beautiful,” he grunted, still staring.

This was our SXSW. Somewhere, someone was schmoozing;

someone was getting a record deal; someone was making their

lifelong dreams come true. I was falling asleep against an dusty

amplifier while some guy in a helmet and jumpsuit caterwauled

into a microphone and Jon wondered what the protocol for pur-

chasing crack was in Austin. After a week scuttling around the

underbelly of the festival, we had zits and facial hair bursting

from our pallid cheeks and bags like bruises under our bloodshot

eyes. We tried to sneak half the kids in Texas into the White

Stripes show, but the club had wisely anticipated the untrustwor-

thiness of temp security and posted real guards at all the

entrances. The nicest guy in the band Hopewell still smuggled in

a bottle of booze. "Whiskey?” Jon asked the volunteer girls. They

lunged forward with animal determination. When they passed it

back to me, I accidentally dropped it. Glass and liquor spattered

all over someone’s amps. No one noticed. It was our last night at

work, and we left. It was time for our own festival.

We had met a bunch of kids on the Internet who said they’d

give us a place to stay, so we went looking for them. My coworkers

had warned me that Internet strangers tend to try to rob and

murder hapless naifs such as myself and Stoopid Jonny. We didn’t

care—at that point, it would have almost been a blessing. The

Internet people turned out to be great and even helped us video-

tape our last few moments of lucidity. Jon drank an entire bottle

of Robitussin and spent the night puking all over the front lawn

as the after-parties shut down across town. This would later

become a student film. I asked him if he was OK as I collapsed on

someone’s couch. This was about the time his plane was leaving

without him and a few hours before my article deadline. He

looked up at me wearily, SXSW pass dangling around his neck, lit

only by the pallid spotlight on the videocam.

"I’m never going to recover from this,” he said. And I can’t

remember anything that happened after that. ®
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DISCORDANCE AXIS
“THE INALIENABLEDREAMLESS”
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CAVITY “PULLING UP THE STAKES” LP/CD
HARKONEN “THE GRIZZ” CDEP

STEPHEN BRODSKY “STATIC INTELLECT” CD
KID KILOWATT “GUITAR METHOD” LP/CD

CULT OF LUNA DEBUT 7”



the button brothers
'quality one inch buttons

'

Protect
the

Environment
grassroots activist positions

available

MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

Earn $300-$500/week

Call Today:

Pat@(312) 252-0012

the button brothers are two brothers

with nothing to do but make one
inch buttons, we offer futl color and
black & white printing, al l for the

same price. /
to order: send design f in « „„„

wtbpdg) cash, money order,

check to:
: 25C C^C"S S55

button brothers

681 n. 500 w.# 2 Du 0H6 T S10C

prove, ut 84601 usa \ .

v *please make m.oJchecks out to: Kory Ross

credit card orders available online

nttc buttenorothers s5

:

Duttonbrotnerslhotmaii.com
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JP*
Anger Anfa The

The ^ Ana Truth.

NKW XA SONCi RJI.I. I.KNG.TH

OUT NOW
available on cd/lp

byo records • post office box 67a64 • los angeles, ca 90067 • check our site for updated tour info • www.byorecords.com • to order direct call toll free 1-877-byo-punk



oblivion

mm minims m jhdetbee .emu

18 unreleased Songs!S
Supersleuth, landos 45, John Brown Battery, CD

Bivision, Kung Fu Rick, Arma Angelus, mm
Frontside, Xstrength in numbersX, Mexican tZ
Cheerleader, Sig Transit Gloria, Hysterics,

Grand Marquis, Authority Abuse, Rocks

Pennycar, Tale of Genji, Rules of Attraction, CP
Monsignors, Logans Loss CO Suckers from the Start CD

CD-$8ppd-CDep $6ppd

Sinister Label - P.o. Box 1178 - La Grange Park - IL 68526
Checks and Money orders to Craig Zomchek not Sinister

www.Sinisterlabel.com



< D A V E HILL DISTRIBUTION
The best in punk rock mail-order (i.e. REAL CHEAP)

The Panics - 1980-1981: 1 Wanna Kill My Mom!!!

From the archives of Gulcher Records a 24-song CD from Indiana’s first high school punk rock band, the Panics!!

Three Panics tracks from their highly-collectible 1980 maxi-single, their cut from die 1981 Red Snerts compilation

album, and one never-released studio recording. $9.2S/ea (wholesale available!

)

Goodbye Boozy Records -> The Whittingtons, Los Huevos, The Morticia’s Lovers and a Scat Rag Boosters/Dixie Buzzards 7 $5/ea

Brain Transplant Records The Mad 7” $8 & 12" $18, The Insults LP $9, Grim Klone Band 7 $4.50

Alternative Action Reconb -9 Unnatural Axe - Is Gonna Kick You Ass LP/CD S12/S1 5 or Unnatural Axe - Bunn Damage T (whit, wax'.) JO

Existential Vacuum -> Deep in the Throat of Texas-killer TX KBD comp! $10

10" One of the absolute best T’s of 2000! Abe Froman - Baltimore is Scum.
.
get it before they are all gone! $3 .00

MRR#206: “There’s a lot of talent and heart in this record, and you can feel an intimacy between me band
^

members. . The ABE FROMAN sound is very fresh and vulnerable; I’m surprised no label has snapped them up.

fcy,, MfaM 1
Tr.n.n.rpnf Records The Fartz - N.W.T.O Original Line-up w/ all new tracks! limited green vinyl! $3.50

.. ^ T..n^n iw. * the Moustaches the best lo-fi there is. .all 7"» $3/ea plus an exclusive coming very soon!

Bic Fuckill’ Skull -> Six Skulls Against the World CD -» See MRR #215 for the review (this fucking kills!) $8_0j3

Meltdown -The Map LP (1995-1996)

This anthology collects live recordings and unreleased tracks Mowing their self-titled T EP on Slowdime Record by Guy

Picciotto & Brendan Canty ofFugazi ! Pressed in an edition of 500 copies on 1 50-gram vinyl; the covers were first hand

silkscreened in two colors and then letterpressed by hand essential post/art punk! - $8.00 it;
Thd* A-Fr*mK Seattle’s newest noise makers with 1 on Dragnet Records and 1 on SS Records $3/ea

j

| Th. nirthnmhs 4 2 7’s 1 from Italy (Hate) and 1 from The Netherlands (High Maintenance) $5/ea

ii
Two great Kryptonite releases available here!

Vom-Live at Surf City (a KBD classic - $3) & The Donnas - Finally a Classy Record From...($3 .50)

All other Krypto releases available for only $3/ea!

Action ReconU- New ZetUtmd -» Hate Yout Neighbors CD ($14), Go and Do It 2xCD ($18) and AK-79 CD;($14) .U1 three ccmpmng KBD

tie 7(*a\anrl and Australia. Plus the Rock’n’Roll Machine 7”. upcoming The Datsuns 7 & The Rocks
( 77JJ 1

1 7.™ Roue . i ivino in the 80’s & Detention - Live m ’83 T s available $4/ea (killer KBD punk rock. .)

Rave Up the great re-issue house from Italy has blessed us with eight (yes 8) new records, that includes

4 LP’s in the American Lost Punk Rock Nuggets series - The Nervebreakers (#15), General Foodz

(#16) Skunks (#17) and The Tokyos (#18) . two more in the 7” American Lost Punk Rock Gems senes

Skinnies (#1) and Maloney’s Touch (#2) plus the newest being hardcore re-issues from Mindless

Records 2 LP’s in the newest series American Hardcore Classics - Pajama Slave Dancers and

Outpatients vs. Da Stupids. All up to the high standard of quality Rave Up is know for!

AH LP’s are $ll/ea all 7”s are $5/ea

mEi
TVin’t fnreet tk TK» 1W, Hit After Hit CD $9. ALL Hyped 2 Death titles $9 and fucking TONS more w/ new shit all the timeU

All prices are postage paid but there is a $10.00 minimum order or add $1.50 for postage

<dave hill distribution

P.O. Box 25037

Portland, OR 97298-0037

http://www.dave-hill.org / jesse@dave-hill.org

send stamp for free catalog - stores get in touch for insane rates (i.e. REAL CHEAP!)

PAYMENTSMADE OUT TO: JESSE EDELMAN!

mm®.

fatratpress.com

SPECIAL
ON CD

DUPLICATION
PACKAGES

Includes

full color insert & tray • all filrr

3 color cd art • shrinkwrapping
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EARHOLE
S3 TAPES + MORE ,

FRC : tune in tokyo
A lot of bands have songs about

flux compacitors but rarely

does a band actually use one.

60 minutes of well-recorded

basement synth music.

MRTWISTALr.il.a.r.f.
Port Huron "noise wizards" return to

Barter Town to defeat Master Blaster.

Who really runs Barter Town?

60 minutes of well-recorded basement

genre-hopping music.

I AM GO FOR RAD #24

i

What if Hinkley's gun would have t

mis-fired? What if the Power Pack

met the Teen Titans? So what?

32 pages of well-written humorous

prose. $1 only!

(prices incl. postage - see webpage for more)

hnp://www.geocities.com/fiye

fiyepo box 980240

unsilanti. mi 48198-0240
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s(*f* vnu later oscillator

Six song c.d. e.p. available now.

$6 postpaid in the u.s.

also: Gravity 37. compilation video $8 p.p.d.
c.d. e.p. $4 p.p.d.

<
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Distributed by MORDAM
san diego. ca 92138

gravityrec.com
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All Wound Up
Hero
A fresh new dose of melodic

Seattle style.

Tooth n Nail / TND1 197 out: 4/24/01

Rock.

American Nightmare
Background Music
Fast, heavy, and brutal Hardcore.

Equal Vision / EVR62 out: 6/12/01

Anti-Flag

El Centro
Prohibido

Stunning new Punk Rock from Orange

County's premier band.

Finger 16301 out: 5/1/01

Pistol Grip
The Shots From The Kalico Rose
Ripping punk anthems with the sound and spirit

of 70 s * 80 s Punk'

BYQ7 073 out: 5/29/01

Son of Sam

Underground Network
13 sing along anthems with strong political

messages to educate the punk rock masses.

Fat Wreck Chords/ FAT623 out now!

Digger
Trainwreck
Six new songs of POP PUNK about lost

friends, broken hearts, and booze.

Hopeless / HR654 out: V29/01

Songs From the Earth
Blending punk, metal & goth featuring mem-
bers, of A.F.U F>»nzig. Samhain. Tiger Army.
Nitro / NIT 15840 out: 4/17/01

V/A - Bits & Pieces
A smoking 25 track budget label sampler.

Many unreleased and rare songs.

Theologian / T-79 oub 5/15/01

^ dor a
_
complete IhH punk_ rockr limes stores go to WWW.pUnkrOCktlltlBS.com

brought to you by BY0 Records • Fat Wreck Chords • Hopeless Records • Nitro Records • Tooth and Nail

ft4»~ Im»x &I allslon. ma 02 III Ifind us through very, surefire, choke, revelation, temperance

The Lot Six
"the code mode"
the much talked about

4 song ep on cd
it's as much rock as you're

gonna need this lifetime.

rose of sharon
"even the air is out of tune"

the 7 song cd in blue

say hello to the sweeping
mm mmmm mmmunderstatement

.

our buildings would destroy

your buildings.

photo: stevel



the brady experiments hlSSyfitS
first full

<

CD
ONLY

length CD
<p|2

“Letters Fran Frank

:;ji;hatltow on Tq]|&Bl
PPD

Pm excited

T out now
$4.00ppd

effen records

1442a walnut st. #303

berkeley, ca 94709
www.theofficialeffen.com

"Pop-When it's Perfect!" -- Greil Marcus, Interview Magazine

"Rock solid pop rock with female harmonies..." •• Flipside

"Snotty, brash garage rock with a new wave twist..."- Pop Smear

SEND money orders/checks id

TOP QUALITY ROCK & ROLL

P.0. BOX mo

SOUTHGATE, MICH. 48195

THE HTSSYFiTS ARE ALSO ON THE

NEW PATTY DUKE FANZINE RECORD

ALONG WITH THE CHUBBiES,

THE BEAUTYS, SLUMBER PARTY,

GORE GORE GIRLS, TOURISTER, AND

B1DST0N MOSS - AVAILABLE N0W1

OROER/MORE TnFO AT WEB PAGE...

l
s
www4o;pquali tyrock^ndrolIcomj

ENDZ • WE RE THE FIENDZ
3 Fiendz classic first album and early 7

h tracks on 1 CD. A must have for any

self respecting fan of pop punk.

LAWN DARTS • VOLUME 2
Second full length from pop punksters the Lawn

Darts, featuring "I Wanna Be A Spaceman" and

"Freakazoid". www.lawndarts.com

TALKING TO LOIS • MY PET FETUS
12 new tracks of north Jersey pop punk.

Songs include “Suicide Note”. Hung Over

and “The Scene”. Currently playing

everywhere, http://www.talkingtolois.com

(RITE FOR A FREE CATALOG! Mail Order - cos $10.00 ppd. to: Glack Pumpkin Records, PO Box 4377, R',er“8®>^”66’ 4377

w2 blackpumpkin.com/e-mai.: b.ackpumpkin@car,oll.com - \Webs*t now updated regularly

Check for upcoming shows, news, and our entire distro catalog

Black Pumpkin Records and Distribution Since 1987

FLATUS • BLINDSIDED
The latest from Flatus. 15 new tracks

of Jersey punk rock n roll.

www.flatusnj.com

FLATUS • AURAL FIXATIONS
The record that brought Flatus to the next

level Great punk rock featuring the songs.

Budget Beer”, “Pavement" and "Bandwagon"

ANGER • STATE OF NJ vs. ANGER
The new full length CD from New Jersey's most

feared punk band. 21 songs in all including "Group

Grope", “Pompton Zombies” and "NJ USA"

immmtiipnfflriul
ex: members of THE PIST, Uomit Punx, mankind

THE WARREin^
COMMISSION

UKCOVCR/DISCOVCR (
in the vein of discount/jejune

mmmmrnrum
Prices: $4 US

$5 Can&mex

$6 World

a SOLUTIOn RECORDS
192 South Rd

Somerset 06071, USR

solutionrecords(cDyahoo com



LP/pO JT1059

MWGbW

"REDEFINING MDSIC”

ORDER ONLINE 24/7/365 at

JADETREE.COM

OWLS
FEATURING

Tim Kinsella
(Joan of Arc, Cap’n Jazz)

Mike Kinsella
(Joan of Arc, American Football, Cap’n Jazz)

Victor Villareal
(Ghosts & Vodka, Cap’n Jazz)

Samuel Zurick
(Ghosts & Vodka, Joan of Arc, Cap’n Jazz)

Atom is the modern day Devo.

Mixing Punk Rock anthems with

80’s new wave synthesized pop.

out now! HR653-lp/cd

jj

“Crossing with Switchblades”

coming June 26th on CD and LP

also available

Scared of Chaka “Tired Of You” Ip/cd/cs

Turbonegro Tribute “Alpha...” cd out 6/26/01

(featuring Scared of Chaka, Nashville Pussy, Zeke, Dwarves, Supersuckers and more)



Boxer Rebellion
by Vishal Khanna

T he moon is a river reflecting into

bloodshot eyes and I am brain-

dead, like a tribe of fishkill. These

starched pants, sticky with low caste gov-

ernment-issue spray, are a pitiful armor.

They gave me twenty dollars, which I cher-

ish, the prize of my heavyweight bout. The

outpatient clerk said Find your family, or a

low rent hovel or another insurance card

and we’ll take you back. I feel funny and

yes I would laugh if I didn’t think they were

still watching. But I do. And it is inevitably

a curse. Every step feels contrived today, as

always. A stage to walk upon.

A quarter in the phone booth and I

am the actor saying, Hello. Mom.

We’ve been waiting for you to call.

Where are you?

I’m going for a walk. It feels so good

today. Have you been outside?

I don’t wait for a response. It does

feel good to walk today. She would try to

convince me of other things. Of the fami-

ly and their worries and my responsibility

now. Instead, I choose to walk. I let the

phone dangle like a damaged earlobe. Let

it be a sign. Like a dog marking its spot in

an enemy’s yard.

This I remember from when I was IO

years old. I walked through a dirt path

hidden in the back of my neighborhood.

Followed the tracks of heavy maintenance

vehicles. A mile or two, it’s hard to pin-

point the distance, but then I was in

another neighborhood. For a IO-year-

old, that was another world. It was newer

than my own. The houses were taller and

thinner, lean beasts of modernity. The

lanes were wider, ready to tease high speed

consumers to drive just a little faster

around the curve. But everything was

empty. The building contractor had

dumped millions into the neighborhood,

but forgot to run water lines. The houses

were all waiting for the drought to end.

The houses waiting for people to walk on

their skin and drop their weight.

Until then, the ghost neighborhood

was mine. I gathered a pile of sticks and

plasterboard together in the middle of a

concrete court. Sprayed it relentlessly with

Lysol. And dropped a match within. The

flames rose 10 feet tall and I sat crosslegged

in memoriam to that present moment.

Today the houses are filled. I walk

slowly, in meditation to the burgeoning

growth of the neighborhood. Praise to the

contractor, whose profit level tripled.

Praise to the water service that brought the

river to the people. The silent people, with

doors closed and curtains pulled. The glar-

ing televisions and designer ovens with tita-

nium alloy surfaces. The patented cleaning

supplies and high speed communication

devices that keep them all intertwined in a

devilish whirlwind, an ecstasy of action.

I burned this neighborhood before.

My flames rose higher than any fireplace

could ever dream of reaching. I don’t want

to do it again. They all worry about me.

And admittedly I worry about myself. But

today I am just walking. Two miles away

from home, slowly reaching the epicenter.

Mom is waiting for me when I reach

the house. She sits at the kitchen table,

puffing on a cigarette. I can still remem-

ber when she started smoking. During the

trial, she was so nervous. She needed

something to hold in her hands, to take

the shakiness away.

Why didn’t you call, she says. We were

to pick you up.

I just needed a little more time. I

wasn’t ready to just come home. It’s all

right. I feel better now.

Daddy and Rahul are driving all over

town looking for you. We were so worried.

She starts walking to me, but collaps-

es and falls at my feet. I lean down and

help her to the couch.

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS: Keep those submissions rolling in, kids! Remember, it’s better to submit one story at a time, put your contact info right

on the story itself, and be patient. You will hear from me eventually, I promise. Unless I’m really interested in publishing a story, I may not be able to

give detailed feedback on it—please don't take that personally. It just has to do with the number of hours in the day. Please send all submissions to:

fiction@punkplanet.com U I am still (perpetually) looking for submissions for my service industry book, For Here Or To Go. For details, check out the

GC Press site: gcpress.com and hit the “call for submissions” link. Please follow the guidelines carefully . . . don’t just send any old thing. The focus

is pretty specific. And please tell your friends, too! —Leah Ryan

100 PUNK PLANET



fiction

I’m so weak now, she says. I can’t

even think straight.

I stare at the wall above the mantle. A
picture of all of us, Raja Taiaji too. I was

maybe IO years old then. Mom’s smiling

in the picture. Standing straight and tall.

Her happy family.

I think I need to lie down for a bit, I

say, and walk up the stairs to what I hope

is still my bedroom.

I wake up and it is dark outside. The

smell of lentils—dhal chavel, my favorite.

This must be the welcome home dinner. I

wonder if there’ll be candles at the table.

All right, that’s a sick joke.

Everyone is sitting around the

kitchen table. Daddy stands up and hugs

me. Rahul shakes my hand. How proper.

The return of the wayward prince.

Good to see you back home, Daddy

says. We missed you. This house always felt

too empty.

I sit down and stare transfixed at the

heaping bowl of rice. And then the tears

start to flow. Mom walks behind me and

rests her hands on my shoulder. I can hear

her crying too.

What happened to me, I say. Did

something short circuit in my brain. Was it

some kind of electroradiographic shock or

something. Some test of the emergency

broadcast system that went wrong. I had

potential, right. There was something in

me. Something normal. You know, go to

school. Make friends, get into a good col-

lege. This, ah, this, the sun must be shining

too bright in my brain or something. I just

need to calm down. Eat something. Maybe

I’ll eat something. Can I get some food.

Rahul quickly fills my plate with

lentils and rice and Mommy stands back. I

see Daddy take a bite and swallow, so the

food must be all right. No poisons or

some test. No, it’s all right. This is my
home. The happy family. There’s no one

that will hurt me here. Okay. Let’s eat, I

say. Come on, sit down Mommy. It’s all

right. I’m fine. Just a little shaken up.

Good food. Please sit.

And she sits down and we eat.

Together. This is good. A family eating

together. I can do this. This is my life.

The body that I burned is fine now.

He received $10,000 worth of recon-

structive surgery and he looks as good as

new. I guess his parents had a good war-

ranty on him. Good for him. Daddy says

he wants to visit me, to tell me he forgives

me. He’s a Jew and it’s Rosh Hashanah

and he doesn’t want to harbor bad feelings

toward anyone. I say, maybe he can just

send me a card. Will that be good

enough? I don’t know if I can see him

right now. And I know the New Year’s

coming soon so maybe he needs to hurry.

He’s got a deadline to meet. But just a

card should be fine. I’m sure his God will

be cool with that. I can write back. Tell

him what. I forgive his forgiveness. What

do I call that? Let’s see: He says, I forgive

you. Then I say, Thank you, you’re a very

sweet boy. You seem to have a lot going on

inside. Yes, he says. The surgery left some

extra stuff inside. I have a scalpel and two

bandaids and a piece of chewing gum. I’m

sorry, I say. No you can’t say you’re sorry

anymore. Don’t you remember, I forgave

you. That would mess everything up. Now
we have to start over again.

Okay. Maybe just a phone call. He
says, I forgive you. I say I forgive you too,

then we meet for breakfast. He has french

toast and I order eggs benedict, free range

eggs. No preservatives. I make sure the

chickens were treated well too. We become

friends. I go to synagogue with him. He
comes and visits me at the temple and we

go out for sandwiches. We always go out

for food. That way, if one of us gets

uncomfortable, they can just get a to go

box and leave. He gets married and I’m

the best man. I read a poem at the cere-

mony. Everyone claps and cheers me on.

Then we all eat together. But they’re star-

ing at me. And so I get the cake in a to go

box and drive away quickly.

I tell Daddy just to ask him to send a

card and tell him thank you, but I’m scared

to make any friends just yet. I say maybe

Raja Taiaji should pick up the card. That

he’s good at talking to people. And he could

make the boy feel better. Daddy says Okay.

He’ll call Taiaji today and tell him to go.

Okay, I say. Thank you. I forgive you. ®

Vishal Khanna was bom in the Indian enclave of

Northern New Jersey in but spent most ofhis

jouth in Greensboro, NC. He makes his living by writ-

ingfreelance articles about naturalfoods, and writing

and editing contentfor Indian internet start ups. He

lives with his wife and dog in Winston-Salem, NC and

has no hobbies.
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brand new!

troubleman mix tape
—a double cd compilation with exclusive tracks by:

crainium, sea tiger, black dice, bride of no no, the hex, turn offs, unwound, song of zarathustra, III,

kepler, melt banana, currituck county, blonde redhead, outhud, all scars, love life, the locust, monorchid,

the fucking champs, convocation of, mens recovery project, sunshine, the six parts seven, cromtech,

harriet the spy, secret stars, crash smash explode, red monkey, sean na na w/ Lois, the red scare, burmese,

flying luttenbachers, the bad form, radio 4, erase errata, xbxrx, pixeltan, total shutdown, petty crime, eric

the red, love sick, the intima, llightning bolt, glass candy and the shattered theatre, subtonix, touchdown

also good:
black dice/erase errata 7" subtonix/glass candy and the shattered theatre 7”, erase errata Ip/cd, red monkey “gunpowder,

treason, and plot” NEW Ip/cd, pussycat trash discography cd, man vs humanity cd, the six parts seven “silence magnifies

sound” cd, “New” terror class “did you hear that we fucked” cd, love life Ip/cd, red monkey “get uncivilised” 7”, octis 7” (mick

from crom-tech solo), bob nanna/elizabeth elmore 7”, etc etc... go to www.troublemanunlimited.com for a good time.

WWW.SCALLEN .COM

FIFTEEN YEARS IN YOUR FACE
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the DIY files

Fix Your Bike!
By Sam Tracy

S
ummer’s here! The shows in the park, drinking on the

river, the heat waves, the furious mix of competing scents

and sounds . . . Everything’s here again, all at once. So

much going on and so much to do—you’d be so absolutely

screwed without your trusty two-wheeled liberation machine to

zap from place to place! But, fuck . . . What if it’s broken?

Relax. Bikes generally come back to health with a little time

and some hand tools. Situations do vary, but most bike prob-

lems trace back to a series of identifiable basics—timeless,

nearly routine viruses echoing through the bicycle universe like

a bad chorus. It might border on instinct to assume problems

mechanical are beyond our ken, but the truth is that much of

it is just no big deal—think things through, pay attention to

your work, take your time where you can. Of course, I’m not

going to kid you: Any deep understanding of the range of

interlocking subtleties conspiring to plague our bikes takes

years to develop. However, learning the basics takes signifi-

cantly less time.

Compared to other modes of transportation, fixing up a

bike tends towards the cheap end of things. I feel like I’m on a

cusp, a lot of the time, between my gig at a higher-end

bikeshop and just where I tend to live and hang out—many of

our shop’s customers seem to have money to burn on bikes;

while most of my friends have no such thing. While it’s defi-

nitely possible to squeeze some extra miles out of many well-

worn bikes and/or parts, there are just as definitely situations

where new gear is the only realistic option. It’s worth your time

to track down shops or bike mechanics you can trust—it really

is easy enough to work around that minority of bike shops

looking to "rip you off” (big hint: The smaller the shop, the

better. And always, always avoid the glossy mail-order shit

unless you just don’t have the choice).

Things like tires, brake pads, chains and cogs will inevitably

wear out on any bike. However, you can slow the process some:

Get at least mid-range gear to begin with; use good chain oil;

keep your tires up to pressure; make serious efforts to not store

your bike outside and so forth. It’s not a zero-sum thing: The

more you rely on your bike—and the more complicated a bike it

is—the more time and even cash you should be ready to marshal

in its defense.

I’m always fixing up beaters for people—that a trip down the

alleys can score you all that’s needed to put a bike together is

simultaneously fucked-up and beautiful. That said, there is one

thing I always leave alone: All manner of department-store "bicy-

cles.” Huffys, Murrays, Roadmasters, Mongi, Magnas and the like

are a cynical fraud forced on the poor. Anyone needing to call me

"elitist” for that needs to go work as a bike mechanic for a few

years. Mechanically they’re designed to ride from the showroom

floor to the landfill. If you put the time into one of these shit-

boats and it totally breaks down again on Tuesday . . . Well, you

should learn from that. Please keep in mind that if it’s shit to

begin with, there’s little that can be done to keep it on the road

long-term. That out of the way . . .

Checking out your ride

The first detail to consider, before anything else, is the poor

creature’s immortal soul: The frame and fork. Do not ride a damaged

frame orfork. Bent forks are easy enough to spot—just compare to

some other bikes if you’re not sure. Bent forks and frames often

come together—look for any suspicious dimples or bends in the

frame, under its down tube in particular. If you find anything,

strip what parts off it that you can, thank it for all the nice rides

and recycle.

If the frame and the fork look good, there’s a few other

considerations—whether it fits you or not; if it’s worth the time

to fix up; if the seatpost is rusted in place. Seat height is pretty

critical to long-term comfort. Look for just a slight bend to the

knee, sitting on the seat, foot on a pedal all the way down

towards the floor. Knees hurting in back means it’s too low; in

front, too high. This generally leaves your feet just barely touch-

ing the ground—if distance riding is the goal you should proba-

bly get used to it.

Flat Tires

I’ve heard that one in five injured bicycles lies wounded with

nothing more grave than a flat tire. That can’t be true—they’re so

easy to fix! The drill is a simple one: Remove the wheel, remove

the tire, find the hole, fix it and put it back together.

To get the wheel off, shift down to the smallest gears (if it’s

the back wheel). It’s easier to get the wheel out this way, and you

also know where to set the chain when you’re done. Then,

either open the quick- release or loosten the bolt holding the

wheel on and pull it off the frame. To get the tire off, you’ll

need a tire lever. Excepting the odd super-tight combination

(like a Continental tire on a mid-gos Matrix rim), the famous

black and yellow Quik Stik is the tire lever to have. Do not use

anything metal to get the tire off, OK? Just stick the Quick

Stick between the tire and the rim, ease the tire out from under
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the rim, and run the lever around the diameter of the wheel,

making sure to keep it tucked under the exposed tire. Then just

pull the tire off from the rim (using the lever for some extra

oomph if needed).

Once off, you’ll need to check the tire out carefully for any

buried debris. This is very much worth the time, as there could be

glass or something stuck in there that would just pop your tire

again! Also, if you’re trying to cruise around on balding or

cracked-up tires, sorry, but you should know better.

Next, you need to find the hole, if you want to patch it (oth-

erwise, you could just put on a new innertube). Turn the music

down, inflate the tube to like twice its natural size, move it past

your ear, and listen for air escaping from the hole. If the tube is

unable to inflate, it means the hole is huge and you can just look

for it. No leaking-air sound means you have to dunk it in water

and look for bubbles.

Patch? Avoid the glueless ones; use glue that’s not dried out;

let it dry completely on the tube; press the patch firmly into

place. I never bother to scuff up the tube—the last few phrases

there should get you through.

To put it all back together, make sure the wheel’s rim strip is

intact and covering all the spokes, set the slightly- inflated tube in

the tire, see if you can work it back in with your fingers so the

tube doesn’t get pinched, then just lay the wheel flat on the

ground when you’re ready to pump it back up. Older or cheaper

rims and tires often have a looser fit; doing it this way helps seat

the tire evenly around the wheel. Keep an eye out to make sure it

is settling in evenly as you do this, on both sides—it’s easy enough

to just work the tire in and out with just a little air in the tube.

Truing Wheels

Keeping your tires up to pressure (described in little num-
bers on the tire’s sidewalls) will do much to keep your wheels true—
straight. Severely bent wheels often cannot be made round again

—

flat spots in particular are bad. Otherwise the trick involves pick-

ing up the correct-sized spoke wrench (3 common sizes, around

$5) and adjusting the spokes to pull and/or loosen the rim in a

given direction.

Truing a wheel seems tricky at first, but becomes second

nature with practice. Take your time if you’ve never tried—I work

in increments of a half-turn or less, starting with the biggest

problems and refining from there. This is much easier with an

actual truing stand ($$$), but you might alternately just flip the

bike upside-down and use the brake pads as a guide.

Some things to watch for: Older or weathered spoke nipples

tend to rust a little to their spokes. To fix this, pick up one of

those little oil-dropper bottles at the shop, drop a dot into the

tops of the nipples and spin the wheel a little to centerfuge the oil

down the spoke threads.

Also, keep in mind that the wrong-sized spoke wrench will

most likely strip out spoke nipples, rendering them useless.

Nipples are brass or aluminum and are designed to strip before

the steel spokes do. This is why it’s less than ideal to try this with

a dinner fork. The spoke wrench should fit nice and snug; you

might have to slide it down from the top of the nipple. The ideal

situation for your wheel involves the spokes being tightened to

the same kind of high tension all the way around—run out and

squeeze the spokes on a quality wheel to get a sense of what

you’re looking for.

Hubs

The heart of the wheel is its hub. You can check on these

with the wheel off the bike—the axles should spin relatively freely,

but should also not be loose at all. Loose hubs will throw off your

wheel-truing and way-loose or over-tight hubs will consume their

own bearings over time.

Any worthwhile hub adjustment will require the correct-

sized cone wrench, usually 13mm front/l5mm rear—these are

rather thin, intending for the narrow flats on the hub’s bearing

cones. One side should be set super tight, like a control in an

experiment, with adjustments done to the other side.

Rear hub adjustment (or spoke replacement) usually requires

removing the gears back there. Bicycle -specific toolage and possi-

bly a bench vise is required for this maneuver—maybe just have

the shop take it off if it’s a one-time thing.

Brakes

Wheel bones—through the frame—connect to the brake

bones. Excepting coasters and a couple pretentious newer

high-end set-ups, your brakes will work with the same basic

variables: Gables, pads, lubrication, centering and adjustment.

Cable issues are a way-common thing with brakes. The cable

should be lubricated, not rusted. It should be set at the correct

tension. Its housing should be intact. Cable tension is done

with the barrel adjuster found at some point along the cable-

on the lever, a frame fitting, or the brake itself. Turning it out

effectively increases the length of cable housing a bit, decreas-

ing the length of cable in motion. Barrels should not be
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turned all the way out; big adjustments should see you taking

up some of the slack through the brake’s binder bolt which

need to get pretty tight. Gable tension relates closely to the

brake’s lubrication—the slickest cable ever made will not draw

on a rusted-out lump of shit.

It’s pretty common to be overhauling cantilever- style or V
brakes after a season or two. Unbolt it from the frame, use fine-

grade sandpaper to dispense with any rust on the frame’s mount-

ing posts and slap some grease down before re-installing.

Centering brakes over the wheel is also very useful—like when

one pad consistently rides the rim. Accomplished with the little

screws at the base of many cantilever and V brakes; alternately

there might be flats for a cone wrench on one or both sides. Just

consider the problem, look at those bits that might concievably

serve to adjust it and think things through—not too many systems

were designed with confusion and obfuscation in mind.

Centerpulls (cable pulls up the center) on older road bikes tight-

en the backside firmly and just tap the wayward side with a ham-

mer. No kidding. There’s a few centering variations on sidepulls

(cable comes down one side). Modern ones have a centering

screw—careful, often easy to strip—or flats for a cone wrench right

next to the frame. Traditional centering on sidepulls: Tighten the

unit to the frame, grip both ends of that main bolt with the

appropriate wrenches and turn simultaneously. And don’t be for-

getting to drop a bit of oil on any pivot points—just use your little

dropper bottle. Just don’t get any on the rims or pads!

Squeaky Breaks

The element of surprise, one of the bicycle warrior’s prin-

cipal tactical advantages, is rendered void by brake pads that

squeak. So here’s what you do: Score some biodegradeable citrus

degreaser at your friendly locally-owned independent bike shop

and use it to thoroughly clean the rims. In hard cases, it’s good

to lightly sand the rims before cleaning. Some V brakes and most

cantilevers are helped by setting the pad’s toe-in—the front of the

pad hits the rim just slightly before the back does. Alternately,

for reasons I don’t fully understand, a reversed toe-in will quiet

noisy brakes in some situations. And do sand down any shiny

buildup on the pads’ contact patches—this last is useful for rim-

mounted brakes across the board, squeaky or no. Pads should be

aligned straight on the rim, clear of tire and spoke, and fully

tightened.

Drivetrain

So you’re able to stop, fuck, it’s time to go . . . But how to

compress drivetrain details into a paragraph or two? The most

common thing we hear at bike shops is "the gears are skipping.

You’re not alone! "Skipping” relates either to adjustment or

entropy. Cables do stretch and parts do wear out. The longer and

harder a drivetrain’s been going, the more it’ll be worn down

—

smaller cogs in back start looking more pointy, the chain loosens

itself up and stretches out. But, most of what causes your skipping

can be fixed with some lube or adjustments—only after trying that

should you replace stuff.

Try lubing your drivetrain with dry lubes like wax or White

Lightening. Use it sparingly on chains, cables and pivot points;

wipe away any excess. WD 40 or ’wet’ lubes stay more liquid,

picking up more grit that sands your parts down a bit; simply

dousing all the metal bits with any oil has much the same effect.

If lube doesn’t do the job, your "skipping” might just be a

simple adjustment thing, especially if your stuff is fairly new. To

adjust your derailleurs (the two mechanical things that move the

chain from one ring to the next), you’ll actually be adjusting the

cable that connects them with your shifters. The little screws get

set when it’s originally installed, they just stay put; shifting accu-

racy is governed much more by the shifter cable’s tension. Most

derailleur systems have at least one barrel adjuster along this

cable, often plugged right into the derailleur there. This is

turned in small increments, controlling how far the derailleur

moves as the shift lever is hit. Those little screws on the

derailleurs? The angled one pointed into the frame’s dropout in

back is rarely touched. The L and H limit screws are like little

cops, limiting the unit’s range of movement in either direction

across the cogs—they’re generally set up from the get-go; they just

sit there and do their thing.

If you’ve tried everything and the drivetrain is still skipping,

good chance that you’ll have to replace it. Chains and cogs

should get replaced together—Old chain will chew new cogs down

to its level right quick, and vice-versa (chainrings up front tend

to last longer—more teeth, more surface). Details will vary, but

your drivetrain parts should be replaced with something similar

to what was on there—go by number of speeds, not necessarily

brand name.

One last thing to check before replacing your entire dri-

vetrain: compatibility also plays in. Cogs/rear derailleur/
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shifter should be on one brand’s particular standard; shifters

and cogs usually need to be based on the same number of

speeds. That said, you can fuck around some—I had a habit of

running some of Suntour’s various crisp and sexy shift levers

on the more ubiquitous Shimano derailleurs. Front and rear

derailleurs should be specific for road or mountain drive-

trains—their size and profile will go for a preferred gear range.

Cable pull and chainring spacing are largely common across

different front shifting systems; frame mounting parameters

and derailleur cage profile are unfortunately quite Balkanized.

There are some legitimate reasons for some of this, but all

these companies do make a bit more money if you’re buying

their branded parts—those odd combinations that happen to

work are probably more about coincidence and oversight than

simplicity or benevolence.

You do learn, of course, what all will and won’t do it togeth-

er—just go with the suspicious assumption if the fit seems unlikely

(you may well be getting tired of all the "usually,” "generally” and

"tend to” in this treatment—sorry, but there are loads of little

exceptions to those bike standards that do exist. Bikes are lawless

creatures, anarchic; it’s not in them to conform well). So yeah,

take your time, but take some risks too—ultimately you just might

not know until you try.

Headset & bottom braket

The bearings in your bike’s headset and bottom bracket

spring quite naturally from the same fairly straightforward prin-

ciples found in the hubs, but differences in size, configuration

and standards will trump any generalized prescription on their

health. A veritable wealth of potential problems stalk these

important interfaces—maybe the best advice is to get proactive,

deal with things as soon as you can. A loose bottom bracket, for

example, can over time destroy its own spindle’s bearing faces.

Keep in mind

A lot of this is entirely self-explanatory, if you just stop and

look at it; just like Legos. One thing: excepting those fixtures that

are supposed to be firmly torqued into place (pedals, crankset,

stem and the like), you should not be having to force things.

Excessive of musclepower often precedes mis-threading, perma-

nent jams or just mangling things. Releasing rusted fixtures takes

a bit more thought with the force. This last thing may itself be

reason enough to let your bike sleep indoors—seatposts and bot-

tom bracket fittings are the most likely things to rust in place.

Always have some grease in there. Pay attention to your bike; listen

when it needs you.

Closing thoughts

Most new bikes are thrown together in Chinese motherfuck-

ing sweatshops. The bike industry turns out "new” product every

year, some of which is occasionally just brilliant; a lot of it is

coming at us from shady contexts. The used bike market con-

tributes less directly to this process, if we can deal with some dirt

and scratches on the paint—it’s also way the hell cheaper. But we

bike jockeys and everyone else still need to eat—the bike industry’s

aspiring transnationals need to be confronted and challenged

towards basic awareness and deep change. Or just fucking

destroyed . . . We might learn things from shops like Portland’s

City Bikes, a collective specializing in used bikes, about approach-

es towards the real deal.

Personally? I always have the same advice for anyone on

daily riding choices, but it’s often not the thing people want to

hear: Get on a facie—fixed wheel bikes (track bikes, also known as

fixed gears) are to freewheel bikes what walking is to skateboard-

ing-more direct, more natural; less artifice. They’re also like

five pounds lighter, way easier to maintain and ultimately much
cheaper to keep going. You’d need any old frame with horizon-

tal dropouts and also a track hub, the solid cog and a lockring

(and, I would strongly suggest, a front brake—80 percent of the

braking power on any bike). But the reason to go fixie is the

ride— it’s liquid poetry. There’s just no words—you have huge

advantages in speed and control. It’s counterintuitive, but very

true. Courier friends talked me into this when I was doing that,

and there’s just been no looking back—freewheel bikes start to

feel sluggish and graceless. You might check out Sheldon

Brown’s seasoned wisdom on the subject at

www.sheldonbrown .com/fixed/index,html

.

But, whatever it is you find yourself on, odds are good you

can keep it going on your own. Autonomy is a beautiful thing.

Stay sharp, good luck with the ride! ®

Sam Tracy is the author ofthe recently published How to Rock and Roll: A
City Rider’s Repair Manual. It was published by Black Kettle Graphics PO

Box 4U373 San Francisco, CA S4 14 1 -
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buyolympia.com
by James Squeaky

P
at and Aaron had a really great idea for

a mail-order company: why not base

their on-line distro around artists, labels,

and crafts created by people in their local

community. Of course, with a community as

diversely creative as Olympia, Washington,

buyolympia is something like an outdoor

Saturday market for the bed-head indie rocker:

everything from screaming grindcore records

(Thin the Herd), to handmade leather

bracelets (Basement Creations), made-to-order

vinyl trucker bags and wallets (Queen Bee

Creations), locally produced organic honey

(Paradise Honey), a variety of greeting cards,

sock monkey variations, and a heck of a lot

more cute, useful, or just cool stuff is for sale.

Recently shaken up by the 6.8 earth-

quake 10 miles from Olympia, buyolympia

remains ever vigilante to delivering the goods.

Why did you start buyolympia? Did it start

out as a mail-order company, then graduate

to the web, or has it always been web-based?

Aaron: I proposed the idea in May of

1999- We got our business license in July

of 1999 » and our product went up for

sale on Dec IOth, 1999. Buyolympia was

started mainly to get a lot of local art

online. Both of us had been Internet

shoppers for a few years already, and I was

surprised that hardly any of my favorite

things from Olympia were selling online-

even the record labels.

Pat: A lot of it also came out of the idea

that people thought it was too hard to do,

or couldn’t muster the resources to pull it

together. There were other big companies

providing canned shopping carts, but they

seemed prohibitively expensive, and no

one involved with them seemed to be into

personal customer service. The idea that

the two of us could write the software,

lease the servers, and pull it all together

sounded like a cool project.

Most punk distros specialize in selling records

and/or zines. Though you sell both of those,

you seem to specialize in other goods, pri-

marily hand made crafts. When you started out, was that your intend-

ed goal or did it just come about organically?

Aaron: Well it was easy to move a record label to the web; those

products already exist and a label usually has a big catalog, so it’s

worth putting the entire label online. A part-time artist who

makes a few things here and there, it’s not really easy, or feasible,

to go online. We wanted to take care of all the hassle— with the

computers and credit cards and customer service—and let artists

make art.

Pat: The eclectic-ness of our collection has definitely grown very

organically. Ifyou had interviewed us a year ago, there’s no way we

could have predicted some of the cool things we’d be carrying. A sock-

topus and organic honey? I didn’t even know what a socktopus was.

How do you decide what you are going to carry?

Aaron: We usually meet with the artist, and then look at the prod-

uct, and see if we think it makes a good match. Our criteria is

basically if it’s something we think we would want to buy, or think

would be cool. We don’t want to be a superstore that sells every-

thing. A store like that would take a lot of the personality out of it.

How do you think the Internet has enabled your business? Do you

think buyolympia could have been a successful mail order company

without the Internet?

Aaron: I don’t think buyolympia could exist without the Internet.

The amount of customization and immediate access just doesn’t

work with catalogs. We hardly have the "out of stock” problem

because of real-time inventory. Things can be made on demand

and customers don’t need to deal with confusing price calcula-

tions. There aren’t bounced checks or illegible handwriting. The

Internet lets us streamline the process so we can offer quality

products, at a good price, without a lot of hassle for us. I can’t

imagine doing it only with paper catalogs.

Pat: I think it also would have fallen victim to the classic "lack of

follow-through.” Making a new catalog would have been so much

work, that we would have delayed it and delayed it. When you have

a web site, and people are checking it everyday, it spurs you to

action. I think it’s easy for catalog mail order companies to just

not just check the mail for a few days. That used to be fine for

things that were just by mail, but on the Internet, people expect

things a lot faster. You can’t say, "Oh, I’ll fill that order tomor-

row.” Because by tomorrow you might have an e-mail in your

inbox from someone saying "Where’s my thing?” And you find

it’s a lot easier to just do stuff as fast as you can, and as good as

you can, so there isn’t that e-mail there tomorrow.

Are you two full partners? What sort of agreement do you have with each

other? Is it handshake or is there paperwork and signatures involved?
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Aaron: We’re equal partners. We started it together and yeah, we

filled out a stationary store "Partnership Agreement,” mainly to

satisfy the bank. We both believe strongly that we shouldn’t involve

other partners, especially ones who only contribute money.

Pat: Equal partners is definitely the way to go. Both of us keep each

other in check, in terms of 'Why are we adding this product?” or "Did

you call that person back?” It’s also good to have someone who isn’t

afraid to say, "No, I think that’s stupid,” and follow it up with why.

With running any business, even if it is your passion, there is always

going to be a lot of “shit work” involved—keeping up the books, con-

tacting customers, etc. How do you balance your time, and how much

of it is spent on getting these less pleasant tasks completed? How do

you keep it interesting?

Aaron: Personally, I enjoy talking to all the big businesses we

need to deal with. As for the customers, since it’s all on the

Internet, using e-mail is really easy and it can be done at any

time. We get alerted every time an order comes in, and that really

keeps me going. Also, getting e-mails from satisfied customers.

Pat: Some of the things we hate doing are just big mental blocks, and

being lazy . . . and a lot of it revolves around adding or making

changes to the site. We put off changing the front page a few times,

because it seems so daunting. But when we sit and just work through

it, it’s actually not bad at all, and is a lot more fun than work.

What are or were some of the bigger challenges of running buyolympia?

Aaron: Initially the biggest challenge was doing all the back end

infrastructure necessary to set up online shopping. We both knew

basically what we wanted the site to look like and how we wanted it to

function, but we were brand new to dealing with credit cards and a

lot of the security/technical implications involved. We did a lot of

research and talking on the phone with banks so we could find a

good match. J In addition, we had to sell an idea to the first artists

when they couldn’t see anything. The first people—Nikki McClure,

Amber Bell, Gene Defcon, and Thin the Herd Records—came

aboard when all we had was a one page website that said coming

soon. J Currently, the big challenge is marketing. We’ve gone over

a year on word of mouth and a few local advertisements here and

there. But as we grow, we clearly need to find ways to get the word

out and we’re still not sure what the best way to do that is.

Pat: I’d say one of the biggest challenges is just plain-old follow

through. We’ve got a yellow legal pad full of different pages of ideas:

"Functions to Add to the Site,” "People we want to add, but don’t

know yet,” "Marketing Ideas.” And a lot of times it’s hard to just sit

down and do some of them. A great example is the "Tell A Friend”

feature we just added recently. That’s been on our list for like, six

months. But now it’s up, and it’s something we can cross off the list.

How do you work out agreements with the artists whose products you

sell? Do you buy stuff wholesale or hold things on consignment? How

has this arrangement worked out?

Aaron: Most things are on consignment. Actually we store hardly

any product, most of it is either made to order or is stored by the

artist. It’s worked out great, and I think part of that is because we

are working with local people, we’ve met all of them and we trust

each other.

Pat: The agreements we have, fiscally, are a lot better than what

people are getting retail. We don’t have the overhead that a "real”

store has, and we try to keep our costs down as much as possible.

Talking about Olympia—obviously it is a fairly unique town that sup-

ports a very high number of artists, musicians, and other creative peo-

ple that allows for buyolympia to be so truly unique. Do you think if

other places used the buyolympia business model, they would garner

as much of a response?

Pat: Obviously we think Olympia’s pretty great, but I don’t think

it’s inherently better than any other town.

Aaron: I think it would be great if someone tried it in their own

town. We have an advantage that there is already a spotlight on

Olympia for music and art and having labels like Kill Rock Stars

brings in a lot of traffic.

Pat: Size does have something to do with it, I think. Buyolympia

wouldn’t work in San Francisco, or even Seattle—they’re just too

big. When things get too big, it’s hard to keep stuff personal, and

for people to get an attachment to it.

Do you live off of buyolympia? Does it at least pay for itself?

Aaron: It pays for itself at this point, but not for our time.

Pat: And we may never get to the point where both of us can make

a living off of it, but that’s not really important to me. What

would be cool, and what I consider success would be if a lot of the

artists who work with us could make their livings off of it.

How would you measure “successful” in regards to buyolympia? Have

you gotten to that point or do you think you’ll reach it?

Aaron: I think success for us will be when there’s enough

crossover in our orders. I really hope people come to the site and

buy from a lot of different artists, and take a chance on some-

thing new. That has happened a bit, but not to the extent I had

hoped. We’re working on better integration between the different

areas of the site to make that easier.

Pat: I think it’s a success right now. I think we can be even more

successful, and we’re going to keep working for that, but I’m

pretty happy with how much we’ve done so far. ®
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v to bed
ii& by Sex Lady Searah

Dear Sex Lady:

The other night my boyfriend and I were getting

it on and I told him I had to pee. He said I shouldjust

pee on him. I tried, but I couldn'tfigure out how to do

it without making a big mess, plus I was worried that

he could get an infection or something. Also, this was

something he had never told me he was interested in

before and I was a little surprised. Is this normal? Are

a lot ofpeople into this?

Signed,

Not Quite Golden.

Well, if Penthouse is any indication

of "normal,” then your boyfriend is a reg-

ular Joe. Penthouse started printing pic-

tures ofwomen peeing on men, and the

boys couldn’t get enough of it. They even

had a successful photo contest where lots

of people sent in their personal photos of

women peeing. Um, but enough about

what’s stashed next to my bed.

What you need to know is that if pee-

ing on your man is something that you

want to try, than you should go for it. It is

a pretty safe sex act—urine is a very "clean”

substance, especially of you are peeing

onto unbroken skin (ingesting urine is

more risky and urine from someone with

Gonorrhea can cause blindness if it get

into the eyes, so exercise some caution).

The logistics, on the other hand, can

be tricky. Urine is not something that

most of us want soaked into our mattress-

es, couches, or rugs. I would recommend,

for obvious reasons, starting in the bath-

room. The easiest and "cleanest” way to

pee on your partner would be to have him

lay down in the bathtub with you strad-

dling him. The clean up is easy and you

can both enjoy a shower when you are

done. Some women also practice (in the

shower usually) peeing standing up and

shooting out by pulling up on their vulva

to try and angle the stream of urine away from their body (some

women get so good at this that they can use urinals!). This takes a

lot of practice, but if you can master this than you have some

more positions to try. Whatever you decide to do, try and have a

sense of humor about the whole thing. It can be a messy and silly,

but ultimately a very fun and sexy thing for people to explore

together.

Also, The NewJoy of Gay Sex recommends drinking beer

before watersports, as beer produces plentiful and very bland

urine. Who knew?

Dear Sex Lady:

I have been seeing this girlfor almost onejear. A couple ofweeks ago at a

party, she got drunk and started talking about people she wanted to have sex with. At

first, I thought it wasfunny, but when she sobered up the next day, she told me it was

true. She doesn't want to break up with me, but shefinds herselfattracted to other

people—guys and girls—and wants to act on it. What should I do? Should I accept

her desires and let her see other people, even though I don't want to, or should I insist

that she remain faithful in order to keep the relationship intact? I don't think I could

face her after knowing she slept with someone else.

Tours,

Confused and Rejected Boyfriend

Unfortunately, Confused, insisting that she remain faithful

may be your worst option. Relationships are not about demanding

that the other person follow your will. I think that if you insist she

remain faithful, it can only lead to disaster.

Think of it this way: What if she insisted that you go screw some-

one else to "keep the relationship intact”. Would you do it, just to

keep her happy? Would you keep doing it over and over again,

even though it’s not something you desire to do? Would you grow

to resent her and her demands of you? Probably, eventually, huh?

I think you two need to sit down and talk openly and hon-

estly about this. Obviously, this is probably something that she

has been thinking about for a while and used her drunkenness

to let it "slip-out.” You have every right to let her know exactly

how you feel about her screwing around, but you need to also

be able to tell her why you feel that way. What about this bothers

you? Are you afraid she’ll find someone she’ll like better? Are

you insecure about her feelings for you? Are you worried that

she’ll practice unsafe sex and bring something "extra” back to

your bed? Does her wanting to be with girls gross you out?

I think it is really important for you to be clear for yourself



and for her what it is that bothers you about this. For most peo-

ple, it is the obvious fear that if you partner fucks someone else,

they will leave you for that person. That is a valid fear. Lots of

people don’t really enjoy (or even attempt) sex unless they are

involved with a person emotionally.

But I gotta be honest with you: If this girl really wants to

get her freak on with other boys and girls, chances are she will

eventually, whether she has your permission to or not. You can-

not "accept her desires and let her see other people” if the very

idea of her doing so freaks you out. You know that that will

make your relationship very difficult and full of jealousy every

time she comes home with tousled hair and girl juice on her

breath. You will only get hurt over and over.

But there are a few other choices. First, as I suggested, sit her

down and tell her exactly why this is bothering you and why you

want her to abstain from making out with other people (just say-

ing "because you’re my girlfriend and I said so” is not a reason). If

you are lucky, she’ll understand and perhaps agree to be exclusive

with you and keep her attractions on a fantasy level. Or maybe if

you find, after thinking about this and talking to her, that you are

secure that she won’t leave you, you might be able to be cool with

her having a little on the side, knowing that she’s just looking for

sex, not someone to replace you. The other option is to break up

with her. Tell her that you love her and are sorry, but that you

need someone who can be IOO percent faithful to you. Perhaps

after she has sewn some wild oats she’ll come back to you, but

that’s the risk you may have to take to save yourself from repeat-

edly being hurt every time she sucks some other guy’s cock.

What I don't recommend doing is something screwy like

agreeing to or suggesting a three-way so you can be there while

she lives out her fantasies. While a good three-way can be a

whole heap of fun, everyone involved needs to be a willing,

excited participant or it can turn into a big, fat ugly mess.

Just for the record, let me say I think open relationships

can be very happy, healthy and exciting, but both partners must

be into the idea, extremely honest and secure in their relation-

ship for it to have any chance of working.

Dear Sex Lady,

I have had several boyfriends and my new one has me thinking. When we have

sex, he likes to lick my pussy after he has come in me—he calls it cleaning up. He

likes to suck his semen out ofme. Dojou think he might be gay or bi?

Signed,

All Cleaned-Up

Before I answer your question, I need to address the fact

that your boyfriend is coming in you. Unless you are IOO per-

cent sure that you are both disease-free and you are taking birth

control pills or have some other reliable form of contraceptive,

don’t let any boy come in you! It sounds like you’ve been around

the block a bit, so I hope you are being very careful. You don’t

want to catch any nasty disease or end up pregnant do you?

Didn’t think so. Well, assuming that your answer is yes, you are

not so stupid as to have unprotected sex without being very sure

that it’s safe,

I’ll tell you that your boyfriend is probably not gay. Most gay

guys I know don’t like to eat pussy and screw girls. He may be bi,

but even if he his, that’s probably not why he likes to eat his own

come. He’s just a little kinky, that’s all.

Something I learned in a Truth or Dare game a long time

ago: most boys (and plenty of girls) have tasted their own come

and some like the way it tastes. Boys, especially in their teenage

years, spend a lot of time jacking off and getting come on their

hands, stomachs, sheets and tube socks. It seems natural that

with this fluid bursting out of their dicks all the time, that

somewhere along the way they are going to get curious as to

what it tastes like. Some do it once and satisfy their curiosity

and some find that for whatever reason, tasting it turns them

on. Maybe it’s hot for your boyfriend Ocause it seems real

dirty and nasty, or maybe it’s his way of savoring the lovely fuck

you just had.

Also, I think boys (and girls) who have sex partners some-

times like to see what the other person is tasting. Boys shoot loads

down girls’ throats and girls wriggle their snatches all around

boys’ faces, it’s nice to make sure sometime that what your are

feeding your lover doesn’t taste real bad.

So unless your boyfriend shows other signs of being gay

or bi (like sucking cocks or something), there is no reason to

let this bother you. It’s your pussy he’s eating his come out of,

remember that. And you know what, boys don’t spend enough

time cleaning up after themselves (at least the boys I know),

maybe you should try and get him to clean the bathroom while

he’s in the mood. And finally, once again: don’t let any guy come

injou unlessyou are 100% surejou are safe, even if he’s gonna "clean up”

when he’s done! ®

ot questionsfor Searah? E-mail at diysex@punkplanet.com
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in sickness and no wealth Caring for your

M y goal in this issue was to cover

basic pet health, but I believe my

subject is too broad. This topic

would be the equivalent to "Human

Health” in less than IOOO words.

Impossible I say. So, I will pick one ail-

ment and go with it. I decided to cover

skin allergies for cats and dogs. Now, as a

reader, if you would like for me to cover

more cat/dog health issues, I would be

delighted to research more remedies,

solutions, therapies, etc ... I am by no

means a vet or expert in pet health issues,

I am just a fellow pet lover who likes to

read up on health issues and share my

findings. I have one dog and two cats, so

that’s the reason why I decided to narrow

down my search and not cover birds, fer-

rets, reptiles, or bunnies, etc. Write what

you know, I say. I also included a dog bis-

cuit recipe that my dog goes crazy for and

I guarantee yours will as well! Plus, we all

love free things, so I included a handful of

websites that offer free giveaways. Hell, if

you don’t have a pet, you can always apply

anyway and give them to a friend or a pet

shelter. I hope you enjoy the column!

Checking for Signs

Signs of skin allergies on your pet

can include the following symptoms: flaky

dandruff and red skin, greasy coat and a

foul smell to skin, (which many people

mistake as the animals normal smell),

hair loss, and hotspots—severely inflamed,

moist itchy areas near the base of the tail.

You’ll want to try assessing the situation

and see what is causing the allergy. If the

shampoo you are using is too harsh, then

switch to a mild shampoo, such as baby

shampoo, and don’t wash your pet as

often. If you’re using flea and tick prod-

ucts, they may be too harsh for your pet’s

skin; I would stop and use the suggestion

listed below.

Fleas

Signs that fleas have taken up residence on your pet: scratch-

ing, shaking, or biting its fur in a desperate effort to relieve the

itching and discomfort. To know for sure, simply push back the

fur and look at their skin. If you see little dark brown specks

jumping or crawling around, or if you see a lot of "flea dirt”

(their waste), then you know that you’ve got a problem. In addi-

tion to being a major irritant for your pet, did you know that

fleas have been known to transmit tapeworm, typhus, heartworm,

and other dangerous diseases? You need to get rid of them!

If you are having a problem, please do the following: Comb
your pets with a flea comb every day during the flea season. Keep a

small bowl of soapy water or alcohol nearby to dip the comb in after

you find a flea or flea dirt. Wipe the comb with a towel afterwards.

You also need to clean your house vigilantly. Vacuum your

home 3-4 times daily until the bugs are gone. Vacuuming gets rid

of fleas, their eggs, and larvae, however it doesn’t kill them, so

unless you get rid of your vacuum bag right away, you need to

make a little bit of this concoction: Try mixing I l/2 lbs. of nat-

ural borax (found at the grocery store), I l/2 lbs. of diatomaceous

earth, (a natural powdery substance containing silica—I use this in

our garden to keep earwigs and slugs off my plants as well. It does

not contain pesticides, and it is all- natural. You can buy it at a

garden supply store), and one cup of salt. This substance will kill

the fleas and make the vacuum cleaner bag uninhabitable. Put

some of it in your vacuum bag before vacuuming.

Third step: Add nutritional yeast (found at health food

stores) and garlic to your pet’s food. This will make your pet less

tasty to the fleas. Depending on the size of each animal, add

between I tsp to 2 Tbsp of nutritional yeast, and between 1/4 and

I clove raw of garlic (minced or grated) to each meal.

Finally, as the last step, machine-wash everything you can

that your pets have come in contact with, including their bed-

ding, at least once a week.

Ticks

Unfortunately, your pet may have a tick and not even know

about it, and will most likely not be able to even tell you in their

own little way. Ticks can carry Lyme disease, tick fever, Rocky

Mountain spotted fever, encephalitis, tick paralysis, and other

dangerous diseases.

I got my dog vaccinated at the vet for Lyme disease—I think it

was about $25* Now, when we take her out in the woods to play,

or leave her outside for the day, I don’t have to worry about her

catching Lyme disease from a tick bite.
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pet’s skin allergies—plus fun extras!
by Angel Page

I also buy the topical medication Frontline for my dog, in

order to protect her from all the other nasties that ticks can

spread. You can get it through your vet for about $10.00 a

month. You shouldn’t need an appointment for it—you should be

able to just stop in and pick up a supply of it.

Applying the medication couldn’t be simpler. You just open

the small tube and place the contents on your dog’s back, right in

between the shoulder blades once a month. Follow the directions

and keep up with the applications and your pet should be tick free!

However, if you do find a tick on your pet, the best way to

remove it is by grasping it with tweezers, or a gloved hand. Never

attempt to remove a tick bare handed, as you could become

exposed to any disease it may be carrying. A smooth, strong pull

should do the job. Once the tick is removed, you can drop it in

rubbing alcohol to finish it off. If you find a tick, you should

really get your pet examined by a vet and keep an eye on them as

well to report any odd behavior or symptoms.

Environmental Allergies

Now, if the skin allergy is coming from grass or other plants,

you will want to talk with your vet about options for your pet. Or,

if you can’t afford that, you can buy diphenhydramine (buy the

cheap store-brand allergy medicine) at the pharmacy and follow

these dosages: Small dogs and cats that are less than 30 lbs can

have IO mg to be taken every time it says on the directions.

Medium dogs that weigh 30-50 lbs can have 25 mgs. Large dogs

that are over 50 lbs can have 5°mg- If this does not work for your

dog, I really do suggest that you see a vet. Some vets will work out a

payment plan, such as my vet. They are wonderful, do not put such

an emphasis on money, and they seem to care about the general

well being of our pets. Shop around and find yourself a good vet,

too! If you are uncomfortable self-medicating your pet, then I

highly suggest that you contact a vet before you even try.

Food Allergies

Now, if your pet is not suffering from flea infestation, envi-

ronmental allergies, or harsh chemical allergies, then it’s most

likely a food allergy. So many animals suffer from food allergies,

and it’s all because people feed their pets shit-brand food from

the grocery store. Most brands contain the most common food

allergens such as beef, wheat, milk, corn, cheese, eggs, nuts,

fruits, tomatoes, carrots, yeast, and various spices and additives.

You’ll want to omit the food allergens, then reintroduce them

one at a time to find out which one or ones are causing the prob-

lem. Your best bet is to ditch the crap-brand pet food and go

with a high quality lamb and rice pet food formula.

Next: to cool the hot spots or inflamed skin, you can clip the

hair around the affected area, wash with baby shampoo and

slather on some vitamin E oil. If the situation does not improve

within a couple of months, then you should see your vet.

Signs to watch for, since pets can’t speak for themselves.

If you witness any of the following symptoms of illness,

please contact your vet:

• Loss of appetite for several days in a row.

• Sudden weight loss or weight gain.

• Lameness or pain.

• Labored breathing or panting.

• Straining to urinate and or blood in the urine.

• Failing to use the litter box.

• Lying or crouching listlessly.

• Scratching or biting by a normally even tempered pet.

• Persistent vomiting, vomiting of greenish-yellow bile or vomit-

ing blood, this colors the vomit dark red, brown, or black.

• Severe or bloody diarrhea which persists for more than 24 hours

or accompanies other signs of illness.

• Constipation which persists for more than 24 hours.

• Red watery eyes or nasal discharge.

• Acute swelling or small body lumps which gradually increase in size.

• Hiding in dark places.

• Resenting or resisting handling.

• A dull, patchy coat which sheds heavily (this may be seasonally

normal, however).

• Lack of/or excessive grooming.

• Discharge, redness, and/or swelling of the ears.

• Foul odor from pets ear.

• Temperature below IOO°F or above I04°F (the normal range of

temperature for a dog is 100.2° F — 102.8° F and for a cat is 100-5°

F — 102.5° F). NOTE: To take your pet’s temperature, you will need

to insert the thermometer into your animals’ bottom. I know, very

awkward, but this will give you the most accurate temperature. I sug-

gest you buy a digital rectal thermometer, rather than using a mer-

cury glass thermometer. I only suggest this for a couple of reasons: I.

Should you animal move quickly and you lose control of your pet,

you could hurt your animal severely—I don’t know about you, but I

wouldn’t be too happy with a broken, jagged piece of glass up my ass,

especially when it’s leaking a toxic substance as well. 2. The digital

thermometer will reach the temperature a lot faster, which is impor-

tant if you have a pissed off animal trying to get away. Also, you’ll

want to lubricate the thermometer first before inserting it.

• Any other drastic change in behavior that you perceive to be

abnormal for your pet

Suggested Reading

I highly recommend you read Dr. Pitcairn’s Complete Guide to

Natural Healthfor Dogs and Cats , by Richard H. Pitcairn, DVM, PhD. &

Susan Hubble Pitcairn. This book is a must for animal owners. It
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has all sorts of holistic and alternative therapies and approaches to

taking care of your pet. It covers, handling emergencies and giving

first aid, easy- to-make recipes for pet food rather than feeding

your pet the conventional grocery store food filled with additives,

(some known to cause illness, liver damage, fetal abnormalities,

cancer and increase pets sensitivities to fatal viruses). This book is

worth all 17 dollars! Since I have read this book, I feel more at ease

when my dog and cats exhibit questionable symptoms.

Free Giveaways!

All you have to do in most cases is just type in your address,

and give a little information about your pet(s).

• Pet Vitamins: www.animalessentials.net/samples.html

• Pet safety booklet, emergency care magnet, and pet rescue sticker:

www. offers, purina. com/one/promotions/petseafty. asp?prog=safe-

tykit

• Free puppy care video and booklet:

www. offers
.
purina .com/puppy . . . /puppycarekit .asp?prog=puppy

-

carekit

• Free pet ID tag: www.petsmart.com/misc/pet_id_tagl/

• Coupons for Purina Kitten Chow, essential kitten care booklet,

and music CD to sooth your kitten while you are away:

www. offers
.

purina . com/kittenchow/kitten_care_thanks . asp

• Free copy of a Guide to Compassionate Shopping:

www.aavs.org/Docs/cruelty.htm

• Free sample of "Right Bites” dog treat, a fortified treat that

helps support important health benefits such as a healthy immune

system and proper antioxidant functions:

www. offers
.

purina . com/RightBits/rbQuestions . aspprog= doghealt

hsample

• For your cat, either 7
^ Heaven Catnip or Vita Dreams Daily

Greens : www. halopets . com/feedback.htm

• On your dog or cat’s birthday this website will send you an e-

greeting and birthday treat in the mail too:

www. thinktreats .heinzpetproducts .com/pages/treattime/birthday_c

lub_form.asp

• Free puppy starter kit from lams: (this kit contains a booklet of

general care for your puppy and a coupon for a free 81b. Bag of

Eukanuba dog food. If your dog doesn’t like this brand, which is

the case with my dog, you can always donate it to an animal shel-

ter). www.iams.com/akc/form.asp

Here’s an easy and great dog biscuit recipe:

Doggie-Delicious Treats:

3/4 cup Hot water or broth, (I use Swanson’s vegetable broth

and my dog loves it!!!)

1/3 cup Margarine or soy equivalent, (I use the brand,

Willow)

l/2 cup Powdered milk, (it’s important that it is powdered,

you can’t use regular milk in this recipe)

l/2 tsp Salt

2 tsp Sugar

I Beaten egg

3 cups Whole wheat flour

Directions:

Pour the hot water or broth over the margarine. Next, add

the powdered milk, salt, sugar and the beaten egg. Gradually add

the whole-wheat flour, about a 1/2-cup at a time. Knead, and

then roll out 1/2” thick and cut with favorite cookie cutters.

Bake biscuits in a 325 ° oven for 35 minutes, on an

ungreased cookie sheet.

Cat Treat idea

My cats love cat nip, and to make a quick treat for them, I’ll

take and old sock that’s lost it’s mate, fill the sock with some cat

nip and tie it off at the end. Voila’, a quick, no-sew, catnip toy!!!

So there’s your overview on your pet’s skin allergies and what

to do about it, as well as some fun extra stuff for your pal. If you’d

like me to write more about pet health, please drop a line! ®

Note: I am havingproblems with my hotmail account So, I have gotten a new email

address: makotorecordings@yahoo.com please feelfree to send suggestions/com-

plaints/whatever to me. Rather send real mail? Mail to: Makoto Recordings, PO

BOX50403f Kalamazoo, MI 49°05 Thankjou

!

Sources:

Prevention magazine

Purina.com

Dr. Pitcairn’s Complete Guide to Natural Health for Dogs and

Cats, by Richard H. Pitcairn, DVM, Ph.D. & Susan Hubble Pitcairn.

Paw Prints from my Vet’s office
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Get the video at www.SKATEBOARD.com
Same day shippping guaranteed.

OR DEMAND IT FROM YOUR LOCAL SKATE SHOP!

STARRING:
ETHAN FOWLER
KRIS MARKOVICH
JUSTIN STRUBING
JON WEST
DANIEL SHIMIZU
JUDD HERTZLER
MIKE RUSCZYK
JUSTIN ROY



The Lawrence Arms are a 3 piece punk rock band from Chicago.

The^sound like a cross between early Jawbreaker and Crimpshrine. They

are very nice guys and I love them very much.. They tour constantly, so

please go to one of their shows and make them feel loved. Brendan, the

bassist was in the Broadways and Slapstick. Neil the drummer was in the

band Baxter. And Chris the guitar player was in Tricky Dick. They write

songs that are both depressing and uplifting, but all unite with the

common theme of a better tomorrow. Please mailorder one of their albums

from us or go to your local punk rock store and pick it up.

A GUIDED TOUR OF CHICAGO- GHOST STORlES-»

1st full lengthy 1 0 songs.. CD- $8 2nd full length, 12 songs.. CD-5B

LAWRENCE ARMS /CHINKEES SPLIT-9 songs, 4 by LArms,5 by the chinkee* . CD-$7

LAWRENCE ARMS/SHADY VIEW TERRACE SPLIT-8 songs, 4 by LArms,4 by SVT.CD-$7
To order, send cash or check payable to Asian Man Records .(Postage PaidJ if you live
outside the US, add $8 for postage. Allow 2-4 weeks for delivery. We take credit
card orders online or you can call (408)395-0662 and order that way. This AD WAS

[

COMPLETELY CUT AND PASTE. Took 2 hours though. Yikes ! http: //www.asiah'manrecords .com

ASIAN MAN RECORDS Sere0° ,ca '



BWR 7-90168-48392-5

Sowing *QJeT

Debut album in stores now.

Produced by Mojave 3's Ion McCutcheon.

For fans of Pavement, Sonic Youth & Sebodoh.



COMING SOON: THE GODZILLA COMP. J
’ALL MONSTERS ATTACK" BANDS GET IN CONTACT FOR MORE INFOTOKYO flST

OUT NOW ON TOKYO FIST RECORDS

(With .Former Member Of The State Secedes)

THREE CHAOTIC TRACKS WITH HINTS OF MOSS ICON &
ANASARCA

CD EP:$6.00 PPD IN USA • $7.00 CANADA & MEXICO • $9.00 WORLD
SEND CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS (NO CASH)

out now!

hr02cd

TEDDY DUCHAMP’S ARMY
“S/T” CDep *8 PPD US
hrOlcd

MIHALY
“Songs” CD *8 PPD US

||
' split release w/ planaria recordings. Washington dc

also available:

IIS • hr04vyl

.

HOVIAND
“2 Songs" 7” '3 PPD US

81lihr63cd

iliNFINITY
-

“Infinlife” CDep ‘7 PPD US

mf77^T\ PO BOX 71154. (/%nr ru oua /iim
HOPE Pittsburgh, PA 15213

.—L-.— www.hoperecords.com
iackt $2 outside US • send check / mo to: j. vesety

Also available: The Sacrifice Poles - s/t CD, Pig Destroyer / Gnob split CD,
Hassan I Sabbah - s/t 7”, Circle of Dead Children - 'Exotic Sense Decay' pic

disc 7", and The Ultimate Warriors / Daybreak - split 7".

Coming soon (do NOT order): 'Drum Machine Madness' - compilation 5",

pg.99 - new CD, the Now - debut CD, Kungfu Rick / Ultimate Warriors - split 7"

website: www.robodogrecords.com

email: andy@robodogrecords.com

distro = ebullition

wvvw ebullition com

Prices: US Can/Mex World
7" $3 $4 $5

pic 7" $4 $5 $6
CD $8 $9 $10
*a!l prices are postage paid*

Andy Low
(not "Robodog Rees”)

PO Sox 20532

New York. NY 10023

USA

well hidden US cash or money order to "Andy Low", no checks!

[issue #11 still

available,

contains fiction,

personal writing

and reviews of records,

books, and zines. the

spirit of the

underground, available

for $1 to the address

below.]

[issue #12 available as of June 25“’ 2001.

order for $1 . will contain info on awesome

bands, more reviews, more solid writing,

photography, and emotion.]

[subscribe to six issues of SORE for only

$10 and receive a huge welcome package

with tapes, stickers, and zines. be sure to

say which issue you want to start on!]

SORE ‘zine

P.O.Box 68711

Va. Beach, VA 234/1

SQREzine@aol.com
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"SIGHTm SOUND: THOTSfORV OF THE FUTUREjffcfeV®

Discount, Hot Water Music, True North, Small Brain Bnjl|

ASSHOLE PARADE "Student Ghetto Violence" crfllfi Sll

COALESCE "Last Call fofthe livirMe-lut

BITCHIN' "|t's On" 7" & "Bitchin" 7"^eo|fft

HOT WATER MUSIC "Fuel for the Hate Game" LP/GQffpi

PLEASE SEPOSTPAID in USA: LP or CD $8 • 7" $3.50



solarmanite records!

www.solarmanite.com

Many Miles Away
unfaithful Police covers

$10

feat: Decembers January, Blinder, the Ed

Kemper Trio, Andrew Wagner, DARYL, the

pAper chAse, PopCanon, Jack Neat, sound

of reverse, In Between Blue, & lesliwood

Vnwnr itkc 5

S
Blinder

Calamity a foot behind

$10
www.blindermusic.com

“misantropo a senso unico”
anew cd ofthe most unrelenting, full-on violence of

cripple bastards' ultrafast italian hatecoie

and grind nihilism yet!! 16 pages of lyrics and comment
33 minutes of total grind tornado, 16new songs.

$10usa, $12world

deaf american
c/o r. hoak recordings

#3 bethel church road
dillsburg, pa 17019 u$a
rich666@voicenet.com

dlstro in the u$a by blackened, century media, choke, ebullition,

escape aitlst, mldheaven.com, newbury comics, relapse, revelation,

revolver, sound Idea, stlckflgure, subterranean, tribal war, very;

credit card orders at: www.garment-dlstrict.com/deafam

http://welcome.to/totalfuckingdestructlon

THE ICARUS UNE

I

CD in stores May 8, 2001

crank! a record company *www.crankthis.com I fan@crankthis.com

$> 1223 wilshire blvd # 823 santa monica ca 90403

oCKeT BOmB*

Full-Coloybuttons:

SiTfor $15.00

100 for $30.00

250 for $75.00

>0 for $150.00

We haiVe the fastest turnaround

anywhere! Check us out!
y

iCKeT BOmB*
3(fNotinson Corner Rd.

2. > Knoxvillfe^Tn 37922

E-mail: buttons@j»ocketfc

Phone: (865\-777/f<)41

www.pocketbbmb.com
www.theicarusline.com I LP on Buddyhead www.buddyhead.com
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Antifreeze
Four Letter tVbrds

Catchy, infectious tunes, and heart-wrenching

vocals. Produced by Kris Roe (The Ataris)

Kung Fu / 78784 oat: 4/3/01

JJ Nobody and

the Regulars
Rock and Roll Doesn 't End at 2:00
Debut full length from Nobodys frontman JJ

Nobody [side project).
•' SS/HR651 out now!

&

\0 V'

Bad Astronaut
Acrophobe
10 songs at an EP price and featuring ct

and former members of Lagwagon

Honest Don's / DON 031-2 oat sow!

Ensign
The Price of Progression

Hard-driving New Jersey Hardcore with a

broader sond.

Nitro / NIT 15842 oat: 4/17/01

r-Asari

Pinhead Circus
The Black Power of Romance
Hard, fast and 10 yean of punk rock debauch-

ery from Denvers finest!

BYO / BYO 072 oat: 4/3/M

W i

Propagandhi
Today's Empires, Tomorrow's Ashes
First new record in 4 years. Contains interac-

tive CD Rom
FAT /FAT 617 otstaow!

Further Seems Forever
The Moon Is Down
Welcome to the future of Rock music. We're

calling it Further Seems Forever.

Tooth 'n Nail /TND 1188 aat: 3/27/01

V/A Happy Meals Vol.3
Featuring Me First and the Gimme Gimmes,

Lagwagon, Nerf Herder, Bad Astronaut, &

My Records / 8059-2 oat: 5/16/01

www.punkrocktimes.com brought to you by Hopeless Records ^ ^

CRtSPUS ATTUCKS
Ftce'rw. tt,unct

RED BLACK BL000 ATTACK

RED BLACK BLOOD ATTACK SJR016-cd/lp

RED BLACK BLOOD ATTACK

STILL AVAILABLE

Destroy The Teacher

SJR013 - cd/lp

The First Album
SJR015 - cd only

SODA LP/CD - $8.00/$10.00ppd. Canada/Mexico add $2.00. World add $3.00

ilP.5, Soda Jerk Records - P.O. Box 4056 Boulder. CO 80306 - Buy Online At: www.sodajerkrecords.com



90 Day Men - (It (Is) It) Critical Band, CD A lot of thick bass with spoken

vocals over sparse guitar parts and tribal sounding drum beats. This

sounds like the kind of music that you could listen to quietly and read

to, or listen to loudly and rock out to. Not quite ass kicking, but better

than I expected this to be. Like a mellower, dub influenced Fugazi. (NS)

Southern Records, R0. Box 577 375, Chicago, IL 60657

Adolfo’s Reversal - S/T, CD Five mainly instrumental light rock tunes

from Austin with tambourines. Sounds like Italian movie soundtrack

material. Not for me. (AE)

Six Gun Lover, 3203 Overcup Oak, Austin, TX 78704

AG Session - Times Up, CD This threesome serves you ten songs of

California poppy-candy rock on Times Up. Very melodic guitar leads

throughout the disc, and angst-free vocals help the pop get sweeter and

sweeter. (BC)

Bigkidnow records, RO. Box 16202, Phoenix, AZ. 85011-6202

Akarso/Seven Days of Samsara - Split 7” Fast loud energetic hardcore

whit a variety of different styles mixed in that I just couldn’t put my

finger on. Great lyrics, and two truly great bands. (AA)

Ricky Schroeder Fan Club, 2501 Indian Ridge Drive, Glenview IL 60025 USA

Align - Some Breaking News, CD This is some pretty decent, groovy

hardcore along the lines of Helmet, Quicksand or Impel. If you miss

those bands, then you might want to check these guys out. Or just lis-

ten to those other bands. (NS)

Iguana Records, lnc./33rd Street Records

All Else Failed - In My God’s Eyes, 10” Breathtaking metallic hardcore

that goes from ruthless, grinding, and intense to an almost tender

depressing emotional requiem and back into a fiery rage. They make

the most of their dual vocals, layering screams and growls atop a wan-

dering, wafting and almost lost voice. A little on the depressing side,

but it was great. (AA)

Creep records PMB 220, 252 E. Market St. West Chester, PA 19382

AmFm - Mutilate Us, CD Mellow indie rock with lots of different musi-

cal accompaniments. Something about the singer’s voice makes me

think he’s going to start spitting out one-liners. It’s like these are

nHL
novelty songs without the humor. It just sounds like a joke. A very

elaborate one. Maybe ifWeen made an indie album instead of a coun-

try one. (NS)

Polyvinyl Records, RO. Box 1885, Danville, IL 61834

Attack Cat, CD Six songs of moody synthesizer music that conjures up

the ghosts of old Kraftwerk and Throbbing Gristle. Totally DIY as it is

a CDR. Next time DIY up some more lyrics. (AS)

301eThomas D2, Seattle, Washington 98102

Better Than a Thousand - Value Driven, CD High energy hardcore with

positive driven lyrics, fast breakdowns, crew choruses, and BTT’s own

signature style. (AA)

Finhead C.C 09, Sue 2, CP 2000, Rosario, Santa Fe, Argentina, South America

Better Than a Thousand - Self Worth, CD Three songs from Value Driven,

one that isn’t and an introduction in Spanish. (AA)

Soulforce Records M.L.R - Apartado de correos 18199 - 28080 Madrid Spain

Bleed - Motor Psycho, CD Lo-fi, fuzzy garage rock. Sounds like a band

that would play at the Vegas Shakedown, or maybe even like the Didjits

if they were a lot slower. It’s sort of catchy. I don’t usually listen to this

type of stuff, and this is no exception. Zing! (NS)

MuSick Recordings, RO. Box 1296, Redondo Beach, CA 90278

# Bluetip - Polymer, CD Ten songs from Bluetip that takes me back to

the time when I thought Fugazi and Lungfish may be the best bands on

earth. This is not to say that Bluetip are a clone or anything, but rather

far from it. It is their construction, and sound that are reminiscent of

other Dischord bands. Worth mentioning is the pounding rhythm sec-

tion that drives this band. J. Robbins production gives the disc clean

sound that really lets the musicianship shine through. One of the few

releases in the last year that wasn’t real guitar/rock heavy that I appre-

ciated. The packaging is really stellar and I am one to say great job on

thinking of the whole package — too many releases have taken no time

on the artwork and layout of their work. (EA)

Dischord Records 3819 Bleecher St. NW Washington, DC 20007

Bob City/A Planet for Texas - Split 7” Bob city reminded me of music

you’d hear going into a biker bar somewhere in southern America

About our new review section: We still review all the records we recieve, but we only give longform reviews to records our review staff decides they want to high-

light. Those reviews are marked with an ear icon, which signifies that they deserved another listen... or something like that. That doesn’t mean the ones that

get short reviews aren’t worthy, just that the reviewer decided that they could write about another record better. That also doesn’t mean that all the ear-marked

reviews are positive, just that a reviewer had something to say about them. Also, we now give each reviewer a "spotlight” section, where they can write about an old

album they really liked and write about what they’re currently listening to, which should give you, the reader, a better feel for what that reviewer’s got going on—

which in turn allows you to make a more informed decision about whether or not you agree with said reviewer. Finally, If a reviewer doesn’t like your record, that

doesn’t mean that it’s totally terrible or anything like that. It’s not institutional policy that your record is good or that it’s bad, it’s just one reviewer’s opinion—so

don’t freak out. We’re sure you put a good deal of work into your project, and that alone is certainly worth some congradulations! But please, if you’re pissed at a

review, remember: it’s not Punk Planet, it’s just one reviewer.



(AA) Andrea Anders, (AE) Art Ettinger, (AS) Andy Slob, (BC) Brian Czarnik, (BJM) Brian Manning, (CK) Courtney Knox, (DAL) Dan Laidman, (EA) Eric

Action, (ES) Erin Schlckman, (DM) Dana Morse, (KR) Kyle Ryan, (MY) Mike Yurchisin, (NS) Neal Shah, (RB) Ryan Batkie, (RE) Russell Etchen

where the band has to be surrounded by chain link fencing to keep the

flying beer bottles from hitting them head-on. Strangely A Planet for

Texas was pop punk with funny positive lyrics. What a contrast! (AA)

Diaphragm Records, 2480 Indianola Ave. Columbus, OH 43202

V The Briefs - Poor and Weird, 7” I am not so sure why this was sent into

Punk Planet. It has been out for over one year and since the Briefs have

released a full length with the same versions of both of the songs from

this single on it. That said, this is one of the better singles from the last

year or two. The A-side, "Poor and Weird” is also the kick off track

from their LP and it is their best song without a doubt. "I am poor and

weird baby, you got no time for me.” We have felt the pain. The B-side

"Rotten Love” maybe the next best song of their full length. It has the

head bobbing rhythm and a great guitar part. This is what a true 7”

should feel like, two great tracks that make you want to flip over the

records baby. Great 77’ pop style with cool keyboards that are mixed in

perfect from the infamous Kurt Bloch recorded at Egg Studios. (EA)

Dirtnap Records PO Box 21249 Seattle, WA 98111

Bulldog - Circo Calesita, CD Really funny Spanish band, heavily influence

by the later Ramones albums and Suffer/No Control era Bad Religion.

Respectable fun. (AE)

Pinhead Records, CC1297, CP1000WAM, Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA

Capital City — The Sound, 7” This is an odd record. The first song is

pretty slow and sounds like an indie rock band with a country singer.

The song on the other side is more poppy and sort of sounds like an

8o’s song with female/male vocals. Not my cup of tea, but definitely

interesting. (NS)

Near By Music, RO. Box 441448, Somerville, MA 02144

9 Cereal Box Killers Teenage Heart-throb Band, CD Fabulous vocals are

what’s key for this generally low-key Austin, TX melodic band. It’s an

enhanced CD, but my computer couldn’t handle many of the extras.

Then again, my computer’s shit. But that’s my own problem. This is

the second full-length from these guys, and it’s really fucking good
despite the religious bullshit that seeps out on one of the cheesier

songs. Sounds like very early Green Day (like the first two 7”’s), which

is a sound I think many of us shamelessly get off on from time to time.

I bet these guys are real assholes, although I’m the one who likes their

dorky songs about chicks (or should I say "chicks, man”) and playing

pop-punk, so who am I to judge? It’s all about the vocals on this one.

This singer seriously has his shit together. The production is appro-

priately low end hi-fi/high end lo-fi, there being no obvious attempts

to keep the sound clean enough for the fans of the bands on the big

labels. To test whether or not you’d be able to stomach this release,

consider the following lyric: "you’re always on my mind, I pick you up
by nine, ’cause all I want to do is taste you, taste you.” (AE)

Chapter 13 Records, RO. Box 7045, Austin, TX 78713

Cell Block 5 - Push It, CD This somehow straddles the fence between reg-

ular rock and roll and the Ramones without falling neatly into either

category. Has the odd combination of guest stars, He Who Cannot Be

Named, East Bay Ray, and Chris from Pansy Division. (AS)

Industrial Strength Records, 2824 Regatta Blvd., Richmond, CA 94804

Cheer-Accident - Salad Days, CD Steve Albini mixed this Chicago band’s

strange pop record, perhaps as a tribute to the late great punk engineer

Phil Bonnet who died just two days after playing guitar on this. "Salad

Days” is a dutifully creepy and wild finale for Bonnet, and somehow
Bonnet’s death makes the album all the creepier. (AE)

Sinn Graft Records, RO. Box 257546, Chicago, IL 60625

$ Crispus Attucks — The First Album CD Pretty decent political hardcore

that makes me think back to the old days when I was an angsty teenag-

er that listened to this kind of stuff in my room to piss off my mom.
Now, I’m listening to this in my kitchen whilst my roommate is in the

next room getting his makeout on. How times have changed. This

music totally makes me want to start doing windmills and floor punch-
es, pickin’ up change and shit, but unfortunately, our kitchen just isn’t

big enough for that sort of thing. I totally dig this guy’s voice, and it

kind of reminds me of Gorilla Biscuits, but not in a blatant rip-off

kind of way, just good "posi” [ugh!], jump on the back of the kid next

to you and pump your fist in the air kind of music. (ES)

Soda Jerks Records RO. Box 4056 Boulder, CO 80306

Crummy Stuff - Fuck Europe CD Urn... pop punk from Italy? From the

song "Playboy” — "I don’t remember your little hand, I don’t remem-
ber your romantic kiss, but I remember your big tits, and I’d wanna
suck ’em all night long.” Please tell me this is a joke. (ES)

Ammonia Records Via G.B. Vico, 1 20123 Milano

The Deep Eynde - Suicide Drive EP, CD Six tracks of '8o’s European pop
made by 2 1st century Californians. The packaging implies that this is a

punk release of sorts, but the vocals and music are straight O.M.D. or

Robert Smith. (AE)

Black Cabaret Recordings, RO. Box 9805, North Hollywood, CA 91609-1809

Demons — Riot Salvation, CD Another excellent Detroit rock city band
from Sweden. From the Stooges and MC5 to the Hellacopters and

Demons the Swedes love the rock and roll. This is a really good rock

and roll record. (EA)

Gearhead Records PO Box 421219 San Francisco, CA 94142

Disciple A.D.- Heaven and Hell, CD This is not the Black Sabbath "Heaven

and Hell record that I love, this is a NYC kinda’ hardcore with a dash of

metal bands "Heaven and Hell” disc. Ten plus songs of angry music from

the city that never sweeps, with heavy ass guitars and scratchy vocals. (BC)

Triple Crown Records 331 West 57th Street, pmb 472 New York, NY. 10019

Emperor Penguin -Damn CD EP Mostly instrumental, weird keyboards

with occasional "Believe Box” vocals [think: Cher] plus ambulance sam-

ples and a funky backbeat. Similar to Trans Am, but not as intense. (ES)

My Pal God Records 47 Hardy Drive Princeton, NJ 08540

$ The Ex - Dizzy Spells, CD I am not a big The Ex fan but for some rea-

son this release struck a good chord with me. I am not sure but their

noisy, chaotic and often wall of sound as attracting. This political mas-

termind has been around, and their maturity is making better records.

In fact they are one of the few bands whom I believe are getting better

and stronger through the years. Ifyou are picking this up, plan on tak-

ing an hour or so off. Put on your headphones and read the lyrics, they

are really good. After the second listen of this I looked at the back cover

and saw that this was engineered by Steve Albini. This is why this is the

best Ex release to date. The drums and bass sound so good on this

record. It may be time to pull out some older Ex records now and see

if they are better then I remember. (EA)

Touch and Go Records PO Box 25520 Chicago, IL 60625

Ex-Idols, The - WhoWeAre, CD Didn’t these guys used to have a glam rock

image and be on a major? Now they’re slumming it, putting out their

own CD. They really shouldn’t have gone to the effort. Boring punk
rock and roll. And they cover Barry Manilow’s "I Write The Songs.”

How ironic! (NS)

www.ex-idols.com
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Art Ettinger (AE)

IRON Cross played here last weekend, and before the show I thought I hadn’t heard them before. I thought they were just a band everyone

knew 'cuz of other bands covering them. Oops! Guess I hadn’t heard the old Dischord comp Flex Your head in a while. Anyway, this classic

band’s entire discography (the Flex Your Head tracks, both 7’”s, and unreleased tracks) is finally available from GMM on a 30 min. CD called

"Live For Now!” It’s not just out of historical interest that this thing is destined to become an absolute essential in any self-respecting punk’s

collection. "It’s a Fight,” "Crucified for Your Sins,” "Live for Now,” and nearly all the other songs on here are just perfect. Iron Cross had

the Oi sound down pat in 1980 before there were any known U.S. Oi bands. While much slower than the better known DC hardcore bands

of the era they came from, Iron Cross is still faster than a good deal of Oi bands past and present (the band that sounds most like Iron Cross

that I can think of is The Bruisers). It’s through these guys that you can really get a sense of why hardcore had such an influence on the U.S.

Oi sound. The lyrics are anti-violence and pro-youth, and despite the name/logo these guys ain’t nazis. And they were fucking great live.

Supposedly another U.S. tour is coming up with Iron Cross AND Combat 84. Can you spell h-o-l-y s-h-i-t????? It’s time for this great

band to rise out of obscurity.

I’ve also been listening to the new Cocknoose compilation on Steel Cage, everything I can find by the Spider Babies, and the debut 7” from Boston’s

The Spitzz (ex-Showcase Showdown).

Face to Face - Standards & Practices, CD F2F comes at us with a

record of interesting cover songs ranging from the Psychedelic

Fur’s "Heaven”, Jawbreaker’s "Chesterfield King”, and The
Smiths’s "What difference does it make?” This better influence the

young people to go out and get the (better) original versions and

hear how cool they were. If it doesn’t then it was all just a waste of

time. (BC)

Lady Luck/Vagrant Records 2118 Wilshire Blvd. #361, Santa Monica, CA. 90403

9 For the Last Time - People Ruin Everything, CD Listening to Iron Cross

(see my reviewer spotlight this month) makes me jealous of those who

got to experience an era when radically differing styles of punk rock

could be enjoyed by one group of people. The older members of For

the Last Time seem to be a product of such an era. This is primarily

a melodic hardcore album, but there are also non-melodic faster

tracks and influences ranging from pop-punk to metal. Of the 17

songs here, there are a ton of different types of punk sounds hopping

in here and there. I’d bet these guys have a ton of different types of

punk and hardcore in their record collections. These songs are main-

ly about the past, and this does bring back images of mid to late 8 o’s

summer hardcore shows. Most people into hardcore will find some-

thing they like on this, but some may feel alienated by the style

changes. The lyrics are hard to dislike and covey a typical "fuck off’

punk attitude while not shying away from the personal grief and

tragedy that creates that attitude. Yeah, it’s a fucking good album. I

imagine that these guys are dynamite live. (AE)

Ruined69@aol.com

The Foxymorons - Rodeo City, CD Good pop reminiscent of J Church,

played by just two guys, although I think they must have a third mem-
ber when they play these songs live. (AE)

American Pop Project, P0. Box 2271. Sam Rafael, CA 94912

Frodus - And We Washed Our Weapons in the Sea, CD Can I compare

bands to At the Drive-In already? Man, time flies in the fast-paced

world of punk trends. This band sounds almost just like ATDI, but

with slightly heavier guitars. (AE)

Fueled by Ramen Records, P0. Box 12563, Gainesville, FL 32604

Garadro - Tarantella Core, CD Italian ska-core from a band from Italy

that sings in Italian and is probably Italian and likes Italy so forget

about it uh. The language is a language of love, so you can romance the

ladies with this ska crap. (BC)

Ammonia Records Via G.B. Vico, 1, 20123 Milano Italy

Go-Nuts - Dunk and Cover, CD These snack minders have a ton of

releases and they are good clean snackin’ fun. This new LP of garagey

songs about junk food has a Van Halen cover, "Hot for Twinkies” for

its highlights. (EA)

Lookout Records

The Gotohells - Rock n Roll America, CD Aptly titled, as this is big guitar

American rock and rock that obviously comes from a punk edged back-

ground. Womanizing and drinking all tossed into a cocktail pleasingly

blended for fans of Nashville Pussy, The Hellacopters, Devil Dogs and

others into that already overplayed out ilk. (AS)

Vagrant Records, 2118 Wilshire Blvd #361, Santa Monica, CA 90403

Gunga Dins, The - Misc., 7” This sounds like something out of the early

90’s East Bay. At times they’re really fast punk like Grimple or

Corrupted Morals, sometimes they’re harsher, and sometimes they’re

pretty poppy. The lyrics go from punk topics to lovey dovey. It’s var-

ied, but it all sounds pretty good. (NS)

915 Johnson Street, Carlinville, IL 62626

The Hellbenders/Safety Pins - split, CD Hellbenders do the rock and roll

punk thing similar to the B-Movie Rats and toss in an old school

cover of Skrewdriver’s "Government Action”. The Safety Pins play

some interesting, as in it has some unique qualities interspersed,

killed by death punk rock and cover an old Reactors tune. Five musi-

cal offerings apiece. (AS)

Dead Beat Records, P0 Box 283, Los Angeles, CA 90078

9 Hot Rod Circuit - If It’s Cool With You, It’s Cool With Me, CD This

album has grown on me by accident. It didn’t come with a jewel case,

so I just left it in the disc changer and when a CD I was listening to

would end, this would come on and I was mostly too lazy to change it.

Yeah, I’m that lazy. I did review Hot Rod Circuit’s first CD and

remembered liking it, but I haven’t listened to it in a while. But this

has refreshed my memory. Okay, comparison time. I hear pieces of

the Treepeople, Archers of Loaf, Kill Creek and the Anniversary in

these songs, musically and vocally. I think the female vocalist from the

Anniversary does back ups on a couple songs. Of course they have

their own sound too, but I think that’s some good company to be in.

They have cool little guitar parts and catchy songs. The first 2 songs

are probably the best, then they mellow out, then they pick it up

again, and then throw in an acoustic song. I probably don’t listen to

any of Hot Rod Circuit’s emo peers, but these guys have something
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Idle Hands / Murdock

Andy Slob (AS)

Sweet Baby - It’s A Girl, CD I first heard of Sweet Baby or Sweet BabyJesus as they were called then on the fantastic "Turn It Around” comp
that MRR put out in the mid to late eighties. A comp that definitely refined the "anyone can do it ethic” that was so missing during those hard-
core crossover days. Sweet Baby had two beautiful pre pop punk stompers on that comp, "She’s from Salinas” and "Andorra”, and I pretty
much figured that that band turned to dust after that comp. But alas, after borrowing a Resist demo from a friend of mine, I discovered that
a complete Sweet Baby album existed and was taped on the flipside. I was in heaven! Pure infectious pop genius. Song after song of rump
shakin’ rock and roll that would have given the leather jacket era Beatles a run for there money back in the day. This is your raw pop punkin’
roots people. Catchy as fuck and harmonized vocals to boot. This is another fine example of a major backed label, Slash, having a band so
damn good that they don’t know what to do with them except force their demise. This album is a guaranteed get off the couch and dance to
the spinning plastic as there is a party in every song. I have played this for people from all walks of life, young and old, and always, their ears
sit and take notice, feet start tapping, and people just generally start to feel better about themselves. This is music as a cure! The grumpiest of
cynics will not deny this album, which was later re-released by Lookout after deeming them not punk enough the first time around. Do your-
self a favor, get this, dance, and put a smile on your face.

Things that I’ve actually bought recently: The Screamers - In A Better World, Swell Maps - Sweep The Desert, and the New York Dolls - A Hard
Night’s Day.

that reminds me of when indie rock was actually good. (NS)

Triple Crown Records, 331 W. 57th St., PMB 472, New York, NY 10019

Idle Hands - Building A Desert, CD Melodic post hardcore with female

vocals, courtesy of the ex Copper singer. Sounds like something

from OC in the early 90’s. Palefire anyone? The vocals don’t quite

sound like they fit. Maybe girls find her voice empowering. Girls love

that word. (NS)

Trustkill, 23 Farm Edge Lane, Tinton Falls, NJ 07724

Insomniacs — Get Something Going!, CD Sixties garage rock revivalists the

Insomniacs have released a great CD to listen to in a long car trip. The
sound is excellent and the care taken in this recording make it one of

the better of its kind this year. Three covers from 1966-1968 blend

right into the mix of the originals. (EA)

Jill Brazil The Songs of Jill Brazil, CD Freeform jazz (lots of sax) with a

little bit of Zappa in mind. Freaky instru-Mental music with occasion-

al angry vocals to try to impress others with. (BC)

www.jillbrazil.com

Keepsake - The End of Sound, CD Peanut butter and fish sticks. If you
think that’s a weird combination, you should hear this. Hardcore
and pop punk. Remember when bands like Grade and Boy Sets Fire

were doing the hardcore with emo, soft vocal breakdown thing?

Well these guys go one awkward step forward and go from Morning
Again to A New Found Glory. They’re covering all the markets... of

crappiness! (NS)

Eulogy Records, www.eulogyrecordings.com

Last Day Parade - Sound in Motion, CD The music itself is real slow-fast-

slow, with one guy screaming and another guy in the background

singing here and there... Sometimes there are trumpets in the back-

ground and weird noises and stuff. Wait. This is like a screamy hard-

core version ofJoan of Arc. No shit. I guess it’s ok if you’re into that

sort of thing. (ES)

lastdayparade.cjb.net

Leatherface — The Last, CD This is a great disc, but every time I listen to

it I decide to turn it off and put on a Jawbreaker record instead. From
two different recoding sessions with a four piece and then a three piece

with different drummers. (EA)

BY0 Records P0 Box 67a64 LA< CA 90067

The Llllingtons - The Backchannel Broadcast, CD Cool, 16 songs of basic

up-tempo rock and roll that was recorded at Sonic Iguana Studios (so

you might know what it sounds like) that plays one after the other. If

the Didjits opened for the Ramones while slapping the Offspring’s

singer around and asking Ben Weasel if he liked it, it might sound a lit-

tle like this. (BC)

Panic Button P0. Box 148010 Chicago, IL. 60614-8010

V The Lost Sounds - Memphis Is Dead, CD Finally, somebody pushing the

musical limits. While still overly garagey sounding, partially due to

their state of the art eight track recording style and that they cover the

Lollipop Shoppe’s classic, "You Must Be a Witch”, The Lost Sounds
find the nerve in the OO s to mix goth, surf, punk, garage, pop, and
new wave without falling completely or neatly into any category. The
keyboard drenched music adds a nice level of creepiness to their dark-

sided lyrics all of which is nicely offset with their willingness to add

inventive touches to each genre. The CD gets better and better as it

goes from song to song finally smacking you in the end with the one
two knockout punch of "When I Lose It” and "Soul For Sale”. This was

a great antidote to the macho rock n roll punk that I had to review this

time around, and if they were just a tad more catchy and less screamy

they would move that slight notch from "definitely check it out” to

"highly recommended”. (AS)

Big Neck Records, R0. Box 8144, Reston, VA 20195

Mach5/Psycholiday Project - Split CD 2 Italian bands. Machs play

punk/hardcore similar to newer Raw Power. Hardcore with the musi-

cal ability of skate punk. Psycholiday Project is a little faster and more
raw. More mosh parts. If these bands were from the U.S. (and sang in

English), I’m sure hardcore kids would like them. My roommate
couldn’t stand hearing the vocals. He must be a racist. (NS)

Riot Records, Viale Monza 26 20127 Milano, Italy

9 Murdock/Sutek Conspiracy - Split, 7” Solid split of fast Antischism-

influenced hardcore. As I write this, Sutek Conspiracy is on tour.

I’m sure the current band isn’t happy about it, but their old singer

(the singer on this split, I believe) is trying to destroy his old band
by spreading internet rumors that Sutek is alternately a Christian

or WP band. Kind of a humorous approach, but it’s all lies. I

doubt anyone’s listening to the trash talking anyway. Sutek

Conspiracy is HARDcore, fast and furious, with punk lyrics about

fucking up the system and smashing the cubicles. I like the "fooled
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Brian Czarnik (BC)

The Hanson Brothers — Gross Misconduct, LP+ 7” As I am writing this we are deep into the hockey playoffs, and Joey Ramone is a few

weeks dead. So there is no other band that I can feel just about talking about than The Hanson Brothers. Taking their name from the great

Hanson brother characters (from the classic Paul Newman hockey movie SLAPSHOT) you just had to know that this band was going to be

great. They sound like the Ramones and their lyrics are all about girls and hockey. This debut record came out in 1992 on Alternative Tentacles

Records. The boys are from NoMeansNo so that was probably why A.T. released such a pop-punk record, all 14 songs (plus a few more on the

7 inch) are classics. "No More Headcheese,” "Jackoff,” "No Emotion,” god-double-damn this record kicks serious ass. It is a fun record, as

the lyrics are goofy and entertaining, even if you don’t like hockey... (wait e-mail me why you would like punk but wouldn’t like hockey at

briczar@juno.com , for those of you jackasses out there that don’t like hockey. I love old-time hockey. Bobby Clark and the Flyers. Tony-O

and the Blackhawks. don’t be a jagoff..you like hockey and you like it now. And pay some respect to the great influence that the Ramones had

on tons (if not alio punk bands you fool! Why am I so intense, I will tell you why... this record is great! Now you don’t bother they flirted with

the evil majors for the second (it is good too) release, you just order this punk gem right now from some frigid’ online store. Or I will body

check your ass into the boards and we will have to drop the gloves and DUKE IT OUT!

Top Five Tampa scene things I thought about in line for the Misfits 25 years show: 1. Where are the local bands handing out flyers? 2 Man I hate the

heat and this state! 3. Why do the kids wear new mall-bought Black Flag and Dead Kennedy shirts? 4 Why do the girls talk about the St. Pete girls

being so fat when the Tampa girls aren’t much better. 5 - Does that little girl have a boob job?

you” tactic of hinting towards slow and shitty emo while maintain-

ing a very fast edge. Murdock is the better known (and slightly

inferior) of the two bands, and this their best stuff I’ve heard. I

could do without the fucked-up lyrics describing the frailty of the

human mind, but the rapid fire jump till your nuts hurt music is

hard to resist. This split is a break from the overly emo crap hard-

core lots and lots of people are getting into these days, and

reminds me more of the bands that were around when emo was just

first making the scene. (AE)

Ed Walters Records, 606 North 13th St. Apt #1, Lafayette, IN 47904

The Numbers - Music Design, 10” Five songs of Electric Frankenstein

influenced punk rock and roll with the sixth, "Screaming”, sounding

like The Stitches. All in all, more no curve ball, nineties style punk

rock. Either you know what I’m talking about or you need to download

some songs. (AS)

Dead Beat Records, RO. Box 283, Los Angeles, CA 90078

Peeps - Talk of the Neighborhood, 7” The girls of the Peeps go high class

with their bubblegum sound recorded byJeff Dahl. The B-side "I Like

It” sounds more like a Pagans song than a Peeps song and "I Like It”

indeed. (EA)

Sympathy for the Record Industry

Plexorjet - City Under Seige, CD Sounds like Polvo would have sounded if

Polvo was a new wave band in 1981. Yet this ten-song album from

Atlanta was released in 2001. Go figure. (AE)

Moodswing Records, 3833 Roswell Rd. Suite 104, Atlanta, GA 30342

Porcelain Decay - ST, 7” Porcelain Decay sounds like they could have

been around in the early 8o’s. I think it’s the slightly warbly vocals that

give them that effect. Melodic punk with some modern guitar trickery

and lyrics about the scene and being a youth. Nice song explanations

too. They obviously have a lot of spunk and character. Now run along,

you little scamps. (NS)

61 E. 20th St., Huntington Station, NY 11746

One Last Thing - The Foster portfolio, CD Sometimes fast, sometimes slow

DC influenced-rock-punk-emo-stuff on an Oregon record label.

With only two sentences to describe it, what more can I say but what has

been said before about a million times before about a million other

bands (it sucks to be only 30 and so damn jaded). (BC)

Rise Records 2347 Oak Hill RD., Roseburg, Oregon 97470

Oozzies - Nation Out of Hand, CD Southern Californian style punk rock

with dashes of, dare I say, Oi both musically and lyrically and a vocal-

ist that has a definite Milo from the Descendents vibe going on. (AS)

Industrial Strength Records, 2824 Regatta Blvd., Richmond, CA 94804

Overthrow/What Happens Next? - livin la vida loca, CD Old school hard-

core with a noticeable metal influence. Extremely energetic, however

extremely short songs. There were 28 songs on the disk and it was only

38 minutes long. Includes an CD-Rom track that has all the lyrics,

bios, videos, and some other cool stuff. (AA)

Soulforce Records M.L.R - Apartado de correos 18199 - 28080 Madrid Spain

Ratos de Porao - Sistemados Pelo Crucifa, CD Hard and fast with growl-

ing vocals and energy that you just couldn’t possibly keep down. Songs

that make you want to go out and beat someone senseless. (AA)

Alternative Tentacles Records

The Real Diego - S/T, CD This is a debut, and judging by how unstop-

pably whiny this shit is, at least one of the members of the band will off

himself before releasing another CDEP. These five crybaby pop songs

are pure torture. (AE)

What Else? Records, R0. Box 1211, Columbus, IN 47202

Redshift - I Scream, CD Fast high energy hardcore with angry vocals. Ifyou

like stuff like Better Than A Thousand, you’ll probably like this. (AA)

Soulforce Records M.L.R - Apartado de correos 18199 - 28080 Madrid Spain

Riff Randells - Who Says Girls Can’t Rock, 7” Alright, the Riff Randells

are back with another slab of wax. The poppy infested tunes from these

three girls are infectious to say the least. This release has three songs

that each warrant the price of this single alone. (EA)

Mint Records P0 Box 3613 Vancouver, BC Canada V6B 3Y6

Peeps - Stiletto, 7” Three tracks of girl garage rock and roll sweetness.

Lo budget single that rivals any Bobbyteens release. Bubblegum sweet-

ness for sure. (EA)

Lipstick Records 1154 Powell St. Oakland, CA 94608

Rivethead - City Sound Number Five, 7” High energy sing along pop-

punk with catchy positive lyrics, and choruses that make you want to get

up and move. (AA)

The Blood of the Young, R0. Box 14411 Mpls, MN 55414
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Safety Pins / The Stryder 1— MHB|
Eric Action (EA)

I just realized that it is getting close to nine years since the New Boh
and their early singles literally got me interested in listening to new p
had turned to pop. Then Columbus gave us the New Bomb Turks ar

Turks were releasing a new single every week and each one was as goo
all fast as hell, save for the one cover of Wire’s "Mr. Suit.” They ha

done, but slowed it down to a cheering anthem of sorts. Songs like "E

vinyl has an extra track, while the CD is missing said track but does gr

to look at the pictures of the Turks, they look younger and more ene
record came out it was so much better than anything at the time. If y
good but you must get their two Crypt LPs and their early singles whi
one of the best bands out there. Eric jumping around looking like 1

Long live rock and roll!

Too much time wasted listening to: Link Wray, lotsa Buzzcocks, new Bantan
old 7”’s. Anyone have a copy of the Brentwoods LP give me a holler: re\

AB TURKS recorded their debut record, "Destroy Oh-Boy!.” This record
unk rock again. At the time the airwaves were filled with grunge and punk
id life was good again. Around 1992-1993 it seemed as if the New Bomb
d as the last. The sixteen (CD) or fourteen (LP) tracks of this record are

d the brilliance to not speed up the Wire song, like ever punk band has

)ragstrip Riot and "Long Gone Sister” are classic New Bomb Turks. The
ve four tracks from singles that you should hunt down instead. It is funny
rgetic than I have seen them in a long time. I can truly say that when this

ou only know the New Bomb Turks from the Epitaph records, which are

ch are unbelievable. If you haven’t checked them out live you still will get

le is goddman Popeye is one of the funniest thing that you will ever see.

1 Rooster, new Detroit Cobras, new Holly Golightly, digging through my
news@punkplanet.com.

$ Safety Pins - Invite Us To Your Funeral, CD First off when I see song

titles like "Plastic Punks”, I cringe. Second, when I see that an album
contains more than one killed by death type cover, I cringe. There
are three here (Lewd, Fuck Ups, and the Deadbeats). Third, when
your band is named after a bygone era’s lame fashion accessory, I

cringe, especially when it has the word "safety” in it. Other than that

this is a pretty good example of the revved up guitar punk that the

kids are into these days. There’s just got to be more going in Spain

than trying to copy old American punk bands. Maybe someday they’ll

sing me a song about it. (AS)

Dead Beat Records, PO Box 283, Los Angeles, CA 90078

Sean Madigan Hoen - The Atavan Tapes, CD Acoustic folksy songs that

sound way more heartfelt and less contrived than say, Dashboard

Confessional. And the guitar parts are actually interesting, instead of

being 3 chord excuses to write whiny songs about girls and hair gel or

something. I’m still not a big fan of this type of music, but this CD
quells a little of my distaste with it. Carry on. (NS)

CTW, RO. Box 40282, Redford, Ml 48240

Semiautomatic — The Trebuchet, CD Electronica, hip hop beats, scratch-

ing, fuzzed out guitars, occasional female vocals that sound like

Princess Superstar or the chick from Dee-Lite. This is how I picture all

bands in New York. Experimental and shit. (NS)

Vex Records, RO. Box 20292, El Cajon, CA 92021

Sissies — Look Back and Laugh, CD They are called the Sissies and are

from Indiana. Wacky, sloppy high paced and pitched punk that I don’t

want to listen to, so Fuck Indiana, and all their wacky opening bands.

(BC)

New Disorder Records 115 Bartlett St. San Francisco, CA. 94110

Six Reasons to Kill - Kiss the Demon, CD The name says it all! Extremely

metallic hardcore with growling vocals, and very dark and evil lyrics.

But somehow they managed to stick out from all the other evil growlers

who sound the same. Their songs had great energy, and variety. (AA)
Alveran Records RO. Box 100152, 44701 Bochum/Germany

P Smalltown - S/T, 7” One of the very coolest things about reviewing

records for Punk Planet is that I get to hear a bunch of overseas

punk. I was recently defending Sweden’s tax structure to a jerky

coworker, and he pointed out that all the punk records I buy are

made possible by U.S. capitalism. Fuck that. Smalltown is made up

of three Swedish guys: Kalle T., Kalle L., and Lobbe. I actually

lived in Sweden for a year when I was two. I wonder if I ever played

with Lobbe, not that I’d remember if I did. One thing I’m noticing

is that Swedish bands, at least on the vocal end, tend to sound like

U.S. bands 'cuz supposedly Swedish kids learn English at an early

age and the languages aren’t that different. If you weren’t told,

you’d swear that the singer here is just another kid from California.

That’s not to say that this is at all generic. There are four longish

songs on this 7”, all of which rock in a quirky lo-fi way. I love the

way the drums are mixed. There’s really no need to have every sin-

gle fucking piece of a drum kit on a separate mic when recording.

I’d guess that this kit was on a maximum of two mic’s. This band
sounds like a more rocking, lo-fi version of Schleprock. This is one
hell of a pop record. (AE)

Dull Records c/o Larsson, Kornstigen 7B, 784 52 Borlange, SWEDEN

SpareChange - Wake. Sleep.Volume, CD This sounds like something from
the Midwest. Somewhat poppy emo/hardcore interspersed with some
screams, spoken vocals and soft guitar parts. A smorgasbord ifyou will.

Well-executed and melodic stuff that I bobbed along to a couple times.

Or maybe I was having some sort of spasm. (NS)

Accident Prone, RO. Box 460686, Escondido, CA 92046

St. Jayne — Evil Bitterness, CD Wow. I didn’t know there was a Murder
City Devils cover band. (ES) !

Cack-o-Phone Recordings R0. Box 5997 Cleveland, OH 44101

Thee S.T.P. - Sin Temptation and Pain, CD Thee S.T.P. are the Italian

Electric Frankenstein, and it came to no surprise when I saw that EF’s

Sal was the producer. You know how that sounds... like the a digitally

recorded Dead Boys without the song writing help of David Thomas or

Peter Laughner. Fans of EF probably won’t be able to tell the differ-

ence between the two. Lyrics are in English for those that care about

such things. (AS).

Ammonia Records, Via G.B. Vico 1, 20123 Milan, Italy

The Stryder - Masquerade In The Key Of Crime, CD I bet all you closet

WEEZER fans will love this bands sing along chorus’s. Tight poppy
punk from Roslyn, New York that is actually very refreshing to hear, so

go out and get this disc. (Now just get those girls on the back cover to

chase me down the street) Hey, this band is only one letter away from
being called Stryper! (BC)

Equal Vision Records RO. Box 14 Hudson, NY. 12534
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Traindodge / v/a Stop Rape Now

Neal Shah (NS)

Back in the mid 8o’s, we used to skate up to Northridge Mall every weekend to hang out, and we’d eventually end up at Tape World. There was

a section called "Imports” where we’d occasionally see band names we recognized from Thrasher or MRR and each of us would pick out some

band based on a familiar or funny band name, or the cover art, or something superficial like that. So without ever hearing of the band, one

day my friend picked out the HARD-ONS "DlCKCHEESE” tape. It was a wise decision. They soon became one of our favorite bands. There was

the band name of course. And the cool artwork. But they wrote great songs. This album probably does the best work of showing their differ-

ent punk styles. From fast songs like "Fuck Society” and "Made To Love You”, to songs that hinted at pop punk, in those pre pop punk days,

like "What Am I Supposed To Do” and "Something About You”. They sounded like a mixture of the Ramones, Kiss and the Descendents.

They had funny comic book artwork that featured plenty of naked devil chicks, funny news clippings, penises and wrinkled grannies. And they

became friends and tour mates with All, Big Drill Car, Mega City Four, the Stupids and Poison Idea. If they weren’t from Australia, they’d

probably be as revered as the Descendents. I recommend getting anything they’ve done before 1995 - They just put out a new album that’s ter-

ribly mellow, but they’re still one of my favorite bands.

Hi, Jason and Nadya!: The Simpletones (from Beach Blvd. CD), In Flames, Leatherface, HDQ, Marginal Man, Treepeople rarities, the Beatnuts

"Musical Massacre”, Ludichrist "Powertrip”, Society Gone Madd!, Jack rips the meanest farts ever.

Traindodge - Torch, CD Cool Oklahoma pop band that’s been around for

a good five years. It has nice emotive vocals, but the intentional over

complexity of the songs makes this probably too technical for most lis-

teners. (AE)

No Karma Recordings, RO. Box 71203, Milwaukee, Wl 53211-7303

Until the End - s/t CD EP Angry, growly straightedge hardcore that makes

me want to drink a 40 oz of Old English. Woo! (ES)

Equal Vision Records RO. Box 14 Hudson, NY 12534

The Valentines - Show Us Your Hearts, CD This is a real solid pop-punk

full-length record. This band spent years working up these songs and

it shows. Recommended. (AE)

Pop Riot Records, RO. Box 14985, Minneapolis, MN 55414

Volta Do Mar - S/T, CDEP Nice, intricate, pretty instrumental stuff. If

you like bands like Godspeed You Black Emperor and Trans Am you’d

probably like this. It’s good background makeout music for sure.(ES)

Volta Do Mar PO Box 85 Champaign, IL 61824

P Zero Boys - Vicious Circle, CD Thank you, thank you Panic

Button/Lookout for having the decency to re-release this punk rock

classic gem. I discovered the Zero Boys from the 1988 re-release of

Vicious Circle that I found at the college radio station were I was doin’

a Punk show. The speed and tightness of this LP automatically makes it

one of the best hardcore records from the 1980’s. From a time when

Husker Du, Minor Threat, and the Dead Kennedys ruled the country

the Zero Boys produced a superior punk record in 1982. Ifyou haven’t

heard this LP, then you need to pick this up. The best part of this

release is two bonus tracks that give a more pop sound that contrasts

heavily with their later metally albums. The song "Civilizations Dying”

is on my top ten punk rock songs of all time which is one reason to buy

this. The other reason is that I guarantee that you will get hooked on

this masterpiece. (EA)

Panic Button / Lookout Records

Zerodown - With a Lifetime to Pay, CD Fat Wreck Chord’s latest release

from a band of speedy and tight melodic punks that will sell a lot of t-

shirts and hats on tour. Fat plays it safe again (Why?). (BC)

Fat Wreck Chords RO. Box 193690 San Francisco, CA. 94119-3690

V/A - Free Hawaii Scene Sampler, CD Like any of us can afford to go to

Hawaii, so this is the second best thing to do. Get this free sampler (I

guess send them a few bucks and or stamps) for postage and listen to

what our little island state has to offer us cooler 48 states. (BC)

www.geocities.com/wetnoode.geo

P V/A - History of Portland Punk, CD This is one of the few essential

releases for the year 2001. Trap Records put out some killer sin-

gles and one great live LP in the years I979 _I 9^3 - Greg Sage did

the right thing and put six singles, the live LP, and one extra track

one this disc. I shouldn’t even have to tell you how great the early

Wipers material is, but if I do then lets say you gotta get their first

LP and this disc and you are set for awhile. Besides getting two sin-

gles from the Wipers, you get songs from Neoboys, Smegma,

Stiphnoyds, Lotek, Sado-Nation, Cleavers, Rubbers, Bop

Zombies. The Neoboys single is one of the finest singles of this era

and the female vocals would fit in with so many of today’s bands. In

fact this whole disc holds up so well, if I didn’t already no so many

songs I wouldn’t have thought it was new material. Definitely the

surprise of this issue. (EA)

www.zenorecords.com

V/A - Monster Party 2000, CD Big time surf comp here with just a cou-

ple punk/garage numbers thrown in for good measure. Based on my
limited knowledge of the current surf scene, it looks like the cream of

the crop appears on this CD. All the songs, usually by name only, tie

into the comp title... the "monster” part not the "2000” part. I have

no idea if it’s all unreleased. (AS)

MuSick Recordings, R0. Box 1926, Redondo Beach, CA 90278

V/A - More Than The X On Our Hands, 7” x6 41 songs from 41 different

straight edge bands, from 41 different countries. There’s a great selec-

tion of really good old school hardcore with some of everything else

mixed in. (AA)

Commitment Records: Klein Muiden 38, 1393 RL Nigtevecht, The Netherlands

V/A - Stop Rape Now, LP A diverse mixture of different punk

genres from all over the world, all with female vocals. An amaz-

ing collection of all types of punk, there’s some of the sugariest

pop punk and some hard stuff too. I loved the spoken-word

tracks. (AA)

Outcast Records R0. Box 1387 Evanston IL 60204

Want your stuff reviewed? Send it to:

Punk Planet Reviews

P0 Box 6014 East Lansing, Ml 48826
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OLE 490 LP-CD

www.matadorrecords.com

MOGWAI ON TOUR WITH BARDO POND IN JUNE AND JULY



AVAILABLE NOW

muchacha
plug in and go!

CD - $12 ppd USA, $14 ppd Canada, available online

Veronica Rec o rds
1573 N MILWAUKEE AVE • PMB #468 • CHICAGO, IL 60622 • VOICE: (773) 227-3804 • FAX: (773) 326-0602

www.voronioorooords. <=^ci

JILL BRAZIL - "THE SONGS OF *JILL BRAZIL CO
MEGABRATS - ode to mintor 7*

BOTH BANDS TOURING SUMMER 2001
CD $0 ppd - 7" S3 ppd

POOL or POND
PO BOX 2084, BELLINGHAM. WA 08227-2004
www.poolorpond.n*t poolorpondOaltavlBta.com

play the hero
two minutes too late

nc emotional punk rock

six song ep out now

double you see records

po box 7740

Wilmington, nc 28406

http://doubleyouseerecords.tripod.com/home.html



Records & Stuff We Sell:

124. NATION OF ULYSSES -££££ * ©
123. QAND NOT U ’No Kill No Beep Beep' * ©
122. FARAQUET The View From this Tower' * ©
121. BLUETIP 'Polymer' * ©
120. FUGAZI ’Instrument' soundtrack - 18 songs

+ * ©
TI9. LUNGFISH 'Necrophones' * ©
118. ONE LAST WISH 12 “n

y.:
r
°T.l

9e
;- gR ®

117. LUNGFISH ’The Unanimous Hour' * ©
Ofl PI |n A 7 I 'Instrument' Rlm/vktoo by Jem Cohen & Fugazi. fcNOw. rUOM4.l 115 min. Now available on DVD orVHS video 'O'

116. BLUETIP 'join Us
1 * ©

112. SMART WENT CRAZY ’Con Art' * ©
110. FUGAZI End Hits'

2 * ©
40. MINOR THREAT CD has every song

! ©
14. DISCHORD 1981 SQA, GpfYoIltl^Brigade SB ©

‘regular CD, price® /
+
Cassette, price©

Price Guide, including postage, in U.S. $ .*

U.S.A.
SURFACE

& CANADA Airmail

7" 3.50 4.50 6.50

© LP 9.00 11.00 14.00

© CD 10.00 11.00 13.00

© MaxiCD 12.00 13.00 15.00

© Video 18.00 20.00 23.00

Wfe accept Visa / MC / Discover - Call (703)351-7507 or E-mail or Fax us

http://www.dischord.com e-mail: dischord@dischord.com

Stores: Let's deal direct! Write us or fax us at (703) 351-7582

Illustrated CATALOG!
please send one US $ or

3 US Stamps or 4 IRC5 .

For a plain but complete

LIST of records, send

us a US stamp or an IRC.

3819 BEECHER ST. NW, WASH., D.C. 20007-1802



Distance Makes the Heart Grow Fonder #5 This

little zine is I think l/8 legal size, offset printed,

has a green and navy blue screen printed cover,

and is stitched along the side to bind it.

Obviously a lot went into this packaging, so why

would you send it in the mail sans envelope?

Besides that, this zine is nice. It’s not heavy on

text, just a few photos and a bit about living in

Chicago and Indiana, and wanting some calm,

nice place to call home. Simple and clean and

nicely put together, a pretty little zine for fans

of artsy, simple things. (ES)

$2 to Rebecca Ann 731 Dover Wheeling, IL 60090

Fracture Issue #13 Pretty thick, full-size

newsprint zine of the MRR/PP variety.

Columns, interviews with Starmarket,

Submission Hold, Silent Season, and more,

and article about the Kosovo situation, TONS
of music reviews, and zine reviews. Nice and

professional looking, yet still fucking DIY. $3

ppd. US/$2 ppd. Europe/$3 ppd. World. (ES)

Fracture RO. Box 623 Cardiff CF3 4ZA Wales UK

Here Be Dragons #7 Nicely done political zine

with stuff about activism, a piece asking ’What’s so

heroic about being in a punk band?”, creating a

show space/zine library, thoughts on organizing

your workplace, a really thoughtful and interest-

ing piece on music, both in "the scene” and as a

whole and it’s criticisms, an editorial article of

sorts about starting the magazine "Clamor” by

Jason Kucsma, scamming versus actively support-

ing independent businesses, the Pennsylvania

Dutch, and more. 40 pages, digest. $1 (ES)

RO. Box 8131 Pittsburgh, PA15217

Indy Media #1 Excellent, insightful article

about independent filmmaking, stuff about

comics, stalking "Book of Letters” master-

mind Rev. Rich Mackin, an interview with

indie filmmaker J.R. Bookwalter, music and

zine reviews, indie flick reviews, and comic

reviews. 44 pages, full size. $3 (ES)

Indy Media RO. Box 21141 Oklahoma City, OK73156

Journalsong #3 I read the last issue of

Journalsong, and loved it, so I was expecting to

love this issue as well. I do. Steve has a way with

words that is just honest and relatable and

good. He writes, "I don’t know why it didn’t

work. Maybe I was more excited by what I would

have to write about more than actually experi-

encing the moments in the first place. " I don’t

know about you, but I could totally understand

this, as I tend to get caught up on the "I’m

gonna have so much to write about!” and in

making memories just so I can appreciate them

later, forgetting to appreciate and really expe-

rience them in the first place. I don’t know how

to explain it properly, but I get it, nonetheless.

He writes that sometimes the relationships you

have with someone through letters can be bet-

ter than the real life one, because, "you can

take your time and construct how you want to

present yourself.” He writes about his relation-

ship, about trying to keep it together when it

seems to be unraveling faster than he knows

how to stop it, and about libraries and room-

mates and fears, and I’ve oversimplified this,

but you won’t be disappointed. I can’t wait to

see his next issue. This zine makes my heart

hurt for him, like I want to just give him a big

hug and take him out for a beer and let him tell

me all his troubles. Get #s 1-3 for a buck and

some postage. (ES)

Journalsong RO. Box 3444 Portland, OR97208-3444

Miracle Issue 4 Thoughts on revolution,

punk, depression, zine reviews, society, a

story about young lust, and life. Computer

layout, 32 pages copied, 1/4 size, nice red

cover. Send $1 world, free in the Netherlands

and to prisoners or trade/postage. (ES)

Johan Van Douverenstraat 56 5961 JJ Horst The

Netherlands

Motion Sickness, #10 Another above average

MRR styled zine with columns, articles, reviews

etc. Cool article on women in punk and inter-

views with Scared of Chaka, Government Issue,

Speeddealer, Macabre, and more. Also has a

fun piece where various scensters describe their

all time favorite shows. (AS)

RO. Box 24277, St. Louis, MO 63130

Multiball #20 My favorite punk rock and

Pinball magazine has finally reached issue 20.

Unfortunately you won’t get singles with each

issue anymore, though they have started their

own record label. This issue is really old

though and I am not sure how we got of their

rotation so much. With lotsa pinball and great

writing this is one of the better zines that isn’t

your typical fill in the blanks MRR clone. (EA)

$4.50 P0 Box 40005, Portland OR 97240

Pink Poodle, #2 Small personal type zine with

small articles on Kittie, a trip to Italy and

some reviews all of which can be read in one

trip to the "reading room” and not necessar-

ily for a number two. (AS)

Candy Grrrl, R0. Box 1176, New York, NY 10018

Something For Nothing, Issue 50 Personal

thought/stories zine with a Christian bend to

it. Thoughtfully done and much improved

over an issue that I saw a few years ago. And
it’s available for 76 cents in stamps. (AS)

Something For Nothing, 516 Third Street N.E.,

Massillon, Ohio 44646

Sore Zine, #11 Cool zine that seems to focus

on creative writing as a hobby as it contains

lots of writing pieces from a variety of

authors. Also has book, zine and record

reviews. Again two thumbs up for pushing

writing as a pastime. (AS)

Sore Zine, R0. Box 68711, Va. Beach, VA 23471

Trash Action #1 Freshman efforts are always

tough to critique. The first issue of any zine

tends to have mucho heart and hope but lacks

in content and any reader can spot the ten

things that the author wish they would have

changed. That is all true for Trash Action # I,

and I see some hope. Interviewing Jim from

Underground Medicine was a hip move, he

owns one of the best mailorders out there.

Interviewing bands such as the Jewws and the

Bananas also reaches a niche market. At least

Trash Action is going all over the place. Hope

to see more from the ladies in garageland. (EA)

$1 P0 Box 1254, 124 Poughkeepsie, NY 12604

(AE) Art Ettinger, (AS) Andy Slob, (BC) Brian Czarnik, (BJM) Brian Manning, (CK) Courtney Knox, (DAL) Dan Laidman, (EA) Eric Action, (ES) Erin

Schlckman, (DM) Dana Morse, (KR) Kyle Ryan, (MY) Mike Yurchisin, (NS) Neal Shah, (RB) Ryan Batkie, (RE) Russell Etchen
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SHOGUN ICONOCLAST CD $10 ppd

THIS CD WILL HAVE YOU EATING RAZORS BY THE END

BRUTAL ALMOST BLACK METAL. HARDCORE.

FOR FANS OF IN FLAMES. PRAYER FOR

CLEANSING AND IRONMAIDEN. wlifi

INVASIONISIMMINENT. .

.

(HooclSdlowRECORDS

SINCLAIRE
...HAVING SHARED THE STAGE WITH BURNING AIRLINES.

BV A THREAD, CHIXDIGGIT, GAMEFACE. JIMMY EAT WORLD.

JOAN OF ARC. LES SAVY FAV. TRISTAN PSIONIC AND THE PROMISE RING

...SINCLAIRE CONTINUE TO CROSS BOUNDARIES WITHOUT HESITATION

chore
CHORE: SOLID GROUP.. .SOLID SONGS.. .SOLID QUICKSAND / CAVE IN-ESQUE PROGRESSIONS.

1(@)D SONIC UNYON RECORDING COMPANY |
POBOX 57347 JACKSON STATION HAMILTON ON L8P 4X2 PHONE 777. 1 223 WWW.SONICUNYON.COM Jfl

COMINGSOON. .

.

SPITFIRE
THE SLIDESHOW WHIPLASH
CD EP us $8 ppd - ON SALE JUNE 2001

AFTER ALMOST THREE YEARS OF HIBERNATION. SPITFIRE IS BACK WITH

FOUR SONGS THAT WILL CRUSH THE LISTENER AND MAKE YOU BOW DOWN

IN PRAISE TO THE GODS OF ALL THINGS HEAVY AND METAL.

SOCIETY'S FINEST
RISE OVER RUN
SPLIT CD us $1 Oppd - ON SALE JUNE 2001

FOUR HEW SONGS FROM EACH BAND. THE FINAL

BATTLE WILL BE FOUGHT ON COMPACT DISC.

TAKEN

AND THEY SLEPT
CD us $10ppd -- ON SALE JULY 2001

EVERY G00DFELL0W MAIL ORDER
OVER $20 GETS A FREE SAMPLER CD!

WWW.GOODFELLOWRECORDS.COM

762 UPPER JAMES STREET. SUITE 275

HAMILTON. ON . L9C 3A2 CANADAa
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?Alf emo fans should flock

b hear SLOE play, and all

hard rock fans as well; in

fact, anyone who is fond

of music that incorporates

jjf
electric guitar should gome

and listen to these guys.

Because they ROCK
f"

-easthoyexpress.com

of JAWBOX and the pop

introspection of JIMMY EAT

fSSHfIHpjfe dynamic guitars, honest vocals

and flawless rhythms, guide the listener through

of melancholy post punk/indie rock25 minutes

that proves it's

Jurnedown
:eatures members
yf Strife and Fury 66.

DISTRIBUTED BY
ferkSrth6ruf.com

hold

FORK-IN-HAND RECORDS

po box 55462 . atlanta, ga 30308

www.stickfiguredistro.com

all price ppd in USA. overseas add $1-7" $2 LP/CD

stores: Stickfigure Deals Direct

•adolfo's reversal s/tcd -$9.00

‘all natural lemon Time flavors sA cd • $1050

•blood has been shed ‘novella of urieP cd- $1100

*cave-in 'jupiter" Ip - $830

•corrugated *the future of crime' cd - $1050

•cram the cocaine wars* cd * $1250

•death by stereo "day ofthe death'
Ip

- $900

•eyehatqod''confederacy of ruined fifes’ Ip •$850

*faccionss/tcd-$850

•faded grey 'a quiet time of desperation' cd • $1100

•glass candy and the shattered theatre s/t
7* - $350

•green day ’warning'
7*

-$4.00

*j church 'leni riefenstahl's tinder box'
7*

• $4.00

•kismet hc/invazija/anarlcy spanky three way split cd - $550

•melvins'electrwetard'cd-JIlllO

•newyork against the befzebu from endorsement to observation' cd - $9.00

•nine shocks terror/the Idlers spfitT $3J5

*ru>Xa-1ive at the cryst^ pt^ace* ^i/cd -$850/$10.00

•over my dead body’'no runners' 77cdep -$3.75/$7J»

•seeinred/mk ultra splitcd -$1050

•sick terror *peste catofica* cd - $850

•sin dios '1991-1997* 2xlp-$1250

•slight slappers *a selfish world ailed freedom* cd • $1000

•sparks fight the friction 'cocaine honeymoon' med • $650

•s process 'more me' cd- $12.00

•state route 522 'retrospective' cd - $1 1 .00

•sunn *00 void* cd- $1100

•tear it up fust cant stand if Ip -$850

•the album leaf ’tmuSSSO1
1* lO'/mcd - $85Q/$850

•the boredoms "vision creation newsun’ cd - $1 250

•the annanes
r
msound tour support #15'mcd - $9.00

•the causey way 'ausey vs everything' Ip/cd - $85Q/$1100

•the red scare 'strangers die everyday* Ip/cd - $850/$1

0

•the red scare/true north split
7*

• $3.75

•the vida blue 'our miracle point* Ip/cd $9.0Q/$1050

he Missing 23rd
Jon tour now)

*A breath of fresh

air in a world of so

much questionable

punk rock
"

Transworld Skateboarding

Hopelifter

.Undeniably

batchy anthems

With Andrew
from Screw 32
on vocals.

New full length CD from Downway Fall 01

Other releases from AFIf Fury 66, Dependents, Fu Manchu and more

Check out our brand new website - www.sessionsrecords.com

Full Length CD's: $ 10.00 Compilation: $5.00

CD EP's: $6.00 PPD, Overseas add: $2.00

All 7" $4.00 CA residents add: 8% tax

Send $1.00 and a S.A.S.E. for a cataloaand stickerJo:

Sessions Records, 15 Jams Way_ScojhValj^CA 95066^
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Turned On: A Biography of

Henry Rollins

James Parker

Cooper Square Press

I never could get into Henry Rollins

all that much when I was younger. The

fact that he stayed away from intoxicants of

any kind was vaguely unsettling to me.

Then there was the whole weight-lifting

thing, and the fact that Black Flag’s music

sounded way too influenced by ’70s heavy

metal bands like Black Sabbath. I had but

recently been liberated from the thud-

ding, redneck oppression of metal by the

invigorating, big city blast of punk rock

and I was in no mood to go back, combat

boots and shaved heads or not.

Mostly, though, it was Black Flag’s

lack of irony that bugged me. Hits like

"TV Party” seemed weighed down with a

snooty self-righteousness that other,

equally enraged but somehow more inci-

sive bands like the Dead Kennedys were

still managing to avoid. To me, Rollins’

whole attitude was summed up in his

scream, "YOU CAN’T TAKE ME AWAY
FROM MYSELF!” I remember his yelling

that line as he stomped across a Portland

stage during the mid-’80s, sweaty mane

flying, sunburst tattoo rippling across a set

of lats wider than Elvis’s shoulder pads

and thinking, "If only somebody could,

Henry. If only somebody could.”

Over time, Rollins’s stubborn refusal

to disappear made an impression on me.

Coupled with a significant improvement in

his music once he had left Black Flag

behind, his staying power began to win me

over. I became more interested in the level

of dedication which Henry Rollins seeming-

ly approached every aspect of his life. It was

fascinating to me that in a world of apathy

and convenient blame, here was a public

person who could remain violently angry at

the contradictions and still uncompromis-

ingly insist on taking responsibility for him-

self. The more I came to actually under-

stand how important it was to be dedicated

in life, the more interested I became in

Rollins’ particular realization of the DIY

ethic: only you can make your life happen.

In his unauthorized biography, Turned

On
,
James Parker documents this maniacal

work ethic almost as thoroughly as Rollins

himself has. But he also acknowledges the

resistance that Rollins’s dedication has gen-

erated, placing the over-muscled one in the

context of the time-honored American

ideology of self-help. As Parker makes

painfully clear, Rollins is not truly a rebel.

Rather, he is a classic American archetype:

the self-made man who struggled through

unbearable misery to reforge an invincible,

triumphant identity as a celebrated entre-

preneur, a mover and a shaker in the most

au courant of bohemian clothing. Through

his very relentlessness, his very refusal to

turn away from inner demons, the diatribe

goes, Rollins has established a brand iden-

tity—not to mention a brand loyalty—that

most products can only envy.

While there’s an appeal to "reading”

Rollins as if he were a Gap ad, such an

approach gives us no sense of who he really

is. This where Parker’s book shines bright-

est. Though Parker clearly harbors a fan’s

affection for Hank, he’s not a fan who’s

willing to overlook the often comically-

overblown character of his idol. Every mus-

clebound sulk, every beetling brow and

steely-eyed superhuman pronouncement is

here, lovingly set inJames Parker’s razor-

sharp, bone-dry British prose. In the end,

Parker’s deft interweaving of a wide range of

key sources humanize the Man far more than

any volume of his own bombastic, spiraling,

self-aggrandizing "poetry” ever will. Most

notably, he reveals an comedic side to

Rollins. Coming to the UCLA campus in the

depths of his most tour-grizzled, sleep-

deprived road funk, he is greeted by a woman

who asks him, "What are you, the Grateful

Dead?” His immediate reply: 'What, were

you raised by wild dogs?” —Nathan Keene

Iraq Under Siege

Anthony Amove, editor

South End Press

I was walking with my friend in a

wilderness of outlet malls off of I-80 near

Sacramento. We came upon a protest.

Women in black chadors mingled in a

largely white crowd. A IO-foot sculpture

of the Grim Reaper loomed over them.

An immense banner read "End the

Sanctions Against Iraq.” In the midst of

expressing what I thought was my perfunc-

tory approval, I was cut off by my friend.

"How can you support a bloody dicta-

tor like Saddam Hussein!” she exclaimed.

During the resulting awkward debate

I realized that, while I had protested the

GulfWar and Washington’s ensuing abuses

against the people of Iraq, I had never

really bothered with the details of why. The

affair fit my personal theory of US foreign

policy as a ruthless bid for global

supremacy. That was enough for me, but

not her. And I found myself struggling to

defend a position that I could with con-
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viction, but not convincingly.

If only I had already read South End

Press’s Iraq Under Siege, I might have sound-

ed like less of a knee-jerk "progressive”

and more genuinely informed. Every

chapter offers an informative essay from a

different dissenting voice on Iraq. This

book makes as good an education manual

for activism against the continuing sanc-

tions as you could hope to find.

Had I read it prior to that day in

Sacramento, I could have cited the UN’s

report in 1991 that the US and its allies

had bombed Iraq "back to a pre- industrial

age,” and questioned what further use

sanctions could be against such a crippled

nation. I could have mentioned study after

study documenting drastic rises in cancer,

leukemia, immune disorders and severe

birth defects—all connected to "GulfWar

Syndrome”—in areas where the US used

depleted uranium shells against Iraqi

tanks. I could have cited the book’s over-

whelming evidence linking Iraq’s enor-

mous nutrition deficit directly to UN
sanctions and debunking charges that the

regime is stockpiling food and supplies.

And I could have mentioned the horrifying

increase in child mortality since the Gulf

War. If that wouldn’t convince her of the

need to end the sanctions, nothing would.

Thankfully, I can still refer my friend

direcdy to Iraq Under Siege without the worry

that she’ll be put off by preaching to the

choir, insider jargon or burdensome prose.

I would not normally sit down to a political

essay by Noam Chomsky or a public health

paper without bracing myself for heavy

going, but all the writers here—Howard
Zinn; Denis Halliday, the former UN
Humanitarian Coordinator in Iraq, the

tactically brilliant anti-sanctions coalition

Voices in the Wilderness, Chomsky and 1

4

others—keep to a clear, concise style. Not

only that, each article is fully footnoted, the

book has a thorough index, and it includes

an extensive list of resources and organiza-

tions for further reference. —Nathan Keene

Freedom’s Web: Student Activism

in an Age of Cultural Diversity

Robert Rhoads

Johns Hopkins University Press

To hear some folks tell it, the

American left these days is hopelessly frag-

mented. On one side, there’s a younger stu-

dent left that’s got its head up identity poli-

tics and single-issue crusades. On the other,

there’s an older labor Left that believes you

ain’t got a thing 'til the union boss sings.

Now I don’t happen to accept these charac-

terizations: either it’s declaration of sides,

or the suggestion that they are irreconcil-

able. But in the wake of the cutting wars that

marked the left after the ascension of

Dubya, I have to admit it at least holds sway

in the pages of national publications, where

the two sides regularly josde back and forth.

The laborati threaten to turn their

hardhats loose, to knock some sense into

the heads of those good-for-nothing stu-

dents, with civics lessons on the merits of

bureaucratic appointments in place of

billy clubs. The students front with revo-

lutionary cool or machismo and ardor,

becoming the Action Jacksons of whichev-

er set they admire. And between these

sides are people like Robert A Rhoads,

whispering, "Can’t we all just get along?”

through one side of a clubbed face.

In Freedom’s Web
,
Rhoads attempts to

survey the terrain of left student activism

in the 1990s, and the book is suffused with

a 'can do’ spirit, motivated by the belief

that if only people of good will could sit

down around the big table and talk to one

another, the world’s problems would be

solved. Promising more than it ultimately

delivers, Rhoads’s book nonetheless offers

valuable insight into what he calls the "’90s

Multicultural Students Movement.”

Implicitly, Freedom’s Web lays the groundwork

to challenge the periodization that claims

the newest left was born in Seattle, and in

turn begs the question activists are increas-

ingly asking, about the whiteness of orga-

nizations opposed to globalization.

The book’s strength is its case studies of

the Mills College student strike, the cam-

paign for Chicano Studies at UCLA, the

Internet activism of the Free Burma

Coalition, and the struggles of Native

American, African American, and gay stu-

dents at Michigan State, Rutgers, and Penn

State respectively. Rhoads not only attempts

to cover the demographic and geographic

bases but also chooses campaigns with a range

of organizing strategies and success rates.

While he isn’t interested in drawing compar-

ative conclusions or tactical lessons, his care-

fully detailed histories allow some to be

drawn, and that will make the book worth-

while reading for any student activist worth

his or her salt. Also of value is Rhoads’s

opening chapter, summarizing the history of

student activism in the context of its reforms

of the academic environment. Arguing the

"difficultly of] ascertaining an accurate gauge

of the level of student involvement” in left

organizing, Rhoads uses social science sur-

veys to note "the reality . . . that activist

movements, including those of the 1960s,

are almost always a minority phenomenon in

that the vast majority of students tend to be

largely uninterested. ” —Aaron Schuman

Pinochet and Me
Marc Cooper

Verso Books

If any foreigner is qualified to write a

memoir of Chile’s tragedy it is Marc

Cooper, who, as Salvador Allende’s personal

translator experienced the final days of Latin

America’s first democratically-elected social-

ist government first hand. He witnessed its

All books reviewed in Punk Planet are independently published by small or academic presses. Due to space constraints and length requirements, not all books we recieve will be reviewed, as it takes

quite a bit more time to read & review a book (and write the corresponding review) than it does to plunk a needle down on a record and write a snappy capsule. If you’d like to have your book reviewed in

Punk Planet, please mail it to: Punk Planet attn: Book Reviews PO Box 464 Chicago IL 60690 if you want anything else reviewed, please mail it to the reviews address given at the front of the magazine.
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brutal overthrow by CIA-backed national

security forces under General Augusto

Pinochet. And he lived to tell the tale.

Pinochet and Me straddles the line between

a public history of mass movements, revolu-

tions and coups d’etats and the private his-

tory of individuals caught within their vor-

tices. Unfortunately, Cooper’s experiment

suffers from the attempt to fuse these two

modes of writing. As Cooper’s introduction

points out, the first part of the book was

compiled from notes and journals he kept

amid the upheavals of the Allende adminis-

tration, while the latter parts were written

much later, after he had fled the country.

The resulting narrative begins as the har-

rowing account of a fully-immersed partici-

pant and concludes as the political travel-

ogue—albeit a piercing one—of a visitor

from abroad. Between the viewpoint of

someone deeply traumatized by the events in

which he has a very personal stake and that

of someone revisiting a place he once knew,

some connecting link is missing in this

book, almost as if it had been suppressed or

excised. Cooper’s claim that the unevenness

of tone is intentional does little to remedy

the problem.

None of this is to say that Pinochet and

Me doesn’t make for worthwhile reading.

Cooper’s account of the revolutionary

excitement that swept Chile during the

Allende years shows what a heady time it

must have been. Likewise, his memories of

Pinochet’s rape of the country in 1973 are

terrifying. Even the relatively detached

second half of the book achieves a

poignancy usually lacking in travel writing.

Written as "travelogue” reports on

Cooper’s visits back to the country during

the 1980s and 1990s, the latter chapters

provide a clear picture of life under the

heel of Pinochet’s free-market fascism.

They elegantly document the link between

the regime’s use of state terror and an

equally obscene and degrading economy

of plunder and exploitation.

But the book still seems to pull back at

inopportune times. A clue this reticence can

be found in the final chapter, where Cooper

talks about his recent visit the ruins of

Santiago’s infamous Villa Grimaldi, once

the regime’s foremost torture compound.

Finding a wall engraved with an alphabetical

list of their names, Cooper reports "I am

tempted to scan the rest of the list for famil-

iar names of long-lost friends and col-

leagues, but I decide to let that thought go.”

Like many of the Chileans he

describes, Cooper resists making the con-

nection between private experience and

public reality. For this reason, Pinochet and

Me is easy to read as much as its author’s

attempt to confront his own suppressed

horror as his attempt to bring Chileans

face to face with theirs. —Nathan Keene

You Can’t Win

Jack Black

AK Press

Long before William Burroughs was a

gleam in anybody’s eye, Jack Black was

hooked on opium and gave himself the

cure. Long before Kerouac wandered the

continent in search of defiant thrills,

Black had mastered the art of travelling

for free and companioning with burglars,

safecrackers, confidence men and bums.

Not only did he inhabit America’s unau-

thorized underground in advance of these

and other followers, Black probed its psy-

che and explicated its philosophy with

greater authentic clarity than generations

of criminologists, journalists, and chroni-

clers before or since. Black’s prose hits the

back brain like a straight shot of rye. He

matter- of- factly charts his path from

youthful adventures with the wrong crowd

through his development into a career

criminal, his brutal passage through the

penal system, his addiction, his eventual

liberation from opium, and his rehabili-

tation as a librarian, lecturer and writer.

The outsider rebels, Black insists,

because he sees no other way of affirming his

identity in a world that has rejected and

wounded him, often physically. Further, the

more he is hurt through denigration and

punishment, the more enraged he becomes.

Black tells of his own overwhelming hatred

for everything representing the social norm

after being flogged in a Canadian prison, and

of his murderous crime spree upon release

from Folsom, where he was straight-jacketed

on the floor for days on end in an attempt to

coerce self-incrimination. Black’s cogent and

forceful critique ofAmerica’s approach to

criminal justice is as relevant in this era of

three strikes laws and massive incarceration of

the poor as it was to America’s awakening

social conscience in 1926.

Yet it would be too easy to character-

ize his stance as a counter-cultural paean

to the rebel and the outlaw. Unlike such

self-made outsiders as the Beats, Black did

serious time and suffered serious inhu-

manities as retribution for bad things that

he did to people. Like many authentic

criminal memoirs, his writing is woven

with a persistent pattern of remorse and

regret for a life he would not have chosen

in retrospect. On being orphaned, he

comments that "It may not mean much to

the average chap to say: John, I want you

to meet my mother.’ To me it means more

than I can put on paper.” After a passage

in which he speculates that, had he applied

himself to a stable and conventional life

with the same zeal he showed for robbery,

he would be independent and respected

instead of isolated and penurious, there is

a wistfulness that counterbalances his clos-

ing insistence that "I have no money, no

wife, no auto. I have no dog. I have neither

a radio set nor a rubber plant—I have no

troubles.” As you might expect, there’s an

irony here. Aging, his writing out of

vogue, penniless and alone during the

Great Depression, Jack Black apparently

drowned himself. But he left us a testa-

ment that should live on. —Nathan Keene
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box 50106 raleigh nc. 27650-0106. bifocal releases distributed by:

m/ nhnL’o/ rpvpifltion/ initial/ surefire/ stickfiaure/ saulqoodman.comorder direct for $9.00
lumberjack/ ebullitioi
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VISION

fairwea

i"ladderback sets the bar awfully high when it comes to

%4both complexity and intensity, the four piece bits you

„ "with all the fearsome power of a 350-pound linebacker

_ droppinq you to the ground where all you can do is lie

there aazea by this dazzling display of math- punk prowessthere dazeci by this dazzling display of mat

rifcS tht MAdf hlStorY nt Fi:RYV

agnostic front judge

blanks 77 madball

born against mind over matter

burn 108

citizen s arrest orange 9mm
civ quicksand

go! shelter

godismycopilot shift

gorilla biscuits sick of it all

helmet underdog

indecision warzone

into another youth of today

and thanks to our newest bands:

Ruination, Pintsize, and DeLaHoya

cyclone sound
don fury s now studio on coney island beach

www cyclonesound com www donfury.com

1220 surf avenue brook lyn ny 11224

718 266 7755 Email cyclone “'donfury coni

FAIRWEATHEI

the hope conspiracy
"cold blue"

american nightmare
background music

THE LADDERBACK
UCTIONS TO DEPARTURE CD
FOCAL MEDIA NUMBER NINE
WWW.BIFOCALMEDIA.COM

the stryder
"masquerade..."

r.cilIn

equal vision records

po box 1 4 hudson ny 1 2534 usa

order online @ www.equalvision.com

the highly anticipated full length Ip/cd from the best band in hardcore today

produced by dean baltulonis (madball, right brigade, ten yard fight)

*coming summer 2001

:

converge "jane doe" cd/lp

drowningman ep



W The Selection Drone

Brand New CD/LP

cd available through: I Ip available through

po box 138 1001 w broadway #101
Vancouver, b.c. Canada v6h 4e4
www.acherecords.com
info@acherecords.com

^ po box 64
denville

9 new jersey 01834
www.yourbestguess.com
info@yourbestguess.com

Lightheavyweight / Quanta Roma

The new full-length compact disc album.

Stellar releases from Rocky Votolato, You and I

Situation at 1200, My Favorite Citizen, and

Try.Fail.Try are still available.

So?

What are you waiting for?

Your Best Guess Records

secure online ordering through

www.yourbestguess.com

OUT NOW:

TIJUANA CRIME SCENE
CHANGE OF VENUE

6-

SONG COMPAQ DISC S8.00

SPRING /SUMMER 2001:

THE JULIANA THEORY
UNDERSTAND THIS IS A DREAM
11 -SONG TWELVE INCH LPS8.00

STILL AVAILABLE:

THE NATIONAL ACROBAT
for mi mcnai purposes, is dud

7-

SONG COMPACT DISC SS-00

THE JULIANA THEORY / DAWSON HIGH
10-SONG SPLIT COMPACT DISC $10.00

REFLECTOR / RECESS THEORY
2-S0NG SPLIT SEVEN INCH S3.00

AUTUMN LEE
5-S0NG COMPACT DISC S4.00

ARISE RECORDS
PO BOX 45 I SHELBYVILLE, KENTUCKY 40066

WWW.ARISERECORDS.CONl rrnnAr rAll

DISTRIBUTED BY INITIAL RECORDS 1 502.499.PUNK
|

WWW.INITIALRECORDS.COM
inD $4.00 FOR PRIORITY MAIL OR $2.00 FOR REGULAR US MAIL



PIEBALD BARELY LEGAL & ALL AGES

THIS 2 CD SET CONTAINS OVER 40 PIEBALD
SONGS INCLUDING THEIR FIRST ALBUM & EP

BIG WHEEL RECREATION WWW.BIGWHEELREC.COM



FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF BACK ISSUES, GO TO WWW.PUNKPLANET.COM

PP29 checks in with SLEATER-

KINNEY. In addition to S-K.PP29 fea-

tures a talks with KID DYNAMITE, The

Metro-shifter's K. SCOTT RICHTER,

JESSICA HOPPER, publisher of HIT IT

OR QUIT IT ZINE, RAINER MARIA.

Articles: Kim Bae brings you aboard

as LOS CRUDOS TOURS SOUTH

AMERICA. Author Mimi Nguyen takes

A PERSONAL LOOK AT VIETNAM-as

a homeland, as a war and as a state of

mind. Also featured in PP29 is a look

at THE USE OF PEPPER SPRAY BY

THE POLICE; a FREE BIKE PROGRAM

and the GROWING UNREST IN THE

KOSOVO REPUBLIC. Plus all the

other goodies. 136 pgs.

PP30 THE MURDER OF IRAQ 18

pages to coverage of the horrible

destruction reaped on the Iraqi peo-

ple by the US and UN’s economic

sanctions. Also in this issue: BRAT-

MOBILE, TODAY IS THE DAY, THRILL

JOCKEY, SEAWEED, WICKED FAR-

LEYS, VINYL COMMUNICATIONS

and BLUETIP. Articles on JESSE

“THE BODY" VENTURA’S VICTORY IN

MINNESOTA; the MISSION YUPPIE

ERADICATION PROJECT, a militant

group bent on ending gentrification

in San Francisco; THE GREEN PARTY

IN ARCATA, CALIFORNIA; and a

UNION VICTORY IN A NICARAGUAN

SWEATSHOP. Plus an expanded DIY

section, columns, reviews and much

much more. 136 pgs.

PP3I features a talk with FUGAZI

and DISCHORD RECORDS frontman

IAN MACKAYE. Also interviewed in

this issue is THE AVENGERS' PENE-

LOPE HUSTON. Additionally, there

are talks with TED LEO, ICU, LIFTER

PULLER, and DALEK. Punk Planet

#31 also looks at the DEAD

KENNEDY'S LAWSUIT-this article

sheds light on the bizarre situation

that has arisen to pit former band-

mates against each other. PP3I also

takes a look at THE POSSIBLE CLOS-

ING OF GILMAN STREET, MAIL

ORDER BRIDES FROM RUSSIA and

LIVING WITH CHRONIC CYSTITIS.

Plus, columns, reviews, OIY and

much much more 136 pgs.

PP32 takes a personal look at the

Kosovo Crisis. A moving, troubling and

angering piece, LIFE DURING

WARTIME: LETTERS FROM THE

KOSOVO CRISIS will not allow you to

look at the news the same way. In addi-

tion to these gripping letters, PP32

also features an interview with K

RECORDS' CALVIN JOHNSON. Also

interviewed in PP32 are NEUROSIS,

ORI, MURDER CAN BE FUN FANZINE'S

John Marr, THE ETERNALZ, ASPHO-

DEL RECORDS, SUBMISSION HOLD,

and ecclectic art mailorder CATCH OF

THE DAY MAILORDER In addition to all

these interviews, Punk Planet #32 fea-

tures articles the COMMUNITY RADIO

MOVEMENT IN WASHINGTON DC;

MULTIETHNICITIES IN MODERN CUL-

TURE; and a revealing look at GENTRI-

FICATION IN TODAY’S URBAN AMERI-

CA. Plus much, much more. I44pgs

PP33 Sept./Oct. 1999 takes a peek

at the GROWING HACKTIVIST MOVE-

MENT. Hacktivism has brought civil

disobedience to the Internet. Also in

this issue, filmmaker JEM COHEN

TALKS ABOUT MAKING INSTRU-

MENT, THE FUGAZI DOCUMENTARY.

In addition, PP33 features interviews

with JADE TREE RECORDS, THE

MELVINS, OLD TIME RELIJUN,

ALKALINE TRIO AND EUPHONE.

Articles in this issue include 'Growing

Freedom,' A LOOK AT A COMMUNI-

TY-BASED FARM IN INNER-CITY

WASHINGTON DC; 'Ghosts of

Tienanmen,' AN INSIDER'S LOOK AT

TIENANMEN SQUARE 10 YEARS

AFTER THE CHINESE UPRISING

THERE; 'Broken Vows' A COM-

PELLING ARGUMENT AGAINST MAR-

RAIGE; and 'A WITCH HUNT IN

PUERTO RICAN CHICAGO,' a gripping

look at the government's persecution

of Chicago's Puerto Rican communi-

ty. Plus much more! I44pgs.

PP34 Nov/Dec 1999 takes an in-

depth look at THE WARPED TOUR. PP

exposes the inner workings and

hypocrisy of the so-called 'punk rock

summer camp.* Also in this issue,

Punk Planet sits down with WCW

WRESTLER VAMPIRO, MANS RUIN

RECORDS' KOZIK, SONIC YOUTH'S

THURSTON MOORE, THE REP-

LIKANTS, CADILLACA
, OPERATION

IVY'S JESSE MICHAELS and PEDRO

THE LION. Articles in PP34 include a

look at WOMEN IN THE ZAPATISTA

MOVEMENT, a very moving LETTER

FROM PALESTINE, the case against

GENETICALLY ALTERED FOOD, and a

look at OIY PORN ON THE INTERNET.

Plus much, much more— exce[t fpr

reviews, which were missing from

this issue. Whoops! But hey, it’s still a

great read at 136 pgs.

PP35 Jan/Feb 2000 the ALL

INTERVIEWS ISSUE. Headlining this

special issue is a rare talk with JOE

STRUMMER, the frontman of punk

legends THE CLASH. Also featured in

this issue, is a rare talk with LUNG-

FISH. Also in the all-interviews issue,

talks with THE NEED, AMERICAN

STEEL MERGE, the LEFT BUSINESS

OBSERVER’S DOUG HENWOOO, the

MR. T EXPERIENCE’S DR. FRANK, the

mastermind behind BIG WHEEL

RECREATION RECORDS, POSITIVE

FORCE DC’s MARK ANDERSON and

much, much more. I52pgs

PP36 March/April 2000 Punk

Planet #36 takes a long, hard look at

THE DEATH OF A PUNK IN AMARIL-

LO TEXAS. Punk Planet writer Chris

Ziegler travels to Amarillo, talks to

the people involved and writes about

the case and its aftermath. Also in

PP36 is the story of the WTO

PROTESTS in words & pictures. In

addition to these two feature stories,

PP36 features interveiws with

MATADOR RECORDS, THE COUP, AK

PRESS, DENNIS COOPER, AT THE

DRIVE IN, TAPE OP MAGAZINE,

LIMPWRIST and SARGE's ELIZA-

BETH ELMORE, and many more.

Articles in PP36 include moving

PORTRAITS FROM IRAQ and a look

at the LUTHER PLACE SHELTER, a

shelter for homeless women in

Washington DC. Plus there are

columns, DIY, reviews and much,

much more. 144 pgs

PP37 May/June 2000 CRIME AND

JUSTICE 2000. In three articles,

PP37 takes a look at the sorry state

of the American criminal justice sys-

tem. POLICE BRUTALITY is looked at

in the article “War in the Streets.’

YOUTH ORGANIZING AROUND

PROPOSITION 21 is investigated in

“No Power like the Youth’ and the

PRISON INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX is

exposed in “Crisis and Control.’

Interviews in this issue include

STELLA MARRS; J-CHURCH’S

LANCE HAHN; STEPHEN DUN-

COMBE, author of ZINES AND THE

POLITICS OF ALTERNATIVE CUL-

TURE; the EVOLUTION CONTROL

COMMITTEE; Q AND NOT U;

EXHUMED FILMS; HORACE PINKER;

and the story of STALAG 13, a

Philadelphia-based punk club that

was shut down by the city, fought to

be reopened and won. Finally, PP37

takes a look at the SAD STATE OF

THE PRESIDENTIAL RACE and PP

takes a peek at the lawsuit between

the RECORDING INDUSTRY OF

AMERICA AND MP3.COM. Plus

more. 144 pgs.

PP38 July/August 2000 VOICES

OF THE NEW LEFT. PP takes a look

at the new anti-globalism move-

ment. Interviewed in the “Voices'

series are NOAM CHOMSKY, JELLO

BIAFRA, DIRECT ACTION NET-

WORK, RUCKUS SOCIETY, QUEER

TO THE LEFT and GLOBAL

EXCHANGE. Also interviewed in this

issue, BOY SETS FIRE, UNWOUND

talk about building their new

recording studio, post-hardcore

label HYDRAHEAO RECORDS, con-

troversial publisher SOFT SKULL

BOOKS, MELVINS bassist Joe

Preston talks about his project THE

THRONES, electronic artist LESSER

checks in and art rockers LES SAVY

FAV yap at you. Also, PP38 takes a

look at the growing RAPTIVIST

movement. Additionally, PP38 looks

at the GROWING ANTI-WALMART

MOVEMENT. Much more. 156 pgs.

PP39 Sept/Oct 2000 Six years

after punk 'broke' into the main-

stream, Punk Planet talks to many of

the bands involved, GREEN DAY,

JAWBREAKER, JAWBOX, SAMIAM,

GIRLS AGAINST BOYS, THE SMOK-

ING POPES, FACE TO FACE, JIMMY

EAT WORLD, TEXAS IS THE REA-

SON. Think you know what hap-

pened? Think again. Also in this

issue: interviews with KILL ROCK

STARS founder SLIM MOON; THE

EXPLOSION; MARY TIMONY; SUE

COE; ULTRA-RED; DISINFO.COM;

and the CENTRAL OHIO ABORTION

ACCESS FUND. Articles in this issue

include a look at how groups like the

WTO ARE EFFECTING THE LIVES OF

THE GREAT APES; a report on the

CHICAGO POST-ROCK SCENE; and

noted economist Doug Henwood

writes 'BOOM FOR WHOM’ which

puts a new perspective on the ’new'

economy. 152 pgs

PP40 November/December 2000.

MEET THE NEW BOSS Through

interviews with controversial biogra-

phers, Punk Planet #40 envisions

the hell that the Bush presidency will

be-and the hell that a Gore presi-

dency would have been. PP40 also

features interviews with

INSOUNO.COM; The Fucking

Champs’ TIM GREEN; ELECTRICAL

AUDIO; Anarchist theorist JOHN

ZERZAN; MARCELLE DIALLO; VERSO

BOOKS; MILEMARKER; and MAT-

MOS. Articles in PP40 include a look

at the WAR THE GOVERNMENT IS

WAGING AGAINST THE NAVAJO

INDIANS in Big Mountain, AZ, the

PLIGHT OF C NUMBER PRISONERS

IN ILLINOIS and a look back at WEL-

FARE REFORM. 152 pgs.

PP4I February 2000 PUTTING DC

ON THE MAP. PP4I takes a look at

the history of the DC punk scene.

From the influence of the Bad Brains

to the birth of Minor Threat; from a

violent Ian MacKaye to a not-yet-

Rollins Henry Garfield. PP4I offers a

revealing and detailed look into

punk's past. Interviews in pp4l

include: (INTERNATIONAL) NOISE

CONSPIRACY, THE WIPERS, THE

LOCUST, TNI BOOKS, and DIY reg-

gae pioneers RAS RECORDS.

Articles in PP4I include a look at

POETRY SLAMS and a devastating

look at the BOMBING OF A COLOM-

BIAN VILLAGE. Additionally in PP4I

is an inspiring talk with SUE MECCA,

a 40-year-old punk rock mom. Plus,

DIY tips, columns, reviews and

much, much more. 144 pgs.

PP42 FINDING LIFE ON DEATH ROW

Too often the story of state killing

has been told through statistics—

these unique conversations with

three people who have been to death

row (two are still there) bring read-

ers beyond the numbers and into the

cell itself. Interviews in this issue

include: AMPHETAMINE REPTILE

RECORDS calls it quits, SAMIAM,

JETS TO BRAZIL'S JEREMY CHATE-

LAIN talks about his solo work, film-

maker ANDREW DICKSON, members

of the powerful Seattle band THE

GITS look back at the death of their

singer Mia,and hip-hop culture mag

BLU keeps it real. Also interviewed

Palestinian activist who has helped

turn the media tide during the latest

Arab uprising in Israel. Articles in

PP42 include a look at the growing

anti-psychiatry movement--are drug

companies convincing us we're sick

in order to turn a profit. The reveal-

ing DIARY OF A PHONE SEX WORK-

ER lets readers peer into the world

on the other side of the receiver. And

PEDAL POWER chronicle's one

woman's travels into the radical pro-

bike movement. PP42 also includes

all the columns, reviews, DIY and

more that you've loved over the

years. 136 pgs.

PP43 BECOME THE MEDIA PP43’s

36 page cover section gives readers

DIY tips on how to edit digital video,

how to set up a low-power radio sta-

tion, how to record audio, how to pro-

gram HTML, how to build a web-

based audio feed, how to shoot

video, how to program Flash anima-

tions and much, much more. In addi-

tion to those tips BECOME THE

MEDIA also looks at the history of

the INDEPENDENT MEDIA CENTER,

who are setting the media world on

end. BECOME THE MEDIA also fea-

tures pieces about YOUTH MEDIA,

the ZAPATISTAS AND TECHNOLOGY,

NEWSREEL, and COMMUNITY

ACTIVST TECHNOLOGY. This issue is

a must have for anyone interested in

the new media revolution. Also fea-

tured in PP43 are interviews with

radical historian HOWARD ZINN,

rockers ROCKET FROM THE CRYPT

(fresh off being dumped from a major

label), 'emo diaries' kingpin DEEP

ELM RECORDS, author SHAWNA

KENNY, who wrote I WAS A TEENAGE

DOMINATRIX, laptop rocker KID

606, religious zealots THE CAUSEY

WAY, and the masterminds behind

the PUPPET STREET PROJECT.

Additionally, PP43 features all the

stuff readers have come to expect

over the last seven years: columns,

reviews, and much more.

Mini pins & stickers Stick

your Punk Planet pride wherever you

want and wear a pin too! Available to

you for only $1.00

Punk Planet T-Shirts avail-

able to you for only $10.00 ppdin PP42 isALI ABUNIMAH, a young

Single issues cost $6.00 each (postage included).

Buy two or more and get ‘em all for $3.50 each!

'

credit card ordering (and more exact rates) available online at www.punkplanet.com

Punk Planet PO Box 464 also check online for the most current list of back issues available

Chicago, IL 60690
When ordering from outside the US or Canada,

please add $3 to each issue ordered.



Where to find more information about this issue’s features

INTERVIEWED THIS ISSUE:

the Weakerthans

Contact John K Samson and the Weakerthans at:

2-91 Albert Street Winnipeg, MB

Canada R3B 1G5

Official Website: www.theweakerthans.com

The Weakerthans have two albums available,

Fallow and Left and Leaving. They are both

available from:

G7 Welcoming Committee Records

PO Box 27006

360 Main St. Winnipeg, MB

Canada R3C 4T3

www.g7welcoming committee.com

Sub City

RO. Box 7495

Van Nuys, CA

91409-7495

www.subcity.net

Plan-lt-X Records

5810 W. Willis Rd

Georgetown, IN

47122-9117

http://go.to/planitx

The Intima

Official Website: http://intima.tao.ca

The Intima have just released their album, No

Lullaby for Sleep. It is available from:

Zum

PO Box 4449

Berkeley CA 94704-0449

www.zumonline.com

Deltron 3030

Deltron’s album is available from:

75 Ark

370 7th Street, Ste. 12, 4 FL

San Francisco, CA 94103

www.75ark.com

Jad Fair

Jad’s newest album, Hello, is available from:

Alternative Tentacles

P.O. Box 419092

San Francisco, CA

94141-9092

www.alternativetentacles.com

Tom Dimuzio

Tom is online at: www.gench.com

ARTICLES IN THIS ISSUE:

One of Us: Remembering Joey

The official Ramones website is located at:

www.officialramones.com

According to the Leukemia & Lymphoma

Society, approximately 64,000 Americans are

diagnosed with lymphoma each year. For more

information about the disease that killed Joey

and countless others, visit:

www.leukemia-lymphoma.org

Where the Buffalo Roam

The Buffalo Field Campaign can be reached

at: PO Box 957

West Yellowstone, MT 59758

Or online at: http://www.wildrockies.org/buffalo

Next Stop: Unknown

For more information about the politics of digital

music, contact:

The Future of Music Coalition

c/o Michael Bracy

601 13th St. NW
Suite 900 South

Washington, DC 20005

www.futureofmusic.org

Locked Down, but Not Out

The following organizations are working to better

the treatment of women in US prisons:

California Coalition for Women Prisoners

100 McAllister St.

San Francisco, CA 94102

www.prisonactivist.org/ccwp

Legal Services for Prisoners with Children

(same mailing address as above)

www. prisonactivist.org/lspc

Critical Resistance

www.criticalresistance.org

South by Southwest on Zero Dollars a Day

For more information about the South by

Southwest music conference visit the official

website: www.sxsw.com
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